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Abstract

Cultural representations of disability reveal a cultural value system

which characterises the disadvantage experienced by disabled people

in terms of personal tragedy, the impaired body and otherness. The

reproduction of these disabling values in the dominant discourses of

British policy making have resulted in a mode of welfare production

based on 'care', individualism and segregation. More recently,

implementation of the 1990 NHS and Community Care Act has tended

to consolidate rather than challenge this policy tradition.

By contrast, the emergence of a strong disabled peoples' movement

offers significant forms of resistance to dominant policy discourses

through the development of social models of disability. In particular,

Centres for Independent/Integrated Living have promoted an

alternative agenda for enabling community support systems based on

the values of participation, social integration and equality. Disabled

people's organisations in Derbyshire were at the forefront of these

developments in Britain. Their attempts to implement integrated living

solutions within the policy framework of community care demonstrate

significant conflicts over the definition of quality in service processes

and outcomes.

The study employs co-participatory methods to involve local service

users and disabled people's organisations in exploring these issues

within an emancipatory research paradigm. The data from this

research highlights specific barriers to policy change and suggests

that effective self-organisation within a cohesive social movement is a

necessary pre-requisite for the liberation of disabled people.

Ultimately, the agenda for change promoted by the disabled peoples'

movement challenges not only attitudes and values but also the social

relations of production and reproduction within a capitalist economy.
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INTRODUCTION

The disabled peoples' movement has struggled hard to gain

acceptance for the idea that disability can be considered as a form of

institutional discrimination or collective social oppression. As these

'social model' ideas have gained political currency so they have

engendered a profound re-examination of British social policy.

Although disabled people in Britain have won some recent

concessions towards anti-discriminatory legislation, the bulk of

disability policy making continues to reproduce disabling discourses of

dependency, individualism and otherness. It is not surprising then, that

the enabling values of the disabled people's movement have

frequently come into conflict with traditional policy discourses.

Specifically, the implementation of 'community care' reforms during the

1990s highlights important value conflicts in the policy making

process.

The rationality of policy making is bounded by bureaucratic and

economic constraints. Any attempt to restructure British social policy to

accommodate the agenda of the disabled peoples' movement would

require a fundamental redefinition of the social relations of welfare

production. The liberation of disabled people threatens powerful

professional interest groups, it brings into question the legitimacy of

the welfare state and it challenges the economic imperatives of capital

accumulation. In this broader context, disabling values function

ideologically - by portraying the disadvantage experienced by disabled

people as inevitable and thereby precluding the possibility of enabling

policy alternatives. Conversely, the ability of the disabled peoples'

movement to generate significant resistance to dominant policy

discourses is indicative of its counter-hegemonlc potential as an agent

of social change.
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0.1. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

I began this study with a conviction that it would be possible to

produce a credible piece of academic research defined and guided by

the disabled people with whom I was engaged. In this sense, I did not

set out with a specific topic of enquiry. This thesis is then the end

product of a process in which I sought to share control over the

research production process with its primary participants. It was they

who defined the central research question and guided the data

collection. However, the analysis presented here (and its location

within a broader sociological frame of reference) remains my

responsibility.

The study itself arose from a specific research question posed by

disabled people involved with the Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled

People (DCDP) and the Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living

(DCIL). It was their perception that a significant conflict of values had

arisen between themselves and the commissioning authorities over the

definition of quality standards for the support services that they provide

to disabled people in the locality. This difference of values, it was

suggested, had been exacerbated by the implementation of recent

community care policy reforms and the imposition of service

contracting. This study examines how such conflict has arisen and

what implications it might have for disability policy making in Britain.

DCDP was Britain's first coalition of disabled peopled and the

Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living, Britain's first GIL. Since the

mid 1980s DCIL has sought to design and deliver services to disabled

people based on the principles of participation, integration and true

equality. Their commitment to integrated living represents a radical

departure from traditional modes of welfare production. They have

attempted to develop support services that respond to the social

causes of disability and they have sought to involve disabled people

themselves as key participants in the production of their own welfare.

In this way, integrated living blurs the administratively constructed

boundaries between 'providers' and -'users' and brings into question

the whole concept of 'services'.

2
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In many ways, the growth of organisations like DCIL, within the

movement for independent/integrated living, has been a remarkable

success story. Many hundreds of disabled people have been able to

extricate themselves from the disabling social relations of

institutionalised service provision and to exercise greater choice and

control over the production of their own welfare. In theory, the

implementation of community care legislation, the growing

assertiveness of the disabled peoples' movement and the move from

state provision to consumerist marketisation should all provide

opportunities for innovative services to flourish. Yet, in a climate of

political uncertainty, the future direction of welfare policy making

remains unclear and there is growing concern that the advances which

have been made could all too easily be undermined. As Ann

Kestenbaum (1996: 1) points out...

In such a time of uncertainty and change, it is important
to achieve as clear a picture as possible of the practices
that support or impede Independent Living, and of the
policies that would make it a more practical possibility for
many more disabled people.

If, as those within DCDP/DCIL argue, community care implementation

does indeed threaten the hard won achievements of the disabled

peoples 1 movement to promote integrated living solutions then this task

is all the more important. Moreover, if research into these issues is to

have relevance and validity for disabled people themselves then it is

vital that they should be involved throughout the process.

0.2. SOME GENERAL HYPOTHESES

The impact of social policy is measured against notions of quality

which are culturally, structurally and bureaucratically defined. In the

case of disability, definitions of quality are inextricably bound up with

(a) cultural values about the role of disabled people in society and (b)

the social relations of welfare production in a capitalist economy. This

study investigates these relationships by testing three broad

propositions:

3
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1. Definitions of quality derived from individual models of disability

will be at variance with those derived from social models. In

arguing for the latter, disabled people's organisations (DPOs)

have often found themselves at variance with the values

embodied in recent community care reforms.

2. Such variances will be most apparent where DPOs are

themselves the providers of contracted community care services.

In such cases, services designed by DPOs (within a social model)

will often be evaluated against quality standards defined by policy

makers (within an individual model).

3. The achievement of quality within a social model would require

not only enhanced services but also enhanced civil rights and

citizenship. This would require a fundamental redefinition of the

social relations of welfare production which, in turn, would

undermine powerful interest groups within welfare bureaucracies

and challenge the economic imperatives of welfare state

capitalism.

In testing these propositions, it would naive to consider this (or any

other) conflict of welfare ideologies in isolation from its social context.

Political ideologies do not emerge or compete in a simple pluralistic

way and the relative influence of competing values in policy formation

and implementation is contingent upon the distribution of power within

a given society. Disability policy making is not played out on a level

field and the policy community in Britain is weighted against the

disabled peoples' movement. These existing power relationships are

premised upon both ideological and economic assumptions.

In order to understand why conflict has arisen over services in

Derbyshire in the mid 1990s, it is necessary to pose some more

fundamental questions. For example, it is important to ask where these

competing values came from, why some values are dominant over

others and who's interests are served by the maintenance of particular

4
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discourses. It follows that the study of competing welfare ideologies

needs to be located within a frame of analysis which can

accommodate the social relations of welfare production. Ultimately,

any study of competing policy values in 1990s Britain will have

something to say about the relationship between ideology and

economy in contemporary British welfare state capitalism.

0.3. THE ROLE OF VALUES IN OPPRESSION

Disabling values can contribute to oppression in a number of ways. On

an individual level the expression of disablist attitudes and beliefs may

impact directly on disabled people's experience and identity. Such

attitudes or values may also be shared by groups of actors who have a

great deal of power over disabled people's lives (for example, a team

of service providers or a group of local policy makers). Within welfare

institutions, disabling values may become highly codified as

professional discourses of surveillance and discipline. On a macro-

level disabling values may operate as culture or ideology.

Collective social values may be revealed in many ways - through

cultural representations, through the form and content of legislation;

through the administrative and institutional arrangements for welfare

production. Fraser (1987), argues that dominant cultural products

reflect the values of dominant social groups and that these values then

define the needs of subordinate groups (in Fraser's case, women).

This position is reminiscent of Du Bois' (1969 [1903]) seminal work on

racism in which she reflected on...

...this sense of always looking at one's self through the
eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. (p. 45)

Lugones & Spelman (1983) theorise the role of values in oppression

as 'cultural imperialism' and this concept has been extensively

employed in order to explain the oppressive role of patriarchal and

imperialist values. More recently, it has been employed by social

model writers such as Hevey (1993) and Shakespeare (1994) to

5
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examine the oppressive nature of disabling cultural representations. In

this sense, cultural imperialism provides a useful way of looking at the

relationship between disabling cultural values and the oppression of
disabled people.

For Iris Young (1990: 58), cultural imperialism involves the

'universalisation of a dominant group's experience and culture, and its

establishment as the norm'. Where this occurs the normalcy of the

dominant group's perspective leads alternative perspectives to be

judged as deviant; to be characterised as 'other'. For Young this is a

'paradoxical oppression' because the imperialised group is both made

invisible (through cultural norms) and simultaneously marked out as

visibly different through stereotypes (usually related to bodily

characteristics such as skin colour, gender, age or impairment).
Thus...

To experience cultural imperialism means to experience
how the dominant meanings of a society render the
particular perspective of one's own group invisible at the
same time as they stereotype one's group and mark it out
as Other. (ibid.)

Social constructionist approaches to disability have been enormously

useful in detailing how this occurs (Hevey, 1993; Shakespeare, 1994).

However, they do not necessarily account for why it occurs in
particular historical contexts. For example, while accepting that the

'consistent cultural bias against people with impairments' has been

undervalued by materialist writers, Barnes (1996a: 49) remains

concerned that the idealist approach...

reduces explanations for cultural phenomena such as
perceptions of physical, sensory and intellectual
difference to the level of thought processes, thus
detracting attention away from economic and social
considerations.

There are parallels here with the discourse on 'race'. Black British

writers such as Ballard (1979), Lawrence (1982) and GlIroy (1987)

6
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have found it useful to employ cultural arguments. However, Bourne

(1980) points out that racism resides in power rather than culture while

Cross (1982) and Solomos (1985) show how an overemphasis on

cultural explanation can reinforce racist power relations. Thus,

Williams (1989: 95) argues that analyses based in culture tend to

obscure the structural relations of power between white and Black

people. This line of argument is equally applicable to other modes of

oppression. For example, the distinction between 'sexism' and
patriarchy (Busfield, 1989).

Social creationist models of disability have produced similar reasoning.

For example, in reviewing his own attempts to explore the cultural

variation of disability, Oliver (1996b: 28) suggests that...

• .what evidence there was showed that the medicalised
and tragic view of disability was unique to capitalist
societies and other societies viewed disability in a variety
of ways.

Oliver suggests that it is the mode of production which has a

determinant influence on cultural values and representations and not

the converse. The assumption is that cultural values contribute to

disability in so far as they preserve and legitimate the social relations

required by a dominant mode of production. From this perspective, the

notion of cultural imperialism may be better understood as ideology.

This is a familiar argument from Marxist and feminist medical

sociology. For example, Waitzkin (1979, 1989) shows how 'structural

patterns of domination and oppression' can be reproduced in the

interaction between doctors and patients. It was also the message

underlying the work of those in the anti-psychiatry movement - that

psychiatric diagnosis could operate as a form of social control (Scheff,

1966; Szasz, 1973; Foucault, 1977). It is important to note that such

literature falls short of making claims about the ideological function of
physical impairment (Laing, 1960; Goffman, 1961). Sedgewick (1982)

questions this omission and other authors have argued that

medicalised definitions of physical impairment can be construed as

7
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upholding particular state or class interests (cf. Abberley, 1992; 1995;

Stone, 1984; Albrecht, 1992).

Marxist writers have tended to argue that the development of

nineteenth century industrial capitalism and Fordist production

methods required a set of social relations which necessarily excluded

most people with impairments from equal participation in the labour

force (Finkelstein, 1980; Ryan & Thomas, 1980; Oliver, 1990). These

factors, it is suggested, created socia' relations which necessitated the

growth of institutional welfare arrangements to accommodate the

newly created 'care' needs of disabled people. In more general terms,

Habermas (1987) has argued that welfare capitalism creates

specifically new forms of domination and subordination as the 'life

world' becomes increasingly 'colonised' under the control of

rationalised bureaucracies. In this sense, disabled people have

become much more 'colonised' than non-disabled people. From

different premises, Reynolds Whyte & lngstad (1995: 10) argue that...

...disability in Europe and North America exists within -
and is created by - a framework of state, legal, economic,
and biomedical institutions. Concepts of personhood,
identity, and value, while not reducible to institutions, are
nevertheless shaped by them.

Within the industrialised capitalist economies of Europe and North

America, the construction of disability as an administrative category

(Finkelstein, 1991) has thus been contingent upon its commodification

within the expanding production of medical and rehabilitative services

(Stone, 1984; Albrecht, 1992). Within this context, discourses of

personal tragedy (Hevey, 1993; Oliver 1990) and functional limitation

(Abberley, 1992) serve to individuatise disability and thus to obscure

its social and economic determinants (see Waitzkin, 1979).

Much of the British social model writing on disability is based on a

Hegelian/Marxist analysis of history and may therefore be unappealing

to those of a more pluralist persuasion. Most of the arguments are

within the 'male-stream' of disability writing although a similar line of

8
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argument could easily be made from a structural feminist perspective.

For example, if the disadvantage experienced by women with

impairments can be explained as a product of the social relations

required by British patriarchy then cultural values will function

ideologically where they preserve and legitimate those relations. The

point is simply that it is not sufficient merely to identify disablist values

unless it can also be shown how they become disabling.

Values play a central role in oppression when they function

ideologically. That is, when (through acquired hegemony or purposeful

manipulation) they preclude or inhibit significant political change. In

this way, Young (1 990:74) suggests that...

Ideas function ideologically...when they represent the
institutional context in which they arise as natural or
necessary. They thereby forestall criticism of relations of
domination and oppression, and obscure possible
emancipatory social arrangements.

Thus, disabling cultural values would function ideologically where they

could be shown to uphold existing relations of domination and

subordination in a real and material way (through capital accumulation,

state legitimation, private or public patriarchy, imperialism and so on).

They would function ideologically where they could be shown to

perpetuate existing relationships of power within the production of

welfare, for example between 'providers' and 'users'. They would

function ideologically where they could be shown to mask or preclude

the possibility of alternative social relations (for example, a more

equitable reorganisation of work, family, welfare or citizenship).

0.4. SOME SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Bearing in mind the background and general hypotheses outlined so

far, the central research question might be considered as follows:

What are the barriers to implementing integrated living supports

within the framework of 'community care' policy making and what

is the realistic scope for removing such barriers?

9
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0.4.1. Defining the Context of the Study

In conducting a study of this kind, it is important to consider that

disabling social relations may exist not only in the production of

welfare services but also in the production of policy research itself.

Thus, the first specific research question must be:

What is the most appropriate model for conducting disability

policy research?

The concerns of the primary research participants suggest that there is

a fundamental conflict between the policy agendas of 'community care'

and 'integrated living'. In order to understand the nature of this conflict

it is necessary to ask two specific questions...

In what ways does the community care agenda perpetuate

traditional discourses of welfare and disabling social relations for

disabled people in Britain?

How did the disabled peoples' movement come to a point where it

could begin to challenge these discourses and modes of welfare

production?

The answers to these questions define the context for the study; they

also define the bounded rationality within which future policy change

might be possible.

0.4.2. Barriers to Enabling Support Services

DCDP/DCIL have argued that community care implementation creates

barriers to integrated living. Specifically, they have argued that 'care

management' and the marketisation of service contracting reinforce

disabling discourses and social relations in the production of welfare.

This analysis raises two further questions:

10
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• How are value conflicts between the competing welfare ideologies

of community care and independent/integrated living played out at

a micro level and how do they impact on the experience of service

users?

• How have organisations like DCIL fared in their attempts to market

the concept of independent/integrated living within the contractual

framework of community care implementation?

0.4.3. Quality Issues

Disabled peopl&s organisations within the movement have

increasingly argued that their approach to self-managed support

contains elements of 'added value' or quality for service users when

compared to mainstream or traditional approaches. With this in mind, it

is important to determine how the quality of service processes and

outcomes can best be measured and how quality aspirations can be

translated into practice. This raises three final questions:

• What is the best way to measure and improve the quality of service

delivery processes?

• What is the best way to measure and improve policy outcomes for

disabled people?

• What barriers are there to implementing the agenda of the disabled

people's movement and what strategies are available for their

removal?

0.5. A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

The choice of appropriate terminology is not simply a semantic

decision. It is also a political one. Disabled people within the

movement have frequently criticised the choices made by writers in the

past and have promoted alternative definitions. The most influential

and widely quoted amongst these is he contribution of the Union of

the Physically Impaired Against Segregation (1976) who argued, after
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Hunt (1966) and Finkelstein (1975a), that it is necessary to distinguish

between impairment and 'the social situation called disability'. Thus...

In our view, it is society which disables physically
impaired people. Disability is something imposed on top
of our impairments, by the way we are unnecessarily
isolated and excluded from full participation in society.
Disabled people are therefore an oppressed group in
society. (UPIAS/Disability Alliance, 1976: 3)

The definitions which they proposed read as follows...

IMPAIRMENT: is defined as lacking part or all of a limb,
or having a defective limb, organ or mechanism of the
body.

DISABILITY: is the disadvantage or restriction of activity
caused by a contemporary social organisation which
takes little or no account of people who have physical
impairments and thus excludes them from participation in
the mainstream of social activities.

In 1981 these definitions were adopted, in a slightly modified form, by

the newly formed British Council of Organisations of Disabled People

(now the British Council Of Disabled People, BCODP). They Were also

proposed for adoption at the first World Congress of the Disabled

Peoples' International (DPI). After lengthy discussions amongst

delegates from various countries about the language to be used the

following definitions were agreed...

DISABILITY: is the functional limitation within the
individual caused by physical, mental or sensory
impairment.

HANDICAP: is the loss or limitation of opportunities to
take part in the normal life of the community on an equal
level with others due to physical and social barriers.

For linguistic reasons, the British delegation opted to replace the terms

'disability' and 'handicap' with 'impairment' and 'disability' respectively.
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In 1993, the United Nations General Assembly drew directly on the

representations of disabled peoples' organisations in drawing up its

new Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons
with Disabilities (Resolution 48/96, 20 December 1993). Paragraph 18

develops the DPI definitions and the original UPIAS wording by stating

that...

The term 'handicap' means the loss or limitation of
opportunities to take part in the life of the community on
an equal level with others. It describes the encounter
between the person with a disability and the
environment. The purpose of this term is to emphasize
the focus on the shortcomings in the environment and in
many organized activities in society, for example,
information, communication and education, which
prevent persons with disabities trom participating on
equal terms.

There has been much cross-cultural debate about the use of

terminology, much of it very heated. Writers within the American

speaking world have tended to favour terms like 'persons with

disabilities' (see Albrecht, 1992 for example). However, social model

writers in Britain have rejected this construction in order to emphasise

that 'disability' is not 'with' the individual but with the social and

physical environment in which that person operates (e.g. Barnes,

1991). To add further confusion, disabled Americans have increasingly

rejected the term 'handicap'. Consequently, much contemporary writing

exhibits a theoretical vacuum in which the word 'disability' is used

interchangeably to denote both an individual impairment and a form of

institutional oppression.

For the purpose of clarity, and taking into account the context of the

study, I have chosen to adopt the definitions of the British disabled

peoples' movement (specifically, the BCODP definitions). Thus, the

terms 'impairment' and 'disability' are used where the UN Rules employ

'disability' and 'handicap' respectively. Inevitably this gives rise to

occasional confusions of terminology in the use of quotations from

other writers (particularly those from other countries). However, this
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use of language is entirely consistent with that employed by the

primary research participants at DCDP and DOlL.

0.6. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The thesis is structured in eight chapters which deal respectively with

the specific research questions outlined earlier. The first three

chapters explore the methodological, political and historical

background to the case study. The following two chapters draw

extensively on the case study data to show how competing values

impact on the assessment of 'need' and on the pattern of service

commissioning. The final three chapters identify a number of barriers

to quality within the framework of community care policy making and

explore some strategies for change.

Chapter one begins by reviewing the development of an 'emancipatory'

paradigm for disability research. This framework is then applied to the

social relations of research production as they arose in this study.

Particular emphasis is placed on a critical evaluation of the

researcher's role within this paradigm. As mentioned earlier, this study

was above all driven by a methodological decision to devolve control

over the research production to its primary participants. The

discussion provides a critical appraisal of each stage in this process -

from agenda setting to dissemination - in order to illustrate the

methodological significance of the material presented in the

subsequent chapters.

Chapter two begins the examination of conflicting values by analysing

dominant discourses of disability policy making in Britain with specific

reference to the community care agenda for change in the 1 990s. This

analysis shows how disabling policies have been premised upon the

cultural representation of disability in terms of personal tragedy, the

impaired body and otherness. Such values find their expression in

British policy making through a preoccupation with 'care', individualism

and segregation. This value-laden policy agenda then functions

ideologically by obscuring the possibility for alternative modes of

welfare production.
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Chapter three charts the development of the disabled peoples'

movement with specific reference to events in Derbyshire. This

evidence suggests that the politicised self-organisation of disabled

people can be considered as a significant form of resistance to

disabling policy discourses. In particular, the development of social

model thinking through the praxis of independentlintegrated living

illustrates the ability of disabled people to forge new ways of speaking

and acting in response to disabling barriers. In Derbyshire, the self-

organisation of disabled people led to the establishment of Britain's

first 'centre for integrated living' at DCIL. Their attempts to develop a

policy agenda for welfare production based on participation,

integration and equality stand in stark contrast to the disabling values

outlined in chapter two.

The analysis presented in chapters two and three highlights the

conflicting agendas of British policy makers and the movement for

independent/integrated living. However, these conflicts also impact

directly on the lived experience of individual disabled people who use

services. Chapter four focuses on the development of self-managed

personal support schemes within the movement for

independent/integrated living. The experience of disabled people

using DCIL's Personal Support Service illustrates the ideological

significance of 'care' assessment and management when compared to

the more enabling form and content of 'self-assessment' and 'self-

management'.

Chapter five examines how organisations like DCIL have fared in their

attempts to market self-managed support schemes within the

purchasing framework of community care implementation. The analysis

draws on DOlL's experience of contracting in order to illustrate the

mechanisms involved and the impact of marketisation. This analysis

shows how contractual marketisation (within a climate of resource

rationing) can reinforce disabling discourses of 'care', medicalisation

and segregation by limiting opportunities for peer advocacy,

community development work and political campaigning.
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Despite, their underlying differences, the competing policy agendas of

community care and independent/integrated living demonstrate a

rhetorical convergence on many issues of service quality. For

example, both agendas claim to value user participation, choice, self-

determination and independent living outcomes. Yet, disabled people

within the movement have been concerned that purchasing and

commissioning decisions may fail to give due credit to services which

support independent/integrated living. Thus, chapters six and seven

focus in some detail on the definition of 'quality' in terms of processes

and outcomes respectively.

The final chapter explores more generally the challenges which

integrated living poses to established modes of welfare production in

Britain. Integrated living challenges the social relations of welfare

production and brings into question the whole notion of 'services'. In

this sense it is concerned with much more than cultural 'values' or

competing welfare agendas. The liberation of disabled people also

threatens the legitimacy of the welfare state and undermines the

economic imperatives of capital accumulation. This broader analysis

suggests that, although there is some scope for policy change locally,

nationally and internationally, real progress remains contingent upon

the effective self-organisation of disabled people within a cohesive

social movement for change.
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1. HORSES AND CARTS

The decision to undertake this study was driven by a methodological

commitment to engage directly with the research agenda of the

disabled peoples' movement. Specifically, it arose from an attempt to

place my research skills 'at the disposal' of the disabled people with

whom I was engaged (Barnes 1992a: 122). My aim in doing this was to

challenge some of the established social relations of disability

research production by redefining the relationship between myself and

the other participants in the project. In this sense, it was an attempt to

reverse the all too common tendency of disability researchers to 'put

the cart before the horse'.

The discussion in this chapter examines not only the methods adopted

but also the reasoning behind them. The study raised important

methodological questions, not only about the choice of specific

techniques but also about the very act of researching disability. Such

questions bear many similarities to those faced by researchers

concerned with the experiences of women, Black people and the

peoples of 'developing' countries. The analysis here is then an attempt

to respond positively to these issues by introducing an element of

'vulnerability' into the research design. As Stanley & Wise (1983: 206)

argue...

...a major consequence of making available the
reasoning procedures which underlie the knowledge
produced out of the research is 'vulnerability'. We believe
that this is the only satisfactory - because effective - way
of tackling fundamental features of the power relationship
existing between researchers and researched...

The first part of the chapter deals with the implications of constructing

a model for disability research with reference to methodological

debates on 'emancipatory' research. This framework is then employed

to critically review my involvement in the case study and the specific

methods which were adopted. Some of this material was originally
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published elsewhere (Stone & Priestley, 1996; Priestley, 1997c) and

what follows is thus a development of that work.

1.1. TOWARDS A MODEL FOR DISABILITY RESEARCH

The act of researching disability has become increasingly

problematised as disabled people have begun to examine more

critically the relationship between themselves and those who have

studied their situation. Such critiques have led to the development of

an alternative 'emancipatory' paradigm for disability research which

has much in common with feminist, anti-racist and anti-imperialist

research methods. The key features of this model include a

redefinition of the social relations of research production, a rebuttal of

positivist and interpretative claims to 'objectivity' and assertions about

the political position of the researcher.

1.1.1. The Social Relations of Research Production

Paul Abberley (1987: 5) argues that...

.the sociology of disability is both theoretically backward
and a hindrance rather than a help to disabled people. In
particular, it has ignored the advances made in the last
15 years in the study of sexual and racial equality and
reproduces in the study of disability parallel deficiencies
to those found in what is now seen by many as racist and
sexist sociology.

These deficiencies are evident in the fact that the dominant discourses

of disability research have tended to reproduce two sets of disabling

social relations - firstly, between people who 'do' research and people

who are 'being' researched and secondly, between disabled people

and non-disabled people in the wider world. For this reason it is

inappropriate to consider disability research production as an activity

discrete from its social context.

Abberley (1987: 141), describes how disabled people have been

treated predominantly as 'passive research subjects'. This has been
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true not only of large-scale quantitative surveys, such as those carried

out by the Office of Population Census and Surveys (OPCS) in 1985,

but also in approaches to research interviewing which accept rather

than challenge the disempowerment of research subjects. This latter

tendency is well-documented within feminist research (see for example

Oakley's influential, 1981, paper on 'interviewing women').

This objectification (or subjectification) of disabled people through

research production has been premised upon the maintenance and

reproduction of disabling social relations within the production process

itself. Thus, Mike Oliver (1992a) reflects on the failure of much feminist

and 'third world' research to effect significant change and concludes

that...

It is to what can only be called the social relations of
research production that the failures of such research
can be attributed, and indeed, it is to these very social
relations that attention must be focused if research, in
whatever area, is to become more useful and relevant in
the future than it has been in the past (1992a: 102).

Problematising the social relations of research production thus brings

into question power relationships between the researcher and the

other research participants. This in turn has profound implications for

their respective roles in the research production process.

In her feminist analysis of disability research production, Jenny Morris

(1992: 159) quotes Adrienne Rich's assertion that 'objectivity is a word

men use to describe their own subjectivity'. Similarly, claims to

objectivity by non-disabled researchers have been increasingly

characterised as methodological collusion with an oppressive

discourse which marginalises or subordinates the experience and self-

determination of disabled people. Gerry Zarb (1992) for example, is

concerned that disabled participants' own research priorities are

frequently subordinated by the 'objectivity' of positivist research

paradigms.
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This process was most graphically exposed by Paul Hunt (1981)

writing about his experience of being researched as a resident of the

Le Court Cheshire Home. Hunt condemned the researchers' self-

imposed and hypocritical obsession with 'detachment' - hypocritical

because the researchers maintained distance from the disabled

residents whilst siding with staff and 'experts'. For Hunt, such claims to

detachment and objectivity were inherently flawed because they were

made within a context of oppression. Similar experiences have led

many disabled writers to consider the notion of detached objectivity as

a falsely premised, if not inherently oppressive, epistemological

standpoint for doing disability research.

The significance of these arguments is particularly apparent in a study

such as this one, which engages directly with the struggles of a

politicised social movement. Researchers of emancipatory social

movements have found it increasingly difficult to work within a

positivist research paradigm (Touraine, 1981; 1985). In seeking to

expose and redefine oppressive social relations, new social

movements (including the disabled people's movement) have de facto

challenged many of the mores of social research. In this respect,

feminist critiques of 'objectivity' in social research have been among

the most significant (see Smith, 1988 or Stanley, 1990 for example).

The realist challenge posed by emancipatory social movements is

further accentuated when the subjects of such research are those

same social movements. Thus, Touraine (1981: 29) argues that it is

difficult for the student of social movements to arrive at an

understanding of them other than by identifying with them. Touraine's

approach to action research states openly that the purpose of the

research is to 'contribute to the development of social movements' (op

cit., p. 148) and envisages permanent change in the movement effected

by the research. For Touraine then, sociological intervention in social

movements is a means of...

...raising their capacity for historical action and hence
increasing the strength and elevating the level of their
struggles. (p. 145)
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Touraine suggests (p. 144) that the researcher may adopt an

'agitator's function' in assisting the group's own self-analysis and a

'secretary's function' in recording the substance of group process (in a

critical way). Thus, he concludes that while participant observation can

provide 'superficial information', a more productive approach is that of

'committed research' (p. 198). The practice of committed research

clearly raises many issues about the political position of the researcher

(Finch, 1986) and personal commitments do not automatically

translate into emancipatory research. In order to understand how this

might be achieved it is necessary to consider the development of an

'emancipatory' paradigm in more detail.

1.1.2. An 'Emancipatory' Research Paradigm?

It is relatively uncontentious to conclude that disabled people should

be more involved in disability research production. It is more

problematic to determine exactly what the form and content of this

involvement should be. Simply increasing levels of participation does

not necessarily challenge or alter the social relations of research

production. For this reason, Zarb (1992) finds it necessary to

distinguish between 'participatory' and 'emancipatory' research

methods:

Simply increasing participation and involvement will
never by itself constitute emancipatory research unless
and until it is disabled people themselves who are
controlling the research and deciding who should be
involved and how. (1992: 128)

Since participation is not tantamount to emancipation, it is important to

consider how participation might best be translated into control. The

practicalities of participatory data collection have been sufficiently

outlined in the feminist and 'third world' research literature. However,

the emancipatory model requires more. It suggests ownership of the

means of research production and distribution - by the research

participants rather than by the researcher.
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The emancipatory research paradigm presents a substantial challenge

to the established social relations of research production. Disabled

writers in particular have argued that the researcher needs to engage

directly in the emancipatory struggles of disabled people by laying

her/his research skills 'at the disposal of disabled people' (Barnes

1992a: 122), 'for them to use in whatever ways they choose' (Oliver

1992a: 111). In such an approach the research participants 'are

themselves facilitated to "commodify" the research process to their

own ends' (Ramcharan and Grant, 1994: 239), 'turning the researcher

into a resource for their new employer' (op cit., p. 237).

In this way, disabled people and disability theorists have sought to

identify new research methodologies commensurate with the

emancipatory struggles of the disabled peoples' movement. This move

has been consolidated in recent years with the articulation of an

'emancipatory' paradigm for conducting disabUity research (see for

example, the 1992 special edition of Disability, Handicap & Society or

the collections edited by Rioux & Bach, 1994 and Barnes & Mercer,

1997). In a recent paper with Emma Stone (Stone & Priestley, 1996)

we reviewed the development of this approach in the literature and

identified six core principles which we felt characterised the

emancipatory paradigm:

• the adoption of a social model of disability as the ontological and

epistemological basis for research production

• the surrender of falsely-premised claims to objectivity through overt

political commitment to the struggles of disabled people for self-

emancipation

• the willingness only to undertake research where it will be of some

practical benefit to the self-empowerment of disabled people and/or

the removal of disabling barriers

• the devolution of control over research production to ensure full

accountability to disabled people and their organisations
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(Gouldner, 1970), partly to facilitate the kind of methodological

'vulnerability' mentioned earlier and partly because it is the most direct

way of illuminating the processes involved.

1.1.3. Working it out in Practice

If the principles of an emancipatory approach were to mean anything

then it was important to establish how control could be devolved in

setting up the project. Specifically, I wanted to find out whether it would

be possible to produce an 'original' and academically credible PhD

thesis shaped by the priorities of the research participants. To this end

it was important to think critically about setting a research agenda,

undertaking the project, defining the specific research questions and

obtaining funding.

My initial interest in disability research was prompted both by my

previous employment as a rehabilitation instructor with blind and

parially sighted people and by my academic experience of studying

political theory. During the 1980s I had become increasingly aware of

inherent contradictions between the discourse of 'care' and

'rehabilitation' within which I was professionally cultured and the

ideology of self-empowerment articulated by the emerging disabled

peoples' movement. My increasing exposure to the seif-organisation of

disabled people and to social model writers such as Vic Finkeistein,

Mike Oliver and Jenny Morris served to further illuminate these

contradictions.

The opportunity to explore some of these issues in an academic

context came in 1993 while studying for a Master's degree in Social

and Public Policy at the University of Leeds. As a dissertation project, I

was able to work closely with the Association of Blind Asians (ABA) in

Leeds in order to witness, record and support their struggle to develop

new modes of collective welfare production based on self-advocacy

and mutual support (Priestley, 1994a; 1994b; 1995a; 1996a). It was

this experience above all that shaped my personal agenda for further

study. In particular, I became increasingly interested in examining how

the new community care purchasing framework might be exploited by
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disabled peoples' organisations to establish more participatory modes

of welfare production.

Writing as a non-disabled person, I was initially concerned about

whether I should be pursuing any research with disabled people's

organisations, although Cohn Barnes (1992a: 121) argues that cultural

differences such as class, education, and life experience may present

as many barriers to the researcher as disability. He concludes...

...l am not convinced that it is necessary to have an
impairment to produce good qualitative research within
the emancipatory model.

Before any decision to continue was taken, the issue was raised

directly in discussions with disabled friends, with colleagues and with

my potential supervisors in the Disability Research Unit at the

University of Leeds. Perhaps surprisingly, no negative responses were

received. Conversely, the responses were generally positive -

althougr it was strongly felt that the issue should be made overt at the

outset.

The next stage was to define some specific research questions for the

study. However, it was important that these should be derived from the

priorities of the research participants. To this end I wrote, in December

1993, to the then chair of the Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People,

Ken Davis, outlining my interests (a copy of this letter is included as

Appendix A). A meeting was arranged between myself, Ken and the

research manager at Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living (Dave

Gibbs) during which we discussed the social policy issues facing

disabled peoples' organisations and whether these might form the

basis for a PhD. Not surprisingly, implementation of the NHS and

Community Care Act earlier that year figured prominently in this

discussion.

ft was clear that the unfolding purchaser-provider reforms required

DCDP and DOlL to re-evaluate their relationship with the agencies of

the local welfare state. There was much concern that unique support
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services developed by disabled people in partnership with the local

authority might now be threatened by the new contractual framework.

Specifically, it was felt that new definitions of service quality might fail

to recognise the 'added value' of an integrated living approach. In view

of this it was suggested that I might use the research to develop an

approach to quality measurement which would give due credit to the

kind of services developed by the movement for

independent/integrated living.

Following these initial discussions I set about the task of forming the

ideas and concerns into a research proposal. This development was

fed back and discussed with DCDP/DCIL over a period of two or three

months and resulted in agreement on a set of hypotheses and an

outline method for the project (based initially on interviews with service

users). This proposal was consolidated into a funding application and

submitted to the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) in

May 1994.

In this context, it is interesting to note that I was persuaded by a

member of the faculty to modify the proposal agreed with DCDP/DCIL

on the grounds that it might be regarded as too removed from the

'mainstream' (this included removing the term 'emancipatory' from the

funding application). It is impossible to know whether that decision was

in the end justified. However, the fact that I felt obliged to make the

changes illustrates the way in which dominant academic discourses

can generate self-imposed restraints on the radicalism of would-be

disability researchers.

Academic researchers in every field surrender themselves to the

mores and conventions of a particular mode of research production

and to the authority of a particular academic community whenever they

undertake a piece of research. As Zarb (1992) points out, disabled

people do not generally control research funding and proposals which

are not easily accommodated within established research paradigms

may fail to gain access to limited funding resources. Disability

researchers are then required to bow in several directions: to research
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funding councils and to academic peers, to disabled people and their

organ isations.

To secure funding from a major government research council for a

project determined by representatives of disabled peoples'

organisations was in itself a partial vindication of the emancipatory

approach. It did at least demonstrate that disabled people (in

collaboration with a 'committed' researcher working within a committed

academic institution like the Disability Research Unit) could gain

access to relatively scarce funding resources. However, it did not

provide any guarantees to the research participants that I would

continue to devolve control over the conduct or dissemination of the

research itself (cf. Hunt, 1981).

Having secured funding for the project, the next problem was to

determine how control over its production could be devolved to the

participants. In August 1994 we discussed the proposal again in order

to develop a strategy by which DCDP/DCIL could direct the project.

The outcome of this was the suggestion that I could be 'commissioned'

(without remuneration) to do my research for DCDP. An initial contract

was drawn up and agreed so as to coincide with my registration as a

PhD student at Leeds (a copy is included as Appendix B). In practice,

it is fair to say that the contractual nature of our relationship was not

evoked at any time during the project and its primary function was

therefore in setting the tone of our relationship rather than in governing

it. However, it was a more than symbolic representation of the idea

that this research should 'belong' in some way to its primary

participants.

It is relevant to note that, while the transfer of formal control over the

conduct of the project was possible in this case, it might well be

incompatible with the contracting criteria of some major research

funders. Government research contracts for example commonly

prohibit the researcher from engaging in 'secondary' contracts for the

same work. This clearly has imp!ications for the feasibility of

conducting emancipatory research within the mainstream of academic
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research. On the other hand, recent reviews by the ESRC and the

Joseph Rowntree Foundation have emphasised the importance of co-

participation and 'user' involvement. Thus, major funders are

increasingly acknowledging the validity of community participation in

ways which may benefit the future development of an emancipatory

paradigm.

1.2. CASE STUDY METHODS

Representatives of DCDP and DCIL had selected the topic for

research because it was a pressing organisational issue for them at

the time. Thus, it was not surprising that the organisation's own

activities frequently coincided with this agenda. The difficulty for me

(as someone hoping to write a PhD) was then to forge coherent links

betweer the sometimes disparate opportunities for data cotLection. I

have found it helpful to consider the evolving data collection as a set

of three semi-discrete projects guided by the changing needs and

priorities of the research participants (a more detailed chronology of

the fieldwork is included in Appendix C).

1.2.1. Action Research on User Involvement

In July 1994, DCIL's General Council considered a proposal to host a

Joint Focus Group project on 'Improving User Participation in Service

Monitoring' in collaboration with the Living Options Partnership (LOP) -

see Appendix D. Since this initiative coincided directly with our

collaborative interest in quality and user controlled services, it was

suggested that I could be 'employed' to facilitate the project for DCIL.

DCIL's General Council asked its member organisations to nominate

representatives for the group and an initial meeting was convened in

November 1994. This meeting was attended by representatives of

DCDP, the social services department and the two local NHS Trusts.

LOP's Network Co-ordinator was also present. At this meeting, each

representative was asked to prioritise a user involvement issue in

Derbyshire. It was decided that these contributions should form the
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basis for a series of four workshops to be held at DCIL over a period of

several weeks.

The workshops were chaired by me and each representative invited

disabled service users from their organisation to attend. The meetings

were tape recorded and notes made of the main contributions. The

notes and tapes were analysed after each meeting and summaries of

the main points were made (see Appendix E). These summaries were

copied and circulated to the participants for feedback. After the fourth

workshop a summary report was compiled, together with a key point

checklist, in collaboration with DCIL's research officer. These were

circulated to the participants for validation. A final meeting was

convened at which the participants discussed the report and decided

collectively on its dissemination. An outline chronology of the Focus

Group project is shown in Table 1.1 below.

Event:

Initial Meeting

1 St Workshop

2nd Workshop

3rd Workshop

4th Workshop

Final Meeting

Date:

Nov 1994

Dec 1994

Dec 1994

Jan 1995

Feb 1995

May 1995

Topic:

group planning

social services planning group

patient-staff liaison group

DCIL's Personal Support Scheme

wheelchair users' group

group outcomes

Table 1.1: chronology of the user involvement focus group project

The object of the workshops was to twofold. Firstly, we anticipated that

each organisation would learn something about the process of user

involvement in its own and other agencies. Secondly, we hoped to
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produce some draft guidelines for evaluating user participation in

purchaser and provider organisations. To this end, the outputs of the

project (a report and an evaluation tool) were widely disseminated

among disabled peopl&s organisations and service commissioners.

In March 1 995 DOlL's General Council formerly adopted the evaluation

tool as a basis for assuring user involvement in disability services and

agreed to promote the summary report with its constituent

organisations at chief executive level. In September 1995 we were

able to present a version of the report and recommendations to the

European Symposium of Disabled Peoples' International (Gibbs &

Priestley, 1996). This prompted much discussion and enabled us to

validate the initial work with a wider range of disabled activists. Later,

we were able to use outcomes from the project as the basis for a

presentation to an NHS Management Executive seminar organised by

DOlL in Derby (Priestley, 1996b). This provided an opportunity to

disseminate the group's work to a natonal constituency of service

commissioners and providers.

The Living Options project was productive in enabling me to become

familiar with current debates about disabled people's seif-organisation

in Derbyshire. It also provided an opportunity for some initial action

research addressing the apparent conflict of values between DCIL and

its major funders. It was of direct benefit to DCIL in two ways; by

making available my time and skills as a facilitator/recorder for the

group sessions and by producing a widely disseminated and validated

tool for promoting user involvement in disability services.

1.2.2. A Study of Contracting

The agreed agenda for research focused attention on the definition

and measurement of service quality. However, it was apparent that

DCIL perceived their contractual relationship with the local authority as

the most immediate barrier to implementing quality services within an

integrated living approach. During 1995 we discussed the possibility of

using the project to facilitate further action research with the

purchasing authority aimed at resolving some of these conflicts. For
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this reason it was important to understand as much as possible about

the impact of community care implementation on the organisation.

In order to achieve this, DCIL provided me with complete and

unrestricted access to their organisational records. I was able to

analyse internal minutes, supporting documents, reports and financial

accounts for the period immediately before and after community care

implementation (1991-1 996). This provided much detailed information

about the impact of contracting on DCIL's ability to provide

participative integrated living services to disabled people in the

locality. I was also able to talk at length with DCIL managers about the

operational pressures of contracting for 'community care' services.

Ultimately, there were few tangible outcomes for DOlL from this part of

the study. The relationship between DCIL and the social services

department was becorn\ng increas\ng'l strainec aric some cfr the

issues targeted for research moved onto a more political plane. In view

of this, the opportunities for social services participation in the

research design became increasingly limited and it was necessary to

re-focus the study onto its primary participants. I had written up a

detailed analysis of DOlL's situation as a draft 'academic' paper but

much of the material was politically sensitive and it would not have

been appropriate to disseminate this analysis widely at that time. This

in itself was a useful lesson, illustrating the potential conflict between

'academic' self and 'committed' self (Stone & Priestley, 1996). To

devolve control over the dissemination of research findings to the

research participants is to accept that there may well be constraints on

the researcher's ability to 'publish'.

The impact of contracting was a critical issue for DCIL during the study

and it would not have been possible to contextualise the search for

quality measures without an intimate knowledge of the bureaucratic

constraints which it imposed. However, it is fair to say that this area of

data collection was driven as much by my perceptions of DCIL's

priorities as by their explicit direction. I was able to provide DCIL with

the material and to discuss the issues at length with their research
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officer. This was of some assistance in helping them to inform their

own thinking and writing about community care implementation.

1.2.3. An Evaluation Project with Service Users

The need for service user input was emphasised as a priority both by

DCIL and by my academic supervisors. On a personal level, I was

keen to 'get some interviews' for my PhD; on a methodological level we

were concerned that there was no point in pursuing user interviews

unless these were relevant and useful to all concerned. In early 1996 I

wrote to DCIL's Personal Support Service Manager asking whether

any of the service users might be interested in participating and how

we might go about this. For some months we were unable to clarify

how user involvement could be best targeted. However, by early June

an opportunity for relevant contact began to present itself.

Towards the end of the first year of DCIL's contract for the Personal

Support Service it became evident that there would need to be some

evaluation of service quality by the purchasing authority. Managers at

DCIL were becoming increasingly concerned that any evaluation

conducted by social services might be limited in scope and therefore

fail to recognise the 'added value' of an integrated living approach.

There was also some concern that it might not be conducted with full

user participation.

In view of this it was suggested that I might conduct the evaluation as

an 'independent' outsider and, in June 1996, DOlL wrote to social

services asking for an independent appraisal (to be conducted by me).

The social services department declined this offer, preferring to

conduct the evaluation themselves. This caused further concern to

DCIL, who now felt even more strongly that they needed to

'commission' me for an independent study focused on outcomes for

users. By early July, DCIL had identified nine service users as

potential participants (some of whom were also participating in the

social services review) and the service manager wrote to each of them

indicating that I would be in touch. Mdre information about the sample

of service users is included in Appendix F.
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We planned to adopt a similar model to Barnes' (1992a) 'three stage'

interviews. Within this approach the first stage would be critical. In

particular, we wanted to ensure that the participants could make

informed decisions about their contribution before any interviews took

place. To this end, we drafted a set of potential questions, a statement

of good practice and a covering letter. In the letter, we outlined the

purpose of the research, my role as researcher, an explanation of the

accompanying documents and a suggested time scale for the

interviews. The statement of good practice gave a concise account of

what participants should expect from contact with a researcher. The

list of questions provided a speculative agenda for the interviews while

giving the opportunity to amend or veto its form and content. These

documents were discussed in draft with DCIL, amended, clarified and

sent out to the nine participants at the end of July (copies are included

in Appenthx G).

Two people declined to be interviewed (one due to lack of time and

one because he had nothing to say other than that DCIL's service was

'excellent'). In consultation with DCIL a schedule of visits was arranged

for early August to meet the remaining seven people. Most people

chose to be interviewed at home; one elected to use a day centre;

another met me at his place of work. The meetings were arranged so

as to give the participants several days notice to think about these

questions. The interviews lasted for between forty minutes and an hour

and half. Each interview was tape recorded and typed transcripts were

made. The transcripts were reviewed and the major points summarised

in note form.

The main points, together with supporting quotes were written up as a

short report and a one page summary. These were circulated back to

all the participants (including those who were not interviewed) for

comment and amendment. The participants were encouraged to use

the interviews not only to voice their experiences but also to facilitate

their influence over the future development of DOlL's services. The

final report (Priestley, 1996c) was submitted to DOlL and the summary
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was tabled at their Annual General Meeting in September 1996.

Additional material arising from the interviews was also written up, in

consultation with DCIL, as a paper for the British Journal of Social

Work (Priestley, 1 997b).

1.2.4. Summary of Data Collection

The primary data for the study was drawn from policy documents and

records; from discussions and action research with local actors and

from interviews with individual disabled people who provided or used

DCJL's support services. In addition, I was able to participate in many

of DCDP/DCIL's activities including working parties and discussions

directly relevant to the study. Thus, data from the focus groups,

documentation and interviews was supplemented by field notes taken

during this time. During these ongoing contacts the issues raised were

constantly fed back and discussed. Priorities for action research were

similarly reviewed.

Central government data was drawn from legislative documents, from

policy guidance and from Parliamentary debates and Committee

Reports. The implementation of the community care reforms during the

course of the study generated an enormous amount of such data and it

was necessary to prioritise those documents which dealt most directly

with the issues raised by participants at DCDP and DCIL. In all, twenty

documents were used directly as data for content analysis (although a

much larger number were consulted as background reading). Several

attempts were made to engage Derbyshire social services' direct

participation in the study at a managerial level but these were

unsuccessful and the primary data available from the purchasing

authority was therefore limited to textual analysis of a relatively small

number of documents.

The establishment of DOlL arose from the conscious political

organisation of disabled people in Derbyshire (through DCDP). This

conscious political action was relatively well recorded in both

published and unpublished papers. In 1993 DCDP produced an

historical account of its activity to mark the tenth anniversary of the
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organisation (Davis & Mullender, 1993) which provided much of the

historical background. DCDP also publishes a regular newsletter (Info:

the voice of disabled people in Derbyshire). Content analysis of these

documents was supplemented by personal discussions and tape

recorded interviews with key informants in DCILJDCDP who were able

to shed additional light on their relevance and accuracy.

The operational management of DCIL is made accountable through its

Management Committee and General Council. DCIL's Director and

Liaison Group (a working party of key function managers) submit

monthly reports to Management Committee on the Centre's activity

and strategy. A review of committee minutes and reports thus yielded

much data about the changing nature of DCIL's financial and

organisational structure. It also provided important insights into the

level of collective consciousness about organisational values and

mission. This documentary data was supplemented, validated and

clarified by ongoing discussions with DCIL's director, research

manager and the manager of the Personal Support Service.

To summarise, a large amount of qualitative data was collected for the

study from a variety of sources. The data collection was shaped by the

changing priorities of the primary participants, by my shifting analysis

of those priorities and by the bureaucratic politics of the organisations

involved. In this sense it was highly typical of dynamic grounded theory

and co-participatory data collection.

1.2.5. Data Handling and Analysis Techniques

The adoption of a grounded theory approach and the collection of so

much diverse information required the analysis of a large amount of

non-uniform qualitative data from a variety of sources. It was

necessary to build the theory in a dynamic way from emerging

associations in the data. It was necessary to interrogate incomplete

data to test these associations and to re-code the data as new

priorities arose. For these reasons QSR NUD-IST qualitative data

analysis software was used as the pririiary data handling tool.
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Where possible, source documents were scanned to plain text files

using optical character reading software. Using this method, it was

possible to convert a large amount of qualitative data quickly and

without unduly compromising the integrity of the primary source

documents. In some instances this data conversion technique was

unnecessary or impractical (usually where an excessively long

document contained only very small portions related to the specific

research questions). In such cases, some selection from the primary

data was made in the field. For example, it would have been

uneccessary to incorporate five years' of DCIL Management

Committee minutes as on-line data. A similar approach was used for

lengthy government documents (such as Caring for People).

The main points from the Living Options project had already been

transcribed and these were used unaltered. The various interviews

were at tape tecocec anc

The outcome of these processes was a set of raw text files which

replicated as far as possible the original paper documents or verbal

accounts. In particular, the use of optical scanning and tape recording

ensured that the bulk of the data for analysis was a verbatim

reproduction of the primary data. It would have been possible to code

these raw files in their natural state. However, in order to facilitate later

retrieval and analysis, some format changes were made.

A document header was added to each file. Original headers were

used for printed documents and a simple description added to the

interview transcripts. Each header included the date of origination

(where this was available) in order to contextualise subsequent data

retrievals and to verify the chronology of particular events or

statements post hoc. The printed documents were sub-divided using

the original page or paragraph numbering; interview transcripts were

sub-divided at each change of speaker. This ensured that future data

retrieval would identify the original page/paragraph number or the

name of the speaker. The documentary data was divided into text units

by retaining the original line break formatting. The interview transcripts

were divided into text units at the end of each statement or sentence.
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Considerable thought was given to the initial data coding scheme

before any detailed coding was undertaken. One data node was

created for each of the five main stakeholders (plus one called 'Other'

for additional data). Each document was coded as a whole to these

source nodes. Where an original document was authored by more

than one actor (for example, a joint report from DCIL and DCDP) it was

coded at both the relevant source nodes. The interview data was also

coded for gender. This initial base coding ensured that data could be

retrieved at a later stage by reference to author or source.

Having done this, the data files were coded more specifically. In order

to facilitate the comparison of values about disability, about services

and about quality measurement relevant nodes were created under

these headings. Other nodes were suggested by the categories used

by participants and by themes emerging from the data. Given the

grounded theory approach, this coding structure changed and evolved

dynamically in the light of new data and theorising. It is not necessary

to detail all the stages of this evolution here and a full listing of the

final coding scheme is included as Appendix H.

1.3. CONTEXTUALISING THE ANALYSIS

The preceding review highlights some of the specific issues involved in

the conduct of the case study. However, it is important to contextualise

this praxis in relation to the methodological issues raised earlier in the

chapter. The following discussion begins by outlining the basis for a

grounded theory approach. This is then applied to the epistemological

assumptions made in the study and to issues of dissemination.

1.3.1. Developing an Approach to Data Analysis

Those who have offered critiques of existing disability research have

generally expressed a preference for the use of qualitative rather than

quantitative data (for example, Morris, 1991a; 1991b; Barnes, 1992).

Indeed 'emancipatory' research is sometimes regarded as synonymous

with the use of qualitative data. However, some of the most
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vehemently criticised disability research (such as Miller & Gwynn's A
Life Apart) has been based on qualitative data. Furthermore, it is likely

that the identification of disabling barriers may be greatly assisted by

the use of quantitative research designs (Abberley, 1993). The

problem then is not so much the nature of the data but the theoretical

paradigm which guides its collection and analysis.

The questions raised by DCDP/DCIL were primarily of the 'how' or

'why' variety and in this sense they were more amenable to generative

rather than successionist causal interpretation (Blalock, 1972). The

data which was available in addressing these issues within a single

case study was also qualitative in nature. In addition, it was important

to accept that qualitative data does not need to be 'controlled' in quite

the same way as quantitative data (for example by doing the 'same'

interview with everyone). In fact, the context of the study suggested

that it would probab'j be more frutfu to exp1ot 'ke" rormars' ac.S to

talk to the same people more than once as the research developed.

There was then a good deal of reciprocity between the data collection

and analysis. Any form of selection of data needed to be seen as a

form of analysis in itself. Moreover, the selection and analysis would

not be mine alone but would clearly engage the participants as primary

actors. In this way, the process of co-participatory research brings into

question the dualist notion that only the researcher analyses. For this

reason the research design needed to accommodate the fact that the

participants were also highly analytical. The categories they used to

order their actions were thus a primary influence on the data analysis.

Since co-participatory analysis would shape the data collection in a

dynamic way (and vice versa), it became increasingly logical to adopt

an approach based on 'grounded theory' (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

There is not room here to review grounded theory approaches in

detail. However Table 1.2 (over the page) provides a personal

interpretation of the key processes involved.
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Principle:	 Process:	 Practice:

famiUarise with data	 implicit and ongoing	 keep a research diary of
(or a sample of it)	 (unlike post hoc analyses) 	 'analytical memos'

develop categories	 identify and clarify emergent	 code, sub-divide and
themes including those not	 index
anticipated in the research

______________________ questions 	 ________________________

saturate categories	 maximise degree of fit between go 'back to the field', be
data and categories

	

	 prepared to change the
categories rather than

____________________ ___________________________ the data!

abstract definitions	 define concepts revealed	 abstract definitions
within categories	 rather than imposing

_____________________ _____________________________ definitions on the data

use definitions	 map the range and extent of 	 do not collapse
phenomena

	

	 definitions yet, allow for
variance, preserve rich

_____________________ _____________________________ data

exploit categories fully create typologies 	 look at relationships
between categories, sets

_____________________ ____________________________ and sub-sets

note, develop and	 look for associations	 notes, memos, wall
follow up links between	 charts, models etc. can
categories	 be more important than
____________________ ___________________________ data at this stage

consider the conditions test associations 	 interrogate data, return
under which the links	 to the field, critically
hold	 assess context of the
_____________________ _____________________________ data collection

make connections to	 explain/interpret associations	 consider a range of
existing theory	 theoretical

______________________ ______________________________ interpretations

use existing	 confirm, develop and refute	 develop the existing
comparisons to test	 earlier speculations in the light 	 categories but new ones
emerging relationships of new data	 may emerge

Table 1.2: summary of grounded theory principles

1.3.2. Epistemological Issues

It is important to remember that this study was established in order to

give precedence to the perceptions and experiences of disabled

people and their organisations (rather than to those of the purchasing

authorities, central government or myself as the researcher). This was

a political and theory-driven choice. However, the epistemological

reasoning behind it was a determinant factor in shaping the data

collection and analysis.
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As noted earlier, disabled people have increasingly identified dominant

epistemological paradigms for disability research (positivist and

interpretative) among the barriers to self-determination, inclusion and

equal citizenship. Researchers working within such paradigms have

frequently been characterised as the oppressors of disabled people -

see for example, Hunt's (1981) vitriolic Settling Accounts with the

Parasite People, Finkelstein's (1980) condemnation of Goffman's

Stigma or Abberley's (1992) exposé of the oppressive rationale behind

the OPCS disability surveys.

Academics working within interpretative paradigms have often cast

themselves in the role of 'expert' or 'knower' - a role which implicitly

(and, on occasion, explicitly) maintains that the knowledge and

experience of disabled people counts for little (Hunt, 1981; Finkelstein,

1980; Abberley, 1992). Conversely, researchers working within an

emancipatory approach have increasingly sought to prioritise the

knowledge and experience of disabled people over and above that of

rehabilitation professionals or indeed researchers. For these reasons,

many disabled authors have sought to give precedence to personal

experiences of impairment and disability as research data (Morris,

1991b; French, 1993).

Most criticisms of this approach emanate from outside the radical

research core, predominantly in defence of academic research

traditions (Bury, 1992) although more recently they have been

supplemented by doubts on the 'inside'. Glucksmann (1994:151) for

example, wonders whether there is a danger of attempting to establish

an egalitarianism in the research situation as a substitute for

establishing it in the 'real world'. Kelly eta!. (1994) develop the debate

by acknowledging the positive elements of researchers' expertise.

Thus...

It is we who have the time, resources and skills to
conduct methodical work, to make sense of experience
and locate individuals in historic and social contexts (op
cit., p. 37).
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The rigorous and expert application of these analytical skills are of

vital importance if disability research is to avoid falling into the trap of

mere 'story-telling' (Stone & Priestley, 1996). Similarly, academic

rigour remains an important and necessary criterion for 'good research'

(especially in the submission for a PhD). It is clear then that the

epistemological question of 'who knows?' requires both a

methodological and a political response.

All research is inherently theory-driven, although this is rarely made

overt, and the choice of theory is a political decision. My initial

decision to undertake this study was motivated by an ontological view

of disability as a form of social oppression and by an epistemological

decision to adopt a research agenda defined by the disabled people's

movement. The selection of a specific research question was

determined by establishing the common ground between my expertise

(social policy analysis and research skills) and the expertise of

disabled people's organisations in Derbyshire (derived from service

provision and political struggle). The decision on a particular research

issue was theirs; the decision to locate it within a broader socio-

economic analysis was largely mine. These choices are summarised in

Table 1.3 below.

Epistemological Issue: 	 Primary Sources of Knowledge:
research agenda	 disabled people's movement

(national and local)
___________________________ my experience
specific research questions	 priorities of disabled people's

organisations (local)
__________________________ my knowledge
identification of barriers	 disabled people's experiences

central and local government policy
____________________________ my skills
scope for barrier removal 	 disabled people's organisations

(local and national)
service users experiences

__________________________ my analysis
Table 1.3: summary of epistemological choices made in the case study
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1.3.3. Dissemination Issues

The adoption of an emancipatory approach involves the devolution of

control over many aspects of the research production process

including the dissemination of research outputs. Thus, the research

participants were able to suggest and shape a number of opportunities

for bringing the work to a wider audience (including joint presentations

and publications). Their priorities were for forms of dissemination that

would contribute to service development and influence the practice of

purchasers and providers. My own priorities also included the need to

produce a credible PhD thesis and to publish 'academic' work arising

from the study.

The general methodological principles presented in the first part of this

chapter were prepared as a collaborative paper with Emma Stone

during early 1995 and published in the British Journal of Sociology

(Stone & Priestley, 1996). In the paper we outlined our thinking on the

emancipatory paradigm and detailed our areas of concern. We hoped

that this paper would not only 'benchmark' our political aspirations as

researchers but that it would generate useful feedback to assist our

research production. Unforturtely, publication was delayed for more

than a year (due to a backlog created by the Research Assessment

Exercise). However, the exercise was useful in clarifying our objectives

as would-be researchers and in promoting the agenda of disabled

people's research amongst a wider sociological audience.

As part of this early collaborative work we also established an e-mail

discussion group using the 'Mailbase' facility, funded by the Higher

Education Funding Council (disability-research @mallbase.ac.ul<). We

envisaged that the list would put us in contact with others engaged in

similar research and that it would contribute to the dissemination of

social model thinking amongst the research community. The list was

remarkably productive and achieved a world-wide membership of more

four hundred people. List subscribers include internationally known

academics in the field as well as contract researchers, post-graduate

students, some undergraduates and individual disabled people with an

interest in the issues.
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The case study methods were also written up as a chapter in a book

published by the Disability Research Unit on the practice of Doing

Disability Research (Barnes & Mercer, 1997). The chapter was

prepared in consultation with DCIL's Research Manager and our

dialogue formed the basis for a joint presentation to an international

conference under the same title in September 1997. Again, the

emphasis was on disseminating more widely the benefits and

methodological implications of active co-participation between

disabled people's organisations and academic researchers.

The substantive issues arising from the case study were also widely

disseminated in order to validate the emerging data analysis and to

promote the agenda of independent/integrated living in policy

implementation. Outputs from the Living Options project on user

involvement were presented jointly with DOlL to the European

Symposium of Disabled People's International (Gibbs & Priestley,

1996) and to a seminar hosted by the NHS Management Executive in

Derby (Priestley, 1996b). The central arguments about quality issues

were published in a paper for Critical Social Policy (Priestley, 1995c)

and the specific quality issues arising from interviews with service

users were disseminated in report form by DCIL (Priestley, 1996c).

The implications for community care management and assessment

were published in a paper for the British Journal of Social Work

(Priestley, 1997b). This ongoing process of collaborative disemination

enabled us to reach both disabled people's organisations and service

corn missione rs.

It is important to remember that disabled people's organisations are

more likely to be concerned with enabling action research outcomes

than with the production of 'learned' journal articles or doctoral theses.

These publications are of course vital to the career patterns of

academic researchers and to the research profiles of university

departments. However, devolving control over dissemination means

giving up the 'right' to determine what gets published and how.

Ultimately, the most stressful period for me was waiting to find out what
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DCDP/DCIL would have to say about the content of my proposed

thesis. It is quite conceivable that I would have failed to submit on time

if they had expressed major concerns. This is undoubtedly the 'price'

for conducting such research. However, this is how it should be when

'the boot is on the other foot' (Priestley, 1 997b).

In practice, when we finally met in February 1997 to discuss issues of

content and dissemination, no such fears were expressed. Indeed,

there was much resistance to the idea that emancipatory research

should involve a reversal of the social relations of research production.

Rather, the primary research participants at DCIL felt it necessary to

stress the importance of a working partnership towards mutually

beneficial outcomes. For us the goal became one of equalising power

rather than devolving it. In the final analysis the responsibility for what

I had written could not be devolved to anyone.

1.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dicussion in this chapter highlights the methodological context for

the study and illustrates the kind of methodological choices which were

made. It is important to reiterate that the project was methodologically

driven from the outset by an attempt to work within an emancipatory

research paradigm. This was not easy nor indeed always possible and

the process resulted in some less than ideal compromises (particularly

in presenting the research as a coherent PhD thesis). In the following

chapters I have endeavoured to abstract (or impose) a degree of

theoretical coherency and extrapolation which was not necessarily

evident in the perceptions of the primary participants, although it was

driven by them.

It was not possible to achieve some of the original action research

goals due to difficulties in the relationship between DC1L and the local

authority. However, DCIL were able to use my research skills to

develop, articulate and disseminate aspects of their own thinking in

order to influence local policy makers. The involvement of an

'independent' person was felt to be particularly useful in validating this

work. On a very practical level my involvement in data collection,
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chairing meetings, recording, writing reports, presenting papers and so

on enabled DCIL to engage in developmental and advocacy worK for

which funds would not have otherwise been available.

The research benefitted the service user participants by helping them

to communicate their views and experiences to the service provider

and purchasers. In particular, the research process provided a

mechanism for them to think and act collectively where they would not

otherwise have been facilitated to do so. In particular, the involvement

of an 'independent outsider s gave them an opportunity to exercIse

greater voice and participation in the process of service review and

development.

It is fair to say that, in the short term at least, the research was

probably more personally empowering to me than to anyone else. I

was enabled to learn an enormous amount about the implementation

of integrated living services and about the self-empowerment of

disabled people. I was enabled to add to my publications list and to

write a PhD thesis. I was enabled to generate a modest income for

three years and to establish the skills and experience for future

academic employment.
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2. DISABLING VALUES: DISABLING POLICIES

As noted in the introduction, this study arose from concerns expressed

by disabled peoples' organisations in Derbyshire about the

implementation of community care policies in the 1 990s. Many of these

concerns arose from particular local circumstances and parochial

politics. More generally, the form and content of community care policy

making was perceived as reinforcing disabling social relations and

values in the production of welfare. In this sense, the concerns of the

primary research participants exemplify the fundamental value conflicts

which exist between disability policy makers and the disabled peoples'

movement in Britain.

The argument presented in this chapter suggests that recent

community care policy making in Britain has been premised upon a

number of disabling assumptions which mirror key features in the

cultural construction of disability in industrialised Western societies.

Specifically, cultural representations which portray the disadvantage

experienced by disabled people in terms of 'tragedy', the 'impaired

body' and 'otherness' are reflected in policy responses which favour

'care', individualism and segregation. Moreover, these values function

ideologically where they portray disabling social relations as inevitable

and thereby obscure the possibility for more enabling modes of welfare

production.

2.1. DISABLING VALUES

The first part of this chapter identifies three core themes within the

cultural construction of disability in Western societies. Specifically, the

disadvantage experienced by disabled people in Britain has been

characterised in terms of personal tragedy, the impaired body and

Otherness. The cultural currency of these representations fosters a

view of disability as an individual phenomenon arising from impairment

and thereby obscures the alternative view, that it is a form of collective

oppression which is socially produced. Similarly, the fact that British
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disability policy making has been conducted almost exclusively within

this individual model framework obscures the possibility for more

enabling modes of welfare production based on participation, social

integration and equal citizenship.

2.1.1. The Culture of Tragedy

Historically, the notion of tragedy has been a consistent theme in the

cultural representation of disabled people. For example, Boal et a!.

(1989), Garland (1995) and Barnes (1996a) identify a link between

disability and tragedy in the imagery of classical Greek and Roman

culture (but see also Haj, 1970, or DoIs, 1987, on Middle Eastern

antiquity). These and other studies suggest the widespread cultural

currency of deistic fatalism as a cosmology for the production of

knowledge about disability in pre-industrial European societies.

David Hevey (1993) illustrates how impairment has been widely

employed as a popular literary metaphor to depict impotent, helpless

or childlike states such as those of Clifford Chatterly, The Elephant
Man or Lenny in Of Mice and Men (these and related arguments are

developed at length in the analyses offered by Kriegal, 1987;

Longmore, 1987b; Darke, 1994 and Shakespeare, 1994). Similarly,

Davidson et a!. (1994) review the portrayal of disability in nineteenth

century children's literature and suggest that it was widely regarded as

'a fixed, divinely ordained state of being' which set disabled people

apart from the rest of society (p. 33).

Contemporary studies suggest that this sort of imagery remains largely

unchallenged in mass media representations. For example,

Cumberbatch & Negrine (1992) show how disabled people are often

portrayed as powerless or as the victims of violence. Interestingly, they

are three times more likely to be dead by the end of the programme

than non-disabled characters! Cumberbatch & Negrine also suggest

that news coverage of disability issues demonstrates a tendency

towards sentimentality and patronage.
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A similar picture emerges from the analysis of press reporting. Smith &

Jordan (1991) argue that newspapers (particularly the tabloid press)

tend to focus only on a limited number of disability issues. These

usually relate to fund raising, charity events or 'personal interest'

stories. In addition they note that the language used is frequently

oppressive, tending to generalise, patronise and marginalise the

experience of disability. On the other side of the coin, newspapers

frequently carry stories of the 'special achievements' of disabled

people. Ordinary life course events such as holding down a job,

passing exams, having successful relationships or taking part in

recreational activities become remarkable front page stories. The

implicit message is that people with perceived impairments are not

expected to do these things.

A further medium for the representation of disability as tragedy is

evident in the recent growth of charity advertising. Many disabled

writers have argued that charity campaigns tend to reinforce rather

than challenge tragic images of disability (see for example, Morris,

1991a). In order to elicit donations, charities frequently project an

image of disabled people as 'needy' and unable to help themselves.

Scott-Parker (1989) points out that the general public are affected by

these images not only as donors to charity but also in their interactions

with disabled people in the wider world. The bulk of charity advertising

may thus be seen to bolster the 'tragedy principle' (Hevey, 1993).

The idea that disability is essentially a manifestation of tragedy or

misfortune ('there but for the grace of God...') was reflected in the

growth of early charitable provision for disabled people in Britain. The

church retained a near monopoly over collective provision in the

middle ages and there are records of medieval religious hospitals

dating from at least the tenth century (Clay, 1909). Indeed no self-

respecting Benedictine abbey would have been without its almshouse,

infirmary or pilgrim shelter. The number of these charitable hospitals,

leper-houses and almshouses rose steadily from the twelfth century

with dramatic increases in charitable provision occurring in the

thirteenth (Lis & Soly, 1979: 21).
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During the sixteenth century the recognition of dependency as

misfortune was becoming more widespread and the mood of

philanthropy expressed itself in private as well as public action. For

example, Jordan (1959: 260) illustrates how voluntary gifts for the

foundation of almshouses began to rise sharply from the end of the

sixteenth century until the Civil War. Similarly, Coats' (1976) analysis

of attitudes towards the relief of poverty after 1660, shows that

'contemporary observers usually took it for granted that the impotent

poor should be supported' (op cit., p. 102). As with early ecclesiastical

provision, the establishment of charitable foundations and the giving of

alms assumed the dependency of people with impairments as given.

Philanthropy did not address the social causes of this dependency or

chaJienge the social relations of its maintenance.

Although begging had been outlawed by the eighteenth century, few

authorities implemented the law (12, Ann, c23) with any great zeal and

a licensed beggar could probably still make more than most wage-

earners in a good week (Beier, 1985: 27). Contemporary accounts

certainly indicate that private charity was freely given to those with

perceived impairments. Indeed, there are numerous accounts of poor

people acquiring impairments in order to enhance their earnings

potential. For example, Shaw (1734: 183) cites the example of 'a lusty

young fellow' named Wright from Leicestershire who persuaded his

companion to 'strike off his Left Hand' so as to make himself 'the better

quality for Begging' (both Wright and his friend were subsequently

indicted and fined for their enterprise).

Religious and private philanthropy are part of a long standing cultured

response to the dependency of people with perceived impairments; a

response based on maintaining them within that state of dependency

rather than challenging its social causes. More significantly, the

institutions which emerged from charitable provision came increasingly

to dominate and shape the collective production of welfare for disabled

people up to and beyond the establihment of the welfare state (see

Drake, 1996). Today, the cultural currency of the 'tragedy principle'
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remains evident in the public promotion of initiatives like Children in
Need, Telethon and more recently the allocation of National Lottery

funds. The presumption of unavoidable dependency and impotence

are then directly linked to the assumption that 'care' is required.

It would seem reasonable to conclude, even from this brief review, that

the notion of disability as tragedy is a long-standing feature of Western

cultural value systems. The assumption of impotence is evident in both

religious and scientific modes of thought. Within a deistic cosmology

the aetiology of disadvantage was god-given; within scientific

cosmologies, it has become biologically-determined. The uniting

feature of these constructions is that they portray disability as a state
of unavoidable dependency. The argument from within the disabled

peoples' movement is that the development of welfare policies and

institutions in Britain not only failed to challenge this assumed

dependency but consistently reinforced it through the production of

'care' (Finkelstein, 1991; Oliver, 1990; Oliver & Barnes, 1993;

Finkeistein & Stuart, 1996).

2.1.2. The Culture of Embodiment

The second key feature of disabling cultural values is the equation of

disability with the impaired body. David Hevey (1993) argues that there

are potentially two ways of representing disability: firstly, through a

representation of the impaired body and secondly, through the

representation disabling barriers. The cultural construction of disability

has been dominated by the former. Indeed, the maintenance of the

tragedy principle and the legitimacy of individual models of disability is

premised upon the assumption that the disadvantage experienced by

disabled people is a product of the 'imperfect' body (Dutton, 1996). In

this respect there is a striking similarity with the way in which cultural

representations of women and Black people have contributed to the

maintenance of their oppression.

In general terms, the cultural construction of disability has drawn

disproportionately on the physicality of certain impairments. More

specifically, contemporary media coverage is disproportionately
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preoccupied with 'medical' issues and 'cures' (Scott-Parker, 1989;

Smith & Jordan, 1991; Cumberbatch & Negrine, 1992; Hevey, 1993;

Barnes, 1992b; Shakespeare, 1994). In this way, the cultural

embodiment of disability is consistent with a more generalised

medicalisation of social problems (Illich, 1975; Zola, 1977). In this

context, Jewson (1976) draws attention to the increasing hegemony of

a biomedical paradigm in the production of Western scientific

knowledge - a reductionist tendency towards the definition of social

problems in biological terms.

Faucault (1970, 1977) also describes how the rationalism of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries gave precedence to knowledge

produced within the biological sciences. This view of the world, he

claims, imposed a 'normalizing gaze' on the human body, defining new

boundaries of the 'abnormal'. Increasingly, value-laden gaze became a

mechanism for the 'scaling of bodies' against physical norms. More

specifically, the physical measurement of bodies relative to biological

norms became the primary mechanism through which social norms of
acceptance were also defined.

Iris Young (1990:124) develops similar themes, arguing that the

rationalist paradigm required the separation of reason from the body

(and emotion). This dualism, she argues, was also pejorative -

assigning superiority to the cognitive over the affective and the

psycho-motor. In this way, Young suggests that the scaling of bodies

within a rationalist paradigm led some groups to be identified with

(superior) reason and others to be identified with the (inferior) body.

This argument is familiar from feminist and anti-racist writing. The

pejorative scaling of bodies under the normalising gaze of biological

science has persistently identified Black people and women with

undesirable bodily attributes. The portrayal of black bodies has made

associations with ugliness, uncleanness and impurity (Slaughter,

1982) while idealised (male) images of female physicality have been

shown to oppress large numbers of women whose own bodies are

devalued against culturally represented norms (Davies et a!., 1987).
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From a disability perspective, Hevey (1993) shows how impairment

has been similarly used as a literary metaphor for destructive or

sinister traits (as in Richard III, King Lear, Blind Pugh, Long John

Silver or Captain Hook for example). As Tom Shakespeare (1994: 292)

puts it...

If original sin, through the transgression of Eve, is
concretized in the flesh of woman, then the flesh of
disabled people has historically, and within Judeo-
Christian theology especially, represented divine
punishment for ancestral transgression.

This embodiment of disability has been a consistent historical feature

of Western cultural values. However, its significance has been

accentuated by two factors. Firstly, the increasing medicalisation of

everyday life has raised awareness about the way in which social

problems can become defined in medical terms. Secondly, the

increasing currency of bodily discourse in popular culture and

contemporary social science has focused attention on areas of enquiry

which were previously marginalised or taboo (B. Turner, 1984; 1992;

Featherstone et a!., 1991; Shilling, 1993). For the purposes of this

study the significance of embodiment is twofold. Firstly, it allows social

policy responses to disability to be constructed as 'individual packages

of care' rather than as collective responses to collective oppression.

Secondly, it legitimises the ability of professional elites to maintain

social relations of power and gaze over disabled people in the

production of welfare.

2.1.3. The Culture of Otherness

Not only have disabled people been represented in terms of tragedy

and the impaired body, they have also been constructed as other

rather than same. The term 'otherness' is borrowed in this context from

feminist analyses of cultural representation and values (de Beauvoir,

1976; Jordanova, 1989, Kristeva, 1982) and from anti-racist

approaches to the social construction of Black people's experience in

Western capitalist societies (Du Bois, 1069 [1903]; Fanon, 1967).

However, it is important to note that disabled writers have employed
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similar concepts to describe their experience for at least thirty years

(cf. Hunt, 1966). Otherness should perhaps also be considered within

the sociological context of 'outsider' groups (cf. Becker, 1963).

Certainly, it is fair to say that perceived impairment has frequently

been used to set apart certain groups of people from the mainstream

of Western society. For example, Barnes (1996a; 1996b) shows how

the cultural separation of disabled people can be traced throughout the

history of Western society from the Ancient Greeks to the present day.

This analysis is further reinforced in the work of Garland (1995) and

Dutton (1996). The sefting apart of people according to perceived

impairment has thus been a persistent feature of Western cultural

representation, evidenced in Judeo-Christian theology,

Shakespearean drama, 'rationalist' biological science, nineteenth

century literature and contemporary discourses of welfare.

The construction of impairment as Otherness remains a popav

cultural metaphor. For example, Cumberbatch & Negrine (1992)

reviewed television and film coverage and found that while disabled

people do appear in factual programmes (especially in the news) they

almost never appear in game shows and are under-represented in

fictional programming. This analysis is clearly reminiscent of feminist

and anti-racist media critiques indicating that women and Black people

remain similarly under-represented in fictional and non-fictional

programming. Additionally, Cumberbatch & Negrine (ibid.) note that

disabled characters in film and television are half as likely as non-

disabled people to be involved in a sexual relationship and are usually

solitary 'loners' (see Nordon, 1995). Thus, disabled people have

consistently been represented as excluded from society by their

impairment. They have predominantly been portrayed as other rather

than same.

Iris Young (1990) suggests that the notions of 'same' and 'other' are

symptomatic of a more generalised preoccupation with conceptual

dichotomies rooted in the pervading influence of Western rationalist

philosophy - what Adorno (1973) calls the 'logic of identity'. The
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tendency to classify and conceptualise things which are similar into a

category of 'same' necessarily generates a logically opposing category

of 'other'. In turn, Young argues, such dichotomies become associated

with the underlying normative dichotomy 'good/bad', such that 'same'

equals 'good' and 'other' equals 'bad'. This process then obscures the

richness and plurality of difference within a heterogeneous public.

The scaling of bodies by the biological sciences has generated

normative physical categories based on an idealised notion of the

young, white, male body (Dutton, 1996; Daunt, 1996). Judged against

this socially constructed norm, people with black skins, female genitals

and physical or cognitive impairments fall by default into the residual

category of 'other'. Once the characteristics of Otherness become

attached to an identifiable social group (generally marked out by bodily

attributes) a number of social responses are likely to follow. There may

be a tendency for members of the group to become physically

segregated, to be considered as a separate administratively category,

to be avoided, to be feared.

Julia Kristeva (1982) suggests that fear and avoidance of the Other

serves as a mechanism for the affirmation of identity amongst those

considered as Same. This effect, she argues is most marked where the

Other's identity impinges most closely upon our own. Where we

perceive ourselves as only marginally separated from the Other, we

most fear losing our identity. It is under these circumstances that we

will most forcibly reject the Other. The fear is not so much of the Other

but of the unnameable insecurity of self (Allport, 1954) and the ultimate

fear of death - not so much a fear of the object as the abject. This

process Kristeva terms 'abjection'.

Young (1990:145) agrees with Kristeva that it is precisely 'what lies

just beyond the self' that constitutes the greatest threat to identity.

Thus, she suggests that the notion of abjection may be useful in

understanding how 'Other' bodies become constructed as ugly or

fearsome. For Young, the examples of ageing and impairment fit well

with this explanation. Ultimately, she argues...
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The aversion and nervousness that old and disabled
people evoke, the sense of their being ugly, arises from
the cultural connection of these groups with death. (p.
147)

From a disability perspective, Tom Shakespeare (1994) makes the

same association with Kristeva's work and argues similarly that the

abjection of impaired bodies serves to protect the identities of non-

disabled people against the fear of ageing, impairment and death.

The cultural construction of disability as Otherness is significant for

this study because it has been mirrored in the administrative

construction of disability as a separate policy category. This

separation has been expressed in social policy making through both

the physical and the administrative segregation of welfare production

for disabled people in Britain. The development of disability policies

and welfare institutions in the public domain has thus taken place

within the conceptual framework of Otherness. Thus, our welfare

tradition marks out the 'needs' of disabled people as qualitatively

different from those of other citizens and reinforces administrative

structures which maintain disabled people in a state of dependency

within segregated systems of welfare production (Finkelstein, 1991;

Finkelstein & Stuart, 1996).

The analysis presented in the first part of this chapter suggests that

the cultural construction of disability in Western industrial societies

has been premised upon three disabling assumptions. Specifically, the

disadvantage experienced by disabled people has been characterised

in terms of personal tragedy, the impaired body and otherness. The

cultural currency of this value system then legitimises a pattern of

welfare production which addresses that disadvantage through care,

medicalisation and segregation (rather than through participation,

integration and equality).
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2.2. AN AGENDA FOR CHANGE?

From the publication of the Griffiths Report (Griffiths, 1988) community

care reform was promoted as a radical agenda for change.

Rhetorically at least, the primary legislation and subsequent policy

guidance promised a fundamental departure from established patterns

of welfare delivery. In particular, the new policy agenda held out the

possibility of increased choice and self-determination for disabled

people in accessing needs-led support towards the goal of

independent, integrated living. However, in the intervening years of

implementation, critics within the disabled peoples' movement have

increasingly argued that the resulting policy framework perpetuates

significant barriers to achieving those ends. Exploring this contention

is then a central theme of this study.

2.2.1. The Legislative Framework

It is not necessary to provide a detailed history of the development of

British community care policies in the post war period and an indicative

chronology is included as Appendix I. Suffice to say that the current

wave of reform is only the most recent expression of a policy agenda

which had been evolving for at least thirty years previously. More

generally, the relocation of welfare production from bureaucratic

institutions to 'the community' has been accelerated by two factors. On

a structural level, fiscal crisis and spiralling public sector borrowing

heightened the economic imperative for greater efficiency in the

production of welfare. On an ideological level there had been

increasing challenges to traditional views of care (based on critiques

of dependency, medicalisation and physical segregation).

The general framework of social services departments' responsibility to

provide 'welfare services' to disabled people is set out in Section 29 of

the 1948 National Assistance Act (responsibilities to 'old people' are

included in section 45 of the 1968 Health Services and Public Health

Act and in Schedule 9 of the 1983 Health and Social Services and

Social Security Adjudiations Acts). However, the primary enabling

legislation for local authority providers is contained in Section 2 of the
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1970 Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act, which places a duty

on social services authorities to provide particular kinds of support to

disabled people where they have been assessed as needing them.

Many of these responsibilities are concerned with practical help,

adaptations and the provision of information about services. In

addition, Section 21 and schedule 8 of the 1977 National Health

Service Act give social services departments the power to provide

certain other kinds of support (such as laundry services and home

help). District health authorities are also empowered to provide

community care services by section 3 of the 1977 National Health

Services Act. The requirement for health and social services

authorities to provide care services to some people with mental health

problems is specifically stressed in section 117 of the 1983 Mental

Health Act.

This post-war legislative framework tended to give local authorities

discretionary, enabling powers rather than mandatory obligations to

support disabled people in the community. Despite the fact that the

provision of some services followed automatically from an assessment

of need, there was no clear requirement to assess those needs in the

first place. The 1986 Disabled Persons (Services, Consultation and

Representation) Act was then significant in emphasising the duty of

local authorities to assess people's needs for services under the 1970

Act. Section 47 of the 1990 NHS and Community Care Act further

reinforced this duty by requiring local authorities to assess needs

where it appeared that support services might be required.

In general terms then the 1990 Act did not replace or consolidate the

pre-existing patchwork of legislative measures so much as redefine the

mechanisms for organising its implementation. Consequently, it is by

no means a unitary Act and community care legislation remains a

complex phenomenon. Furthermore, its implementation has been

accompanied by a wealth of policy guidance from central government

departments and quasi-governmental agencies.
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2.2.2. The Griffiths Report

In December 1986 the then Secretary of State, Norman Fowler,

commissioned Sir Roy Griffiths (then chief executive at Sainsbury's) to

develop proposals for the re-organisation of community care. His brief

was to review arrangements for public funding and to advise on how

such funds could be better used 'as a contribution to more effective

community care'. The report, setting out a concise but seemingly

radical agenda for change, was published two years later.

Griffiths (1988) was concerned that resources should be used to foster

local innovation rather than solutions prescribed from central

government. The mechanisms for achieving this, he suggested, should

be a system of assessment based on local and individual needs and

the development of a market for 'care' that would provide greater

choice and diversity in meeting such needs.

Griffiths argued that 'the primary responsibility for community care

should correctly lie with the Local Authority' (para. 22) while Health

Authorities would retain responsibility for the 'medical' aspects of care.

However, he concluded that their primary responsibility was simply to

ensure that appropriate support was provided in accordance with need

(and within available budgets). It was not, he suggested, the local

authority's primary responsibility to provide such support directly,

especially where stimulation of a local market could generate a

diversity of provision in the voluntary and private sectors. Under

Griffiths' proposals the social services department would be required

to formalise the assessment of need in their area, to set priorities and

to develop an annual plan for meeting the assessed need 1 . They

would ultimately be responsible for arranging the necessary service

provision to fulfil that plan (cf. D0H/Price Waterhouse, 1991).

1 From 1996, the Department of Health has encouraged local authority to produce

plans covering three years rather than one. Additionally, some information previously

included in these plans is now included in new Community Care Charters and in

more specific local area plans.
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The agenda for change set out in the Griffiths Report was then

primarily concerned with organisational and bureaucratic restructuring.

Indeed many critics have argued that the main political thrust of the

proposals was to reduce the role of local authorities as providers while

increasing independent sector provision 'under the guise of a mixed

economy of welfare' (Walker, 1989: 204). However, the agenda for

change was also being driven, rhetorically at least, by a critique of

traditional modes of welfare production.

2.2.3. A Service-Led Tradition

The new opportunities promised by the 1990 Act were contrasted

vividly with the provider-led ethos of existing public sector provision.

Griffiths' had pointed to a substantial reality gap between political

rhetoric and the practice of community care in local authorities.

Although his research highlighted the existence of numerous small-

scale innovatory projects, he concluded that...

• .social services authority activities tend to be dominated
by the direct management of services which take
insufficient account of the varying needs of individuals.
(para 4.7)

In a similar way, the White Paper Caring For People acknowledged

that domiciliary and day care services tended to match clients to

services, rather than vice versa (para 3.6.2). Department of Health

research into service arrangements for 'younger' physically impaired

people also showed that residential and respite services continued to

dominate over home-based alternatives and that many consumers did

not believe such alternatives were available to them (DoH, 1993a).

Increasingly, government policy guidance articulated the view that

traditional service delivery structures in the public sector could

themselves be considered as the primary barriers to change. As the

Audit Commission argued...

The organisational framework inherent from the past
places undue emphasis on the.role of services, with the
needs of users and carers taking second place. It has
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itself become a major impediment to further development,
producing inflexibility and rigidity. (Audit Commission,
1992a: 1)

The rigidity of this organisational structure was evident in a variety of

contexts - in the attitudes of staff; in organisational values; in

administrative systems; in bureaucratic structures. For example, the

Department of Health noted that the attitudes of practitioners had been

'framed by the traditional service-led approach, which fits individuals

into existing services' (DoH eta!., 1991b: para. 5.23) and that existing

budgetary arrangements made it difficult to change priorities in

response to need (DoH et a!., 1992b: 1). Audit Commission research

(1992b: 38) confirmed that traditional management structures, based

on buildings rather than the needs of consumers, tended to exhibit a

1 rigid style of operation' which was itself a barrier to the development of

more responsive and innovatory alternatives. Their report suggested

that social services were primarily concerned with 'the smooth and

efficient running of these often standardised services' (op cit, para.

30) and concluded that such 'traditional behaviour patterns' would

need to change if policy implementation was to be a success.

There is then much common ground between these critiques of

traditional service provision and those offered by the disabled peoples'

movement (Finkelstein, 1981; 1991; Oliver & Barnes, 1993; Finkelstein

& Stuart, 1996). khetorically at least, both agendas for change concur

in their portrayal of a service-led tradition based on rationalised

bureaucracy and the administrative routinisation of support services

available to disabled people. Both suggest that the attitudes, corporate

values and organisational structures of traditional welfare delivery

present barriers to flexible independent living solutions. Taken at face

value, they also concur in calling for the transition to a more flexible

and innovative needs-led approach (although they depart radically

when it comes to implementation and the definition of 'need').
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2.2.4. A Needs-Led Agenda?

When the community care White Paper, Caring For People appeared

in 1989 its emphasis was on the managerial responsibilities involved in

implementing Griffiths' recommendations. However, the document also

communicated a clearly articulated set of values for the new service

arrangements. Community care was to be built around 'services that

respond flexibly and sensitively to the needs of individuals and their

carers'. Furthermore, the new community care arrangements would be

characterised by 'services that intervene no more than is necessary to

foster independence' (para 1.10). In particular, there was a recognition

that community care should seek to replace service-led structures with

consumer-driven alternatives, a message reiterated in the Audit

Commission's (1 992a) report Managing the Cascade of Change...

The essence of the new approach is not the procedural
changes introducing contracts, competition, etc, but the
establishment at the heart of the service of a direct
relationship between users and their carers and
commissioners who can direct resources in a flexible way
to meet their needs (para. 50).

The expectation then was that the new administrative arrangements

would enable resources to be used more effectively and creatively to

establish innovative patterns of service delivery in direct response to

individual needs. Specifically, it was envisaged that needs-led 'care

assessments' and 'case management' would be the primary

mechanisms for facilitating bespoke 'packages of care'. However,

when the Audit Commission reviewed progress in more than eighty per

cent of all English local authorities during the summer of 1993, they

concluded that there remained many obstacles to the implementation

of a needs-led purchasing system. Despite, these various obstacles,

the report concluded that...

In introducing new arrangements, the focus must be on
promoting initiative and creativity, if the vision of greater
flexibility and care adjusted to meet the needs of users is
to be realised. (Audit CommissiOn, 1993a: 5)
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The advocation of a needs-led approach to assessment was not new.

It had already appeared in the 1986 Disabled Persons (Services,

Consultation and Representation) Act and was a key feature of the

much quoted All Wales Strategy for People with Mental Handicaps.

However, its centrality in the 1990 Act stood in marked contrast to the

general drift of post-war legislation, which had traditionally favoured a

more service-led approach (as outlined earlier). Indeed, in a letter to

the London authorities on 1 March 1993, the Assistant Chief Inspector

of the Social Services lnspectorate, pointed to...

...an area of legal ambiguity between the Chronically Sick
and Disabled Persons Act 1970, which is service-led and
the Disabled Persons Act 1986 and the NHS and
Community Care Act, which are needs-led.

As this brief review illustrates, the rhetorical commitment to develop

needs-led assessments and creative patterns of responsive welfare

delivery was built upon a critique of traditional service-led policies and

welfare institutions (as wefl as on economic imperatives). With this in

mind it is significant to note that the agendas for change promoted by

British policy makers and the disabled peoples' movement share some

important areas of common ground - greater choice, self-

determination, de-institutionalisation, needs-led service provision and

so on. In order to elucidate where the areas of conflict lie it is then

necessary to look more closely and critically at the form and content of

community care policy making.

2.3. DISABLING VALUES AND COMMUNITY CARE

The final part of this chapter parallels the earlier analysis of disabling

values in order to highlight a number of disabling assumptions in the

formation and implementation of community care policies - firstly, that

disabled people require 'care', secondly, that this requirement is a

product of physical impairment and thirdly, that care should be

provided within an administratively segregated system of welfare

production. Thus the form and content of community care policy

making mirrors the cultural construction of disability in terms of
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tragedy, the impaired body and otherness. In so doing it functions

ideologically by legitimising and perpetuating disabling social relations

in the production of welfare and by obscuring more enabling policy

alternatives.

2.3.1. The Discourse of 'Care'

The first assumption of community care policy is that the disadvantage

experienced by disabled people is the result of some unavoidable

dependency which can be responded to best through the effective

production of 'care'. Such assumptions are frequently conveyed in the

language of policy making. For example, in writing his report, Griffiths

(1988: para. 2.3) had...

...concentrated on adults who require more than the
usual care and support from others because they are
elderly, mentally ill, mentally handicapped, or physically
disabled.
[my emphasis

The White Paper Caring For People characterised community care as

referring to 'people whose needs extend beyond health care to include

social care and support... which they cannot arrange for themselves'

(para. 3.2.2, my emphasis). Similarly, the introduction to the Audit

Commission's report Managing the Cascade of Change refers to 'the

care of sick and dependent people' (para. 1). There are countless

other examples. Suffice to say that the construction of disability as

dependency has been a recurrent and pervasive feature of community

care policy making. As Mike Oliver (1996a; 1996b) has pointed out,

this way of speaking about disability implies a unidirectional and

causal connection between impairment and dependency. In so doing,

it obscures other ways of speaking and acting in response to disability.

Specifically, it obscures the possibility that the dependency of people

with perceived impairments might also be socially produced.

Titmuss (1958) argued that states of dependency arising from

industrialisation (such as unemployment) were 'man-made' [sic!] - in

contrast to what he called 'natural' states of dependency (such as
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childhood). It is particularly significant then that disability has been

constructed within the latter category in the discourse of British

disability policy making rather than the former. It has been regarded as

an unavoidable state of dependence and social policies have, until

recently, been targeted at managing that dependence through 'care'

rather than seeking to eradicate it.

Thomas (1993) suggests that the notion of care has not been uniformly

defined in sociological writing and that it should really be considered

as an empirical rather than a theoretical concept. However, disabled

writers have tended to regard care as a key ideological construct.

Richard Wood (1991) for example, attacks the philosophy of Caring

For People for emphasising 'care' over concepts like 'choice' or

'control'. Thus, he concludes...

The fundamental problem with these proposals stems
from the notion that disabled people want care. Disabled
people have never demanded or asked for care.

Similarly, Ann Kestenbaum (1996: 4) argues that care assessments

and care management are a product of 'the way that society views

people with impairments as dependent'. This, she suggests is

characterised by...

.the assumption that they need caring for, that it is their
carers who need the resources and support, and that it is
their carers who will speak on their behalf.' (ibid.)

In this way, community care policies have been much less concerned

with why care is provided than with defining who should be cared for,

who should do the caring and how this relationship should be

organised. The policy debate about disabled people in the community

has effectively been obscured by debates about 'care' and 'carers' in

the community.

Fox (1995) suggests that care (particularly professionally codified

notions of care) can be construed in Foucauldian terms as discipline.

For Fox this 'vigil of care' is a relationship of power and control based
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on knowledge generated within professional discourses (see also

Rose, 1989 or Hugman, 1991). He contrasts this disciplining,

controlling notion of care with Cixous' (1986) advocation of (feminine)

caring as a 'gift' based on 'generosity and the celebration of

difference'. For Fox then, 'care-as-gift' can be regarded as an enabling

form of resistance to the professionally codified discourse of 'care-as-

discipline'. In a similar way Jenny Morris differentiates between loving

'care about' and custodial 'care for' in her study of community care and

independent living (1993b: 149). Thus...

Once personal assistance is seen as 'care' then the
'carer', whether a professional or a relative, becomes the
person in charge, the person in control (Morris, 1993a: 8)

Although the construction of commodified care as disciplining

discourse is helpful in pointing to the codification of surveillance by

professional groupings, the juxtaposition of loving interpersonal care

as 'resistance' to this discourse is problematic since it does not

challenge the construction of disabled people as needing care in the

first place (however produced). Relationships of surveillance,

subordination and control may operate within the private as well as the

public domain of welfare production even where they are construed by

the dominant party as 'love'. Feminist work on the simultaneous

significance of public and private patriarchy provides a useful analogy

in this respect (cf. Walby, 1990).

The central role of carers was emphasised in Caring For People (as it

had been earlier in Growing QIdet. This situation has sometimes been

characterised as 'care by the community' (Walker, 1989; Glendinning,

1992) although, as Means & Smith (1994: 5) point out, it is not so

much the community as individuals who provide the bulk of this

support. Moreover, the division of unpaid caring labour is highly

gendered and individual carers are predominantly women. Finch

(1990: 43) summarises the argument that 'community' care means care

by women within the family home and Green (1988) highlights the

point by reviewing data from the 1985-General Household Survey and

the 1985 OPCS studies of disabled people. Glendinning (1992)
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concludes that the justification of community care as 'lower cost' has

only been possible because its true cost is obscured in the exploitation

of women's caring labour.

Developing the feminist analysis, Dailey (1988: 7) suggests that

community care policies contain an implicit assumption that the

(idealised, nuclear) family represents the most appropriate site for care

production. Thus, Dailey regards familism2 as the dominant ideology of
community care - legitimising a private production of welfare premised

upon the exploitation of women's caring labour. From a disability

perspective, Ken Davis (1995) points to the promotion of family

support as a cost-effective substitute for state support during the

Thatcher years. For Jenny Morris (1 993b: 153)...

...a reliance on assistance solely provided by family and
friends is incompatible with the philosophy of
independent living. Those people who have significant
personal assistance requirements and who have been
able to participate fully in society have done so because
they have not had to rely solely on family and friends for
the help they need. [original emphasis]

Bond (1991) argues that loving and giving relationships within the

family can all too easily become relationships of possession and

control through the formalisation of informal care arrangements.

Through financial reward and 'training' friends and family become

subject to expert knowledge and medicalised judgements. in this way

Bond suggests that the individualisation and depoliticisation of

informal support masks the tendency for it to be incorporated as a

mechanism of surveillance. Similarly, Ken Davis (1995) argues that the

political manipulation of family through community care policies has

been a key factor in the continued oppression of disabled people...

in the daily round, it doesn't come easy to visualise our
partners, wives, husbands, mums, dads and distant aunts

2 1 use this term, as others have done, to denote an assumption that the idealised

nuclear family represents the most appropriate site for welfare production.
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that smell of mothballs, as pliable instruments of public
policy. But in the Community Care League, these same
people are rounded up and fielded in the shape of an
homogenous heap labelled °carers", in the "Informal"
sub-division. (op cit., p. 7)

If familism and gendered role expectations have dominated the

discussion of care production in the private domain so commodification

and marketisation have dominated the analysis of its production in the

public sphere. This marketisation was emphasised in the Griffiths

Report as a key mechanism for reform and actively promoted by

central government as the central feature of the 1990 Act. A great deal

has been written about the commodification and marketisation of care

production and these themes are explored in much more detail in

subsequent chapters. However, it is important to note, as Ungerson

(1994: 13) does, that...

..the condition of disability will increasingly have to have
money attached to it, and personal care services, from
whatever source, will increasingly be commodified.

As with debates on familism and the needs of carers, the burgeoning

literature on social care markets and commodification is also indicative

of a discourse which takes the dependency of people with impairments

as given. Again, social policy debates have focused on the effective

administration of care production rather than a critical examination of

its ideological significance. Suffice to say that a pre-occupation with

the mechanisms of care production obscures an unquestioning

acceptance that disabled people require 'care'. The discourse of care

(in its commodified and professionally-codified form) is premised upon

the assumption that disabled people are unavoidably dependent upon

non-disabled people and that the social relations of domination which

exist between them are therefore unproblematic.

The assumption that disabled people require 'care' results in a pre-

occupation with the mechanics, economics and labour divisions of care

production that obscures the discussion of more enabling alternatives

for restructuring the social relations of welfare production. The agenda
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for community care policy making has thus been premised upon a view

of disabled people as dependent - that those who 'cannot help

themselves' require 'care' (or control). This view can be considered as

part of a more general cultural construction of disability as 'personal

tragedy'. In this context, tragedy conveys much more than simple

misfortune; it conveys the idea of powerlessness - of impotency. The

construction of disability as personal tragedy conveys the idea that the

dependency experienced by disabled people is both unavoidable and

irrevocable.

2.3.2. The Discourse of Individualism

If the primary assumption of community care policy is that disabled

people need care, then the second assumption is that this need arises

as a result of personal inadequacy. It is the individual rather than the

collective needs of disabled people that are central. This individualism

is a central feature of community care policy and is closely linked to

personal tragedy theories of disability and thus to biological

determinism. The construction of disability as 'personal tragedy'

emphasises not only the 'tragic' but also the 'personal'. As Dailey

(1991: 3) points out, the assumption of personal tragedy involves a

process...

...whereby the experience of disability is fragmented into
a series of individualised episodes devoid of sociological
significance. Accordingly, disability becomes unique for
each individual; the disabled person must make his/her
own adjustment to the circumstances of disablement and
negotiate a means of 'coping' as best s/he can.

As numerous others have noted, the definitions of disability employed

in British welfare policy have been framed exclusively within an

individual rather than a social model framework. For example, the

regulations governing Section 47(2) of the 1990 NHS and Community

Care Act define disabled people as those who are...

...blind, deaf or dumb, or who suffer from mental disorder
of any description, and other persons aged 18 or over
who are substantially and permanently handicapped by
illness, injury or congenital deformity.
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The incorporation of personal aetiology into disability policy making

thus reinforces individual models of disability (both biological and

psychological). This emphasis on medical or functional criteria is

entirely consistent with the broad flow of British disability policy in the

twentieth century which has tended to equate disability with

impairment and illness (see Barnes & Mercer (eds), 1996). For

example, the 1948 National Assistance Act took sickness and

impairment as a combined category (namely, persons 'substantially or

permanently handicapped by illness, injury or congenital deformity').

This synonymy was later reinforced in the 1970 Chronically Sick and

Disabled Persons' Act and the 1972 Local Government Act.

In 1991, despite vociferous protest from disabled peoples'

organisations, the OPCS perpetuated the policy link between illness

and disability in the wording of the National Census form. In setting

strategic targets for The Health of the Nation, the Department of

Health's only reference to the needs of people with physical

impairments was to call for a reduction in the number of pressure

sores. Similarly, the introduction of Incapacity Benefit in the 1995

Social Security (incapacity for Work) Act illustrates the continued

reliance on medical testing as the primary gateway to disability benefit

entitlement. Yet, many disabled people are not ill. The obstacles to

work have as much to do with inaccessible workplace environments or

the inability of employers to accommodate their needs as with the

person's personal 'capacity' for work. As Dave Gibbs observes...

What many of us feel, as disabled people, is that we are
being dragged along by a system which insists on
regarding our bodies as the source of the problem...
(Observer, 7 May 1995)
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Chadwick (1996) argues that the persistent use of medicalised

definitions in British social policy can be regarded in Foucauldian

terms as a discursive power/knowledge nexus 3. Thus...

By creating and subsequently existing within a medical
knowledge of disability, the medical professions and their
associates cannot (or choose not to) concern themselves
with the unthought, ungoverned social barriers which
cause disability - a causality they monopolise and
demonstrate to society at large, a society which in turn
empowers (through legislation, myth or finance) the
institutions, the knowledge and the professions therein.
(Chadwick, 1996: 33)

Marxist approaches to the sociology of medicine (Waitzkin, 1979,

1989; Mishler, 1981) have suggested that such medicalisation

reinforces ideologies which serve particular state and class interests

(capital accumulation and the effective reproduction of a labour force).

Similarly, Abberley (1992) argues that the medicalised definitions of

disability employed within British welfare policy serve a greater

purpose. Thus...

Functional definitions are essentially state definitions, in
that they relate to the major concerns of the
state...production, capacity to work.. .welfare, demands
that have to be met from revenue if they cannot be
offloaded on some other party... (p. 141)

More generally, such writers argue that the medicalisation and

objectification of social problems serves to de-politicise them. Thus,

the embodiment of disability depoliticises discrimination against

disabled people and serves to obscure the lack of state intervention for

its amelioration. At the same time, functional definitions based on

individual aetiology legitimise policies and professional interest groups

3although Foucault's notion of the body as largely acausal in the construction of

discourse has been criticised for diminishing the opportunity to consider resistance

(see Lash, 1991 or Ostrander, 1988 for example)
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concerned with the maintenance of dependency through 'cure' or
'care'.

Ryan & Thomas (1980) use a similar line of argument. They argue that

it is no 'accident of history' that the NHS assumes so much

responsibility for people with learning difficulties. Rather they suggest,

it is indicative of the way in which our society deals with people it

cannot accommodate - by defining them as medical problems. This

medicalisation of social problems functions ideologically, they argue,

by masking the social aspects of their exclusion (p. 15). Importantly,

Ryan & Thomas assert that medical dominance extends beyond the

walls of institutions into a generalised social response such that...

Medical model thinking tends to support the status quo.
The subnormality of the individual rather than the
subnormality of the environment, tends to be blamed for
any inadequacies. (op cit., p. 27)

The formulation of community care policy, and the discourse which

surrounds its implementation, is framed within a view of disability as an

individual rather than a social phenomenon. The embodiment of

disability policy is thus a powerful discursive tool which functions

ideologically when it obscures alternative policy agendas and

legitimises the established power of professional elites. In particular, a

way of speaking about disability which characterises disadvantage as

individually located precludes the discussion of alternative policy

agendas concerned with the removal of disabling barriers and the

collective emancipation of disabled people.

Community care policy making has assumed the 'problem' of disability

to be an individual rather than a social phenomenon. That

individualism has functioned ideologically by masking the collective

oppression of disabled people. This approach has been further

legitimised by professionally and administratively codified definitions

which focus on impairment rather than on disability as a social state.

However, the process of legitimation has also been contingent upon
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the wider cultural construction of disability as a product of the impaired

body.

2.3.3. The Discourse of Segregation

The third and final theme in this analysis concerns the assumption that

the needs of disabled people should be addressed (in the public

sphere at least) through administratively distinct institutions of welfare

production. On first inspection this seems an incongruous assertion,

given that the stated objective of community care policies has been to

break down physically segregative welfare arrangements and to

relocate care production within 'the community'.

Griffiths had pointed out (1988: para. 16) that the availability of social

security funding for residential accommodation made it easy for local

authorities to provide that option even when it was not in the person's

best interest. Thus the White Paper acknowledged that previous

funding arrangements contained 'a built-in bias towards residential and

nursing hcrne care' (para. 1.6). Similarly, the Audit Commission

(1992b: 1) identified an incentive to provide care within residential

settings 'simply because that is where the resources lie'.

Ostensibly then, the community care reforms were intended to

establish a means of 'providing the services and support which

people...need to be able to live as independently as possible in their

own homes, or in "homely" settings in the community' (Caring For

People, para. 1.1). Rhetorically at least the policy agenda appeared to

support the decarceration and social integration of disabled people.

Indeed, even before implementation, there was emerging evidence of

a shift in the physical location of care production from residential

establishments to community settings (Audit Commission, 1992b: 71).

Certainly, the primary site of welfare production would seem to have

shifted from large residential institutions to 'community settings' and

the home. However, it is important to ask whether the significance of

such a move is anything more than geographic. In order to understand

this point it is necessary to consider that British disability policy making
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continues to demonstrate an almost complete segregation of services

for disabled people. For example, there are distinctive policies and

statutes covering health, education, housing, transport, employment,

social services, welfare benefits, sexuality, reproduction and civil rights

(Barnes, 1991). Segregation may be physical (in the case of

residential, health, education and day care services) but it may also be

administrative (in the creation of distinct bureaucratic systems and

structures). Moreover, this administrative segregation can be as

powerful a form of surveillance and control as physical incarceration, if

more insidious.

The concept of administrative segregation hinges on the maintenance

of an administrative disability category which allows the segregation of

disabled people to function not only physically but also

bureaucratically. Indeed the legislative origins of such a category in

England can be traced back at least to the sixteenth century (Priestley,

1997a). This line of argument is central to Stone's (1984) contention

that disability is a social (or bureaucratic) construction. This flexible

category, she argues, functions eoogoaW, b, cecnng those 'ae' to

work. It is a negative category in the sense that it does not define

disabled people so much as non-disabled people (i.e. those who are

not to be exempt from labour force participation). Thus...

The disability concept was essential to the development
of a workforce in early capitalism and remains
indispensable as an instrument of the state in controlling
Labor supply.

There is not room here to explore this argument in detail and other

authors have examined the issues extensively elsewhere (cf. Oliver,

1990 and Finkelstein, 1991). The relevance of the point here is simply

that community care policy making remains located within a welfare

heritage that takes disability as a separate administrative category. In

so doing it perpetuates a social policy tradition in which the needs of

disabled people are accommodated within a segregated system of

welfare production rather than within a discourse of inclusive

citizenship.
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To summarise, the preceding discussion highlights three key

assumptions within the formulation and implementation of British

community care policies - firstly, that disabled people require 'care',

secondly, that the need for care is a product of impairment and thirdly,

that care should be provided within an administratively segregated

system of welfare production. Consequently, the policy agenda for

community care reinforces individual models of disability and

precludes the consideration of alternative modes of welfare production

based on participation, integration and equality.

2.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this chapter suggests that the core

assumptions of community care policy making are not only consistent

with a disabling welfare tradition but that they are part and parcel of a

coherent and tenacious cultural value system which defines disability

in terms of tragedy, the impaired body and otherness. These core

values, evident in the cultural representation of disability, have been

reflected in the form and content of British social policy through the

promotion of charity, physical welfare, rehabilitation, segregation and

professional dominance.

2.4.1. Summary

Dominant cultural values are often reflected in the self-portrayal of a

society and negative representations of disability abound. The imagery

of disability has consistently been employed as metaphor for tragedy,

imperfection and isolation. Such portrayals are equally apparent in the

cultural iconography of the Graeco-Roman empires, in the

characterisations of classical European literature and in the

representations of contemporary mass media. These cultural values

have been mirrored in the development of a welfare system which

responds to the social position of disabled people through individual

care, medicalisation and segregation.

The implication is that where disabled people are unable to participate

in production and reproduction it is primarily because of their
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impairment. More importantly, because this is no-one's fault it is also
unavoidable. Consequently, they should be cared for in their

'misfortune'. Historically, the discourse of 'care' has been much less

concerned with why care is provided than with defining who should be

cared for, who should do the caring and how this relationship should

be organised. In the private domain, the assumption of care by women

within the family has remained unchallenged since pre-Christian times.

In the public domain there have been more developments. However,

the idea that people with impairments need 'care' was as central to the

Cistercian or Benedictine abbots as it was to the philanthropic asylum

builders of the early nineteenth century, to Leonard Cheshire or to Sir

Roy Griffiths.

In considering the cultural representation of disability as tragedy, it is

important to remember that most other forms of structural oppression

have, at one time or another, also been constructed as misfortune and

impotence. For example, membership of the working classes was often

considered by English welfare philanthropists as an unfortunate

accident of birth (rather than as a form of structural oppression). The

idea of poverty as personal misfortune and powerlessness gave rise to

corresponding policy responses. Thus, many early initiatives for the

amelioration of urban poverty and the improvement of factory

conditions were conducted within a culture of philanthropy or

paternalism rather than political struggle.

In a similar way, it could be argued that the social disadvantage

experienced by women, Black people, elders, children, lesbians and

gay men in Britain has frequently been viewed as biological destiny or

ill fortune (rather than as the products of a capitalist economy within a

patriarchal or imperialist legacy). Suffice to say that where forms of

social division or stratification are constructed as the consequences of

misfortune then the policy responses to them have often reflected that

same value structure.

This idealist narrative suggests that the value base which determines

how the 'problem' of disability is perceived may tend to influence the
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policy response. For example, where the perceived problem is

impairment, the likely response might be directed towards medical

treatment; where the perceived problem is public attitudes, the

response may be public education; where disability is perceived as

discrimination, the response is likely to be anti-discriminatory

legislation and so on. The gross distinction between individual and

social models of disability arises from a difference about the perceived

location of the problem - whether disability is seen primarily as a

property of the person or whether it is seen primarily as a property of

that person's social and/or material environment. Using this taxonomy,

the likely policy implications of various individual and social model

approaches to disability are summarised in Table 2.1 below.

Location:	 Perceived	 Likely
_______________ Problem:	 Response:
INDIVIDUAL	 misfortune	 charity

________________ impairment	 medical treatment
________________ otherness	 segregation
_________________ loss	 adjustment
________________ limitation	 remedial therapy
________________ welfare 	 care
SOCIAL	 prejudice	 public education

________________ poverty	 disability income
__________________ physical barriers access
__________________ discrimination	 civil rights
_________________ oppression	 political struggle

Table 2.1: policy responses to individual and social model values

British disability policy has consistently reflected the dominant values

of an individual model approach by favouring charity over civil rights,

individual care over collective needs and segregation over inclusion.

The outcome has been individual model services in which quality is

judged by the standard of physical care, treatment or commodities

afforded to individuals. The 'success' of such services has then been

judged by their ability to maintain disabled people in the most cost-

effective way while keeping them within the distributive (rather than the

productive) system of welfare and justice.
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British disability policy, and specifically community care policy, has

been framed within a cultural construction of disability as an individual

phenomenon. Consequently, policy responses to the disadvantage

experienced by disabled people in Britain have been largely

concerned with individual 'care', medical 'cures', rehabilitation, loss

adjustment counselling and so on. As Lakey (1994: 132) argues, 'if

anything, welfarism has helped to reinforce our experience of

dependency'. Similarly, Oliver & Barnes (1993: 269) suggest that the

pattern of post-war policy making has been characterised by a

disabling shift from 'rights based' to 'needs based' responses. The

significance of this transition, they suggest, has been masked by the

focus on community care.

Conversely, organisations within the growing disabled peoples'

movement have been the primary advocates for alternative policy

responses based on social models. Their critiques of 'care', treatment

and segregation have been accompanied by the promotion of

alternative models of service delivery which challenge the established

social relations of wef are production. The set organisation ot ciisab)ed

people has thus created new discursive spaces for the emergence of

alternative policy debates about participation, integration and equality.

These new debates have, in turn, engendered significant forms of

resistance to the disabling discourses of tragedy, impairment and

otherness.

2.4.2. Activity, Passivity and Disabling Narratives

In outlining the disabling assumptions of community care policy making

I have adopted a broadly idealist narrative which draws heavily on

social constructionist writings. I have chosen this approach primarily

because the initial focus for the study was prompted by the

participants' emphasis on values. However, there are some important

deficiencies in this line of argument. Abrams (1982: 11) for example, is

concerned that idealist approaches to welfare policy leave 'some vital

questions unanswered'...
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• . .where for example do currents of opinion come from?
Why is one, rather than another dominant at any
particular time? And how precisely do such currents
become embodied in legislation?

It would be naive in the extreme to consider any conflict of welfare

ideologies in isolation from its socio-economic and historical context.

Welfare ideologies do not emerge or compete in a simple pluralistic

way and the relative influence of opposing values in relation to policy

formation and implementation is contingent upon the distribution of

power within a given society. Moreover, there is considerable evidence

that these existing power relationships are not only culturally

constructed but also socially produced (Finkelstein, 1980; 1991; Ryan

& Thomas, 1980; Oliver, 1990; Barnes, 1996a).

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to consider the differential

incorporation of disabled people without recourse to a social model

analysis. However, there are also dangers in the adoption of such an

approach. n particular, there remains a certain 'poverty' in crude

historicism and it is easy to obscure or marginalise the agency of

disabled people through this kind of discourse. Although the notion of

personal tragedy provides the basis for individual models of disability

(Oliver, 1996: 31), social model approaches also run the risk of lapsing

into tragedy-speak. Where the 'cripple' has been portrayed as

impotent in the face of deistic or biological omnipotence, the 'disabled

person' may all too easily appear impotent in the face of historical

materialism.

Narratives of culture, professional power and political economy all tend

to suggest a non-reciprocal process in which disabled people have

been more acted upon than acting. They are often stories of passivity,

treatment, surveillance, control or confinement. Disabled people have

not only been excluded from many of these narratives but also from

the telling of them. The process has been one of objectification (or

subjectification) in which non-disabled people have acquired the power

to define the identities and experiences of disabled people. Yet this is

only one side of the story and there are other less often told versions -
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narratives in which disabled people, as much as philanthropists,

physicians, professional elites, legislators or ruling classes become

the central actors.

The very act of observation connotes a power relationship between

observer and observed. Feminist analyses in particular have shown

how gaze itself can be construed as a form of mastery (Berger, 1972)

and how the ability to scrutinise is predicated upon power (Coward,

1984). Thus, the ability of non-disabled people to dominate the

discourse of disability is indicative of an underlying power/knowledge

relationship. Conversely, the emerging ability of the disabled peoples'

movement to 'gaze back' at a disabling society through the

construction of positive identities and the critical representation of

disabling barriers is an important indicator of its counter-hegemonic

potential (Morrison & Finkelstein, 1993). Thus, the following chapter

charts the evolution of the disabled peoples' movement and its role in

developing a counter-hegemonic value system and an alternative set

of policy options. This alternative narrative deals as much with the

personal as the political and is illustrated with specific reference to the

case study in Derbyshire.
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3a AN ENABLING COUNTEftCULTURE

Where community care policy making has been framed within an

individual model of disability so the development of the disabled

people's movement is inextricably bound up with the articulation of

social model values. The self-organisation of disabled people within

this context highlights the existence of a significant counter-culture and

a coherent ideology for change. In particular, the philosophy of

independent/integrated living offers an alternative mode of welfare

production to that implied by 'community care'.

The discussion in this chapter begins with a review of the literature on

'new' social movements and its relevance in explaining the emergence

of the disabled people's movement (with particular illustrative

reference to events in Derbyshire). The second part examines the

theory and praxis of independent/integrated living, paying particular

attention to the history of Centres for Independent/Integrated Living

(CILs). Finally, this history is related to the establishment of the DCJL

in Derbyshire.

3.1. THE SOCIAL MOVEMENTS LITERATURE

It is not necessary to provide a comprehensive review of the literature

on social movements here and several authors give good historical

overviews (Herbele, 1951; Roberts & Kloss, 1974; Boggs, 1986;

Eyerman and Jamison, 1991). However, it is important to understand

something about social movement theory in order to contextualise the

development of the disabled peoples' movement. The literature is both

extensive and diverse. Predominantly, it is either liberal-pluralist, post-

Marxist or post-modernist in its analysis. New social movements are

widely recognised as agents of significant social change within either a

reformist or a radical socialist tradition.
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3.1.1. Social Movements, Old and 'New'

Early writing on social movements is closely identified with class

struggle and, predominantly, with the emergence of proletarian or

socialist movements. Herbele (1951) for example, notes Von Stein's

(1850) use of the term (Soda/en Bewegung) to describe the

emergence of socialist/communist movements after the French

revolution. Similarly, Herbele points to Sombart's (1919) treatise on

social movements as practical attempts to realise socialist goals.

However, Roberts & Kloss (1974) draw both comparisons and

contrasts between Von Stein's ideas and those of Marx. The

identification of social movements with a single class actor has led to

the characterisation of movements other than proletarian movements

as examples of 'false consciousness' and indeed as 'non-movements'

(Blumer, 1946). Consequently, much literature has subsequently

appeared concerning the nature of 'new' social movements like those

associated with Black civil rights, feminism, peace, sexuality and

ecology (cf. Eyerman & Jamison, 1991).

Hobsbawm (1963, ch. IX) argues that modern social movements are

more concerned with content than with form (compared to their

'archaic' predecessors). Offe (1980) develops the form/content

distinction and notes that new social movements tend to articulate

'post-materialist' demands and (1985) that they have involved 'social

alliances' rather than a single class actor. Mauss (1975) bases his

study of social movements on a social constructionist analysis,

defining new social movements in terms of 'social problems'. Thus,

Mauss sees 'publics' forming around particular economic, political,

moral, occupational, psychological and scientific interests. Similarly,

Touraine (1985: 777) identifies new social movements with

heterogeneity and with 'ethnic and moral pluralism' rather than with the

commonality of class interest.

These sort of definitions pose some difficulties for the sort of Marxist

class-based analyses which characterise writing about earlier social

movements. Boggs (1986: 3) for exanpIe, distinguishes 'new' social

movements as those movements 'not primarily grounded in labor
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struggles' and suggests that a 'post-industrialist' society requires a

'post-Marxist' response. For Boggs then...

• . .the very appearance of the new social movements has
effectively overturned the Marxian assumption...that the
industrial working class is the decisive revolutionary
protagonist within capitalist society. (op cit., p. 17)

Such arguments have then led many to consider the study of new

social movements within a post modernist (or late modern) paradigm of

social analysis (Harvey, 1989; Turner, 1990; Boyne & Rattansi, 1990;

Murray, 1991). As this very brief review indicates, the new social

movements literature is both extensive and diverse. It would certainly

be impossible to provide a comprehensive review here. However, I

have chosen to prioritise two further issues which have a direct

bearing on the disabled peoples' movement. Firstly, it is important to

review the supposed connection between new social movements and

social change. Secondly, it is helpful to outline some of the difficulties

in explaining the emergence of new social movements.

3.1.2. Social Movements and Social Change

In explaining how new social movements might act as agents of social

change in other than single class terms, several authors draw on

Gramsci's work. Gramsci (1971: 12) was able to transcend purely

economistic conceptions of social revolution by admitting the role of

socially constructed 'blocs' of historical actors as agents of social

change within 'civil' and 'political' society. Laclau & Mouffe (1985)

argue that there is potential for mobilising such blocs from sections of

society exploited in other than purely economic terms (for example,

women, gay men and lesbians, people from ethnic minorities and so

on). Thus, they refute the concept of a unified or total hegemony and

break with the Marxist tradition of economistic historicism. Similarly,

Boggs (1986) draws on Gramsci to assert that new social movements

possess counter-hegemonic potential as agents in a 'war of position'

leading to decisive political change.
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There is also some debate about the kind of social change envisaged

by social movement actors. While there is a clear distinction between

new social movements and 'pressure groups', reformism rather than

revolution is a recurrent theme. Touraine (1981) identifies self-

limitation as a key feature of new social movements while Cohen

(1985: 664) talks of their 'self limiting radicalism'. Melucci (1989: 39)

notes that social movements have tended to seek inclusion rather than

overthrow and thus concludes that they 'contain no antagonistic

dimension'. It would be inappropriate to consider all contemporary

protest movements in this light (for example, the anti road building

movement). However, it is certainly true that the agenda for action

within many such movements has been focused on specific issues of

incorporation and welfare (Williams, 1991: 18).

Significantly for this study, the experience of differential welfare

incorporation and abnormal levels of state welfare surveillance have

been important catalysts for the self-organisation of disabled people in

Britain. For example, referring to their work with mental health user

groups, Barnes & Shardlow (1996:115) suggest that...

...it is the use or survival of services, rather than the
experience of mental distress per se which usually
provides the starting point for involvement in the
movement.

In a more general sense, such experiences are reminiscent of

Habermas' (1981; 1987) contention that new social movements

frequently act to challenge colonisation of the 'life world' by

bureaucracy and micro-authority (cf. Wolfensberger, 1989: 34). Walzer

(1982) also develops this theme, arguing that bureaucracy remains the

primary target for 'insurgent' movements. Similarly, Zola (1987)

suggests that such movements are often concerned with de-colonising

service provision through 'politicised self-help'. In this context it is

relevant to consider that disabled people's lives in Britain have been

more 'colonised' by service provision than most and that the movement

for independent/integrated living has been particularly concerned with

issues of de-colonisation.
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Having said this, it is important to remember that the agenda of the

disabled peoples' movement extends far beyond specific welfare

issues and consumer demands (although these have been important).

In redefining the social relations of disability, the disabled peoples'

movement has challenged much more than just professional interest

groups or institutions of welfare delivery. It has also engendered policy

debates which bring into question the underlying social relations of

production and reproduction in a capitalist economy. In this sense it is

perhaps less characteristic of 'new' social movement theory than some

other contemporary forms of collective action. Indeed, there is

evidence to suggest that the disabled peoples' movement may be

more susceptible to a class-based analysis than some other

contemporary social movements (cf. Priestley, 1995b).

3.t3. The Emergence of Social Movements

Probably the most widely discussed debate in the recent social

movements literature, and that most relevant to this study, concerns

the emergence of new social movements. How and why do they come

about? Two broad schools of thought are evident. These may be

characterised as 'breakdown' (or 'resource-mobilisation') models and

'solidarity' (or 'identity-oriented') models respectively (Useem, 1980;

Cohen, 1985; Melucci, 1985). The following review briefly outlines

these approaches and some recent attempts at synthesis between the
two.

Broadly speaking, breakdown models suggest that social

disintegration coupled with discontent is central to the mobilisation of

support for social movements. The origins of this approach lie primarily

in a functionalist analysis of collective action. Smelser (1963), like

Durkheim, argued that portions of society experiencing economic,

political or social loss as a result of cultural modernisation are more

likely to turn to 'deviant' social action. For example, Crawford &

Naditch (1970) explain urban rioting in the 1960s in terms of

'deprivation' and 'powerlessness' while Piven & Cloward (1977)
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connect the American poor people's movements of the 1930s with the

preceding depression.

Cohen (1985) points out that most breakdown model explanations

have focused on resource-mobilisation studies. That is, they have

focused on the development of complex organisational systems of

communication within the movement. The resource mobilisation thesis

is thus a rational actor model which suggests a strong element of

strategic reasoning in the pursuit of group interests. The study of

social movements within this model is likely to concentrate on the

formation and development of bureaucratic organisation.

Consequently, it may sometimes tend to marginalise the study of

feelings or grievances amongst those who are mobilising.

While breakdown approaches suggest that individuals with a weak

sense of community identification are more amenable to detachment

from existing structures into 'deviant' social movements, solidarity

models support the thesis that isolated individuals are less likely to
protest. For example, Tilly et a!. (1975) provide empirical studies of

collective action up to the 1930s which support a solidarity model while

Freeman (1973) gives primacy to solidarity in her analysis of the 1 960s

'women's liberation movement'. Pursuing this line of argument, Cohen

(1985) notes how neo-Marxist interpretations tend to emphasise the

importance of consciousness, ideology, social struggle and solidarity.

Thus, they are representative of an identity-oriented approach to

collective action.

Touraine (1985) associates these two models with conflicting schools

of sociological thought (functionalism and 'structuro-marxism') while

Klandermans & Tarrow (1988) and Kriesi (1988) identify the dichotomy

with American and European approaches respectively. Empirical

studies exist which support both solidarity and breakdown models and

aspects of both have proved effective in explaining the emergence of

new social movements (cf. Useem, 1980). Equally both are open to

criticism. Melucci (1985: 792) for example, argues that resource-

mobilisation approaches fail to explain why social movements emerge
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(in terms of meaning) while identity-oriented approaches fail to explain

how movements are established and maintained (in terms of

organ isation).

Melluci (1989) suggests that the conceptual impasse is in fact between

Marxist explanations of neo-capitalism and Weberian notions of post-

industrialisation. Melucci suggests that neither can adequately

accommodate new social movements and proposes a new analytical

framework based on collective action. Melucci favours the study of

organisation since...

The way the movement actors set up their action is the
concrete link between orientations and systemic
opportunities/constraints. (p. 793)

Cohen (1985) argues that the two approaches are not incompatible

and employs Habermas' theory of communicative action to provide a

synthesis. Eyerman & Jamison (1991) base their resolution of the

Marxian/Weberian conflict on locating an appropriate level of analysis

(they use the term 'cognitive praxis') within the context of post

modernity.

Bearing in mind the analytical tensions in the literature, it is important

to develop an account which recognises both the ideological and

organisational features of the disabled peoples' movement. As, the

remainder of this chapter shows, the analysis of disabled people's self-

organisation suggests that identity and resource-mobilisation have

been interdependent. Widespread discontent and a clearly articulated

set of values helped to facilitate organisational cohesion within the

movement while the establishment of formal and informal structures

acted reciprocally to create new spaces in which alternative debates

and positive identities could be forged.

3.2. THE DISABLED PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT

Disabled people have increasing	 demonstrated the counter-

hegemonic potential of politicised seif-organisation. Indeed many
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contemporary disabled writers argue that the growth of a broadly

based social movement is central to the emancipation of disabled

people. Oliver (1990: 112) for example, rejects that idea that disabled

people can look to the welfare state or traditional political activity for

significant improvement in their experience. Rather...

The only hope, therefore, is that the disabled people's
movement will continue to grow in strength and
consequently have a substantial impact on the politics of
welfare provision.

The following discussion illustrates how such a movement has been

brought into being through the personal and collective struggles of

disabled people. I have adopted a broadly historical narrative which

draws heavily on the experiences and accounts of disabled people

who were involved. In particular I have sought to link the personal

struggles of disabled people in Derbyshire to the development of the

wider movement.

3.2.1. A Brief History

I do not propose to provide a comprehensive history of the disabled

people's movement here and several authors give good overviews

(see De Yong, 1981; Driedger, 1989; Oliver, 1990; Finkelstein, 1991;

Hasler, 1993; K. Davis, 1993 or Campbell & Oliver, 1996 for example).

As with other notable new social movements, the disabled people's

movement grew from a wide variety of personal and small-scale

collective struggles; only in retrospect were many of these personal

experiences recognised as political. Thus, in examining the

emergence of the movement it is important to give credence to first

hand-accounts and individual struggles as well as to macro-level

analyses.

Pagel (1988) reviews the seif-organisation of disabled people and

links its emergence to the early labour movement (rather than to the

post-war era of 'new' social movements). Thus Pagel cites the

formation of the British Deaf Association in 1890 (Grant, 1990) and the
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National League of the Blind and Disabled - which was constituted as

a Trades Union in 1899 (NLBD, 1988). Ken Davis (1993: 287) notes

that such organisations were generally 'single interest' groups

representing only their own members and often restricted to people

with a common form of impairment. Although these forms of self-

organisation may not represent a broadly based social movement they

do at least demonstrate that disabled people in Britain have been

organising themselves to act politically for almost a century and that

their emergent forms of organisation took place within the context of a

larger class-based social movement (for labour).

Throughout the twentieth century the numbers of organisations of

disabled people in Britain have increased and their activities

developed. Finkelstein (1991) identifies the growing activism of the

Association of Disabled Professionals, the Association of Blind and

Partially Sighted Teachers and Students, the Spinal Injuries

Association (Oliver & Hasler, 1987) and the National Federation of the

Blind (NFB) Hasler (1993: 279) notes the importance of the

Disablement Income Group (DIG), formed in 1965 as a campaigning

organisation and Campbell & Oliver (1996: 44) draw attention to the

Disabled Drivers' Association. However, Oliver (1990: 114) suggests

that such campaigning organisations remained 'single issue groups'.

Disability was still generally defined in terms of impairment and there

was little cohesion between groups. Moreover, in the emerging welfare

state, it was welfare charities and professions controlled by non-

disabled people that dominated the disability policy community.

As in other parts of Britain, the disabled people's movement in

Derbyshire grew from the struggles of individual disabled people

against oppressive environments - in families, in educational

establishments, in employment and in residential institutions

(particularly the Cressy Fields Cheshire Home). On an organisational

level, an active branch of the NFB had been running in Sherwood

Peak since the 1950s. In 1967 a branch of DIG was established in

Derby followed shortly by an NFB Derby branch and a second DIG

branch in Erewash. Davis & Mullender (1993) also draw attention to
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the importance of the Portland Training College Old Students

Association and (from 1974) the UPIAS meetings at Cressy Fields in

facilitating contact between the groups and individuals who eventually

went on to found the Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People. These

early meetings brought people together and opened up new spaces for

discussion in which previously isolated experiences became linked to

ideas and strategies for building a mass movement. As Davis &

Mullender (1993: 7) put it...

This gradual process of coming together was
accompanied by a slow build up of confidence in the
validity of personal experience of disability as being the
only reliable basis for practical action. The personal had
started to become political.

Most accounts of the disabled people's movement as a new social

movement in its own right point to the late 1 960s and early 1 970s as a

period of qualitative change. Gerber (1990: 4) links the strategies of

the disabled peoples' movement to a 'generalised questioning of the

legitimacy of official and institutional cultural authorities' evident in

feminist, 'Third World' and Black movements. For De Yong (1983: 12)

the US civil rights movement had a determinant influence in

legitimising non-traditional forms of protest, although Hasler (1993:

283) points out that the NLB had used direct action and lobbying in

Britain as long ago as 1933. Page! (1988) suggests that participation

within the wider climate of social protest movements enabled disabled

activists to acquire the skills and confidence for their own political self-

organisation. Specifically, Scotch (1985: ii) argues that...

Demands for full access by disabled people occurred in
the wake of the widespread and highly visible social
conflicts of the 1960s...A number of disabled people had
been active participants in these movements, and they
came to see their disability in the same political sense as
blacks viewed their race or women their gender.

It is important to note that such influences were much more significant

within the American movement than They wee in Britain. While the

development of disabled people's self-organisation in Britain occurred
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contemporaneously with the development of women's groups and anti-

racist alliances, it was being driven by different experiences. As

Campbell & Oliver (1996) point out, it was the structures and

institutions of public and charitable welfare delivery which shaped the

opportunities for resistance. Much of the early organisation and

campaigning was defined in opposition to (and located within) the

organisational structures of large charitable and public welfare

institutions.

3.2.2. The Turning Point

The beginning of the 1980s heralded a major turning point in the

development of the disabled people's movement locally, nationally and

internationally. Prompted by a rising global awareness of disablement,

the United Nations set in motion plans for an 'International Year for

Disabled People' (IYDP). However, in a climate of growing

consumerism and politicisation, there was a strongly voiced feeling

from disabled people that the UN International Year should be 'of'

rather than 'for' Disabled People. At its World Congress in 1980,

disabled representatives called on the Rehabilitation International to

share control with disabled people. Driedger (1989) describes how the

defeat of this motion, together with the issues raised by IYDP, provided

a dramatic catalyst for the foundation in 1981 of Disabled Peoples'

International (DPI) as the global expression of disabled people's self-

organ isation.

Similar processes were apparent at a local level in Derbyshire.

Traditional charitable organisations controlled by non-disabled people

were approaching IYDP in a manner which highlighted fundamental

value differences between themselves and local disabled people.

Notably, the most prominent of these organisations, the Derbyshire

Association for the Disabled, proposed in 1980 to mark the coming

international year with a 'craft competition and coffee morning' at

Chatsworth House. Local disabled activists were both bewildered and

outraged at the prospect of an event so far removed from the spirit of

IYDP and set about organising an alteinative stiategy.
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Approaches to Derbyshire County Council's social services

department resulted in an agreement to organise a Derbyshire IYDP

Conference in collaboration with the Derbyshire Information Advice

Line (DIAL) under the slogan 'full participation and equality'. The

conference took place in February 1981 and the formation of DCDP

followed as a direct result. A steering group for the embryonic coalition

had been recruited from the floor of the IYDP conference and this

small collective set about organising meetings in different locations

throughout the county (to facilitate attendance by people with limited

access to transport). A grant of twenty thousand pounds was obtained

from the County Council and the inaugural meeting of DCDP took

place at Matlock on 12 December 1981.

The initial Coalition meetings involved a relatively small group of

people. In the main they were active disabled people with some

experience of discussing similar issues in the UPIAS 'cells'.

Consequently, the steering committee for the new Coalition was

composed largely of people who had been exposed to the main

political arguments at an earlier stage. As a consequence these

meetings, like the UPIAS meetings, ran the risk of alienating other,

less politicised disabled people and a good deal of effort was required

to 'ground' the work of the Coalition in tangible local issues with which

people could identify. As one founder member put it...

.the Union may have itself narrowed down to a rather
small number of highly intellectually active people, but I
could see at a local level that you couldn't move in that
way. ..l mean to get a mass movement you had to be
much more open, able to engage people where they
were in their own situation and somehow give them a
feeling, a reason, you know, to want to come together. All
sorts of people came into contact with the Coalition, took
part in the early discussion groups and teach-ins as we
called them. And releasing things for the first time and
having the opportunity to do this on common ground, and
growing in understanding as they went along. It wasn't
about imposing your own political ideas on people,
because you couldn't do that. People were isolated
anyway. ..and yet we did move on in ideas fairly rapidly.
(interview transcript)
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The Coalition was able to draw not only on the contributions of the few

disabled people who became actively involved but also on the wealth

of accumulated knowledge and experiences derived from the

Derbyshire Information Advice Line. DIAL had been established as an

information service at Cressy Fields in the mid seventies and the

growing number of telephone queries helped to establish a broad

picture of the kinds of needs and problems perceived by disabled

people in the County.

At the same time there had been a growing cohesion amongst

disabled activists in other parts of the country and abroad. In the

United States disabled people were forming the American Coalition of

Citizens with Disabilities and preliminary work was being undertaken

towards the establishment of a similar national coalition in Britain.

Sixteen organisations controlled by disabled people were identified

and the formation of the British Council of Organisations of Disabled

People (BCODP, now the British Council of Disabled People) was

arranged to coincide with that of DPI in November 1981. The

Derbyshire group were instrumental in the foundation of BCODP and

its national offices were located within the county. BCODP in turn

played a key role in determining the eventual structure of DPI.

Consequently, the seif-organisation of disabled people in Derbyshire

was not only influenced by the wider movement but also acted

reciprocally in shaping the development of that same movement both

nationally and globally.

Back at the local level the formative Derbyshire Coalition sought to

influence policy making with the County Council. The political climate

in Derbyshire was shifting and the local elections in 1981 had brought

in a new Labour administration committed, in principle at least, to

equality issues for minority groups. Striking while the iron was hot,

DCDP challenged the local authority to make a public commitment to

the principles of the International Year of Disabled People. Although

the Coalition's initial demands posed a direct challenge to local

authority service provision they also appealed to the political climate of
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equal opportunities initiatives prevailing in Labour authorities during

the early 1980s. A draft statement was prepared by the Coalition and

subsequently adopted, with only minor alteration, by the newly elected

Labour Council (this Statement of Intent is reproduced over the page).

I STATEMENT OF INTENT

Recognising the principles and aims of the Year as proclaimed by the
United Nations, and accepting the rights of disabled people to full
participation and equality of opportunity, the County Council reaffirms its
existing policies and, in particular, pledges to participate with disabled
people and other agencies seeking to achieve the following objectives:

To actively involve disabled people on all advisory and consultative
committees as defined in section 15 of the Chronically Sick and
Disabled Persons Act 1971 and in other activities where their advice
would assist the County Council.

2. To promote the full integration of disabled people through the creation
of a barrier-free built environment.

3. To develop and promote integrated independent living arrangements
for severely disabled people in conjunction with Housing Authorities,
Voluntary Organisations and Housing Associations.

4. To assist in the development of a co-ordinated public transport network
accessible to all disabled people.

5. To secure integrated education at all levels for all disabled people for
whom this would best meet their individual needs and wishes.

6. To assist in the dissemination of information and advice and the
provision of practical help, advocacy and supportive counselling for
disabled people and others with interests in disablement.

I SIGNED (S F COLLINS) CHAIR. (DCC, 1981)

Figure 3.1: Derbyshire County Council's 'Statement of Intent'

Thus, in the space of just a year, the individual and long-standing

struggles of disabled people in Derbyshire had found practical and

political expression not only in the formation of the first British coalition

of disabled people but also in the public commitment of the primary

welfare state agent to their goals and values. At the organisational

level of analysis, it was the formation of local, national and

supranational coalitions of disabled people which helped the modern
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disabled peoples' movement to become a cohesive political force for

change. From its dramatic beginnings, DPI has developed a global

network of more than seventy national assemblies. It has also

achieved a significant 'seat at the table' with consultative status at the

United Nations, UNESCO and the International Labour Organisation

(see Driedger, 1989). BCODP's membership has grown from the initial

sixteen groups to more than a hundred constituent organisations and,

from 1996, numerous individual members.

The preceding analysis emphasises organisational structures (within a

resource-mobilisation model). However, it is important to recognise

that many of the coalescing influences were associated with the

discovery of new identities and shared values (a solidarity model). On

an ideological level, the seif-organisation of disabled people in Britain

became united to some extent around the issue of poverty during the

1970s. DIG played a significant role in this respect by focusing co-

ordination on the campaign for increased disability benefit levels

although Oliver (1990: 116) adds that Conservative spending cuts

created a further catalyst for action after 1979. However, it was the

development of social models of disability within the movement which

formed the basis for a core ideology of political action.

For Hasler (1993) 'The Big Idea' for the disabled people's movement

was developed principally through the creation of the Union of

Physically Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) in 1974. UPIAS's

(1976) major contribution was in articulating a social definition of

disability, later amended by BCODP to include all disabled people (see

the introduction to this study). The importance of a 'big idea' in

mobilising activism is indicative of an identity-oriented process. For

example, Turner (1969) is keen to stress that the emergence of new

social movements is generally characterised by the promotion of

'normative revision'. Specifically he argues that such movements are

primarily concerned with framing new conceptions of social justice.

Thus...

A movement becomes possible when a group of people
cease to petition the good will of others for relief of their
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misery and demand as their right, that others ensure the
correction of their condition. (p. 391)

This shift from notions of 'charity' to notions of 'what people have a

right to expect' (ibid.) has thus been a key factor in the ability of

disabled people to challenge the culturally-constructed and

administratively maintained association between disability and

tragedy.

Tom Shakespeare (1 996a: 99) suggests that positive identity

narratives are not only reinforced by self-organisation but are also a

precondition for it. The emerging recognition that disability could be re-

constructed within a social model provided the conceptual basis for an

entirely new discourse of rights, citizenship and inclusion. The sharing

of experiences and ideas through self-organisation created

opportunities for more and more disabled people to uncover new

perceptions of commonality based on their experiences of

discrimination and exclusion. The discourse of commonality within a

social model framework was thus a central feature of disabled peoples'

emerging resistance to the discourse of personal tragedy,

individualism and segregation. However, it would be wrong to consider

this development as entirely unproblematic. The unifying concepts of

social model analyses have been central to the mobilisation of

disabled people within the movement but they have also been prone to

criticism for marginalising the diversity of experience in the lives of

disabled people - particularly in relation to impairment, gender and

race.

3.2.3. Commonality and Difference

For Vic Finkelstein (1993) and Jenny Morris (1991a) the 'commonality

of disability' is a central feature of the disabled people's movement.

However, Sally French (1993) expresses concern that some may

become alienated from the movement if personal experiences of

impairment are not taken seriously. Thus...
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The aim of the disability movement is to change the way
society operates so that disabled people are
accommodated on equal terms, but our credibility is
undermined, among the membership at least, if we
cannot respond to each others needs and rights. (p. 23)

In a more general sense it is clear that any social movement based

(necessarily) upon commonality of interest runs the risk of alienating

individuals and groups with unique personal experiences. Experiences

of specificity and difference are evident in all social movements. For

an emergent movement the recognition of difference may also give rise

to fears of fragmentation. As the experience of the women's movement

or the Black civil rights movement shows, such fears are easily

manifested in a reluctance to acknowledge separatism or specific

interest groups. Consequently, there may be much for the disabled

people's movement to learn from issues of difference within other

social movements (Priestley, 1995a).

As mentioned earlier, identification with specific forms of impairment

was a feature of early self-organisation amongst disabled people in

Britain. For example, the development of UPIAS was clearly focused

on the common interests of people with physical impairments. Their

political organisation around issues of physical access and

institutionalised welfare provision gave grounding to social definitions

of disability and offered tangible opportunities for campaigning.

However, it also ran the risk, in its early stages, of defining people with

differing experiences of impairment as 'other' rather than 'same'. As

one UPIAS member put it...

...the Union was really set up as an organisation of
physically impaired people, and other people with
allegedly mental health problems and people with
learning difficulties were conceived and actually written
into our policy statement as 'other oppressed groups',
quote unquote. You know, we should develop supporting
contact but, seen as other groups. (interview transcript)

It has also been suggested that the early self-organisation of disabled

people in Britain was dominated by men (Morris, 1993c; 1995a). It
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would perhaps be more accurate to say that the published accounts of

that organisation were dominated by male writers (but see Hunt's 1966

collection or Campling, 1981 for some notable exceptions). Certainly,

disabled women have increasingly seized the initiative in telling their

own stories (Saxton & Howe, 1987; Lonsdale, 1990; Driedger & Gray,

1992; Lloyd, 1992; Morris, 1991b; 1993c; 1995a; Deegan & Brooks,

1995; Wendell, 1996). One woman described the situation as follows...

I think also a lot of us women, sort of tended to...follow
you men. It was, the men were sort of intellectual and us
women hadn't had a lot of training which was,
difficult...and it was you men that sort of, taking the
debate forward. I mean we were involved but we weren't
the ones who were doing all the writing.. .But I think if the
debate were to start again...I think this time, I mean I feel
a bit stronger about you know, participating in that
debate. The confidence of going through the
experience... (interview transcript)

In a more general sense, the historical development of a disabled

people's movement based on commonality raises difficulties for

various groups who consider that they have significant separate

interests to which the mainstream of the movement is not as yet

adequately responding. Groups whose personal and collective

experiences emphasise difference over commonality present important

challenges to disability alliances and to the disability movement as a

whole.

There is some legitimate concern amongst such groups that special

interests like race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality or age may be

perceived as 'optional extras' to the common experience of disability.

Such arguments are reminiscent of feminist literature on single

interests within the women's movement. Spelman (1990: 6) for

example, argues that the Western feminist movement tends to 'add on'

groups such as Black women or disabled women. Applying a similar

line of argument to the disability movement, Jenny Morris (1991a: 12)

asserts that...
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Black disabled people and disabled gay men and
lesbians express their particular concerns in particular
contexts...such groups should not be treated as an
'added on' optional extra to a more general analysis of
disability.

Morris' apparent call for unity in the movement is tempered by Sally

French's (1993: 22) pragmatic reasoning that 'Unifying disabled people

is problematic...because they are geographically dispersed and

socially and culturally dissimilar'. Ossie Stuart (1992: 181) highlights

the 'absence of black faces' in the disability movement and (1993:195)

notes that disabled people's organisations have consistently failed to

attract membership from minority communities. Similarly, Morris

(1991a: 178) makes the point that...

Disabled people and their organisations are no more
exempt from racism, sexism and heterosexism than
nondisabled people and their organisations...

Such arguments have been well rehearsed in the literature arising

from other new social movements. Parmar (1988) for example, notes

the lack of attention given in feminist literature to the lives of Black

women and argues that to speak of 'all women categorically' is to

perpetuate white supremacy in the movement (op cit., p. 236). Lorde

(1988) reviews american systems of power and oppression in relation

to the women's movement and concludes that there is a tendency for

white women within the movement to focus only on their oppression as

women at the expense of differences in race, sexual preference, class

or age. Thus, Lorde argues that the umbrella term 'sisterhood' is

questionable and that...

Ignoring the differences of race between women and the
implications of those differences presents the most
serious threat to the mobilization of women's joint power.
(op cit., p. 271)

For similar reasons, Jeewa (1991) argues that Black disabled people

need to organise separately from white disabled people at present. By

contrast Stuart (1993) expresses concern that Black disabled people
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may become estranged because neither the disability movement or the

anti-racist movement is fully able to accommodate their experience.

Thus Stuart argues that separatism is 'a very dangerous option' (op

cit., p. 187).

The issues of commonality and difference within the disabled peoples'

movement are complex and contentious. Much recent debate has been

concerned with such issues (particularly around impairment) and I

have explored some of these themes in detail elsewhere (Priestley,

1995a; 1995b; 1998). Suffice to say that where perceptions of

difference are perceived as important by local disabled people then

mass mobilisation around issues of commonality can become more

difficult.

3.2.4. Conclusion

The preceding analysis highlights some of the main factors in the

development of disabled people's self-organisation in Britain over the

past thirty or so years. The successful development of a new social

movement was contingent upon new forms of self-organisation

amongst disabled people and upon the development of new identities

and narratives based on the commonality of disability. Issues of

perceived difference and experiences of simultaneous oppression

present difficulties for the mobilisation of a movement which speaks

equally to the diverse personal histories of disabled people

themselves. However, the success of the movement has been in

locating levels of analysis and forms of organisation which can

accommodate such differences within a common experience of

disability.

3.3. THE MOVEMENT FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING

By the mid 1980s the disabled people's movement had firmly

established both its organisational structure and its ideological identity.

The remainder of this chapter shows how the interdependence of

these two developmental themes has been reflected at the level of

praxis through the concept of independent/integrated living. As an
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intellectual paradigm, independent/integrated living, represents a

development of social model thinking; as an operational strategy it

links the diverse support structures which have been promoted by

disabled people's organisations. In general terms independent living

has been defined by the disabled peoples' movement as...

.a process of consciousness raising and empowerment.
This process enables disabled persons of all ages and
with all types of disabilities to achieve equatisation of
opportunities and full participation in all aspects of
society. Disabled people must be in control of this
process. Meaningful choices must be available in order
to exercise control... (definition adopted by the Assembly
of DPI's Independent Living Committee and Symposium,
Helsinki, May 1990)

The articulation and development of this concept in the struggles of

disabled people is sometimes characterised as a social movement in

its own right. However, it is perhaps more accurately constructed as a

central strand within the wider disabled people's movement (but see

Williams, 1983, for a critique). De Yong (1981: 242) also links the

growth of the independent living movement to other new social

movements based on 'consumerism', 'self-help', 'demedicalisation' and

'self-care'. In this sense it is consistent with the analysis of new social

welfare movements outlined earlier in this chapter.

3.3.1 The Concept of Independent Living

In its narrowest sense, independent living is sometimes viewed

exclusively in terms of self-determination and control over housing and

personal assistance services. However, it is more commonly

articulated as a generalised and holistic response to disability. As

John Evans (1993: 63) puts it...

Life is more than just a house and getting up and going
to bed. Independent Living is about the whole of life and
it encompasses everything. We want equal opportunities.
We want citizenship. These are the issues that drive the
independent living movement. It is phil&sophical, it is
political, it is about integration and disabled people
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becoming a part of this world and not separate,
segregated and second class. That is what we are
actually after and that is why independent living is so
important.

Ann Kestenbaum (1996) also notes that independent living is often

used in a restricted sense (referring to a move from institution to

community, to the provision of equipment and adaptations, to the

employment of personal assistants and so on). However, she is

concerned that such interpretations can...

...conceal the fact that there are some fundamental
differences of view between disabled people and those
who seek to 'care' for them. The substitution of the term
Independent Living for the term Homecare may give the
appearance, but not necessarily the reality, of a transfer
of power. (1996: 2)

For Kestenbaum, the philosophy of independent living involves three

core components. Firstly, the notion of independence is taken to refer

to the ability of disabled people 'to achieve their goals and control their

own lives, whatever assistance they need to do so' (see Morris, 1993a

or French 1993). Secondly, independent living strategies are based on

social models of disability and conducted within the context of

demands for human and civil rights. Thirdly, the notion of independent

living is generally considered to embrace the concept of 'integrated'

living. As I will show later, this distinction has been particularly

important in the development of services by disabled people in

Derbyshire. Finally, Kestenbaum notes that the implementation of

independent living solutions may have variable significance for

disabled people in a variety of situations. So...

While accepting that the core feature is the ability of a
person to have choice and control within a context of
equal opportunity and citizenship, it is important to
recognise that Independent Living has different shades
of meaning for people with different ages, cultural
backgrounds and personalities. Kestenbaum (1996: 3)
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In Derbyshire, the philosophy of integrated living was developed

around seven core areas of need - information, counselling, housing,

technical aids, personal assistance, transport and access.

Kestenbaum (1996) reviews each of the seven needs in relation to

research funded through the Joseph Rowntree Foundation's

Community Care and Disability Programme (with particular emphasis

on housing, personal assistance and advocacy). The prioritisation of

these areas of need arose directly from the experience of disabled

people involved with the Grove Road independent living project (see

Ken Davis, 1981, for a first hand account) and from the accumulated

knowledge acquired from the DIAL initiative at Cressy Fields. As one

participant put it...

The seven needs were always put in our minds in this
order...the order of the seven needs in terms of
information, counselling, housing, technical aids,
personal assistance, transport and access was very, was
really an escape route, how to escape from an institution
into an ordinary house...At the heart of it there was, you
know, that interaction between housing, technical aids
and personal assistance really, coming out of Grove
Road. (interview transcript)

The seven needs then provided an agenda for redefining the supports

required by disabled people who wished to live independently in their

communities. In order to understand how this agenda became

translated into action it is important to emphasise the significance of

Centres for Independent/integrated living.

3.3.2 Centres for Independent/Integrated Living

The first recognised Centre for Independent Living (CIL) was

established in Berkeley, California in 1973. The university in Berkeley

had previously taken the unprecedented step of providing personal

assistants for three disabled students to enable them to study. On

graduating, the three worked to persuade the local authorities to set up

a radically new personal assistance scheme so that they could live

independently in the community. This scheme operated under the

control of its users and was founded on five core areas of concern -
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housing, personal assistance, accessible transport, access and peer

counselling (these five areas were similar to DCDP's 'seven needs'

which in turn have become central to the British movement for

independent/integrated living). The Berkeley CIL was soon making its

services available to other local disabled people and within ten years

more than two hundred CILs had been established across the United

States.

At the same time, related projects were being established in mainland

Europe. Most notable among these were the Swedish Fokus projects

for integrated community living (Brattgard, 1972), the Collectivhaus

initiatives in Denmark and Het Dorp in the Netherlands (Klapwijk,

1981; Zola, 1982). In Britain, early attempts at deinstitutionalisation

met with only limited success and were rarely under the control of

disabled people themselves. The Spastics Society (now SCOPE) tried

a version of Fokus at Neath Hill in Milton Keynes and the Habinteg

Housing Association set up support services attached to community

houses. The Leonard Cheshire Foundation also made some moves

towards self-managed personal assistance schemes and home care

services from their flats in Tulse Hill.

In contrast to the limited success of these moves, real change began

to be achieved through the struggles of disabled people themselves in

specific small-scale projects. Ken Davis (1981) for example, describes

the experience of deinstitutionalisation at the Grove Road independent

living project in the Midlands (Ken Davis was later to become the first

co-ordinator of DCDP and a key figure in the establishment of DCIL).

At 22 Main Street in Newton disabled people acted collectively, hiring

personal assistants to facilitate integrated living under their own

control. Similar collective living projects were started by disabled

people in Edinburgh, Rochdale and Gillingham. During this time, a

number of other struggles against oppressive institutional regimes

were also taking place - for example, at the Ludwig Guttman Hostel in

Stoke Mandeville, at Pearce House in Essex and (in the context of this

study) at Cressy Fields in Derbyshire. As these examples illustrate...
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It is important to remember that the idea of Independent
Living for disabled people evolved from within the
disability rights movement - and not from within able-
bodied society. (Bracking, 1993: 11)

For the participants, these early projects provided tangible lived

experiences of barrier removal. They also demonstrated, on a small

scale, the potential for independentlintegrated living within an

alternative mode of self-organised welfare production. Where the

social model ideology provided an agenda for discussion and

campaigning, integrated living projects created the physical spaces

and opportunities in which that ideology could be played out. As one

person described it...

...you could talk...for ever and a day...and you never
knew whether you were getting anywhere. Nothing ever
seemed to change. But once we got stuck into Grove
Road and trying our own solution it was a very different
matter. You know it was about engaging with people and
arguing through strictly practical outcomes... And we
found that really that was more influential on people's
attitudes after the place was built than any of the
thousands of words that had been.. .[said before]
(interview transcript)

The accounts of those involved in the early British projects suggest

that there was a considerable degree of scepticism (if not open

hostility) from professionals and policy makers within the traditional

mainstream. The success of these projects was often achieved in spite

of, rather than because of, the involvement of social workers and other

'caring' professionals. In contrast to the American experience, disabled

people's struggles for integrated living in Britain were often

complicated by administrative, professional and bureaucratic

hegemony over existing welfare provision. Maggie Davis (1993) draws

out this distinction...

There was in both cases of course the shared struggle
for practical resources and attitudinal support in the
community. However, in Britain, as in some other
countries, disabled people have had in addition to
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overcome the obstructions, anomalies and vested
interests of a well-established welfare state. (p. 15)

DCDP's attempt to establish a Centre in Derbyshire had been

motivated in part by the independent living movement in the United

States. However, they were also heavily influenced by a British social

policy context in which professionals and local authorities occupied

pivotal roles as the gatekeepers and administrators of disability

services within a highly developed welfare state. Bearing in mind the

earlier review of social movements literature, this experience offers

some support for Walzer's (1982: 152) assertion that the 'insurgency'

of radical movements frequently...

.seeks to make the "helpfulness" of the welfare
bureaucracy into the starting point of a new politics of
resistance and self-determination.

It is also consistent with Habermas' (1981) argument that new social

movements often seek to challenge the colonisation of social life by

public or private bureaucracies rather than to expand state welfare

provision. As the following analysis shows, these issues are

particularly well illustrated in the attempt by members of the

Derbyshire Coalition to establish a Centre for Integrated Living in

Derbyshire.

3.3.3 The Establishment of DCIL

Following the establishment of the Coalition and the publication of the

Council's Statement of Intent, DCDP and the County Council (DCC)

set up a Joint Working Party in February 1982. The creation of a new

forum for dialogue provided local disabled people with opportunities to

directly challenge traditional assumptions about disability held by local

authority planners. This policy of direct engagement with the local

authority met with a degree of success, at least initially. There is for

example, some evidence that, through involvement in joint planning

groups, the Coalition were able to influence service development

towards a social model approach (Gibbs, 1995). The apparent success

of this early collaborative working was seemingly bolstered by the
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subsequent publication of 'Joint Strategies' for service development.

Ultimately, joint working was to result in the investment of considerable

statutory resources in non-traditional forms of service development

under joint control with local disabled people. However, such

developments were not without conflict.

The idea for a CIL was a priority for the core membership of the new

Coalition and they successfully persuaded the Council to include a

commitment in principle in their 1983-6 Strategic Framework for

services to disabled people. However, there were clear differences of

opinion about the way in which it should be established. The Coalition

saw the Centre as a move to replace existing service delivery

structures with new arrangements under shared control. Members and

officers of the Council on the other hand saw it primarily as an
additional service. In particular, DCDP's specific proposal to establish

a CIL in place of institutional arrangements at Cressy Fields met with

considerable resistance from the social services committee (Kay,

1984). One DCDP member described the situation as follows...

...l think...the Council thought that, you know, the
Coalition was going to make proposals for new services,
not to get rid of existing ones. This was a proposal that
the Council had never anticipated and for this reason it
wouldn't get any support. That if the Coalition wanted to
come back with an idea of a Centre for the Independent
Living or, you know, somewhere else in the County that
was providing a service that disabled people clearly
wanted then it would get the maximum support of the
authority...l mean in many ways there were political
reservations about CIL as whole Mark...You know, how
far it was a Trojan horse being, used by right wing
influences against the authority and when [the Council
leader] said in Statement of Intent he only wanted to give
it qualified support, that's what he meant. (interview
transcript)

In the 'war of position' this battle was ultimately lost and the Coalition

settled for alternative arrangements (see Davis & Mullender, 1993, for

a more detailed account). The plan for a CIL in Derbyshire was finally

agreed in February 1984 the centre opened its doors at Long Close in
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Ripley in March 1985. DCIL was registered as a company later the

same year and as a charity in 1988. By 1993 DCIL employed twenty

four staff (many part-time) and a hundred and twenty four volunteers

(all disabled people). By this time DCIL had both extended and

consolidated its activities under a number of core functions.

The increasing number of information enquiries and training requests

meant that, by 1993, DCIL was dealing with up to four hundred

enquiries per month from disabled people and service agencies (DOlL

Director's report, July 1993). Information was being produced in a

variety of formats (including Braille, large print and tape) and

increasing emphasis was placed on peer information support.

'Counselling' services4 were made available to an average of forty

people per month, again with an emphasis on peer support provided

by trained disabled people (working as volunteers). The development

of peer support was also being extended through DCIL's role in

facilitating around twenty self-help groups focusing on local issues

(such as access, consultation with statutory providers and

campaigning).

At this time DCIL was also becoming more actively involved in

research and training activity (again involving disabled people in the

collection and dissemination of information). Other activities included

the proposed development of home equipment schemes, housing and

employment services. DCIL was also beginning to provide intensive

support and assistance to individual disabled people in order to

establish integrated living packages (for example through applications

to the Independent Living Fund) as well as payroll and administrative

support in maintaining those packages.

It is hard to underestimate the significance of these developments,

arising as they did, from the personal and political struggles of local

4the term 'counselling' has more recently been rejected in favour of 'peer support'

because of the negative experiences which rany disabled people have had at the

hands of 'counsellors' (see Lenny, 1993, for example)
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disabled people within a growing movement and in direct engagement

with the agencies of the local state. The form and content of DOlL's

service development strategy offered a break with the established

pattern of welfare production for disabled people in two ways. Firstly, it

sought to engage the statutory authorities in an integrated living

approach completely at odds with the dominant policy discourse of

'care', medicalisation and segregation. The following extract gives an

indication of the breadth and scope of this undertaking...

We have the model the experience and capacity to
provide a complete service for disabled people, based on
what people want to make of their lives, as full
participants in their own communities, responsive to their
own perception of need. And funded under contract to
the Social Services Department.
This complete service must include Information and Peer
support, Peer Counselling, an accommodation service,
Technical aids including supply on approval, instruction
and training in use, fitting and fixing, modifications to suit
individuals, repair and maintenance, and Personal
Assistance, It will also include community development to
ensure the steady growth of accessible transport and
access to the built environment, access to voluntary
activity, social opportunities and community life.
And it will include a graded series of steps into
employment for people who seek economic as well as
social independence. (presentation to social services
department by DCIL's Director, December 1994)

Secondly, it sought to establish a mode of welfare production in which

disabled people themselves became the primary actors - as active

self-determining users of support services and as the providers of

support to others through self help, information, peer advocacy and

training. In this way, it challenged, at a micro level, the established

social relations of welfare production in which disabled people had

been more acted upon than acting. It is no coincidence then that this

mode of welfare production should have arisen from the self-

empowerment of disabled people within a broader social movement,
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DCIL was established as part of a joint strategy between disabled

people and the social services department to change the way in which

services were provided to local disabled people. The active

participation of local disabled people in 'Joint Planning' created a

climate in which traditional assumptions about disability could be

actively challenged while the local authority's commitment to a 'Joint

Strategy' provided the means by which public investment could be

channelled into non-traditional services. On an organisational level,

DCIL would be jointly accountable to elected Members and to disabled

people in Derbyshire (through the Coalition). The guiding principle

behind this strategy was that disabled people themselves should play

a central role in defining the form and content of the services which

DC!L would provide.

3.3.4. An Integrated Living Approach

As mentioned earlier, DCDP was the first coalition of disabled people

in Britain and DCIL was the first British centre for

independentlintegrated living. There were thus few reliable models to

draw on in establishing such an unprecedented and radically new

structure for the delivery of disability services in Derbyshire. DCDP

were certainly unstinting in their ambitions...

The Centre for Integrated Living was to be the spearhead
of the way into a new future for disabled people in the
county...lt was to set the pace in breaking down the
barriers which prevented disabled people living a full and
equal life. (INFO: the Voice of Disabled People in
Derbyshire, Issue 1, June 1992: 1)

It was also seen to...

...offer a unique opportunity for shared control and joint
design/delivery of services between disabled people and
statutory agencies. (DCIL, undated)

The Coalition's vision for DCIL was two fold. On the one hand it would

begin to redefine the form and content of traditional welfare delivery,

going beyond the provision of 'care' and concerning itself instead with
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the removal of barriers to integrated living. On the other hand it would

begin to alter the social relations of welfare production by establishing

mechanisms of joint control between the local state and disabled

people themselves.

DCIL's establishment in Derbyshire was followed quickly by the

Hampshire Centre for Independent Living (HCIL). CILs have varied in

their response to local needs and it is interesting to compare the

histories of the first British centres. In Derbyshire, moves towards the

establishment of DCIL evolved through the conscious political action of

an existing organisation (DCDP) within the disabled people's

movement, representing a wide variety of personal and collective

experiences. DCDP were able to articulate clearly what was intended...

A CIL is a central support resource underpinning local
initiatives by disabled people. A GIL is a resource to
assist the redirection of help and social services towards
independent living. A GIL is a symbolic consciousness
raising beacon to assist the process of shifting attitudes
and low expectations. A CIL is a joint collaborative
practical service as distinct from the watch-dog pressure
group role of the Coalition itself.

(DCDP, source unknown)

In Hampshire, by contrast, the idea for a GIL arose directly from

Project 81 - an initiative by a small group of disabled people moving

out of one residential institution (the 'Le Court' Cheshire Home). Thus,

it reflected more closely the close-knit experience of the Berkeley CIL

founders. The Hampshire group were able, with some difficulty, to

persuade the local authorities who funded their institutional care to

finance community support for them. As in Berkeley, the success of

this scheme resulted in it being made available to other disabled

people locally.

Perhaps because of its specific and individual beginnings, HCIL's

services have centred on the issue of individual personal assistance

while DOlL has adopted a much more holistic approach based on the

Coalition's 'seven needs'. DCIL's holistic focus is particularly important
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here since British disability policy has favoured individuatised

approaches over collective approaches. DCIL regards its policy of

viewing personal care in the context of other life needs as a central

value. As Maggie Davis (1993: 18) notes...

In this way, it tries to ensure that the personal assistance
issue is not used as a political device simply to replace
care with cash - and as a means to conveniently dodge
the wider social responsibility to remove the many other
social barriers which prevent disabled people as a group
to secure equal rights and opportunities.

This holistic approach to personal support raises a potential conflict of

values between DCIL and the agenda for 'community care'. It also

highlights differences in approach between DCIL and other British

CILs, many of which favour a more individualised approach to 'cash for

care' and do not necessarily subscribe to a collective basis of service

provision. The implications of these differing approaches are explored

more fully in subsequent chapters.

3.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this chapter locates the self-organisation of

disabled people in Derbyshire within the wider context of a growing

disabled people's movement. This analysis demonstrates how both

ideology and organisational structure have interacted as mobilising

factors for self-organisation. On the one hand, 'big ideas' based on the

social commonality of disability were important where they spoke to

the lived experience of local people. On the other hand, new

organisational structures (cells, teach-ins, discussion groups, the

Coalition, Joint Planning groups and so on) created new spaces in

which disabled people could forge new collective identities and

challenge old assumptions. At a local level the most significant and

tangible expression of these developments was the establishment of

DC IL.
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3.4.1. A Conflict of Values

The initial agenda for this study was prompted by the concerns of

disabled people in Derbyshire who perceived a conflict between their

organisational own values and those of community care policy makers.

The analysis presented in this chapter shows how the positive

identities and values forged within the emergent Coalition, and later

expressed in the establishment of DCIL, stand in stark contrast to the

core values of British disability policy making (discussed in the

previous chapter). The following extended extract illustrates the central

issues in this conflict...

The directing principle behind DCIL's activities comes
from an awareness shared by many disabled people that
they need be no more dependent than is anyone else -
that dependency is created by the contemporary social
order which excludes them (as it does black people and
others, though in different ways) from a range of choices
which most people take for granted.

Like other examples of institutional discrimination, it rests
on assumptions which because most people hold them,
are never questioned, and are incorporated into
legislation and social provision as if they were self-
evident facts. Central to the assumptions which have
guided social provision for disabled people over the past
two hundred years is that as a group, they cannot be
expected to fend for themselves and that therefore they
need to be cared for.

Disabled people in Derbyshire utterly reject this myth and
have developed the principles of integrated living in
partnership with Health and Social Services to overcome
its disabling effects. Creating a Centre for Integrated
Living in Derbyshire, to translate those principles into
direct services has been one of the principal
achievements of the Disabled People's Movement in
Britain over the past 20 years. (DCILJDCDP, appendix to
proposed service level agreement)

The key value differences between the competing policy agendas of

British disability policy and the disabled peopie's movement are
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numerous and complex. Where the policy making process has been

preoccupied with care, medicalisation and segregation so the disabled

people's movement has promoted participation, integration and

equality. Where the implementation of community care policies has

reinforced professional dominance, familism and commodification so

the disabled people's movement has advanced the values of self-help,

communalism and citizenship (see Table 3.1 over the page).

traditional policy values:
care
medical isation
segregation
professionalisation
familism
eugenics
normal isation
individualism
charity
com modification

integrated living values:
participation
politicisation
integration
self-help
communalism
diversity
self-determination
collectivism
civil rights
citizenshio

Table 3.1: some key value differences

For a politicised and campaigning organisation like the early

Derbyshire Coalition such value conflicts are hardly surprising.

However, the significance of DCDFs position lies in its strategy of

direct engagement and partnership with the state. This relationship

was inherently conflictual since the advocation of an integrated living

approach at DOlL was necessarily based upon a critique of the

existing public sector services provided by its organisational partners

(and major funders). Thus, in a recent management report on DCIL's

organisational structure, Crosby (1994: Appendix 1) notes that...

DCIL is part of the international Disabled People's
Movement. This wider movement retains an interest in
the first disabled people's organisation in Britain to
receive significant public funding, which remains the only
one to characterise its major funding organisation as its
oppressor, yet seeks to involve them in its own
development.
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This anomalous relationship presented equal contradictions for the

local authority. Although committed in principle to a service philosophy

based on supporting disabled people towards self-determination, the

County Council remained 'keen on its own services' as a means to this

end (minutes of meeting between DCIL, DCDP and DCC, March

1993).

3.4.2. Heightened Tensions

I suggested in the introduction that the implementation of community

care reforms served to heighten and exacerbate the organisational

contradictions and value conflicts within DCIL. At the level of values,

the 1990 Act reinforced the priority given to individualised services

based on care, medicalisation and administrative segregation. On an

organisational level the imposition of new purchasing arrangements,

coupled with cuts in local authority funding, began to undermine

DCIL's ability to provide less orthodox modes of support to its users.

Events took a dramatic turn when the County Council's budget for

1990-91 was capped by central government. Along with other

'voluntary' organisations, the second half of DCDP's annual grant

funding was withdrawn and DCIL was forced to consider a major

restructuring of its operational management. Although DCIL's new

Operational Plan retained a commitment to the seven-needs approach,

the proposed purchasing arrangements required a new focus on those

'services' which could be contracted for. These processes are

discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters. Suffice to say that, in

the years to come, they would threaten the scope and philosophy of

DCIL's activity in a variety of ways.

In particular, DCIL embarked on the design and implementation of a

new Personal Support Scheme for which it hoped to tender with the

local authority. The proposed scheme sought to carry forward the

established principles of an integrated living approach but to deliver

services in accordance with the contractual requirements for

individually designed packages of support. The over-arching concept

was one of 'Self-Assessment and Self-Management' (SASM) in which
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the end users of support services would exercise participation and

control. Personal assistance with daily living would be combined with

peer advocacy and simultaneous community development work as part

of a total package.

The intention was to offer the purchasing authorities a 'complete

service for people who wish to live independently and to manage their

own care in ordinary domestic surroundings in their own communities'

(letter from DOlL's Director to the purchasing authorities, January

1993). The operation of such a scheme within the framework of

integrated living, it was argued, oftered a qualitatively different kind of

support to that available within the mainstream. Thus...

There are no direct parallels to be found in statutory
public services to the sort of personal support role which
is proposed under this initiative. (DCIL Director's report,
August 1993).

The following chapter explores how the concepts of self-assessment

and self-management have been put into practice through the self-

organisation of disabled people. There is a growing body of evidence

from within the disabled people's movement that self-managed

personal support schemes provide many benefits for their users when

compared to other more traditional forms of support. Indeed, it is at the

level of lived experience that the enabling philosophy of self

assessment and self management often comes up hard against the

disabling values of 'care assessment' and 'case management'. In

particular, I will focus on the personal experiences of disabled people

using DCIL's Personal Support Service to facilitate integrated living in

their communities. Their experiences illustrate graphically at a micro

level the wider contradictions and conflicts explored so far.
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4. FROM PRINCIPLES TO PRACTICE

This chapter draws on an initial analysis of interviews carried out for

DCIL with a sample of their service users in order to show how the

value conflicts explored so far are played out at a micro level. The first

part of the chapter outlines the development of self-managed personal

assistance schemes and compares them with other forms of support

(such as unpaid help, statutory services and private 'care' agencies).

The second part focuses on the distinction between 'care assessment'

and 'self-assessment' in defining service users' needs. The final

section addresses the implications of self-management within a

resource-rationed 'package of care'. This initial analysis supports the

findings of similar studies and illustrates how the framework of

community care impedes the development of enabling support

schemes by maintaining disabling discourses of dependency.

4.1. PERSONAL ASSISTANCE AND INDEPENDENT LIVING

Caring For People argued that 'Social care and practical assistance

with daily living are the key components of good quality community

care' (para. 2.4). For the majority of disabled people, this kind of

personal support comes from friends and family, from statutory 'home

care' services or from independent 'care' service providers. However,

there has been increasing concern about the ability of such support

structures to foster independent living outcomes. Within the movement

for independent/integrated living the emphasis has been on

developing self-managed personal support schemes which empower

disabled people to exercise greater choice and control over the

assistance they receive. One such example is the development by

DCIL of a Personal Support Service (PSS) based around the principles

of self-assessment and self-management (SASM).
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4.1.1. Self-Managed Personal Assistance Schemes

Although personal assistance is only one among the 'seven needs' it

has has become an essential pre-requisite to independent/integrated

living for many disabled people (Morris, 1993a: 7). As Simpson &

Campbell argue...

...independent living is being in control of your life and
being able to make decisions and choices about your
daily living arrangements. It is about having the same
opportunities as your non-disabled peers and to
participate fully in the community. Having control over
your own personal assistance is fundamental to this.
(1996:4)

Since the early 1980s a wide variety of personal assistance schemes

have been developed by disabled people. Some, like Project 81 in

Hampshire and the Kingston Independent Living Service, resulted from

the personal struggles of individuals to gain control over their own

affairs. Others, like DCIL's Personal Support Service, have been led

by established organisations of disabled people or centres for

independent/integrated (such as those in Avon, Southampton and

Greenwich). Often they have involved local social services

departments or voluntary organisations - for example, the Wiltshire

Independent Living Fund (WILE), Voluntary Action Sheffield, The

Pendrels Trust in Coventry, Fairdeal in Leicestershire, the Norfolk

Independent Living Group (ILG) and Merton Social Services

Department.

The goal of self-managed support is to bring choice and control closer

to the end user. However, the way in which this is achieved varies

considerably. Some are 'direct payment' schemes (where money is

paid directly to the individual person to enable them to purchase the

help they need) but the majority have used 'third party' organisations

or trust funds to broker funds (cf. Zarb & Nadash, 1994). For example,

in Barnet and Hackney, Choice offer a care brokerage scheme run by

disabled case managers. In Merton, personal assistants have been

employed directly by the social services department (pending the
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implementation of direct payments legislation). In Derbyshire, DCIL

employs personal support workers (under the direction and control of

the end service user). These various alternatives are illustrated in
Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1: the operation of direct and indirect payment schemes

The central objective of all these arrangements is the same - to bring

the employment of personal assistants under the control of the

individual disabled person (whether or not actual money is devolved).

However, simply making payments accountable to the end user is not

a sufficient condition for a successful self-managed support scheme.

As Oliver & Zarb's evaluation of the Greenwich scheme shows...

...simply transferring funds to users and expecting that
the majority will be able to operate their own Personal
Assistance Schemes without any advice, information or
support is completely unrealistic. (Oliver & Zarb, 1992: 5)

Consequently, all of the quoted examples rely for their success on the

provision of supplementary back-up services, or Personal Assistance

Support (PAS) schemes. Additional support varies but might include

help with self-assessment, writing job descriptions, advertising,

interviewing, administering payroll and tax, arranging emergency

cover or mediating between users and their support staff (cf. Oliver &

Zarb, 1992; Simpson, 1995; DIG, 1996 or Simpson & Campbell, 1996).

In general terms, PAS schemes offer information, peer support,

advocacy and adminstration services to enable personal assistance
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users to exercise self-assessment and self-management. These inputs

are illustrated in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: the rote of Personal Assistance Support (PAS) schemes

Inevitably, the provision of additional support has been dependent

upon the availability of funds. The Avon scheme (now West of England

GIL) adds thirty percent to the basic cost of personal assistance

wages. In Hampshire the addition is twenty percent and in Norfolk

fifteen percent. The Hampshire Self Operated Care Scheme (SOCS) is

able to fund development and support workers using this revenue.

WILF offers similar back-up and was also able to employ an advisory

worker for one year to develop service take-up amongst Black disabled

people. The Greenwich Scheme employs a 'Personal Assistance

Advisor' to provide information and advocacy. Norwich ILG offer

support with self-assessment and provide regular visits from a scheme

co-ordinator.

No single scheme has yet developed a complete package and there

have been many battles in persuading commissioning authorities to

come even this far along the road. Self-managed schemes can all too

easily be seen as cost effective means to off load responsibility for

service provision rather than as an opportunity to devolve sufficient
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resources for enabling support under the control of disabled people

(DIG, 1996: 8). Additionally, commissioning authorities and individual

care managers are often unconvinced of the benefits of this way of

working.

4.1.2. Background to the Evaluation Project

DCIL were particularly concerned that the research should focus on

what they regarded as the 'added value' of their Personal Support

Service when compared with other forms of support. To this end I was

'commissioned' by DCIL (without remuneration) to talk to some of their

PSS users as part of a service review. Some of this data was

published in the report commissioned by DCIL (Priestley, 1996b) and

in a subsequent paper for the British Journal of Social Work (Priestley,

1997b). Parts of the discussion in this chapter are therefore a

development of that collaborative work, although in a substantially

altered form.

The sample of PSS users included four women and four men of

varying ages and social backgrounds; some who lived alone and some

with significant others. The range of their previous support included

help from friends, family, neighbours, partners, volunteers, personal

employees, private care agencies, hospitals, day centres and the

home help service. Unless stated otherwise, all the quotations are

derived from transcripts of semi-structured interviews conducted with

these people during August 1996, although fictional names are used to

protect the identity of the respondents. Some brief vignettes of the

eight people who took part are included in Appendix F.

No specific information is included about the nature or degree of

impairment experienced by the participants since this was irrelevant to

the issues in hand (we chose not ask for this information and only one

person mentioned their impairment during the interviews). Suffice to

say that all the people involved would no doubt be considered as

'disabled' within the definition governing Section 47(2) of the 1990

NHS and Community Care Act. Reference to the age of the

participants has also been omitted. Age, as much as disability has
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been socially created/constructed within an administrative category,

reflecting the bureaucratic and economic imperatives of welfare state

capitalism (Townsend, 1981; Zarb & Oliver, 1993; Barnes, 1997).

However, the majority of the sample would be regarded by local

authority and NHS commissioners as 'adults' or 'younger disabled

people' rather than 'elderly'.

As an initial indicator of quality we asked the participants to compare

their experiences of using DCIL's Persona! Support Service (PSS) with

other kinds of support they had received in the past. In general terms

their responses suggest that self-assessment and self-management

offered higher levels of choice, reliability and respect than did help

from friends and family, statutory services or the private sector. In this

sense the initial data supports the findings of similar studies - notably

Jenny Morris' (1993a; 1993b) work on community care and

independent living (involving fifty people in four areas) and Zarb &

Nadash's (1994) comparative study for BCODP (involving seventy

disabled peope in ten local authorities).

4.1.3. Some Initial Comparisons

Most of the PSS users reported that their need for additional support

services had arisen from a change in the ability or willingness of family

and friends to cope - for example through illness or separation. For

example, Carol had relied on her parents for help until the death of her

mother. Her father continued to provide most of her assistance but

became increasingly unable to manage because of illness. Similarly,

Richard had gained most of his assistance from his wife until their

divorce. Terry had moved away from his family and felt that he simply

did not have anybody 'close' who would want to assist him. By

contrast, Joe had struggled hard to escape from the constraining 'care'

of his parents. Although he now lived with his partner, their relationship

did not extend to personal assistance.

Griffiths argued that families, friends, neighbours and other local

people were 'uniquely well placed' t6 continue providing the bulk of

support services for people living at home (1988, para. 3.2 ) and this
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sentiment was echoed in the Secretary of State's foreword to the white

paper in 1989. In 1992 the Audit Commission (1992b: 27) went so far

as to describe 'carers' as 'the fifth user group'. However, there has also

been much concern about the adequacy and appropriateness of

unpaid support.

Morris' (1993a) study showed that although personal assistance can

be accommodated within loving relationships it can also create

unwanted dependency and pressure for both parties. Several people

in our sample were acutely aware of tensions between their own

needs and those of the people closest to them. Those who did make

use of family and friends as unpaid helpers were concerned that the

demands of the job sometimes interfered with their personal

relationships. Where the bulk of assistance was provided within a

close relationship this raised real concerns as the following two

comments illustrate...

I think, looking back, I've made, and in fact until quite
recently, I've made unreasonable demands...asked [her]
to do more than was reasonable. (Hugh)

..l knew I needed extra help or extra hours because you
know, it's getting too much for [him]. You know, he is a
friend, a good friend... I'm so afraid...l don't want to lose
his friendship... (Liz)

However, where a 'burden of gratitude' existed (Begum, 1990) it was

perceived to be the product of insufficient public support rather than

personal inadequacy or intrinsic dependency. For these people at

least, there was a degree of resistance to policy debates which focus

on the needs of 'carers in the community' rather than on the needs of

disabled people themselves (Morris, 1993a). Indeed, such debates

must be considered as part of a disabling ideology that portrays

dependency within the family as inevitable and thereby masks the fact

that many people are perfectly capable of managing their own affairs

given appropriate levels of external support.
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The literature on 'informal carers' correctly emphasises the gendered

analysis of women's unpaid labour (Green, 1988; Finch, 1990;

Glendinning, 1992). However, the majority of unpaid help identified by

the participants in our study was provided by men. The sample is not

large enough to draw much conclusion from this detail but it is

important to question whether the allocation of public funding (through

care assessment) might be more forthcoming for people perceived as

dependent upon men than upon women. Ann Rae (1993) notes that

disabled women are often discriminated against because need is more

readily recognised for men than for women. Thus, 'If you can walk then

God help you, because if you can walk you can push a Hoover, and

you don't need a home help' (op cit., p. 47).

In addition to support from friends and family, four of the participants

had used home help services. Two more had made individual

arrangements with the local authority for assistance to be provided in

their home and one attended a day centre. All of these people reported

cutbacks in their domiciliary support and all had experienced difficulty

in getting the kind of help that they wanted at the times when they

needed it. Apart from one or two very specific criticisms, the overriding

feeling was that existing local authority services could not provide a

flexible enough package of personal support. As Margaret put it...

They didn't really know how to cope with us. They really
didn't know how to give us a personal package. They got
us slotted all in... (Margaret)

These experiences are similar to those of disabled service users

recorded in comparable studies. For example, Jenny Morris' study of

community care and independent living (1993a; 1993b) found that

most service users experienced unacceptable levels of inflexibility.

Similar concerns were expressed by the Audit Commission (1992b)

immediately prior to community care implementation. Although they

identified some innovative pilot projects, attempts at flexibility had

'rarely been translated into mainline services for the majority of users'

(op cit., p. 31). More recently, a PSI-study for BCODP (Zarb et a!.,

1996) identified lack of flexibility and choice as a major disadvantage
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of service provision when compared with self-managed personal

support schemes (see also Zarb & Nadash, 1994).

The third form of support in our sample was help from private

agencies. The community care policy agenda has consistently

emphasised the 'mixed economy of care' and marketisation incentives

have increased the profile of private sector agencies in many parts of

the country. Just prior to implementation, during the summer of 1992,

Ann Kestenbaum (1993b) carried out a specific study of agency

services in the East Midlands area (which includes Derbyshire) for the

Independent Living Fund. She identified a total of forty one agencies

working in the region (eighty percent of them in the private sector). Her

report concluded that private provision was very patchy, especially in

rural areas, and that there was a high turnover amongst small local

providers.

Kestenbaum's research drew on interviews with thirty eight disabled

people in receipt of ILF payments who were known to have used

agency services to assist them with 'personal and domestic care'

(three of them now use DCIL's personal support service and were also

involved with our project). Many had chosen agencies because they

could not find suitable staff themselves or because they were simply

unaware of any alternative. For some, agencies were seen as a

positive choice - offering reliability and safety. However, there was

also considerable criticism of agencies with high staff turnover,

inflexible service criteria and excessive charges.

Two of the DCIL sample had previously used private care agencies at

home and one had used them when staying away from home. For

these three people (all of them men), adopting a consumer relationship

with the private sector had not noticeably enhanced the quality of

support they received, Indeed, Terry and Richard, who had used local

agencies, reported exactly the same kinds of restrictions and

inflexibility associated with local authority domiciliary services. In

addition they were concerned about high staff turnover rates and about

receiving assistance from private agencies that were 'uncaring' and
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profit-oriented. In common with Kestenbaum's (1993a: 13) study, such

feelings were particularly linked to perceptions of low agency wages

and high commission costs...

I realised with the agency that the main problem was
money. ..lt's all down to money. The better you pay
people the more loyalty you get...The agency were
paying the workers two pounds an hour...So in the end
you just get what you pay for really. (Richard)

...they get paid about twenty quid a night, you know, for a
whole session, for about twelve hours. So, obviously
they're not all that interested. They don't pay the
rates...the people they send down don't get paid enough
to be interested in your life. (Terry)

These issues were also recognised in research on home support

services by the Social Services Inspectorate (D0H/SSI, 1993: 25) who

argued that the quality of a provider's staff 'will improve as levels of

skill, pay and status rise'. In Derbyshire, such deficiencies have been

acknowledged by local authority purchasers and, in isolated cases,

contracts have ultimately been withdrawn from private agencies.

In contrast to the support received from unpaid helpers, statutory

services and private agencies, the interviewees' experience of DOlL's

self-managed scheme demonstrated very high levels of satisfaction,

choice and control. Again, this finding supports the more general

analysis presented by Zarb & Nadash (1994). Everyone in the sample

felt that self-managed personal assistance was considerably better

than the other forms of support they had used in the past, particularly

when compared to direct service provision. As Richard put it...

I can't really fault it...I feel that I'm more in charge, more
in control. My life's not organised by social services
which it was getting to be. (Richard)

Two factors seemed to be particularly important. Firstly, people valued

the service most when they felt a high degree of participation and

choice in the way it was provided. Secondly, satisfaction was
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explained in terms of positive outcomes in people's lives. For some

this meant being able to do specific things which had not been

possible before - such as shopping, having a hot meal during the day,

going out for lunch or attending meetings. For some people personal

support meant freedom from dependency on family or friends. Others

felt that it was the only thing keeping them out of a residential

institution. In this sense the degree of choice offered by personal

support amounted to a major change in quality of life for most of the

people who were interviewed.

In more general terms, the style and philosophy of DCIL's service

provision was considered to be very different from that experienced in

mainstream services as the following comments indicate...

The first thing they did was get the trust right. (Richard)

..it just makes you feel an equal. Whereas with the other
[services] your not, you're not an equal at all when
someone comes in to do for you. ..it's completely different.
(Carol)

It's not clinical...The support was for me as a person not
as an object of care. (Terry)

To summarise, this initial analysis of the views expressed by users of

DCIL's Personal Support Service raises many concerns about other

kinds of support and echoes the findings of other recent studies. There

was much concern about enforced dependency on family and friends,

about lack of flexibility in mainstream service designs and about the

organisational values of 'for profit' providers. All the participants

identified something of added, or alternative, value in the support they

received from DCIL's self-managed personal support scheme. They

valued the increased flexibility, choice and respect which this way of

working afforded them and they valued the organisational ethos within

which it was provided (these issues are discussed more fully in

subsequent chapters).
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4.2. 'CARE' ASSESSMENTS AND SELF-ASSESSMENT

For organisations like DCIL, the establishment of a truly needs-led

package of personal support begins with a process of self-assessment.

In this respect, it is important to emphasise the distinction between the

competing philosophies of self-assessment and 'care assessment'.

Professional control over the practice of community care assessment

disempowers disabled people (Ridout, 1995: 2) and reinforces the

dependency-laden assumption that they cannot define their own

needs. Conversely, properly supported self-assessment offers

opportunities for resistance to this discourse and creates opportunities

for disabled people to reclaim control over their daily lives.

4.2.1. The Experience of 'Care' Assessments

We did not plan to ask the Personal Support Service users about their

experiences of 'care assessment' since the focus of the project was on

the quality of DCIL's own service provision. However, all but one of the

participants raised issues of concern during the interviews and it was

therefore important to address them directly. This material was beyond

the remit of the internal report for DCIL so a separate paper was

prepared, in consultation with DCIL's research officer, for submission

to the British Journal of Social Work (Priestley, 1997b). This, we

hoped, would have more impact on those with an influence over care

assessments. The following section draws on the arguments

developed for that paper.

The concept of needs-led care assessment occupies a central position

in the community care agenda (although it was also a key principle of

the 1986 Act). Amongst the key objectives set out in Caring For People

was a commitment to make 'proper assessment of need and good case

management the cornerstone of high quality care' (para. 1.11). Indeed,

the Audit Commission argued that assessment was so central to

community care implementation that 'Authorities will rightly be judged

by the quality of this process above all else' (Audit Commission,

1993a: 9). However, subsequent studies have indicated continuing

dissatisfaction with the process of care assessment amongst disabled
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people (e.g. Lamb & Layzell, 1995). More generally, Oliver & Barnes

(1991) argue that post-war welfarism has been characterised by a

disabling shift from rights-based to needs-based policy making.

Wilding (1982: 16) argues that professional power is most obviously

manifested in the definition of 'needs' and 'problems' (see also, Oliver,

1996a: 75) and nowhere is this power more overtly exercised than in

the practice of community care assessment. In this light, it is significant

that the Department of Health's initial guidance on care management

(D0H et al., 1991 a: para. 11) took the concept of 'need' to mean...

...a shorthand for the requirements of individuals to
enable them to achieve, maintain or restore an
acceptable level of social independence or quality of life,
as defined by the particular care agency or authority. [my
emphasis]

In its sixth report, the Select Committee (HO 482-I, 1993, para. 26)

recommended that assessments should be objective statements of

need, established 'without regard to the availability of particular

services or resources'. In practice, it is now established that

assessments of need are constrained by the requirement to balance

finite budgets. Consequently, the rationing of scarce resources,

according to professionally and bureaucratically codified definitions of

need, is at the heart of the assessment process (Zarb, 1995b: 12).

Several of the PSS users found that their self-assessment of need

required a quantity of staff hours that exceeded the 'glass ceiling' of

budgetary constraints. For example, in one case the care manager

sought to reduce an initial package by five hours a week; in another

the package awarded amounted to four hours less than the individual's

self assessment of need. Richard and Terry's applications for twenty

four hour support were both rejected on financial grounds and Liz was

refused even an extra quarter of an hour of 'home care' despite a

considerable change of personal circumstances. Terry was simply told

by his care manager that he 'cost too much'.
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There were also occasions when considerations of quantity and quality

became conflictual. Terry was only able to obtain more total hours

support by losing a qualified social worker and replacing him with

unqualified staff. Although this provided more hours of support it left

him feeling that his expressed needs were not being met by

appropriate staffing. Margaret described her dilemma in similar terms...

I would rather have twenty quality hours than forty non-
quality hours, but you see that's a downhill slope...You
have got to say I want the budget making up to quality
hours, right? Because once you start on that slippery
slope you ain't ever going to get those hours back.
(Margaret)

There was thus much anxiety amongst the PSS users about budgetary

constraints and a feeling that assessments had become more budget-

led than needs-led. This amounted to real fear and resentment for

some people. For example, Terry said that he felt under pressure to

'get better' as quickly as possible in order to 'keep up with the

budget'...

.there's just constant pressure all the time. They want to
cut it...And it's frightening...because they hold a threat
over you all the time. They could take it away. (Terry)

Only one person felt happy about the conduct of community care

assessment (although she was very unhappy about the outcome).

There were clearly some 'teething problems' and some people did not

feel that their care assessors were sufficiently versed in (or committed

to) the new policy framework. Carol put the difficulties down to her care

manager's lack of familiarity with the system while Margaret and Hugh

felt that their newly appointed care manager was 'completely out of his

depth'. Terry was more forthright in his analysis...

What I think is they put some incompetent people as care
managers...some of them are all right but I know the
departments involved don't let good social workers go as
care managers and fought tokeep them as staff and
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some of the flotsam and so on has been put in as care
managers. (Terry)

Terry had found himself in a crisis situation. He needed to move house

and set up a package of support quickly but was facing a potential

delay of several weeks. The local authority argued that equal

opportunities procedures for interviewing staff made the wait

inevitable. In this case DCIL were able to establish a package of

support with him within a matter of days (initially at their own expense).

This was followed by a period of protracted advocacy work to recoup

the costs incurred. Ultimately, Terry did not receive a full community

care assessment for nearly a year.

Initial policy guidance stressed that users should 'feel that the process

is aimed at meeting their wishes' (D0H/DSS, 1990, para. 3.16).

However, early research findings indicated that çeoçile were

'substantially excluded from the decision-making process' and that

some people were not even aware that they were being assessed

(SSI, 1991: 39-40). Five years on, the continuing incidence of such

practices provides evidence that properly supported self-assessment

is an essential pre-requisite to needs-led purchasing, as the following

comments illustrate...

.one of the social workers came to see me and we had
a talk like and she went away, came back. Then she says
the only place who would take me is [local resource
centre]. (Joe)

The social worker tried to do one for me, so I believe,
tried to con me and not tell me what it was, which I
wouldn't accept. Luckily I'd got the nouse to sus that out
anyway, but they do that sort of thing because it suits
them. (Terry)

Although some people felt that social services had been very helpful in

supporting them initially. There were also examples of

misunderstandings and mistrust. Terry perceived a lack of genuine

interest and concern on the part oVihe assessors who he felt had

'become removed from what they're there for' by the administrative
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pressures of the new system. For Hugh and Margaret, relationships

with their care manager had broken down to such a degree that they

would not allow him to visit them at home (preferring periodic

telephone contact). Some people felt patronised. For example,

Margaret reported that her care manager had said that he could

'understand' how she felt because his elderly mother also used a

wheelchair. Carol was frustrated...

You can't have a good argument with them because they
won't argue with you...they're so nice all the time.

There were specific complaints about assessors who were

preoccupied with their own needs, as the following two comments

illustrate...

They're always trying to explain to you what their problem
is and I don't want to know what their problem is...They
can't do this and can't do that because we haven't got the
money, which I can understand, but I don't want keep
telling. I mean I can understand all of it, I'm not stupid, I
know they've got limitations. (Carol)

I heard more about their problems than my problems
which I thought was quite unfair because my problem
was a little bit greater than theirs, you know. (Terry)

The community care reforms established the principle of joint working

between health and social services authorities as a priority for effective

care assessment and management (with social services taking the

'lead role'). For example, Derbyshire's Community Care Charter

outlines joint agreement between health and social services to identify

individual needs, a strategy regarded as...

...vital because it assists us to provide services based
around the needs of each person and also because a
joint approach is best for that person as well as most
efficient for Social Services and Health. (Derbyshire
County Council, Social Services Department, 1996
Community Care Plan)	 -
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Although joint commissioning of services and the development of

partnerships with health (and the housing department) features

prominently in the authority's priority aims, a lack of inter-

organisational collaboration was evident in service users' experience

of care assessment. As one person put it...

[social services and health]. They don't work together at
all...They just don't work together, it's as simple as that.
We've had meetings and there's been a clash. (Terry)

To summarise, the people interviewed for this study had experienced a

number of difficulties in obtaining appropriate assessments. Delays,

lack of information, poor communication, patronising attitudes, and an

absence of collaborative working were all evident in their experiences.

The fact that we did not include any specific questions on community

care assessment in the original interview schedule (see Appendix G)

simply emphasises the strength of feeling evident in the participants'

criticisms.

The fact that disabled people and community care assessors come to

the encounter with different agendas and expectations is not

surprising. Such conflicts are an established feature of the sociological

literature on lay/professional encounters. For example, Freidson

(1975: 285) argued that...

The separate worlds of experience and reference of the
layman [sic.] and the professional worker are always in
potential conflict with each other.

The encounters between disabled people interviewed for this study

and their assessors provide a microcosm of such conflicts. Similarly,

Chadwick (1996: 35) suggests that care assessment procedures can

be considered as a 'framework of opposing knowledges' (cf. Tuckett,

1985; Hugman, 1991). However, the existence of conflict between

individual experience and the representation of that experience by the

purveyors of dominant power/knowledge can also create opportunities

or spaces for alternative discourses to emerge (McNay, 1992: 153). It

is in this context that support from organisations like DCIL is often
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most significant - creating opportunities for 'self-assessment' through

the provision of peer support and advocacy.

4.2.2. Self-Assessment

Speaking at a conference organised by Coventry Independent Living

Group (CILG), John Evans (chair of BCODP's Independent Living

Committee and a representative of Hampshire CIL) argued that...

There ought to be no compromise regarding self-
assessment; it is fundamental to the empowerment of
disabled people. It is critical in terms of the assessment
process that self-assessment is the starting point in
enabling disabled people to determine their lifestyles.
(quoted in Barnes eta!., 1995:3)

However, other disabled people contributing to the same debate

reported varying degrees of success in promoting self-assessment as

the way forward. For example, WILF, Norwich ILG, and the West of

England CIL have been able to promote self-assessment with some

success but in Hampshire and Derbyshire the situation is more patchy.

In North London, Choice have been able to broker self-assessment

using 'professional' disabled people as case managers. CILG found

that self-assessments in Coventry were relatively straight forward for

confident people but not an option for those with less experience or

few communication skills. In Shropshire the Disability Consortium's

initial success in establishing self-assessment as the norm had been

partially undermined by a lack of user involvement in designing

assessment forms. In Lothian established practices of self-assessment

have been threatened by local government re-organisation (see also

Craig & Manthorpe, 1996).

As with other personal support schemes, DCIL's approach to self-

assessment and self-management (SASM) depends on supporting

users in making informed choices about their needs. Thus...

SNSM clearly implies and eypects an individual to
choose this option on the basis of a conscious
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awareness of what is involved and by comparison with
other options. (DCIL Director's report, November 1993)

However, this is no simple process. Many disabled people have been

historically disempowered by dependency-creating welfare services

and may lack the confidence or knowledge to make informed choices

about the support they need. In this respect DCIL have emphasised

the particular need for intensive support work with younger people who

are leaving residential care (similar concerns are evident in

Leicestershire, Coventry and Norfolk). Historic disempowerment and

lack of experience mean that simply asking people what they want is

no guarantee of a satisfactory outcome, as the following comment from

one of the participants in this study illustrates...

Well they [care assessors] just sort of ask you what times
you want them. Well that gets me a bit because you don't
really know what times. It's like organising your life for a
year in advance...lt's difficult to know how many hours
you're going to want. You can't just organise that, how
many hours you want. I mean how can you? (Carol)

Kestenbaum (1993b: 38) notes that unsupported self-assessment can

often lead to an understatement of real needs. Thus, the Disablement

Income Group (DIG, 1996: 10) argue that Personal Assistance Support

(PAS) schemes are crucial in preparing potential personal assistance

users for their community care assessments and supporting them

through the process itself. Zarb & Nadash (1994: vi) conclude that the

effective use of personal assistance depends on the quality of support

that people receive when organising their package. Similarly, Simpson

& Campbell (1996: 5) note that where PAS workers were involved prior

to a community care assessment the outcome was more likely to be

successful for the disabled person.

Support for self-assessment can include meeting other disabled

people and learning about their experiences, developing self-

assessment skills and drawing up a personal assistance plan. DCIL's

approach stresses that an 'integrated living plan' - as opposed to a

'care plan' - worked out with the person is 'the only legitimate pre-
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cursor to an assessment of need for Community Care' (DCIL director's

report, July 1994). For DCIL, such a plan must take into account all the

barriers to integrated living and not simply the need for personal

assistance. This kind of planning provides...

.an opportunity for people to work out the mix of
Personal Assistance, Adaptations, Technical Aids and
personal transport which most suits them and the
budgets provided for their community living. (ibid.)

Proper planning prior to a formal community care assessment is in the

interests of both the consumer and the purchasing authority since it

cuts down on unnecessary social worker involvement is more likely to

lead to an effective and enabling use of resources (Simpson &

Campbell, 1996). However, the provision of intensive individual

support can be time consuming and potentially costly. PAS schemes

need to draw on capable and experienced support workers committed

to working intensively with potential users. Some schemes have to rely

on the good will of existing PA users for this function; others are able

to utilise well developed organisations with premises and paid staff.

Developing peer support in self-assessment is important because it

provides positive role modelling for inexperienced personal assistance

users and creates an empathic environment for the exploration of

integrated living options. For DCIL, peer support workers have a key

role to play in helping prospective users to develop confidence, access

information and resolve practical issues to do with managing the

package. Thus...

DCIL's experience is that, initially, few younger disabled
people have a positive vision of the future and a
developed sense of provision. However, the opportunity
provided by DCIL to talk through possibilities, especially
with people who have shared the experience and provide
role-models in themselves, has helped to replace their
negative outlook with a more positive objective, and a
firm base on which to plan independent, integrated
living...Once a personal sense of direction is established,
a realistic understanding of the support, services and
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resources required can be achieved. Arriving at this point
is the end product of "self-assessment° as we see it.
(DCIL director's report, August 1993)

DCIL's position as an established service provider with close links to

the Coalition has allowed it to involve local disabled people not only as

consumers but as the producers of support services. The form of this

involvement has been diverse (disabled people have been mobilised

to campaign on access issues, to form local self-help groups, to

provide information and 'counselling', to visit other people in their own

homes and so on). Consequently, the provision of peer support

towards self-assessment was seen as a key feature of the Personal

Support Service. However, DCIL were unable to persuade the

commissioning authority to fund this vital work during the contract

negotiations and the task fell to their existing bank of volunteers.

Although it has been difficult to win the financial support for such

initiatives, the provision of support for self-assessment is entirely

consistent with the general drift of government policy. For example,

initial policy guidance to care practitioners stressed that service users

should 'receive every help to speak and act for themselves' (D0H et

a!., 1991c, para. 3.23). Thus...

Just as managers and practitioners will require training to
understand and implement the new arrangements, so will
users and carers, if they are to take full advantage of
them. Such training might focus on the development of
self-advocacy skills... (DoH, 1991b: para 5.44)

This kind of training has been an important feature of effective self-

assessment initiatives within the movement for independent/integrated

living yet it often remained unfunded (or underfunded). The Greenwich

scheme does have a properly funded training programme, although

this depends on money from a charitable trust rather than the local

authority (Oliver & Zarb, 1992). For its part, DOlL has been able to

price its training programmes for professionals so as to subsidise work

with users and peer supporters. In both Greenwich and Derbyshire

training is now a revenue generating activity. Their experiences
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suggest that established organisations of disabled people, and

particularly CILs, are well placed to develop peer support and back-up

services for disabled people who want to manage their own affairs.

4.3. 'CARE' MANAGEMENT AND SELF-MANAGEMENT

The essence of self-managed personal assistance schemes is that

disabled people gain more independence by exercising greater control

over the day to day help that they receive. As Bracking (1993: 13)

argues...

Nobody - whether they have an impairment or not - can
do everything themselves. When disabled people use
P.A.'s it does not mean they are dependent on others...it
should be seen as enhancing the disabled person's
ability to live independently. The important point is
whether the disabled person has the right to say 'no', to
hire and fire at will, and to control payments.

Although the policy framework for 'care management' is entirely

consistent with a philosophy of self-management there are also many

constraints. For the users of DCIL's Personal Support Service self-

management provided new opportunities for self-determination and

empowerment. However, it also meant that many of the 'difficult

decisions' about rationing were devolved back to them.

4.3.1. Who's Managing Who?

The framework proposed in Caring for People suggested that case

management would be required whenever a person's 'needs are

complex or significant levels of resources are involved'. While

acknowledging that the case manager would often be employed by the

lead social services authority, the white paper noted that 'this need not

always be so' (para 3.3.2). For example, it was suggested that staff in

voluntary agencies might sometimes be best placed to take on this

role. However, the white paper also noted that...

It may be possible for some service users to play a more
active part in their own care management, for example
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assuming responsibility for the day to day management
of their carers may help to meet the aspirations of
severely physically disabled people to be as independent
as possible. (D0H/DSS, 1990, para. 3.17)

Initial policy guidance stressed that users and carers should 'play as

active a part in the implementation of their care plan as their abilities

and motivation allow' (DoH eta!., 1991c: para. 5.8). Similarly, research

by the Audit Commission (1992b: para. 20) suggested that many

younger physically impaired people would be 'well able to exercise

choice and take charge of their affairs if support is available to enable

them to do so'. Research by the Social Services Inspectorate into the

first year of community care implementation (DoH, 1994c: para. 27)

provided evidence that 'users welcomed the opportunity to self-assess

and to organise and manage their own care packages'. Subsequent

research into the operation of the Independent Living Fund has lent

much support to this view (cf. Kestenbaum, 1992; Lakey, 1994).

Within the movement for independent'integrated living much emphasis

has been placed on securing the resources with which disabled people

might manage their own affairs through direct/indirect payments

(Morris, 1993a; 1993b; Zarb & Nadash, 1994; Zarb et a!., 1996).

Kestenbaum (1992) found that, given the resources, seventy five

percent of ILF claimants chose to recruit and employ their own

personal assistants. The success of the ILF and local self-managed

support schemes prompted a sustained campaign by disabled people's

organisations for direct payments legislation and the recent

introduction of the 1995 Community Care (Direct Payments) Act means

that this option may become available to many more disabled people.

However, the permissive nature of the legislation means that local

authorities can still choose not to exercise their new powers and there

is evidence of political resistance to the principle in some areas (Zarb,

1995b: 11).
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4.3.2. Hiring and Firing

Some self-managed independent living schemes, like those in

Hampshire, have stressed the importance of a direct 'hire and fire'

relationship between PA users and their staff. Others, like DOlL's

Personal Support Scheme employ personal support workers on behalf

of the end user. However, in both models the guiding principle is that

the individual disabled person should exercise control over who is

employed to provide their personal assistance.

All the PSS users were involved in the selection of their own staff,

although this was done in conjunction with representatives from DCIL

(usually a peer advocate and/or the service manager) and sometimes

a family member. Some people, like Richard, felt very comfortable with
this arrangement...

I quite enjoyed it... Me and [the community worker] and
my son, he was involved as well because we thought,
well, he'd to be involved with the people. He comes most
weekends. So he'd have to get on with them. There was
no dispute at all. We had to have a few mind you and
they were very thorough. (Richard)

Others found interviewing to be a new and difficult experience,

although most commented that it became easier by the second or third

time. Familiarity with the process and the benefit of hindsight meant

that people could identify different strategies which they might adopt in

future interviews. For example, Carol and Liz identified important

questions which they had forgotten to ask or had lacked the

confidence to raise at the time...

...you see with not being used to it, that's what's made
you a little unsure what to ask them to do and don't. (Liz)

I mean [the service manager] and [my advocate] gave me
the choice, they wrote the questions down and I could
say if I didn't like them or not. But with the first time I'd
ever done it, I sort of did what they wanted. I mean they
know more about it than I do. But now, now looking
back... (Carol)
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Both Liz and Carol also felt uncomfortable about the mechanics of the

interview process and their role in it. In particular, they felt concerned

about the level of formality in the interview situation. Only Liz felt that

she had not had a controlling influence over the final decision about

who should be appointed. She would have preferred not to appoint any

of the applicants and felt 'pressurised' into making an inappropriate

choice from the available candidates.

By contrast, at least two of the men in the group (Terry and Hugh) had

previous experience interviewing for staff in their current or past

employment which helped them to feel much more confident than

those without that background. For them, DCIL's role was considerably

diminished. For example, Terry simply picked people who he already

knew, including local people and two nurses from an agency he had

used previously.

Ford & Shaw (1993a: 19) point out that the employment and self-

management of PAs brings with it not only more control but more

responsibility. There was certainly some concern amongst the PSS

users about the responsibility associated with hiring and firing staff

directly. For example, Margaret felt reluctant about dismissing an

unsatisfactory PA because she recognised that unemployment might

lead to the women losing her house (although she was eventually

dismissed). Carol's expressed similar worries...

I find it a bit daunting, the fact that their wages depend
on what hours I give them. So I try to be as fair as I can
but it's difticult. Because, I think, I have a lie down at
lunch time, which makes it an hour. If I don't have a lie
down it's half an hour. In school holidays I don't tend to
do it so much and the wages is less so I feel a bit guilty.
Then I think well, I shouldn't feel guilty so I try not to.
(Carol)

Most people experienced problems with managing their staff at one

time or another and all but one had found occasion to end a contract of

employment for a PA they had employed. Some people were able to
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take this aspect of self-management in their stride while others found it

a daunting prospect...

...it had to be done, but she understood the personal
side. What it was, she got a full time job. So I put up with
it for so long but I had to get rid of her, which I think I was
in my rights. (Joe)

it would have to be really bad wouldn't it. Oh, I don't think
I could do that. Well it depends how bad it got, doesn't it.
(Richard)

I told my complaint to [the service manager], he's going
to have a word with this carer but not mention that I've
said it you see...And then I feel really guilty because [the
service manager], I know he's got a lot of work on with
you know, looking after other people. (Liz)

It was not always easy for people to grasp the fact that they had a

controlling say in who was employed. For example, at least one person

could not quite believe that DCIL had backed his decision to end a

PA's contract...

And DCIL dismissed her, to my amazement...there must
have been more behind that decision to dismiss than was
revealed to us. (Hugh)

These experiences present a mixed picture of third party support

schemes and show just how fine the balance can be in their

management. On the one hand there was a real need for help and

support with the practicalities of recruitment, interviewing and

employment relations. Some people would clearly have felt very

isolated in an unmediated employer-employee relationship. This is a

worry for many disabled people contemplating the prospect of direct

payments as Barnes' (1997) study with older people shows. On the

other hand, the buffer of third party employment can sometimes mask

the central role of the service user. Lack of confidence and past

experiences of disabling service provision may lead people to defer to
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peer support workers and scheme managers as 'authority figures'

unless the principle of accountability is consistently reinforced.

Personal assistance users need confidence and considerable self-

advocacy skills in order to effectively engage with the self-

management of personal support staff. Such skills may not come

easily to those disabled people who have been historically

disempowered by negative experiences of institutional or routinised

support in the past. For such people the provision of peer support and

advocacy is an essential part of the total package but it needs to be

provided within an organisational culture in which control by

'professionals' is not replaced by that of 'professional disabled people',

however unwittingly.

4.3.3. Managing Tasks

Department of Health guidance (DoH/SSI, 1993: iii) suggested that

home support services should provide 'help with tasks associated with

ordinary living that an individual might usually perform for him/herself',

including personal assistance, domestic help and social or emotional

support. However, recent changes in the move from 'home help' to

'home care' have focused service provision on limited 'personal care'

tasks while district nursing visits are now restricted solely to 'nursing

tasks'. Jenny Morris (1993a: 18) points out that statutory domiciliary

services are not generally available for assistance with activities

outside the home and that they often fail to support participation in

personal and family relationships. Similarly, Ann Kestenbaum (1993a:

19) shows how ILF eligibility criteria impose parallel restrictions. By

contrast, self-managed personal assistance schemes offer the means

to obtain help with a wider variety of tasks than can be provided

through existing service provision.

All the PSS users made use of their hours for assistance with 'personal

care' tasks such as getting up, going to bed, dressing, showering,

washing and using the toilet. For some this involved considerable

physical assistance (for example, with lifting); for others it amounted to

partial help with discrete tasks (such as putting on shoes or fastening
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buttons). Physical help with personal care was sometimes

supplemented by the use of adapted environments, additional

assistance or special equipment (e.g. hoists in the bathroom). The

amount of time devoted to these tasks varied considerably from person

to person but was generally between two and four hours a day.

The use of personal support for domestic chores was equally diverse.

Everyone used their personal support workers to assist with some

aspect of domestic management (e.g. cooking, cleaning, washing,

ironing, gardening, shopping, walking the dog, doing paper work or

making a coal fire). Some people did most of their own housework,

some shared the chores with their personal assistants, some relied

more heavily on their support staff. Terry's experience illustrates the

kind of flexibility that was involved

When we do the housework, I can't do all of it but I do
some of it...lf we're cooking I can't watch all the pans at
once and they do that with me, either that or they watch.
When we wash up and put away we do it together. I can't
reach up to the cupboards and they do that. I do part of
it. So they're assisting, not 'doing for' which is very
important to me. (Terry)

In addition to 'personal care' and domestic assistance, everyone was

able to make some use of personal assistants for social support (such

as shopping, eating out, going to the pub, pursuing a hobby or

attending meetings). The following collection of comments

demonstrate some of this diversity and emphasise the importance

attached to social support by the research participants....

I can't travel without them. So they come with me. I
couldn't get there physically. (Terry)

I go fishing every Saturday in the summer...and one of
my ladies comes and picks me up, goes with me, drops
me off, goes home, comes back and picks me up.
(Richard)
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when I'm out the only time that I need them is if I want to
go to the toilet and stuff like that...and they have left us in
a pub or restaurant and they've come back later. (Joe)

...there's not been anything more difficult than having to
say to a personal assistant I want to watch a film, I know
there's some iffy bits in it, I want you to come and sit by
my side and hold my hand. And we've actually watched
films like that. That's something you've got a lot of trust
in, and that they've found difficult as well sometimes.
(Terry)

I do local history research, and we went to [the local]
record office. Well my father took me a couple of times
over the past few years but he was getting fed up of
walking around [town] while I was in doing that. That was
OK because it's [PA]'s job and she didn't mind walking
round [town]...So I shan't feel awkward about asking to
go again... (Carol)

I don't know what's going off around this area and I rely
on them to tell me... (Liz)

If self-managed personal assistance is to contribute towards the goats

of participation, social integration and equality then this kind of support

is essential. Without support to travel, to pursue social contacts and to

take part in the life of their communities, many disabled people face a

bleak future of isolation and segregation within the home. As Jenny

Morris (1993b) argues, services which are limited to medicalised

personal care and 'essential' domestic assistance form part of an

'ideology of caring' which undermines the citizenship and civil rights of

disabled people. Thus...

The ideology of caring which is at the heart of current
community care policies can only result in
institutionalisation within the community unless politicians
and professionals understand and identify with the
philosophy and the aims of the independent living
movement. (Morris, 1993a: 45)

For DCIL's service users there appeared to be little f any dispute with

purchasers about the allocation of adequate resources for support with
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'personal care' and limited domestic help. By contrast, it was much

harder to agree about the 'need' for social integration. For example,

Liz reported that her care manager would not give her any hours to

support social activities (such as preparing a meal for visitors, going

out to eat or going on holiday). Terry received funding for overnight

support but was initially denied any assistance during the day because

his need for company was not accepted by the care manager. Where

the overall level of funding fell short of self-assessed need it was

invariably social support that had to be sacrificed (or paid for from

personal resources).

In general terms, the PSS users found it easier to obtain funded hours

for help which fitted traditional patterns of domiciliary 'care' than for

support within an integrated living model. Where individualised

assistance within the home was readily accepted as a 'need', support

for integrated community living was more likely to be characterised as

a 'want'. Similar experiences have been identified in other studies. For

example, Morris (1 993a: 20) demonstrates how 'personal care' was

given precedence over domestic assistance and social support in her

sample. Thus...

A failure of statutory bodies to provide services which
enable people to carry on their daily lives and engage in
ordinary personal relationships creates very poor quality
of life and undermines human and civil rights. (op cit., p.
26)

Disabled people within the movement for independent/integrated living

have consistently argued that support services should extend beyond

the confines of care and enable them to 'take part in work, leisure,

travel and family life if they choose' (resolution passed at the

Strasbourg independent living conference, reviewed by Rachel Hurst,

1989). From this perspective, current confusions between 'needs' and

'wants' are misplaced. As Mike Ridout points out...

The implication is that basic needs can be satisfied but
wants cannot. In terms of assessments and support
packages to enable disabled people to live
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independently there is no difference; independent living
is not a luxury but a right. (1995: 2)

There is emerging evidence that the practice of community care

assessment continues to produce packages of support which reflect

traditional assumptions about the 'needs' of disabled people.

Consequently, care assessment and management must be seen not

only as a simple 'gate keeping' mechanism but as a powerful

discursive activity. By focusing the allocation of resources on personal

care at the expense of social integration the assessment process

maintains a view of disability which characterise the needs of disabled

people in terms of dependency and 'care' rather than citizenship and

social integration.

4.3.4. Managing Flexibility

One of the main attractions of self-managed assistance schemes is

that they allow for more flexibility in the timing and content of support

when compared to service provision (Kestenbaum, 1992; 1993a;

Oliver & Zarb, 1992; Lakey, 1994; Zarb & Nadash, 1994). Like other

self-managed schemes, DCIL's Personal Support Service aims to

create a structure in which people can choose when and how their

assistance is provided. However, flexibility brings with it many new

responsibilities and dilemmas.

DCIL's approach to self-management operates within a total budget

allocation but allows service users to transfer or 'bank' surplus hours

from month to month to provide more or less support as required. For

example, going on holiday with a PA would use up a large number of

hours while going on holiday without the PA would enable the user to

'bank' the hours not used. Most of the PSS users attempted to use

their allotted hours in a flexible way. For example, Joe started his

package with a fairly fixed routine of thirty one hours per week spread

between three personal assistants. However, with experience, he was

able to consolidate his regular personal and domestic help into a

twenty one hour schedule. This meant that he had an additional ten

hours per week which could be 'banked' for more flexible support with
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social activities or unexpected situations. Only Richard felt more

comfortable with an established routine...

I've got a regular time, itinerary.. .same day, same time. I
know where I am and I know who's coming and I know
what's what.. .You just get used to it, you know, I plan my
life and I like to have everything mapped out you know, a
timetable kind of thing that I've planned...I've only
changed the schedule once, and that was just for one
day. (Richard)

Carol had been able to 'bank' some additional hours for social

activities while she was on holiday and again when one of her PAs

was ill. However, in practice she had been unable to use these transfer

hours because there were simply not enough total hours in her

package of support to allow for flexibility...

.every week I'm over nineteen hours, whether I've been
out or not, just personal care is over nineteen hours. So I
keep thinking when I've used these hours up, I've got
none spare. l ye got none to bank to use to go out...I've
got about six hours left but when I've used them up I
shan't have any... (Carol)

An important part of self-management was then to determine how the

total number of hours should be apportioned between different tasks.

This was particularly important for those people without additional

personal resources. For example, Carol was often unable to go

shopping because she had run out of hours while Liz found that she

did not have time for supervision with her physiotherapy exercises.

Resource rationing meant that the PSS users were often required to

make difficult decisions about which tasks got done and which did not.

The following two examples illustrate the point...

When I want to pay people to do my garden I can't afford
to have my support services take me out on social time. If
I didn't have to pay for my garden and my borders the
money that I have to pay out would contribute for the
personal support services to take me out to other places.
(Joe)
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I said [to my PA] in the winter time, would you do more
cooking instead of house work?...Well, if I cut down my
cleaning...if I had the money I would make sure they
could take me out socially. (Liz)

Many disabled people have been historically denied the opportunity to

make the sort of everyday life decisions which confer adult status in

our society. Institutional care, 'special' schooling, 'protective' families,

physical 'treatments' and chemical restraints have all contributed to

this disempowerment. In one sense then, the fact that the PSS users

were able to make such choices at all is a measure of success. As

Jenny Morris concluded from her study...

Those people who had the money to pay for personal
assistance were generally able to have the kind of
control over their lives which was not possible for those
solely reliant on either services or on family and friends.
(Morris, 1993a: 37)

However, the examples from Derbyshire also illustrate how daily life

choices acquire a particular significance for people whose resources

are rationed through care assessment. For PA users 'ordinary' choices

about the use of their time (cooking, cleaning, gardening, walking the

dog) become commodified choices about the use of scarce financial

resources. In this context it is worth reiterating that those people with

access to additional personal resources (savings and earnings) or

alternative sources of support (family, friends, volunteers) were usually

able to avoid such difficult decisions, as the following two examples

indicate...

...I think it's because of the extra money I put into the
package, because it's allowed me to have the extra
flexibility...l've been able to pay for it myself to a certain
extent. I've got enough money to have people with me. I
can go to the bank and get money. Without it I'd be
struggling. (Terry)

I just said, if they find out as I'm over my time, I've come
to the agreement with my own staff without [the service
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manager]'s knowledge that I can pay them out of my own
pocket within reason. (Joe)

It is not surprising that people with additional resources are able to

make additional choices in the way they run their lives. This is the

case for non-disabled people as well as disabled people. However,

disabled people in Britain are more likely to live in low income

households and are significantly less likely to be able to draw on

additional resources (Disability Alliance, 1987; Martin & White, 1988;

Thompson et a!., 1990; Barnes, 1991; Berthoud et a!., 1993). In this

context, significant numbers of disabled people without personal

resources remain dependent upon the decisions made by community

care assessors. Flexibility is clearly enhanced by self-managed

personal support but real self-determination and life choices are still a

function of personal income and familial capital for most people.

The significance of this conclusion is reinforced by the increasing

incidence of charging and budget-linked rationing within social

services departments (Baldwin & Lunt, 1996; Chetwynd & Ritchie,

1996). Lamb & Layzell's (1995) study of more than fifteen hundred

Scope clients showed that seventeen percent had refused a service

because they could not afford it and that eighteen percent were paying

for a service that was previously free at the point of delivery (see also

Lamb & Layzell, 1994). Similarly, eighteen out of fifty people in Morris'

sample were paying for some or all of their assistance (1 993a: 26).

There is now considerable pressure on local authorities to charge for

services or to withdraw them. Central government allocates community

care funds on the assumption that nine percent of domiciliary services

revenue will be met through charges to service users. In the case of a

shortfall, LA Circular 1994(1) advises that the service should be

withdrawn. Although this principle has been hotly contested, the Law

Lords ruled finally in March 1997 that Gloucestershire County Council

were justified in removing 'home care' services from fifteen hundred

disabled people on financial grounds. Thus, there would seem to be

legal precedent for the view that a local authority's 'duty of care' is

indeed limited by available resources (Guardian, 21 March 1997).
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4.4. CONCLUSIONS

There is an increasing weight of evidence which suggests that self-

managed support schemes bring many advantages to their users.

Advocacy and peer support for self-assessment allow disabled people

to challenge disabling assumptions of dependency and to explore new

alternatives. Self-management involves difficult decisions but it also

provides opportunities for greater choice, control and self-

determination. Above all, it engages disabled people as active agents

in the production of their own welfare rather than as the passive

recipients of professionally dominated services.

Personal assistance users draw on a variety of resources to construct

their personalised packages. They may use their own financial

resources to purchase assistance or utilise informal networks of

support (e.g. friends, family, volunteers). Most rely on substantial

public resources in the form of services or direct/indirect payments

(payments may come directly from the statutory authorities or from one

of the Independent Living Funds). This pattern of resource inputs is

illustrated in Figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.3: resource inputs to a package of support
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As this illustration shows, the majority of resources continue to depend

upon professional assessments of 'need' (from which disabled people

and their organisations have frequently been excluded). Consequently,

personal assistance users often find themselves caught between the

self-empowering values of independent/integrated living (arising from

the politicised disabled peoples' movement) and the disabling values

of a purchasing system which maintains the traditional values of 'care',

individualism and social segregation. Thus, as Jenny Morris (1993a:

38) concludes...

The aim of independent living is held back by an ideology
at the heart of community care policies, which does not
recognise the civil rights of disabled people but instead
considers them to be dependent people and in need of
care.

In challenging this 'ideology of care', the movement for independent

living has focused attention on the development of self-managed

personal assistance schemes which bring financial resources under

the control disabled people themselves. Such schemes offer vital

support to those who wish to manage their own affairs. In particular,

they bring greater choice, control and freedom to the people who use

them. However self-managed schemes on their own cannot resolve all
the problems.

Without adequate resources for peer support, advocacy and

organisational back-up the effect is simply to devolve the 'difficult

decisions' of rationing (DoH/DSS, 1990, para. 3.25) to the end user of

the service. Those without additional personal resources are then

placed in a position of self-regulation and surveillance, forced to

impose upon themselves the values of a welfare system which

prioritises 'care' and 'treatment' over social integration and

participatory citizenship.

The future of self-managed support schemes depends largely upon the

purchasing decisions of commissioning authorities and community

care assessors. The fear then for organisations like DCIL is that the
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benefits of an integrated living approach may be undervalued (and

thereby unremunerated) within a purchasing framework derived from

traditional discourses of disability and welfare. Thus...

Appropriate outcomes for disabled people in Derbyshire
will depend on the degree to which the principle of user-
determination is compromised by the contractual
framework within which Self-assessment and Self
Management is permitted to operate. (DCIL Director's
report, March 1993)

The challenge for organisations within the movement for

independent/integrated living is then to demonstrate the 'added value'

of this way of working within the contractual framework of community

care implementation. The analysis presented in following chapter

shows just how difficult a task this can be.
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5. MARKETING THE SOCIAL MODEL

The primary research participants at DCDP and DCIL were particularly

concerned about the impact of service contracting on their ability to

promote integrated living solutions. Consequently, this chapter

examines how the marketisation of community care affects the

development of independent/integrated living. The first part of the

discussion focuses on the development of welfare pluralism and

markets. The second section draws on DCIL's experience of

negotiating contractual agreements in order to illustrate the processes

involved. The final section then analyses the impact of contracting on

service design and organisational structure. The case study data

raises many general questions about the efficacy of marketisation as

an implementation tool. Specifically, DCIL's experience suggests that

the imposition of contracting for community care services threatens to

undermine the goal of integrated living for disabled people.

5.1. A MARKET FOR INTEGRATED LIVING

Griffiths (1988) argued that the public sector's primary role was to

ensure that 'care' was provided. How it should be provided was to be a

'secondary consideration' (Introduction, para. 24). Taking this lead, the

community care White Paper emphasised that local authorities should

seek to stimulate a variety of service provision in the voluntary, 'not for

profit' and private sectors through contractual funding arrangements

(cf. paras 3.4.13 and 3.6.3). This it was hoped would help to extend

user choice within the 'mixed economy' of care.

Demographic change, earlier hospital discharges, increasing

consumerism and acute fiscal restrictions on local authorities have

added incentives towards the creation of markets in social care. The

trend has also been accelerated by changes to Income Support rules,

the conditions for Special Transitional Grant funding and incentives

provided by the Caring For People Who Live at Home initiative (D0H,

1994a, para. 4). The development of contractual markets is of course
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not unique to community care and reflects a more general shift in local

government policy away from public sector provision and towards the

creation of 'enabling' authorities (Gyford, 1991; Cochrane, 1991: 282;
Glennerster eta!., 1991).

5.1.1. Markets and 'Quasi-Markets'

Competition operates as both a descriptive and a pejorative concept in

free market economics. Yet the study of markets in health and 'social

care' indicates that such competition is generally constrained and may

on occasion be wholly absent (cf. Pine & Butler, 1989). Indeed,

research commissioned by the Department of Health suggested that

none of the sample authorities were anticipating sufficient independent

sector supply of non-residential services to generate any meaningful

level of market competition (D0H, 1994a: para. 8.13). The existence of

market constraint has led many analysts to adopt the term quasi-
market (Williamson, 1975) to describe the context for contracting in

social care (LeGrand, 1991; LeGrand & Bartlett, 1993; Hoyes &

Means, 1993).

In general terms, market competition may be constrained on both the

demand side and the supply side. For example, a monopoly may exist

where there is effectively only one supplier of a commodity or service.

The corollary of this situation is monopsony, where a market contains

only one customer. Both are relatively common in markets for social

care where the local authority may often be the only significant

purchaser (Common & Flynn, 1992) or where a single provider comes

to dominate the production of care services (Propper, 1993). Indeed,

there may be sometimes be a dual monopoly market in which there is

effectively only one purchaser and one provider. This basic typology of

quasi-market structures is illustrated in Figure 5.1 (over the page).
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Type 1: Monopoly Purchaser Market

Provider	 k	 ,1 Provider

Single Purchaser

Provider	 V	 N Provider

Type 2: Monopsony Provider Market

Purchaser 1	 1 Purchaser

single Provider

Purchaser Y	 I Purchaser

Type 3: Dual Purchaser-Provider Monopoly

le Pu rchase)H Single Provider

Figure 5.1: the structure of quasi-markets

Quasi-markets in the British health and social care sectors also differ

from classical markets in another important respect. The buying power

of individual customers is mediated by state purchasing agencies.

While National Health Service reforms have centred on the creation of

'internal markets' based around existing statutory providers (Carr-Hill

et a!., 1992) the imposition of markets in social care has sought to

generate 'a mixed economy' (emphasising the increased role of

independent sector providers). However, in both cases most services
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remain publicly funded and are not purchased by the end user but on
their behalf by statutory authorities. For the majority of service users it

is still care managers who act as the markets 'customers'. Given the

bounded rationality within which such professional groups operate it is

important to see social care markets as both bureaucratically and
ideologically constrained.

The combined influence of quasi-market constraints and mediated

purchasing means that many local markets are still closer to Type 3

than to the other models. However, it is important to note that any

substantial increase in local 'for-profit' providers (Kestenbaum, 1993a)

might restructure the market into something more closely resembling

Type 1. Conversely, any substantial increase in the purchasing power

of individual disabled people (for example, through direct payments)

might tend towards a Type 2 market. The emergence of a 'classical'

free-market environment would require both these processes to occur

simultaneously.

It is worth noting that, at the time of writing, there is some evidence

that both these processes are indeed beginning to impact on the

functioning of the local market in Derbyshire. It is too early to predict

how the implementation of the new direct payments legislation will

impact on the demand side of the equation. However, it is clear that

increased competition on the supply side means that organisations like

DCIL are under greater pressure to differentiate their services from

those of other voluntary and private sector providers on quality

grounds. Although Zarb & Nadash's (1994) study for BCODP indicated

that self-managed schemes were considerably more cost-effective

than alternative forms of funded support DCIL's Personal Support

Service is currently more expensive than other local providers and

competition on price is therefore not the main issue.

5.1.2. Freedom and Choice

For monetarist economists, like Hayek (1960) or Friedman & Friedman

(1980), any reduction of individual choice may be regarded de facto as

a reduction in freedom and therefore a step towards tyranny.
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Consequently, their advocation of market economics in welfare

production is characterised by an ideological attachment to individual

freedom. Similarly, Harden (1992) places a premium on consumer

choice and bases his analysis of The Contracting State on the premise
that...

Consumer sovereignty links the economic aspects of the
market with a set of moral commitments. The market
provides a model of economic efficiency. It also
embodies values of equality and freedom.... Consumer
sovereignty thus amounts to a version of democratic
equality... (p. 2)

It is then a central principle of neo-classical liberal economy that

individuals should be free to bargain in the market place (De Jasay,

1992). They should be free to enter into, and refrain from entering into,

contracts of exchange with one another. Only in this situation can

contracts be imbued with legal validity; only in a state of contractual

freedom can the contracting parties acquire the power to legally

enforce private and voluntary agreements. Harden (1992: 3)

summarises the principle...

The right not to enter a contract is thus an essential
aspect of the rule of law. Without it, the weak would be
exposed to the arbitrary and compulsory imposition of
obligations by the strong, who would then receive the
backing of the state to enforce them.

Yet, freedom of contract is not a reality in the market for social care,

particularly where the number of purchasers and/or providers is limited

or where there are relationships of domination and subordination

between them. For example, a disabled person faced with the choice

between 'day care' or no care may have little opportunity for 'exit' or

'voice' (Hirschman, 1980). Similarly, in the case of NHS purchasing it

is not possible for a patient to appeal against the decision to provide

'continuing care' (only against a decision not to provide it). Hoyes &

Means (1993: 96) note that many people are in fact disempowered in

the social care market because they ae dependent on the assessment

of a care manager. Thus, Common & Flynn (1992) conclude that
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contracting for social care has not so far increased user choice or
control.

Conversely, local authorities are not free to exercise the choice of 'exit'

from social care responsibilities when the market becomes

unfavourable; in fact they may have to 'opt in' at just those times when

economic conditions make independent providers unable or unwilling

to contract (Stewart & Ranson, 1988). At the provider level too there

are constraints on freedom of contract. In a monopoly purchaser

market independent organisations have little choice but to enter into

contracts with the local authority. Reductions in grant aid funding mean

that there are few if any sources of alternative revenue for

organisations like DCIL (these issues are discussed in more detail
later).

5.1.3. Efticiency and Values

There is considerable evidence that market relationships are rarely

based on efficiency alone (Williamson, 1975, 1978; Hansmann, 1980;

James & Rose-Ackerman, 1986; Propper, 1993). This is particularly

the case in the purchase of services. Kettner & Martin (1987) argue

that human services contracting is not like buying a manufactured

product and that it is not always in the purchaser's interest to secure

the lowest price. Indeed, if statutory purchasers do exert their

monopoly buying power in this way then it is the end users who may

suffer from an under-funded service. Thus, Morgan & England (1988:

986) argue that efficiency should not be pursued by purchasers to the

exclusion of values such as equity, citizenship and community.

Common & Flynn (1992) studied a variety of contracting situations and

found that financial considerations were often not the main motivating

force in the award of contracts. Similarly, Kramer & Grossman (1987:

38) indicate that the final decision to award contracts is rarely made on

the basis of price alone and that 'all allocational decisions involve

value judgements and power considerations'. Indeed, the

government's initial guidance on community care purchasing stressed

that...
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...contracts and service specifications are not and should
not simply be a means of purchasing the cheapest care
available, they must be the means of identifying and
ensuring that the best quality care is obtained.
(D0H/DSS, 1990, para. 1.16)

In Derbyshire the local authority were certainly concerned that DCIL

should tender at 'a reasonable price' although the director of social

services made it clear that 'We're not into tendering for lowest price
issues' (quoted in Disability Now, April 1994: 12). The admission that

price and efficiency are not everything in the award of contracts for

community care raises the question - what does matter? If politics and

values are important influences on purchaser decision making then we

need to know more about the value judgements involved and more

about the power relationships that exist between contracting parties.

All contracts and contracting procedures for local authority services

are governed by Local Authority Standing Orders unless specifically

exempted. Part II of the Local Government Act (1988) stipulates that

local authorities may not specify non-commercial considerations in

contracts although the Act does not prevent them from taking into

account the bidder's management record together with any genuine

occupational requirements (where these can be commercially

justified). However, the Association of Metropolitan Authorities' (AMA,

1990) guidance to purchasers advocates that...

The values of the organisation and the way it conducts
itself will be an important indicator of whether it is likely
to achieve quality provision. This should be taken into
account when making an assessment of whether to
contract or continue to contract within an organisation.
(p. 11)

In this context, the AMA made specific reference to an organisation's

attitude and commitment to user involvement (ibid.). Similarly,

Department of Health policy guidance indicates that purchasers should

look for evidence not only that providers are reliable and commercially

viable but also that they share the values of the purchasing authority
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(see for example, DoH/DSS, 1990, para. 4.26). Yet, organisations
within the movement for independentlintegrated living have often been

founded on the basis of opposition to those same values (through the

promotion of social model thinking). More generally, voluntary sector

providers tend to reflect different service values to organisations in the

public sector (Moe, 1988).

In comparison with public sector services, independent providers have

been credited with initiative, diversity of provision, preservation of the

'gift relationship', closeness to communities, critical voice and

responsiveness to individual need (Weisbrod, 1977; Munday, 1985).

They are also open to criticism. Thus, Salamon (1987: 111-2) shows

how the 'philanthropic' nature of the voluntary sector can give rise to

limitations associated with insufficiency, particularism, paternalism and

amateurism. Manser (1974) argues that voluntary organisations often

exhibit high levels of bureaucracy and that the ideal of pluralism may

conceal control by an homogeneous, class-based, 'establishment' elite

(p. 427).

In more general terms Lipsky & Smith (1989) suggest that

government's public accountability gives precedence to equity of

service while the voluntary sector's autonomy gives precedence to

responsiveness. Such value differences may then lead to conflict and

mistrust in the contractual relationship (Wistow et a!,, 1994). Lipsky &

Smith conclude that different kinds of voluntary agencies will be

affected by government contracting in different ways but that the

greatest conflicts are likely to arise amongst agencies whose

structures and values differ most from those of their government

purchasers. Given the fundamental value differences which exist

between the disabled peoples' movement and agencies of the British

welfare state it is not surprising that conflict has sometimes arisen over

the purchasing of integrated living services.

The discourse of 'community care' and the alternative counter-culture

of the movement for independent/integrated living share many
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common features. However, in the practice of policy implementation
they often compete. Thus...

.the present trends are the product of two separate
currents of change - a current arising centrally from the
implementation of government policies, and a current
arising peripherally from a 'grassroots' social movement.
These currents are not necessarily opposing ones, but
the origins, goals and motive force of each have little or
no reference to the other. (Gibbs, 1994: 1)

For an organisation like DCIL such differences are a very real concern,

not least because the implementation of integrated living solutions

depends upon successful collaboration with the commissioning and

purchasing authorities. Such value differences permeate to the very

heart of an organisation which engages directly in partnership with

those same authorities. As Crosby (1994: 1) notes...

DCIL is a very small organisation, with an explicit
mission, to change society, so that disabled people are
full participants. Conflict is always present, most often
between the organisation and its chief funders.

5.2. THE POLITICS OF CONTRACTING

The following discussion examines how organisations committed to

independent/integrated living have fared in the market for community

care services. In particular, the analysis draws on a detailed review of

DCIL's experience in negotiating both a General Service Level

Agreement and a specific contract for the Personal Support Service.

The contractual relationship brings organisations like DCIL (which

adopt a social model of disability) into close proximity with the

individualising values of community care purchasing. Where the

commissioning authority also perceives demands for user control as

part and parcel of a wider assault on public service accountability such

value differences are accentuated.
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5.2.1. Welfare Pluralism and Integrated Living

In principle, welfare pluralism enjoys widespread political appeal. For

the right, it appeals to notions of a reduced state role, competition,

choice, self-reliance and familism; for the left it offers more

participation, responsive services and a challenge to bureaucratic

centralism. In practice however, it raises much controversy within local

authorities. For this reason, Johnson (1987) argues that it is not

decentralisation or pluralism per se which have been most contentious

but rather the use of markets to achieve those ends. In particular,

there has been much resistance from those local authorities (mainly

Northern, mainly 'old' Labour) that see self-managed disability services

and direct payments as a further assault on traditions of public sector

accountability and management (Zarb & Nadash, 1994).

Early research by the Audit Commission (1 992b: para. 35) identified a

considerable reluctance amongst social services departments to

develop the 'mixed economy of care' at all, particularly in the private

sector. However, subsequent work by the Department of Health

suggested that local authorities were more amenable to contracting

with voluntary and 'not-for-profit' organisations (DoH, 1994a: para.

4.3). In this context, it is important to remember that disabled people

within the movement have been as critical of charities and

organisations 'for' disabled people within the voluntary sector as they

have been of disabling service provision within the public sector (cf.

Drake, 1996). Increased welfare pluralism alone is therefore no

guarantee of more enabling welfare provision unless it is implemented

within a social model of disability.

Within this uneven political landscape, organisations committed to

independent/integrated living tread a fine line between competing

ideologies of welfare. Indeed, as Barnes (1991) points out, disabled

people may have something to gain from both the left and the right.

The movement for independent/integrated living has a strong

collectivist tradition which emphasises equal opportunities, civil rights

and citizenship. For the Labour-led authority in Derbyshire it was these

aspects of the integrated living philosophy which offered most appeal
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in the early 1980s. Conversely, it was the promotion of consumer

markets and individual 'choice' by the Conservative-led authority in

Hampshire which opened the door for disabled people to establish

pioneering direct payments schemes there during the same period.

It is not surprisingly then that the uneven regional development of

independentlintegrated living has reflected both the level of self-

organisation amongst disabled people and the political agendas of

those authorities in which they operate. In Derbyshire, the ruling

Labour group were publicly committed to the social model principles of

integrated living as far back as 1981. However, they were openly

resistant to the Derbyshire Coalition's proposals for replacing existing

public sector provision with integrated living supports under the control

of disabled people. Ironically DCDP activists received a warmer

response from individual Conservative members who were able to

accommodate the idea of self-managed support within their own

agenda for increased plurality, competition and consumerism.

Throughout the 1990s disabled people within the movement have

struggled to influence local community care purchasing decisions

towards the provision of more enabling supports (self-managed

personal assistance schemes, PAS schemes, direct payments, ClLs

and so on). In so doing they have necessarily focused the debate on

conflicts between individual model and social model thinking (Morris,

1993a; 1993b). However, as the preceding analysis shows, there is a

second dimension of competing values which cuts across this debate -

between individual and collective traditions of welfare production. The

intersection of these two dimensions is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (over
the page).
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Figure 5.2: mode/s of disability and welfare traditions

On the one hand, self-managed personal assistance schemes and

direct payments can be readily accommodated within individualist

models of welfare (although they evolved from the collective struggles

of disabled people working within a social model of disability). On the

other hand, collective advocacy, community development work,

Personal Assistance Support (PAS) schemes and Centres for

Independent/Integrated Living (CILs) are collective responses to

welfare production (especially when they are accountable to

representative organisations of disabled people). Consequently, they

have more in common with the collectivist traditions of municipal

socialism or 'communitarian' politics (Etzioni, 1995) than they have

with laissez-faire individualism. As Jon Dunnicliffe (from West of

England CIL) notes...

It is important to remember that Independent Living was
developed by groups of disabled people pushing for
direct/indirect payments and that this is about civil rights
and collectivity; not about privatisation. (quoted in Barnes
etal., 1995: 17)
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Local authorities with a particularly strong attachment to collective

service provision face a dual assault. Firstly, they are under increasing

pressure from politicised organisations of disabled people to change

the services that they provide. Secondly, their ability to provide those

services at all is increasingly undermined by central government

regulation and the imposition of purchaser-provider splits. The recent

introduction of direct payments legislation (although discretionary)

adds pressure in both these directions - towards the creation of social

model supports and towards privatised provision. These combined

pressures are illustrated in Figure 5.3 below.

public provision

(iritegr ted 1iwn)	
local authorities	 )' 1 ::.;:$.

:

social model	 individual model

(direct payments) 	 (Cealmunity care,)

privatisation

Figure 5.3: pressures on local authority seivice provision

Collective approaches to self-managed support require strong

partnerships between social services departments and local disabled

people (Simpson, 1995: 21) and in Derbyshire, the Coalition had

fought hard to establish DCIL under joint control with the statutory

authorities. In so doing they hoped to redefine public sector service

provision and redirect the use of public resources in a more general

way. In contrast to many other independent living projects (for

example, in Hampshire) there was a conscious resistance to the idea
that DCIL might become an 9ndependent' service provider. However,
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the implementation framework for community care purchasing has

created disincentives to this strategy.

For example, in addition to the purchaser-provider splits created by the

1990 Act, subsequent policy directives increased to eighty five per

cent the proportion of transitional purchasing funds which were to be

spent on independent sector provision. For example, the Special Grant

Reports (nos. 6 and 7), required authorities to spend at least eighty

five percent of the social security transfer element on...

.community care services which they arrange to be
provided by individuals who are not employed by any
local authority under a contract of service, or by
organisations which are not owned, controlled or
managed by any local authority or more than one
authority (ADSS, 1993).

This clearly raises difficulties for organisations which seek close

partnerships with, rather than separation from, their local purchasing

authorities. For an organisation like DCIL, which has actively sought to

develop and maintain a collaborative management structure, the

purchasing incentive to be 'independent' raises internal contradictions.

Indeed, the criteria create direct pressures to sever the very

partnerships which were central to the unique establishment of DCIL

during the early 1980s.

Thus, the movement for independent/integrated living faces a dual

challenge in the community care market. In many areas local

commissioners still need to be brought away from the discourse of

'care' and towards a degree of social model thinking before resources

can be channelled into more enabling forms of support (Northern

Officer Group, 1996). In other places local politicians need to be

convinced that user control over community care resources is not

simply an attack on collective welfare and public accountability. The

following examples of contract negotiation in Derbyshire illustrate how

these battles are played out in practice.
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5.2.2. A General Service Level Agreement

The impending implementation of community care purchasing forced

DCIL, along with many other voluntary sector providers, to radically re-

evaluate its role. DCIL's constitution had established its functions in

the broadest possible terms (based on the Coalition's 'seven needs').

Information provision, collective advocacy, community development

work, awareness raising, research, campaigning and barrier removal

ran alongside supportive work with individual 'service users'. In short

DCIL's mission was to make changes in society and to radically alter

the pattern of public welfare production. However, the new policy

framework now required them to specify this strategy in terms of

specific 'services' that the purchasing authority could contract for.

Owing to the scale of DCIL's existing grant aid from the local authority

there was increasing pressure for a 'clearer definition of what is being

delivered for the money' (minutes of meeting between DCIL, DCDP

and DCC, March 1993). It was also becoming clear that, in view of the

level of funding involved, they would need to negotiate a full

partnership agreement. This then became the focus of negotiations

over the coming months. However, both parties felt that any

fundamental restructuring of their organisational partnership would

only be necessary in a context of competitive tendering and that this

could wait, for the time being at least.

In a climate of economic retrenchment relationships with the local

authority were coming under strain and DCIL managers soon

expressed a feeling of 'back to square one' in their attempts to secure

user representation in the negotiations. In November 1992 DCIL and

DCDP made a joint submission to the major funding agencies

expressing their concern that early proposals for a service level

agreement were failing to build on the partnership which they had

sustained throughout the 1980s. In particular, they were beginning to

feel that the terms of such an agreement might ultimately undermine

'the legitimate aims of many disabled people to organise their own
lives'.	 -
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DCIL were concerned to ensure that purchasers should be 'informed

by the direct experience of disabled people over what services to

commission' and specifically that disabled people's organisations

should be 'directly involved in determining the objectives for services

to be commissioned' (DCIL director's report, December 1993).

However, it was becoming increasingly clear that the principle of user

determination might be compromised. Discussions with the social

services department indicated that service agreements based on the

expressed needs of disabled people for self-assessment and self-

management were likely to be the exception rather than the rule in the

new order. Furthermore, the key function of needs assessment would

not be contracted out.

Social services had indicated that they recognised the value of DCIL's

range of supports. However, this did not appear to be acknowledged in

strategic planning and by the beginning of community care

implementation in April 1993, DCIL became greatly worried that the

authority's first Community Care Plan referred only to an 'agreed Joint

Strategy' on information services and that even this was restricted to

an Appendix. By mid 1995 concerns had risen to a point where DCIL

managers felt it necessary to report that...

The involvement of disabled people's organisations in
decisions about their services has declined to a lower
point than at any time since 1981 ...DCIL may now be in a
position of having to form policy on the basis that faith
has been broken with the Disabled People's Movement in
this County. (DC!L Liaison Group Minutes, May/June
1995)

DCIL's organisational partnership with the local authority was thus

coming under increasing strain - not only because of the cumulative

impact of progressive funding cuts (see later) but also as a direct

consequence of negotiating for community care contracts.

Increasingly, the administrative and discursive boundaries within which

negotiations were taking place threatened to marginalise the core

values on which DCIL's mission had been founded. In addition, the

accentuation of value conflicts in the contracting process now
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threatened to undermine their unique partnership with the local

authority. Thus...

Debate on DCIL's ties with the County Council is urgent,
as it becomes increasingly clear that present policy, in
the context of the restraints of recent years, is wholly
incompatible with the aims of disabled people's
organisations in the County. (DCIL Liaison Group
Minutes, June/July 1995)

It would be unwise to draw too many generalised conclusions from this

experience. Local politics, personalities and unique organisational

pressures will always be important in contractual negotiations.

However, it is important to reiterate that the imposition of purchaser-

provider reforms brought organisational chaos to both the purchaser

and the provider during the transitional period. It accentuated core

value differences between disabled people's organisations and the

statutory agencies. It undermined an innovative and productive

organisational partnership and it detracted energy and resources from

collaborative work towards social integration for local disabled people.

5.2.3. A Specific Service Contract

In January 1993, DCIL's Director wrote to the chief executives of the

primary purchasing authorities (social services and health) indicating a

willingness to bid for community care contracts based on the provision

of assessment and support services for people who choose to manage

their own persona! assistance. The letter suggested that DCIL 'would

be concerned in the first instance to support younger disabled people

with "High Needs" and for whom "Multi-Disciplinary assessment" is

indicated'.

Initial reactions were favourable and gave further impetus to an

increasing organisational focus on this aspect of service provision. In

contrast to DCIL's historic emphasis on holistic and collective

approaches to welfare production the organisation now sought 'a

return to much more work directly-with people, to support their

management of change' (DC!L Liaison Group Minutes, August 1993).
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By September 1993 it was agreed that the new venture should be

called a 'Personal Support Service' and introductory papers were

prepared with a view to contracting for support services to people who

wanted to manage their own personal assistance.

In the same month an opportunity arose for DCIL to pilot the proposed

scheme when a request was received for assistance from a service

user and his care manager. By October the 'mini-pilot' had a total of six

service users at various stages of self-assessment and self-

management. DCIL's first Personal Assistant was appointed in

December 1993 and managers felt confident to report that 'SNSM has

effectively come into operation' (DCIL Liaison Group minutes,

December 1993). A second PA was appointed the following February

and more disabled people were waiting to take up the service.

However, concerns were already being expressed that a social

services agenda of 'care' still dominated the conduct of this work.

Despite the integrated living philosophy both service users and DCIL

workers remained unsure what freedom they would have in the use of

resources and what decisions they were empowered to make.

Meanwhile, the contracting process was proving to be arduous and

difficulties were emerging in the drafting of a detailed agreement.

Important value conflicts were apparent in discussions about the form

and content of the service itself. In particular, social services began to

express concerns about the scope of the proposal for a personal

support service. While there was some recognition of the value of self-

management the purchasers did not accept the added cost (value) of

providing peer advocacy and community development work within the

package. In addition, it became clear that the agreement would not

finance all the 'infrastructure' costs of planning and managing the

project. The initial contract offered in May 1994 was thus perceived by

DCIL as nothing more than 'a basic domiciliary service incompatible

with DCIL aims' (DCIL Liaison Group minutes, May 1994).

Faced with a fait accompli DCIL resubmitted their tender for the

personal support service with a recalculated (lower) price and by June
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1994 the social services department had agreed to meet the wages for

one service user's personal assistance. The revised contract went to

Social Services Committee in September 1994 and was agreed. At this

point three people were employing eight PAs through DCIL's payroll

and funded by social services 'care packages'. Five other people were

at an initial stage as personal support service users and two were in

discussions with social services. In addition, DCIL was using the

payroll scheme to assist ten people in managing Independent Living

Fund payments while DCIL community workers were supporting at

ieast five more with ILF applications.

This left DCIL with a considerable problem. They had tendered for

(and were providing) a complete integrated living support service

including peer advocacy and community development work. However,

the contract recognised and remunerated only the individualised

aspects of direct personal assistance. Attempts were made to make up

for the key aspects of support work which had been excluded from the

service contract (peer support and community development) by placing

a bid to the Department of Health for 'section 64' funding. However,

this was unsuccessful and DCIL found themselves managing a

contract which could not fully resource a personal support service

wholly consistent with their philosophy of integrated living.

The new service proved a considerable success and brought about

real life changes for the people who used it. A service manager was

appointed in December 1993 and as the scheme developed, enquiries

began to come from outside the County. In addition, the Social

Services Inspectorate asked if they could cite the new service as an

example of good practice. By July 1995 six people were using PAs

employed by DCIL (with a further nine making enquiries). Indeed, the

demand for self-assessment, and the commitment to provide ongoing

support to service users over and above contract compliance, placed

an increasing strain on the existing outreach team and peer support

workers.
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To summarise, the introduction of service contracting forced DCIL to

redirect its resources on those aspects of service provision which

could most easily be contracted for by the purchasing authorities. In

particular, it was necessary to develop a new focus on the direct

provision of personal support services to individual disabled people

with 'complex' (i.e. expensive) needs. Resisting the temptation to

replicate traditional models of domiciliary care, DOlL established their

support service within a broader model of integrated living. However,

in the end they were unable to contract for anything more than

individualised packages of personal assistance. The 'additional'

aspects of support (such as peer support and community

development) remained unpurchased and thus unremunerated within

the terms of the contract.

5.2.4. The Social Relations of Contracting

As DCIL's experience shows, market exchanges can rarely (if ever) be

discrete from other social relationships. The 'embeddedness' of the

market is then an established feature of the literature on contracting

(cf. Williamson, 1975; 1978). For Williamson, the development of 'trust'

(rather than individual utility-maximisation) is the determinant factor in

contractual decision making. For similar reasons, Granovetter (1985)

argues that the primary influence on economic co-operation is its

'embeddedness' in networks of existing social relationships. Thus,

Macaulay (1963) concludes that it is necessary to explore not just the

contract but the whole system of social relations involved in an

exchange.

DCDP and the County Council had set up a Joint Working Party as far

back as February 1982 and plans for DCIL were included in the

authority's 1983-6 Strategic Framework. These plan were agreed in

February 1984 and the centre opened as a joint venture in March

1985. For nine years, between its opening and the completion of

service contracting in September 1994, DCIL was managed in

partnership with the local authority. The award of contracts thus arose

from a long-standing and involved relationship between the contracting

parties.
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Common & Flynn (1992) found that, with few exceptions, the

community care contracts they studied had grown out of existing

relationships between people who already knew one another. For this

reason they concluded that the way in which contracts are produced is

primarily shaped by the relationship between purchaser and provider

(p. 13). In itself this is not surprising. Indeed, early government

guidance to care managers suggested that 'Most local authorities will

wish to continue building on the agreements and partnerships already

established with agencies in the independent sector' (D0H et a!.,

1991b, para. 4.85). Such practices work to the advantage of

organisations with an established track record in local service

provision. For DCIL this created a market advantage. However, it may

present barriers to the development of independent/integrated living

initiatives in other areas where the established providers are

organisations 'for' rather than 'of' disabled people.

The existence of social and political relationships between contracting

parties means that decision makers must take into account not only

discrete economic considerations but also the likely impact on those

relationships (Campbell & Harris, 1993). In the British social care

market, where there may be only a limited number of purchasers and

providers, continuity of service provision will often be dependent upon

the maintenance of established social relationships. In this case,

considerations of 'future gain' are likely to override short-term utility

maximisation in operational decision making (Macneil, 1978). Where

classical or neo-classical liberal economy favours short-termism,

contemporary markets in social care are necessarily influenced by

considerations of future gain.

This analysis corresponds with the emerging experience of contracting

in Derbyshire. Considerable conflicts are evident between DCIL and

local authority purchasers about the style and operational

management of the personal support service. However, the process of

conflict resolution is heavily influenced by their intimate historical and

organisational partnership. It is unlikely that either party would employ
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legal redress within the terms of the service contract and the approach

tends to be an ongoing administrative one in which the maintenance of

future relations is a priority. However, it is important to note that the

maintenance of organisational partnership is a more pressing

imperative for DCIL than it is for the local authority.

A proper understand of contractual relationships requires the

consideration 'relative bargaining position' and 'relative power' (Evan,

1963: 67). Bauer & Cohen (1983) suggest that the market is influenced

by four types of social relation in which power plays a major part. In the

extreme position there may be a relationship of domination in which

one group is able to impose a social system on another (backed by the

threat of violence and with the other's acceptance of its legitimacy).

Secondly, a more complex relationship of influence may exist where

one group is able to ensure that the outcome of negotiations with

another group are favourable to them (primarily where such

negotiation takes place within a wider framework of domination).

Alternatively, power structures may arise through the ascription of
social authority roles or through a process of production.

Using Bauer & Cohen's typology, it could be argued that the

contracting power of the state amounts to 'domination'. However, it is

perhaps more appropriate to construct the relationship between local

authorities and community care providers as one of 'influence', albeit

an influence which occurs within the wider social context of disabled

people's domination as an oppressed group (Oliver, 1990; Barnes

1991). The power of state contracting lies in its ability to shape the

pattern of welfare production. The consideration of power in

community care contracting is particularly important because it

highlights the way in which organisational dependency can shape the

form and content of service provision.

DiMaggio & Powell (1983: 154) suggest that...

The greater the dependence of an organisation on
another organisation, the more similar it will become to
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that organisation in structure, climate and behavioural
focus.

The fear for value-driven organisations like DCIL is that the social

relations of community care purchasing may create just this sort of

situation. In particular, there is evidence that the process of service

specification within a relationship of dependency exerts pressure on

providers to produce individualised responses to impairment (rather

than collective responses to disability). The financial imperative to

contract may then force more radical service providers back towards

traditional modes of welfare production. The result of such a drift would

be to further reinforce disabling discourses of welfare and impede the

development of enabling alternatives.

As the preceding analysis shows, the case study in Derbyshire is

illustrative of more general critiques about the supposed discreteness

of market interactions. DCIL's experience suggests that it is impossible

to gain a proper understanding of community care contracting without

a consideration of power, politics and values. In order to understand

the position of the movement for independentlintegrated living within

the British social care market it is necessary to shift the emphasis of

current policy debates. We need to reject the notion of an 'external'

market and focus instead on the political, social and organisational

processes which mediate its operation. We also need to recognise that

such processes are themselves embedded within wider social relations

and cultural norms which extend far beyond the purely technical

processes of market exchange.

53. THE IMPACT OF CONTRACTING

While the rhetorical agenda of community care policy making

emphasises the importance of choice, innovation and responsiveness

to local need through a diversity of independent service providers

there is evidence of a counter trend. Lipsky & Smith (1989) and

DeHoog (1985) argue that contractual funding for the independent

sector should be viewed as increased government influence over

provider agencies. Indeed the government's own guidance clearly
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envisaged that the reforms would bring about 'a shift of influence from

those providing to those purchasing services' (DoH/DSS, 1990, para.

3.7).

It has long been recognised that marketisation has profound

implications for provider organisations - changing the structure, style

and values of the services which they provide (Manser, 1972).

Increased fee payments from government to voluntary agencies

require increased accountability for public funds which in turn requires

increased surveillance and control over the welfare production

process. Ritchie (1994a) suggests that the purchaser-provider split in

social care reflects wider industrial trends towards 'control by contract'

while Stewart (1993: 10) concludes that the system creates a situation

of 'government by contract'.

5.3.1. Organisational Impact

Prior to the implementation of the purchaser-provider reforms and the

imposition of service contracting most social services funding for

voluntary sector providers came in the form of grant aid. The terms of

such support were quite broad and provided not only for the provision

of specific services but also for the maintenance and administration of

a wide range of organisational functions. By contrast, the criteria for

contractual funding are much more narrowly defined.

Although the community care legislation does not alter an authority's

ability to make grant aid payments there has been a marked shift away

from this form of funding. Indeed, research by the National Council for

Voluntary Organisations (NCVO, 1993) indicated that direct grant aid

from local authorities to the voluntary sector had declined by seventy

million pounds in the period 1991-1994. In DCIL's case, financial and

policy pressure from central government on the local authority resulted

in decisions to reduce discretionary direct grant aid by a hundred

thousand pounds in 1990 and by a further hundred and fifteen
thousand pounds in 1991.	 -
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Even where grant aid is replaced by income from service contracting,

as in DCIL's case, there may be delays in payments coupled with

increased transaction and start-up costs. For many small providers

without large financial reserves or administrative backup the inevitable

result has been severe cash flow problems in the transitional period. In

a climate of financial impoverishment and reduced autonomy some

voluntary sector providers face a real struggle for survival. Hudson

(1994: 71) summarises these fears...

Voluntary agencies will find it hard to survive a climate in
which purchasers are only willing to pay for what they
perceive to be the direct costs of services.

In Derbyshire, transaction costs were partly ameliorated by the

secondment of a local authority worker to assist with the preparation of

a contract bid. Despite this, the scale and suddenness of the cutback

in grant funding forced DOlL into a wholesale restructuring of its

Operational Plan and staffing profile from February 1991.

Faced with impending financial crisis DOlL were forced to contemplate

the genuine threat of closure. Projected budget shortfalls indicated that

salary costs could not be guaranteed to the year end and steps were

made towards the development of a redundancy policy. Although DCIL

eventually survived this transitional period the impact on its role and

functions was dramatic. As early as November 1992 DCIL's

organisational focus had shifted towards a strategy for survival. Staff

were advised 'to prioritise work on the basis of revenue and

potential/minimum new costs' (DCIL Liaison Group Minutes, November

1992) and by March 1993 the search for 'revenue earning activities'

was firmly established as the organisation's top priority (DCIL

director's report, March 1993). With continuing budget shortfalls

projected for future years DOlL faced an increasingly tight time scale

for agreement on a core service agreement with the local authority.

From its establishment in the early 1980s, DCIL sought to establish a

diverse funding policy, drawing income from local authority grants,

district health authority joint financing arrangements, fund raising,
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sponsorship, revenue generating activity and bids to a variety of

campaigns, trusts and commercial bodies. However, the changing

nature of this funding profile during the implementation of the 1990

Act demonstrates an increasing reliance on contractual fees for

directly accountable service provision. DCIL's experience also

illustrates the existence of a powerful economic imperative to shift

organisational goals and priorities in order to conform with contracting
criteria.

The criteria for community care purchasing stipulate that contractual

expenditure must be for a specific community care 'service' delivered

to social services clients and provided on behalf of the social services

department. In this sense it must relate to a service which the authority

is empowered to provide (e.g. under Section 2 of the 1970 Chronically

Sick and Disabled Persons Act). Grant payments towards other

services cannot be included. Contracts can allow for the cost of

preparing to provide services but this must relate solely to the specific

community care service in question. Similarly, payments towards the

provider's administrative costs would only be admissible it this was

'explicitly part and parcel of the cost of a community care service'

(ADSS, 1993).

By contrast, the integrated living approach of the disabled peoples'

movement in Derbyshire stresses that no one 'service' (such as

personal assistance) can be considered in isolation from the totality of

the 'seven needs'. In this sense it differs from the approach of some

other independent living projects. However, it is entirely consistent with

guidance from the Department of Health which recommended that

home support services should not be conceived as operating in

isolation from other forms of community support (D0H/SSI, 1993).

Indeed the guidance suggested that such services should be 'part of

an integrated and co-ordinated spectrum of comprehensive community

service provision' (op cit., p. iv).

The introduction of service contracting threatens to undermine holistic

integrated living supports by separating out certain specific functions.
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The practice of awarding separate contracts for named services means

that it is much harder for providers to spread the risk of a particular

service across all their activities. Each contracted service must in

some sense operate discretely. Thus, Kramer & Grossman, (1987)

argue that the implementation of service contracting creates pressures

towards the fragmentation of service design and management

structure within provider organisations.

Reduction in grant aid forced DCIL to radically alter its management

structure. In line with the organisation's holistic approach to disability,

it adopted an integrated, lateral management strategy in which there is

much cross-over of responsibility between projects (Crosby, 1994). It is

relevant then to note that the award of a contract for the personal

support scheme in September 1994 was linked to the appointment, in

January 1995, of a dedicated manager for that project. Thus, it could

be argued that DCIL faced pressures towards fragmentation at an

early stage. The perceived danger is that integrated organisational

management structures like DCIL's may be threatened by the

fragmentation inherent in moves from general grant-aid funding to

discretely accountable contracts.

5.3.2. Restriction of Service Design

As an increasing proportion of DCIL's income becomes tied to

compliance with service contracts they face pressure to shift the

balance of their activity towards production within the contract

specification. Without additional resources such a shift would

inevitably focus material and staffing resources away from other

activities (such as community development work, campaigning and

peer advocacy).

The community care legislation does not affect local authority powers

to make grant aid to voluntary sector organisations for functions

beyond the narrow remit of community care packages (DoH/DSS,

1990, para. 1.17). However, there has been increasing concern this

kind of funding is less and less available. Pressed by ideological, fiscal

and legislative constraint from central government, local authorities
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have pared discretionary grant aid budgets to the bone. In response,

independent providers have been forced to seek tightly defined

contractual funding to replace it wherever they can. For Hoyes &
Means (1993:116)...

...the current emphasis on negotiating service provision
agreements rather than the direct provision of grants
must raise doubts about the capacity or the will of social
services to finance the provision of anything other than
highly specific services.

Witnessing, these developments, the National Council for Voluntary

Organisations (NCVO, 1993) argue that the wholesale shift of

resources from grant aid to contract fees is directing activity towards

direct service provision and threatening other important functions.

Similar concerns were clearly recognised by the Association of

Metropolitan Authorities in the run up to community care

implementation. Thus...

.the use of a contract rather than a standard grant may
affect the traditionally innovative role which voluntary
organisations have been valued as fulfilling. If voluntary
organisations are increasingly funded, via contract
arrangement, to provide a 'mainstream service', their
other tasks e.g. advocacy, involving local people in self-
help and community projects are in danger of being
squeezed out. (AMA, 1990: 7)

Hoyes & Means (1993) suggest that there is an obvious danger for

service providers when financially pressured social services

departments occupy a near monopoly purchaser position. It is likely,

they argue, that core funding for non-contracted expenditure such as

training, administration, technology and political advocacy may be

curtailed (cf. Manser, 1974: 426). Smaller providers in the voluntary

sector would be specifically disadvantaged by such a trend compared

to those backed by large national organisations. In this context, poorly

funded local organisations of disabled people are at a distinct market

disadvantage when compared to wealthy, national charities and

voluntary sector organisations 'for' disabled people. Consequently,
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their advocacy and campaigning roles are more likely to be

constrained by reductions in grant aid.

Such pressures are particularly significant when one considers that

they contradict important principles in community care policy making.

For example, Department of Health guidance on care management
(D0H et a!., 1991b, para. 2.49) placed great rhetorical emphasis on

advocacy in empowering users to make appropriate choices and

welcomed independent sector initiatives as a means of facilitating this.

However, the absence of specific resourcing for independent advocacy

schemes within the implementation framework creates a situation in

which 'Independent agencies wishing to offer a universal [advocacy]

service will have to raise funding from other sources or by charging'
(op cit., para 2.51).

The funding position on community development work is similar. While

recognising the importance of community development work, the

funding arrangements for community care do not make provision for it

to be resourced through individual care packages. Thus, as the

Department of Health acknowledged...

Care management for individuals can highlight
community needs and community resources but is not by
itself a mechanism for delivering community development
work. This is a function which should be separately
resourced by social services/social work authorities.
(D0H eta!., 1991b: para. 4.102)

As with advocacy services, the emphasis is on the local authority to

identify and resource useful community development work from

sources other than community care budgets. Yet, the economic,

bureaucratic and ideological imperatives of marketisation combine to

exert a powerful disincentive to the provision of just such services. It is

then no coincidence that the movement for independent/integrated

living has been more successful in marketing individual packages of

self-managed personal assistance than it has in selling the broader

concept of integrated living. 	 -
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As the preceding analysis shows, the contractual framework for

community care purchasing (in a climate of fiscal restraint on local

authorities) creates pressures for the restriction of service design. In

particular, reductions in grant aid funding and tightly defined

purchasing criteria work against the development of advocacy,

community development work and campaigning activities. Yet, without

these functions there is little prospect of achieving integrated living

outcomes for disabled people in the wider social world.

5.3.3. Mission Distortion

Organisations within the movement for independent/integrated living

are grounded in values which go far beyond the boundaries of

mainstream service provision. Independent/integrated living is not only

about participatory service designs; it is also about promoting

participatory citizenship, social integration and equal rights. DCIL's

very existence is founded on an organisational mission which reflects

social definitions of disability and the collective philosophy of

integrated living. However, the discursive and bureaucratic constraints

of community care policy making threaten to shift the emphasis back

towards individualised 'services'. The following extract from a recent

report into DCIL's management structure encapsulates this concern...

Managers fear that imposition of performance
measurement requirements will skew the focus of the
organisation and render it impotent. (Crosby, 1994: 1)

There is evidence that the combined influence of organisational

fragmentation, restricted service design and the curtailment of non-

contracted activities is indeed forcing some providers to develop in

directions which distort their own original mission (Gutch, 1992). For

example, Hudson (1994: 69) suggests that the replacement of grant-

aid by contractual relationships may force voluntary organisations to

provide services which detract from, or even contradict, their own

organisational values. Potentially, Hudson argues, there will be

occasions when purchasers 'capture' a provider to such a degree that
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the latter loses the essence of its original identity altogether. Thus, for

Lipsky & Smith (1989: 646)...

It is. ..critical whether nonprofit organizations operate
according to standards derived from the community of
interest from which they arise, or whether they are
operated according to standards imposed by law and the
values of public agencies.

The potential for 'mission distortion' (Gutch, 1992) is thus a very real

concern for disabled people's organisations. On the one hand, they

remain committed to the core political values of the wider disabled

peoples' movement. On the other hand, as providers, they are

increasingly bound by the economic imperatives of a quasi-market

place to prioritise individualised 'services' defined within those same

disabling constraints. In this context, disabled peoples' organisations

in Derbyshire have long been aware that...

Once an organisation loses sight of the principles which
give it stability, purpose and a sense of direction, they
start to work to somebody else's agenda. (Info: the Voice
of Disabled People in Derbyshire, June 1992: 1)

The disabled peoples' movement has long sought to challenge the

professional and administrative dominance of disability services

through the articulation of a social model of disability and through the

design and management of supports under the control of disabled

people themselves (De Yong, 1983; Finkelstein, 1991; K. Davis,

1993). The concern of organisations like DCIL is that the bureaucratic

imperatives of marketisation impose a significant counter pressure to

this historic quest. Far from fostering strategic innovation and enabling

welfare alternatives, marketisation may actually be forcing providers

back towards more traditional forms of service design.

For example, Propper (1993: 48) shows how the specification of

production processes in service contracts (with associated penalties

for non-compliance) discourages innovation and variety. This he

argues, produces a more general tendency for service production to
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become more and more homogenised. This line of argument is

reminiscent of Weber's (1952) contention that the competitive

marketplace can create an 'iron cage' of bureaucratic rationalism.

Drawing on Weber's work, DiMaggio & Powell (1983) identify a

tendency towards 'institutional isomorphism' in the production of

services (i.e. a tendency for service providers to become more and

more like one another in the long term). Thus...

..highly structured organizational fields provide a context
in which individual efforts to deal rationally with
uncertainty and constraint often lead, in the aggregate, to
homogeneity in structure, culture, and output. (p. 147)

In the context of community care, this kind of bureaucratic politics is

shaped both by the bounded rationality of the purchasing criteria and

by the hegemony of disabling values (Oliver, 1990). The combined pull

of these two factors generates an aggregate market pressure on

service providers to move away from holistic, integrated living supports

and towards fragmented, individual model services (see Figure 5.4).

Such pressures tend to reproduce disabling discourses of 'care',

individualism and administrative segregation by directing purchasing

patterns back towards traditional forms of welfare production.

holistic services

(purch3sirig valuos)

social model	 individual model

(ndependent	 ng')

(leg/si -it/on & contract criteria)	 (aggregate marker pressure)

fragmented services

Figure 5.4: market pressures on seniice design
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This model also illustrates one reason why it has been easier to

establish 'independent living' schemes within the existing legislative

framework than to develop the more holistic goals of 'integrated living'.

With the removal of legislative barriers to direct payments in 1995 the

primary obstacle to self-managed personal assistance schemes is now

the attitudes of purchasing authorities and individual care managers.

Where this battle for 'hearts and minds' can be won such schemes are

pushing at an open door. By contrast, organisations committed to the

holistic development of integrated living are fighting on two fronts

simultaneously. On the one hand, they need to persuade the

commissioning authorities of the added value of a social model

approach; on the other hand, they need to find creative ways in which

to resist policy pressures towards individualism.

5.4. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this chapter highlights a number of

contradictions in the marketisation of community care services. Firstly,

the 'quasi-market' environment for community care purchasing

frequently presents barriers to contractual freedom and consumer

choice. Secondly, local authority purchasing decisions are not based

on economic considerations alone. Relationships of domination and

subordination exist between contracting parties, between competing

providers and between disabled people and the agencies of the

welfare state more generally. In this sense, community care markets

are mediated by, or embedded within, the existing social relations of

welfare production.

Marketisation impacts on the organisational structure and goals of

providers in a number of ways. The experience of the case study

organisations in Derbyshire shows how reductions in grant aid and the

imposition of service contracting can lead to generalised financial

impoverishment and loss of autonomy. The combination of annual

uncertainty, organisational fragmentation and a reduction in non-

contracted activity can distort mission values and, on occasion,

threaten the very survival of the Organisations concerned. Such

pressures are particularly strong for organisations which adopt an
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holistic (rather than a fragmented) approach to service design and for

those whose mission values promote 'non-service' activities.

There is a need for effective systems of sustained advocacy, for

community development work, for collective organisation and for

political campaigning within the movement. However, as the evidence

reviewed in this chapter shows, the marketisation of community care

weights the system against such developments by focusing the

allocation of resources on specific individualised 'services'. At the

same time, the development of tighter service specifications and

contract compliance conditions has resulted in more sophisticated

mechanisms of surveillance, regulation and control over the form and

content of welfare production.

It is then important to consider contractual decision making and the

definition of purchasing criteria as more than purely technical

processes. By highlighting individualised 'packages of care', such

processes can reinforce disabling discourses and obscure the

potential for alternative approaches to barrier removal in the wider

world. In this way, the implementation of service contractinq has

accentuated many of the core value conflicts in British disability policy

making. The fact that these developments have also consolidated

existing power relationships between disabled people and professional

elites further emphasises their ideological significance. As LeGrand

(1991: 1266) notes...

.a common criticism of conventional markets (and a
common justification for their replacement by
bureaucracies) is that they foster and maintain
inequalities and therefore social injustice.

However, the outlook is not entirely bleak. There are opportunities and

resources to support independent/integrated living solutions. For

example, money previously earmarked for the Independent Living

Fund is now channelled through the social services revenue support

grant as the ILF Transfer Fund (fojmerly the Independent Living

Transfer). Although these funds are no longer ring-fenced it is certainly
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the government's intention that they should be used for 'their original

purpose' (see DoH circular LASSLA[95]13). As Simpson & Campbell

(1996: 25) note, some authorities have used the transfer to support

independent living projects. In other places Joint Finance

arrangements have provided resources, especially for new projects

(e.g. in Hillingdon, Hampshire and Shropshire). There are also

possibilities for Joint Commissioning and Joint Funding, although

these can often be difficult to put in place.

In December 1996 DCIL were awarded three hundred thousand

pounds from National Lottery funds to augment their Personal Support

Service so that all the elements of unfunded activity could be

incorporated as originally envisaged. For the time being at least, there

is a real possibility that DCIL will be able to implement integrated living

support services to disabled people in Derbyshire free from the

constraints of resource rationing, It is ironic that this development

could only be achieved through the charitable culture of 'good causes'

against which the disabled peoples' movement has consistently

campaigned. Indeed, this says a great deal about cultural values and

contemporary ideologies of welfare. Suffice to say that it is an ill wind

that blows nobody any good.

The stakes are high for organisations like DCDP and DCIL. Their

public commitment to challenge the form and content of mainstream

service provision places them in a vulnerable position. They depend

for financial income (and in some sense political legitimacy) on

maintaining productive partnerships with the very authorities they seek

to challenge. Such relationships are delicate, especially in a climate of

financial retrenchment. Wrongly timed or poorly directed challenges

could conceiveably result in loss of support. Taking the bull by the

horns representatives of DCDP met once more with the Director of

Social Services in late 1996 to review their relationships. From this

meeting a new working party has been established (as it had been

fifteen years previously) to work towards stronger partnerships and to

develop co-working in the interests of local disabled people.
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Despite the legislative and economic constraints on local authorities

there is still considerable scope for discretion and influence in

purchasing decisions. As a result, the uneven regional development of

independent/integrated living in Britain reflects both local political

agendas and the strength of self-organisation amongst local disabled

people. Where disabled people's organisations have engaged directly

with the social services authorities they have often gained a stake in

shaping the implementation of community care policies (for example, in

Hampshire, Wiltshire, Avon or Derbyshire). In this situation, the

challenge for such organisations is to demonstrate the quality of

independent/integrated living solutions in ways which influence the

purchasing strategies of statutory authorities. This was a specific

priority for DOlL and consequently a primary research focus for this

study. The following two chapters are thus devoted to a more detailed

analysis of strategies for achieving quality (in terms of service delivery

processes and outcomes respectively).
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6. IMPROVING SERVICES

Self-managed support services provide many elements of 'added

value' for the disabled people who use them. They also create new

spaces in which disabled people have been able to forge positive

identities and explore enabling alternatives to 'care'. However, existing

approaches to quality assurance do not always give due credit to the

value of these innovatory approaches. The development of more

appropriate quality assurance procedures is therefore an important

task. The discussion in this chapter draws on collaborative work with

DCIL and on other related studies in order to develop these themes.

Some of the general arguments were originally developed for a paper

in Critical Social Policy (Priestley, 1995c) and some of the initial data

analysis was disseminated in report form by DCIL (Gibbs & Priestley,

1996; Priestley, 1996c).

6.1. IN SEARCH OF STANDARDS

The significance of quality issues has been accentuated during the

1990s by the implementation of the NHS and Community Care Act.

The imposition of service contracting requires would-be providers to

articulate the benefits of their services in measurable terms which can

be incorporated within the commissioning and purchasing framework.

For organisations committed to the principles of

independent/integrated living, this raises important issues. Specifically,

the benefits of services designed within a social model of disability

need to be expressed in terms valued by purchasers who have tended

to operate within an individual model. Consequently, the primary

research participants at DCDP/DCIL were particularly keen that this

study should assist them in influencing the purchasing decisions of

service commissioners. User-led definitions and measures of

participation were regarded as essential to this task. Thus...

The determination of quality measures which will meet
disabled people's perception of quality would be
invaluable in the struggle to dispose of the medical
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(rehabilitative) model of disability. (DCIL Director's
Report, December 1993)

6.1.1. The Call for Standards

The Griffiths Report contained nothing specific on quality, apart from

the need to register and inspect residential homes. However, Caring

for People established a clear link between service specification and

quality. Indeed, the white paper suggested that...

It will be essential that whenever they purchase or
provide services, Social Services Authorities should take
steps to ensure that the quality to be delivered is clearly
specified and properly monitored... (para. 3.4.9)

In the run-up to implementation of the 1990 Act this preoccupation with

quality standards was consistently reiterated in policy guidance from

the Department of Health (1992), the Audit Commission (1992a,

1992b, 1993a) and the Social Services Inspectorate (DoH/SSI, 1993).

One of the main criticisms of previous arrangements was that services

had generally arisen ad hoc, from established custom and practice,

rather than from any reference to agreed quality standards. For

example, the Audit Commission (1992b) were concerned that few

social services departments had made progress in defining how their

broad policy values might be achieved in practice. Similarly, research

into services for 'younger physically disabled people' (DoH, 1993a)

concluded that, while there was a clear recognition of the need for

quality assurance, few authorities had developed adequate criteria for

judging success against targets. Moreover, emerging policy guidance

envisaged that the explicit statement of standards would in itself

improve the quality of services (D0H/Price Waterhouse, 1991: para.

10).

There has been some support for uniform national standards of service

quality. For example, the Social Services Inspectorate (Dol-f/SSI,

1993) argued that consistent principles and standards for home

support services would be helpful in elisuring good practice (although

they recognised that resources, eligibility criteria and service details
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would continue to vary according to local circumstances). The

Commons Committee recommended that the Department of Health

should develop criteria for assessing community care implementation

as a matter of priority (HC 482-I, 1993: para. 7). In particular, they

expressed concern that there was no 'social care' equivalent to The

Patients' Charter (op cit., para. 8). Consequently, the report

recommended that the Government should develop a 'Community

Care Charter', as part of its Citizens Charter initiative in order that

service users might have a better indication of the service quality they

should expect as a result of community care implementation.

Following the development of Citizen's Charters (Audit Commission,

1 992c; 1 993b; 1994) the Department of Health set out a draft

framework for developing local community care charters which would

focus on the needs of users (D0H, 1994b). The framework suggested

that these documents should establish user entitlements to full,

accurate and accessible information about community care services;

offer high standards of assessment; specify standards about time

scales for assessment (especially on discharge from hospital);

promote individual care plans and include quantifiable performance

standards. However, the efficacy of this approach has been treated

with some scepticism both by policy analysts (Warburton, 1993) and

within the disabled peoples' movement. Oliver (1992b: 31) for

example, questions the whole charter approach and concludes that it

has done little to promote the citizenship of disabled people in any

meaningful way.

In 1992, the Department of Health published research by the King's

Fund into aspects of service quality (DoH, 1992). The King's Fund

team were concerned that existing definitions of quality reflected

organisational pre-occupations with efficiency and professional

practice and that, in so doing, they often marginalised user definitions.

They identified four functions of an organisation's concern for quality

(demonstrating value for money, demonstrating achievement of policy

objectives, improving the experience of the service user and assisting

in the management of Departmental change). However...
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The most significant finding of this report is that of these
four primary functions we found that in general the third,
the experience of the service user, can be too easily
overlooked. Again and again we found definitions of QA
in use and evidence of standard setting which
overwhelmingly represented the views of managers and
professionals rather than those of service users. (D0H,
1992: para. 2.1.3)

The report concluded that effective quality assurance systems would

depend on the development of reliable systems for listening to users

(and the front line staff who work with them). This listening process, it

was hoped, would create an environment in which the primary

definitions of quality were those of service users rather than service

providers. Consequently, the report suggested, interventions to

improve service quality should be focused at the point of service

delivery (although responsibility for quality should remain with the

provider organisation as a whole). Indeed, Department of Health

guidance on the operation of markets in 'social care' indicated that...

Local authorities should give more voice to users and
utilise their perceptions of quality and outcomes
alongside, or maybe even in lieu of, complex/expensive
monitoring. (DoH, 1994a: para 9.18)

There has also been a shared concern that this is not happening in

practice. For example, Department of Health research into services for

'younger physically disabled people' (D0H, 1993a) was particularly

critical of the lack of progress in developing user-led criteria for

measuring satisfaction with and control over support services.

Similarly, organisations of disabled people have frequently been

frustrated in their attempts to secure adequate user representation and

control. Indeed, staff at DCIL felt that 'little more than lip-service' was

being paid to the principle of user participation in the implementation

of community care purchasing (DCIL director's report, December

1993). There is then a degree of rhetorical convergence in the

competing agendas for change. In particular, all the stakeholders

appear committed to the development of more effective systems for
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involving users in the development and monitoring of quality

standards.

6.1.2. Local Concerns

DCIL had become increasingly aware that the contractual framework of

community care required them to clarify and articulate quality

measurement criteria for supports which had previously been

subsumed within a more general organisational philosophy. Within this

context, services for which they contracted with the local authority

would need to be measurable against specified quality standards...

Some of these are quantifiable in simple terms - others
require personal statements from our "customers" which
acknowledge the realisation of personal goals, self-
confidence and satisfaction with supports
provided.. .Without this, it is more than possible that the
outputs of our different activities will be seen as the
purpose of individual service elements instead of the
means to achieving independent, integrated living for
disabled people. (DCIL and Derbyshire County Council,
Appendix to Proposed Partnership Sen,ice Agreement
1994-95, p. 2)

The suggestion then was that the quality of DCIL's support services

would have to be measured in comparable ways to traditional 'care'

services in order for their 'added value' to be demonstrated. This in

itself presents problems for a movement which was founded on

critiques of those same mainstream services (Oliver & Barnes, 1991;

Oliver, 1992b; K. Davis 1993; Davis & Mullender, 1993). At the same

time, such measures would need to recognise the radically different

concepts of quality embodied within an integrated living approach.

These concerns were also recognised by the Coalition who were

acutely aware of the importance of quality measurement issues in any

service agreement with the purchasing authorities. Thus...

Getting rid of discrimination is a hard task. Finding
practical ways of doing it is what DCIL's Constitution is
about. But our objectives of independence, participation
and social integration are not easy things to define and
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measure. Yet this is what the Agreement is binding us to
do. (DCDP, Proposed Amendments to Service
Agreement, Fourth Draft)

The fear was of a double jeopardy - a realisation that existing quality

measures might undervalue integrated living outcomes and

participatory services but that alternative quality measures might fail to

meet the established contracting criteria of traditionally minded

purchasers. Thus it would be imperative that the statutory funding

agencies appreciated 'the quality implications of this way of working'

(DOlL briefing paper, May 1995). There were then significant barriers

to overcome in defining quality measures. In particular, the successful

implementation of DCIL's integrated living philosophy would require

agreement with purchasers that such quality measures were valid.

6.1.3. Process-Oriented Approaches

Although the political agenda of the disabled peoples' movement

centres on outcomes there has also been much emphasis on the

service delivery process. For example, user satisfaction, choice,

respect for self-determination, and reliability have featured prominently

in disabled people's research (Begum, 1990; Morris, 1993a; 1993b;

Zarb & Nadash, 1994; Zarb et a!., 1996). As one member of the

Derbyshire Coalition summarised, quality for individual disabled

people will often relate to a 'sense of responsiveness, understanding,

acceptance, equivalence, supportiveness and appropriateness' in the

services which they receive (field notes, March 1996). Consequently,

the discussion in this chapter deals mainly with these issues (the

following chapter then deals with debates around outcomes).

For Osborne (1992) the human services product must not only fit its

purpose by meeting individual needs; it must also be provided in an

appropriate and sensitive manner. Thus, evaluation of human
services...

..requires attention not just to the achievement of stated
purposes, but also to the process of their achievement.
(op cit., p. 440).
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Ackoff (1976) suggests that traditional approaches to service quality

measurement have failed to recognise the importance of aesthetic

factors (such as the 'style' of delivery and the pursuit of ideals). For

Ackoff, people ascribe value to means as well as ends. Similarly,

Parmenter (1988) is concerned that...

..we have tended to emphasise regular features or
structures to the neglect of processes in our study of
disability, possibly because it is easier to measure static
structures more reliably... (p9)

Certainly, process measures have acquired significant currency in the

rush to develop quality standards for community care. For example,

the Commons Committee (HC 482-I, 1993) suggested that flexibility,

continuity and reliability would be all be useful measures of service

quality while the government emphasised the need to establish the

correct 'tone' for services provision (D0H et a!., 1991c). Services, it

was argued should be welcoming, positive, proactive and open to

challenge. The development of local Community Care Charters has

followed this pattern by stressing the importance of the delivery

process. Precedence is often given to general service values (such as

courtesy, respect and fairness) and to detailed assurances (such as

the conduct of assessments, arrangements for meeting staff,

answering telephone calls and letters, safeguarding personal

information and so on).

Increasingly, process quality definitions have been imported into

welfare services from industry, a trend which is consistent with a

'production of welfare' model (Knapp, 1984; Davies & Challis, 1986;

Osborne, 1992) and with the developing marketisation of welfare.

However, the industrial analogy has its limitations. Nelson (1970) for

example, notes that quality information about social care products is

generally only available after consumption while industrial products

can often be quality measured before purchase (see also Ritchie &

Ash, 1990). Moreover, there is an obvious danger in relying too heavily

on process measures, since they provide no absolute guarantee of
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enabling outcomes. Knowing that the phone will be answered within a

specified time period may build confidence amongst service users but

it does little to ensure independent living or equal citizenship.

6.2. EXPERIENCES OF QUALITY

The development of user-led standards begins with the experiences of

disabled people themselves. In this context there have been a number

of recent studies from within the disabled people's movement which

demonstrate the benefits of self-managed personal support. For

example, Oliver & Zarb's (1992) analysis of personal assistance

schemes in Greenwhich showed that, with appropriate back-up, direct

payments could facilitate better quality support at no extra cost to

purchasers. Subsequent research with wider samples of disabled

people (Lakey, 1994; Kestenbaum, 1993a; 1993b; Morris, 1993a;

1993b) has produced similar conclusions. Zarb & Nadash's (1994)

study for BCODP illustrated many of these quaUty issues in more detai(

and also showed that self-managed support could be substantially

cheaper than other options (see also Zarb et a!., 1996). In particular,

disabled people involved with these studies valued the increased

flexibility, choice, control and reliability which self-management offered

them.

The interviews with people using DCIL's Personal Support Service

support these findings. Five specific indicators of process quality

seemed to be important to the interviewees in Derbyshire. These were

flexibility of response, choice and control, the number of staff involved,

confidentiality and relationships with the service provider. The

following review deals briefly with each of these in turn.

6.2.1. Flexibility

Flexibility of service response is emphasised in the rhetorical agendas

of both community care and the movement for independentlintegrated

living. In 1992 the Audit Commission (1992b: para. 52) argued that

community services should be as flexible as possible iii responding to

individual needs for support at different times. For example, they noted
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that staffing arrangements should allow for evening or weekend work

and provide a quick response to changing circumstances. Thus...

..an elderly or physically disabled person relying on the
local authority for social care should not have to be
helped to bed at 7pm, because of inflexible staffing
conditions. Nor should someone with mental health
problems find social support impossible to find at
weekends or on Christmas day... (op cit., para. 3)

Similarly, the Social Services Inspectorate (DoH/SSI, 1993: 9)

concluded that home support services should be flexible enough to

accommodate user choices commensurate with a normal community

lifestyle. In particular, they stressed the need for support services to

take account of an individual's needs for employment, social activities,

weekend support and help in emergencies (see also Thompson,

1993).

All the interviewees who had used mainstream services felt that

flexibility was important. However, their experiences of past service

use suggested that this kind of flexibility was often lacking in local

authority domiciliary services and private agencies. More than one

person reported being unable to make basic lifestyle choices (such as

having a hot lunch or going to bed when they wanted) because of the

timing of their support. The following two comments illustrate some of

the restrictions imposed by the scheduling of mainstream support

services...

...they wouldn't let me keep changing my times. I had to
ring up the sub-office in [town] and tell them I wanted to
change my times. And it was just getting too rnuch...l felt
as if I just couldn't organise my life in any way. I couldn't
just say, have a lie in, because I'd got to ring social
services just to have a lie in... (Carol)

I had to go home [to bed] every Friday night at half
four.. .Saturday was always a problem. I got all the
desperate ones on Saturday night or on Sunday.
(Richard)
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Such experiences suggest that mainstream community services were

meeting the prima facie policy goat of maintaining people in their own

homes. Ironically, that was often all that such services did achieve

(see Kestenbaum, 1992; Morris, 1993a). When the administrative

requirements of a service provider dictate what time its clients will get

up, go to bed, eat their meats or go out then it can hardly be said to

facilitate 'independent' living. Such experiences illustrate graphically

how inflexible domiciliary services can restrict lifestyle choices to a

degree not out of place in the most draconian of residential

establishments, Indeed, for Oliver (1992b) such inflexibility over

ordinary life choices undermines disabled people's citizenship through

the denial of 'social rights' (Marshall, 1952).

6.2.2. Choice and Control

A second key requirement for the service users in Derbyshire was that

there should be maximum choice and control, not only in the timing of

their support but also in the range of tasks covered. Thus, as

Department of Health guidance acknowledges, many of the important

aspects of quality reside in 'the attention to detail that matters to the

individual' (DoH etal., 1991c: para. 6.14). As Margaret put it...

...you cannot live your life with a list of things you can't
do Mark. And if you're my arms and legs then there are a
million and one things within a home set-up that need
doing. How can you run your life when you're paying
people to be your arms and legs but you can't do this that
and the other, quite reasonable things. It's not going
down a coal mine and getting a sack of coal. You're
talking about reasonable things in your own home.
(Margaret)

Choice and control was sometimes restricted by family and friends who

could not or would not assist with certain tasks. This was particularly

evident when thinking about social situations, as the following

comments illustrate...

.my parents was speaking foi me and not letting me
speak...AtI the support as I had was through my parents.
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My parents did everything for me...it was getting to the
stage with my parents where they would only take me to
certain places. (Joe)

...my father takes me out a lot but he gets a bit fed up
sometimes. (Carol)

..it's so embarrassing if he takes me shopping and he
doesn't like ladies' shopping anyway. I mean no man
does do they?...l mean he doesn't want to sit there while
two women are talking and what have you. (Liz)

Choice and control were more commonly restricted in the delivery of

statutory support services. For example, Liz was particularly frustrated

when she discovered that home help staff could no longer dust, clear

out drawers or do ironing. Margaret reported that her local authority

support workers would not clean the oven, wash the floor, clean the

windows or walk the dog. Similarly, home helps were not able to assist

with basic 'medical' tasks such as sorting tablets or helping with eye

drops and inhalers. Similarly, local authority staff could not always use

a person's preferred method of lifting or wheelchair transfer. These

were all tasks which were considered as 'fundamental' by the

participants.

The aspiration for self-determination in establishing a pattern of daily

living was perhaps the single most important issue for the people

involved in this study. Their subjective judgements about the quality of

support they had received from local authority staff, private agencies

and unpaid helpers suggested that choice and control over the content

of personal assistance would always be an essential measure of good

quality service provision. In this respect, their views reinforce the

findings of similar studies (Kestenbaum, 1992; Morris, 1993a; Zarb &

Nadash, 1994). For the Coalition in Derbyshire the goal is one of

equal citizenship 'in which disabled people have the same choices as

the general population' (minutes of meeting between DCIL, DCDP and

DCC, March 1993). As one member of the Coalition put it...

.by full control over our lives e mean the opportunities
to make the same choices, the opportunities to make the
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same decisions as would be taken for granted by other
citizens. (interview transcript)

However, it is important to remember, as Craig (undated: 63) notes,

that choice for service users can never be an absolute value. It will

inevitably be shaped by other factors such as income, geography, age,

gender or race, each of which may impact dramatically on the ability to

exercise lifestyle choice or citizenship rights within specific social

contexts or communities.

6.2.3. Staffing

A third factor identified by all the PSS users concerned the number of

staff involved in a package of support. Everyone felt that there should

not be more people involved than was absolutely necessary. Having a

small number of regular helpers was seen as preferable for two

reasons - it reduced the number of new people coming into the home

and it ensured that staff became familiar with daily tasks and routines.

Such views are consistent with work by the Social Services

Inspectorate (D0H/SSI, 1993: 9) and with research carried out for

disabled people's organisations (Oliver & Zarb, 1992; Zarb & Nadash,

1994).

All those who had used local authority domiciliary services or private

agencies complained about the high turnover of staff. Richard, who

had had thirty seven different staff from one private agency, described

the situation as 'unbearable'. Carol reported having up to sixteen

different home helps during a single week. In addition to the stress and

uncertainty of coping with different people every day, there was

widespread frustration with the problem of training new staff in basic

tasks, as the following two comments illustrate...

When we had all these different home helps you had to
keep telling them. Every time you had a new one you had
to tell them again. And if they didn't come from one week
to the next you'd have to tell them again. And it just got,
well, it was ever so depressing...l was going to have it
printed on the bathroom wall, instructions. (Carol)
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You're standing there saying do this, don't do that, put
that in, put that there. You may as well do it. It is so
exasperating...I'd got these people, knowing I wasn't
going to keep them.. .knowing they were of no use to me
whatsoever on a long term basis, and I was going to
have to start again. So, I could only see right into the
future a long, load of aggro really. (Margaret)

There was a good deal of resentment about the level of emotional and

practical effort invested in constantly re-training new staff in preferred

methods of support with the wide range of daily activities. In addition,

the unpredictability and sheer volume of staff turnover compounded

personal feelings of vulnerability and perceptions of unwelcome 'gaze'

(Foucault, 1973) from outsiders, particularly when there was no control

over the selection of staff.

6.2.4. Confidentiality

This aspect of the service delivery process caused much uncertainty

and anxiety. Those who had used local authority domiciliary services

were particularly worried that staff could get together to talk about

them. In a more general sense there was concern about the basic level

of confidentiality involved in using staff who also visited other people.

For example, more than one person had overheard home help staff

talking about the other people they visited. As Carol put it...

...they would sit and gossip about other folks and it just
got too much.. .you hear them talking about other people
and you think well they must talk about me. They're
bound to. (Carol)

High staff turnover and the absence of sustained personal

relationships in service provision thus compounded feelings of

insecurity and raised concerns about the privacy of the home

environment, family life and the body...

I felt as if I just couldn't organise my life in any way. I
couldn't just say, have a lie in, because I'd got to ring
social services just to have a lie in. And I felt as if the
whole world knew every time I went to the toilet, what
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times, you know. The whole office knew because they
had to know, to organise them to come, but I didn't want
everybody knowing. (Carol)

Another thing I get a little tired of, there's more people
seen my body, you know all the different home
helps.. .and you just get used to it you know... (Liz)

By contrast, everyone felt much more comfortable in secure, long-term

relationships with individual staff they had chosen themselves through

the process of self-assessment and self-management. The values of

trust, respect and confidentiality were generally reflected in personal

relationships with personal support workers. Control over recruitment

meant that most people got the staff they wanted and that their working

relationships were based on partnership ('doing with' rather than being

'done to'). Indeed, the relationship often involved reciprocal support,

with the 'service user' helping the personal assistant (see Ann Rae,

1993: 50). This kind of reciprocity and mutual respect represents an

important challenge to the discourse of welfare dependency by

normalising the unequal relationships inherent in a culture of 'service

provision'.

6.2.5. Additional Support

The final area of process quality identified by the respondents

concerned their relationships with the provider organisation. DC(L was

perceived by service users as more 'understanding' than the local

authority, the health trusts or private sector agencies. The fact that

support was provided by an accountable and participative organisation

working to a disability-led agenda was an important factor in this

respect. A provider organisation which involves disabled people so

prominently and which emphasises aspirational values clearly has

many strengths. However, these strengths also create vulnerability

since service users may have higher expectations. For example, Hugh

made the following point...

I don't mind being let down by the professionals...They
will fail you because it's a job at the end of the day. I do
feel a greater depth of disappointment with DCIL,
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because I expect them to have the gut feeling that I have
when I deal with disability issues. And if that doesn't
come through then I am disappointed. (Hugh)

All the service users drew additional support from DCIL - from the

service manager, from peer advocates and from community workers.

The holistic nature of DCIL's management structure meant that people

did not necessarily distinguish between these different roles. However,

the additional back up provided beyond the basic package was seen

as an essential feature of the service by alt the participants. These

views reinforce the importance attached to Personal Assistance

Support schemes in other studies (Oliver & Zarb, 1992; DIG, 1996;

Simpson & Campbell, 1996). They also help to emphasise that self-

managed personal assistance cannot be considered as a 'service' in

isolation from other modes of support.

Most people had found peer support workers to be particularly useful,

especially in setting up their package of support and as positive role

models. Everyone valued the idea of support from another disabled

person, in particular from someone who had used services

themselves....

I think the disabled [person] is more help than a social
worker or whatever. They may know the theory but they
don't know what it's like in practice. (Richard)

...somebody was there who'd been through it, who'd
faced the system and got total independence despite the
system. I'd been walked over by the social services
certainly and knowing that somebody was there who'd
been through it made it easier. (Terry)

The additional support provided by DCIL was valued for a number of

reasons. Firstly, people wanted to draw on support from another

disabled person who had experience of using services. Secondly, they

benefited from supported self-assessment and help with putting

together a package of support. Thirdly, all but one person wanted

someone else to manage the financeand employment of their support
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workers. Finally, community development work was essential to some

people in their attempts to achieve integrated living.

6.2.6. Re-Inventing the Wheel?

Viewed in the context of similar studies, the preceding review suggests

that disabled people look for a number of specific quality indicators in

community support services. These can be summarised as follows...

• choice and flexibility in the timing of personal assistance

• control over the range of tasks performed by personal support

workers

• a small number of regular staff dedicated to a personal service

• privacy, respect and minimal intrusion from the provider

organ isation

• organisational values which foster trust, partnership and

participation

• peer support from other disabled people who have experience of

using services

• access to supportive back-up services

Such conclusions are not new or indeed particularly surprising. They

are consistent with both the stated agenda of community care policy

making and with the growing body of research emanating from the

disabled people's movement. Indeed, there is a great deal of rhetorical

agreement amongst the main stakeholders on most of these issues. In

particular, there is considerable agreement in principle on the

importance of user involvement and choice. Moreover, there are

dangers in adding unnecessarily to the proliferation of service

standards (Dot-I, 1992: para. 2.7.5). Ultimately, there is no point in 're-

inventing the wheel' or simply paraphrasing existing work in this area.

For example, a sample study of early arrangements for care

assessment by the Social Services Inspectorate (SSI, 1991: 16)

suggested that useful quality measures might include user

involvement, choice, normalisation, service responsiveness, non-

discrimination, communication and outcomes for users. Subsequently,
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the SSI argued that service delivery should also reflect core values of

user control and respect (D0H/SSI, 1993). In particular they suggested

that it might be helpful to look for the performance of tasks to user

specifications (what to wear, how to prepare food, where to put things);

the provision of support at times to suit the user (getting up, going to

bed etc.); the selection and employment of workers by users

themselves; respect for choice; allowing users to do things for

themselves; the right to refuse help; user satisfaction and so on (op
cit., p. 10).

More specifically, the guidelines suggested eight core service values

which would enhance the quality of home support services...

1. Autonomy and independence of decision-making,
including the assumption of risks as well as
responsibilities associated with citizenship.

2. Choice of lifestyle, occupation, and the best way to
maintain independence, including the opportunity to
select independently from a range of options.

3. Respect for the intrinsic worth, dignity and
individuality of the person and his/her racial and
ethnic identity and cultural heritage.

4. Participation and integration into society, and in the
formation of policies, plans and decisions affecting
the individual's Life.

5. Knowledge about conditions and prospects, options
and opportunities, and ways of improving individual
circumstances.

6. Fulfilment of personal aspirations and abilities in all
aspects of daily life, including the chance to develop
new skills and knowledge.

7. Privacy from unnecessary intrusion, and the
safeguarding of confidentiality.

8. Equality of opportunity and access to services
irrespective of age, disability, gender, sexual
orientation, race, religion or culture.

(quoted from DoH/SSI, 1993: 4).
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Taken at face value, there can be little scope for major disagreement

about such goals - all of these indicators are entirely consistent with

the agenda of the movement for independent/integrated living. Yet

problems remain and the reality of most service provision does not

match the rhetoric. What is lacking is a clear indication of mechanisms

for achieving such standards within purchaser and provider

organisations. In order to address this problem it is necessary to think

about standards which relate to the form of service production as well

as its content.

6.3. IMPROVING SERVICE QUALITY

At the time of writing, the majority of disabled people in Britain

continue to draw on service provision for elements of their personal

support. Given that the new direct payments legislation is permissive

rather than mandatory, that 'older' people are excluded (Barnes, 1997)

and that many 'younger' disabled people remain unsure about self-

managed options, this situation is likely to continue for the foreseeable

future. Moreover, as Zarb & Nadash (1994: 80) note...

...payments schemes do not automatically ensure
disabled people having greater choice or control over
their support arrangements unless they are set-up and
managed efficiently. On the other hand, it is quite
possible to build a considerable degree of control into a
genuinely user-led service.

Consequently, the search for effective forms of quality assurance

remains an important task. In a climate of intensified resource rationing

and with a proliferating array of potential providers it will be

increasingly important that potential service users know how flexibility,

choice, reliability and respect are to be assured. At the same time

organisations within the movement for independent/integrated living

need to demonstrate clearly to purchasers and users how their

approach differs from the other available options. The following

discussion explores some strategies towards these ends.
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6.3.1. Satisfaction Ratings and Complaints

It is tempting to suppose that the most direct way of increasing user

involvement in measuring the quality of a given service or provider

organisation is simply to ask people what they think of it. For example,

in its initial guidance to social services staff the Department of Health

(D0H eta!., 1991b: para. 5.31) argued that care managers should be

encouraged to relate their own job satisfaction 'to high levels of

satisfaction among users and carers'. Subsequent guidance on home

support services went further, asserting that 'The most important

gauge of the success of home support services is user satisfaction

with results' (DoH/SSJ, 1993: 27).

However, self-reported satisfaction ratings have been widely criticised

as measures of service quality. For example, Mourn (1988) illustrates

their susceptibility to 'mood of the day effects' and 'yeah saying' (see

also Huxley & Mohamad, 1991). Brown eta!. (1988) suggest that many

disabled people express high levels of satisfaction in the absence of

informed knowledge about the options available. This effect, they

suggest, is especially marked for people with learning difficulties who

may have been denied major life experiences and life choices in the

past. Similar limitations were recognised by the Social Services

Inspectorate in their appraisal of early arrangements for community

care assessment (SSI, 1991: 21), concluding that...

.the vast majority of users and carers were so grateful to
receive anything at all that any notion of consumer rights
was unrealistic at this stage.

The major legislative emphasis has been on the development of formal

'complaints' procedures (the provisions for establishing such

procedures were introduced into Section 7B of the Local Authority

Social Services Act 1970 by Section 50 of the 1990 Act). Herd &

Stalker (1996) note that complaints procedures are easily overlooked

as a means of involving disabled people in provider organisations. For

example, disabled people who feel alienated from organisations which

have disempowered them in the past may not believe that their views
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would be taken seriously. Additionally, complaints may be seen as

'options of last resort' rather than as a means of service development

(op cit., p. 32). While disabled people remain alienated from and

under-represented within provider organisations there is a danger in

substituting formal complaints procedures in place of developed

arrangements for advocacy (D0H, 1994c: para. 37). Conversely,

participative organisations in which disabled people play a prominent

and controlling role are more likely to generate realistic and informed

responses from service users.

In its response to the Commons Committee's third report (HC309-I,

1992) the government also expressed concern about an over-reliance

on user satisfaction (DHSS, 1993). However, their emphasis was on

lowering user expectations rather than raising them. In order to make

sense of user satisfaction ratings, they argued, it would be necessary

to establish clear and explicit statements about the limits on choice

that users could expect. This point was re-emphasised in a letter to

social services departments from the SSI's chief inspector who pointed

out that practitioners would 'have to be sensitive to the need not to

raise unrealistic expectations on the part of users and carers'

(Cl{92}34, para. 25).

Presumably, the aim of this approach was to limit the expression of low

levels of satisfaction with limited service options by dampening

'unrealistic expectations'. Conversely, the movement for

independent/integrated living has sought to encourage aspirational

statements from users about their personal goals and satisfaction with

support services. Thus...

It is axiomatic that if people are to enjoy personal
autonomy, they must in the process of self-assessment
be freed from the pressure to downgrade the attainment
of their own programme to fit in with the timetable, style
or content of the services provided. (DCIL director's
report, August 1993)

The danger with such an approach is that it may encourage the

expression of user aspirations which cannot be met within existing
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service limitations or budgets. Its strength is in identifying barriers to

independent/integrated living within the service delivery process itself.

6.3.2. Developing Appropriate Training

The values of front line staff and service managers are a critical factor

in the implementation of permissive central government policies

(Young, 1981: 45; Hogwood, 1987: 171; Hardy eta!., 1990). If enabling

organisational values are to be translated into the service delivery

process they must be shared by staff within provider organisations

(DoH, 1992; DoH/SSI, 1993: 25). Thus, policy guidance on community

care has emphasised attitude change as a mechanism for reform. For

example, the Department of Health suggested that community care

would 'challenge all those in the caring services to re-think their

approach to arranging and providing care' ( (D0H et a!., 1991a: para.

105). This, it was argued would require a radical shift in practitioners'

style of working.

For organisations like DCIL, the development of more enabling modes

of support has been contingent upon effective recruitment and training.

In this respect, it is often hard to attract staff with an understanding of

social model principles. Cultural representations and popular

discourses can all too easily reinforce images of personal tragedy,

impairment and otherness in the minds of prospective job applicants.

Yet, service providers committed to independent/integrated living need

to recruit workers with a completely different set of values if they are to

improve quality at the point of service delivery. As one DCIL manager

putit...

You are talking about staff that have been re-trained from
day one. We are talking about people who are going to
go into this work from a totally different viewpoint. You're
talking about people who in some ways are going to have
a totally different motivation for coming into the trade...
(interview transcript)

Specific guidance for practitioners (DoH et a!., 1991c) noted that staff

would have to 'rid themselves, as far as possible, of their own
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prejudices' (para. 3.30). This message was reiterated by the Audit

Commission who characterised the scale of change as a 'cultural

revolution' in which 'winning the hearts and minds of social services

members and staff. ..is key to the success of community care' (Audit

Commission, 1992b, para. 42). From a disability perspective, Paul

Abberley (1995) argues that staff within the 'caring' professions have

been historically socialised, through professional training, to work

within a framework of disabling values and ideologies. In this context it

is significant that disabled people using self-managed personal

support schemes have often expressed a preference for staff who

have not been previously trained (Morris, 1993a; Zarb & Nadash,

1994).

if training is to be effective then it needs to encompass the core values

of independent/integrated living (participation, social integration and

equality) - not only in its content but in the form of its delivery. Within

the disabled people's movement, strategies for training have sought to

move beyond 'disability awareness' approaches and towards 'disability

equality' issues. This approach to Disability Equality Training (DEl)

was originally conceived and pioneered by a small group of disabled

women in London (particularly by Jane Campbell, Michelline Mason

and Kath Gillespie-Sells). By the mid 1980s there was an expanding

register of 'El' trainers and established guidelines for good practice

(cf. Campbell & Gillespie-Sells, 1988). Sally French (1996) provides a

useful discussion of the important differences between awareness

training and Equality Training, drawing particular attention to the

deficiencies of so-called 'simulation' exercises in the former. Jenny

Morris emphasises that such training needs to specifically challenge

the custodial discourse of terms like 'carers', 'caring' and 'dependent

people' (1993b: 173).

Disabled people have been increasingly successful in promoting this

approach. It is now an established (if small) part of social work training

courses in Britain and has influenced the development of policy

initiatives internationally. For example, the United Nations Standard

Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for People with Disabilities
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(UN, 1993) demand that all staff training should reflect 'the principle of

full participation and equality' (Rule 19.2). Moreover, the rules stipulate

that disabled people's organisations should be involved in training

development and that 'persons with disabilities should be involved as

teachers, instructors or advisers' (Rule 19.3). Similarly, Department of

Health guidance on care management and assessment suggests

that...

The most effective way of demonstrating the centrality of
users' needs and wishes will be by consulting users and
carers over the training programme and inviting them to
contribute to the training itself (D0H at a!., 1991a, para.
106).

The experience of organisations like DCDP/DCIL shows that it is

possible to challenge attitudes at a local level through recruitment and

training procedures which convey the values of participation,

integration and equality. Such procedures need to ref!ect these values

not only in their content but also in their form, through the active

participation and control of disabled people and their organisations.

Disability Equality Training provides a useful framework for this kind of

working but it requires the development of well organised and well

resourced organisations of disabled people for its implementation on a

wider scale. However, it would be naive to suppose that training alone

could guarantee improved service quality (even at a local level). In

addition, purchaser and provider organisations need to establish

effective mechanisms for assuring that training principles are

translated into enabling service processes and outcomes.

6.3.3. Designing Quality Assurance Systems

Designing a quality assurance system need not be complex or difficult

provided that there is a basic level of agreement about the terms of

reference (this may be the biggest barrier of all). In particular, it will be

necessary to establish who is responsible for quality assurance, who

should be involved in monitoring and the kind of criteria to be used.

The resolution of these issues is likely to vary according to local

circumstances - including the kind of service under scrutiny; the terms
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of the service specification; the relationship between commissioner

and provider; geography and the level of setf-organisation amongst

local disabled people. However, some general principles may help.

Firstly, it is likely that service providers will bear the primary

responsibility for quality assurance. Social services departments are

responsible for ensuring that quality standards are incorporated into

service specifications (DoH/DSS, 1990: para. 4.18). However, the

emphasis is on providers to propose and demonstrate standards

together with systems for their assurance (HMSO, 1990). Common &

Flynn (1992: 26) argue that this is logical since 'it is they who deal with

the client and have to implement appropriate procedures' but Ritchie

(1994b) remains concerned about the tendency...

.to shift responsibility for quality to a lower level without
shifting control of resources; issuing specifications for
brick quality without issuing straw. (p. 153)

Secondly, the values and goals on which a service is based need to be

made overt. Different provider organisations will generate different

quality assurance systems which reflect their organisational values

and goals. Bradley (1990) expresses concern that quality assurance

systems often maintain a 'lowest common denominator' of minimum

standards rather than providing 'benchmarks' to inspire performance.

Similarly, O'Brien (1990) emphasises the central role of 'vision' in

developing high quality disability services (see also Rhodes, 1987 and

Ritchie & Ash, 1990). O'Brien argues that QA systems should strive to

be visionary by incorporating the ongoing discussion, clarification and

sharing of ideals relating to a better future for disabled people. Such a

process should seek to identify tensions between the existing situation

and the service ideal; it should wherever possible seek out

opportunities to act consistently with this vision.

By contrast, Department of Health research (D0H, 1992) warned that it

may be 'counter productive' to attach notions of excellence to quality

assurance. For example, where staff are aware of resource limitations

they may become increasingly cynical about aspirational quality
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standards. Taken at face value, such an approach seems sensible

given the current pressures on purchasers and providers However, it is

important not to lose sight of visionary and innovative service goals in

the quest for pragmatic quality assurance. Quality assurance systems

based on social models of disability require provider organisations with

a visionary commitment to participative services, to social integration

and to the removal of disabling barriers in the wider world. It is hard to

envisage how provider organisations not committed to these values

could demonstrate effective quality assurance systems within this

model.

Finally, a successful quality assurance system would need to operate

within a participative organisational structure. Bradley & Bersani

(1990) suggest that as disabled people become more integrated

('invisible') in society, the need for effective monitoring becomes more

pressing yet, 'real' homes should be free from the bureaucratic scrutiny

often associated with quality assurance. The Department of Health

have also been keen to note that 'the form of monitoring should be

designed to cause as little disruption as possible to the users' daily

pattern of living' (DoH, 1991c: para. 6.3). In this context, Bradley &

Bersani suggest that...

..using other people with disabilities to serve as
independent monitors can assist in maintaining the
integrity of consumers and their living and working
arrangements. (1990: 347)

Similarly, Herd & Stalker (1996: 26) argue that...

Users of specific services are an indispensable resource
in gathering the information required to review or
evaluate any service. Statistical analysis of the 'raw data'
of services will always be necessary. The evaluation of
the experiences of service users, by service users, will
add a uniquely valuable dimension to the assessment of
service quality.

For example, the practice of employing peer support workers (and a

commitment to carrying out disabled people's research projects) would
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allow for such monitoring to be easily incorporated within the service

design. Similarly, provider complaints procedures (like DCIL's) which

give service users the right to appeal to an independent panel of other

disabled people including another person who uses personal

assistants are an important form of peer accountability. In addition,

where a provider organisation is controlled by, and democratically

accountable to, local disabled people there is the added value of

intrinsic quality safeguards. Viewed in this context disabled peoples'

organisations and Centres for lndependentllntegrated Living are

particularly well placed to design and implement this kind of quality

assurance system.

6.4. TOWARDS A MEASURE OF PARTICIPATION

The preceding analysis suggests that it might be possible to formulate

an approach to process quality measurement based on user

participation within the service design (and within the provider

organisation as a whole). Bornat et a!. (1985) use the term

'participation standards' in this way in their work on services for older

people. Similarly, the Social Services Inspectorate (SSI, 1991, para.

22) and Herd & Stalker (1996) list a range of 'participation' items for

quality measurement. Within the movement for independentiintegrated

living user participation has been a central to the philosophy of self-

assessment and self-management.

6.4.1. Participation as a Quality Standard

Both the 1986 Disabled Persons Act and the 1990 NHS and

Community Care Act highlight the need for service user involvement

and the prevailing climate of marketisation means that ever more

emphasis has been placed on the role of the consumer (Flynn, 1988).

Evaluating the effectiveness of user involvement is then an important

aspect of quality assurance for service providers and purchasers alike.

However, it is important to be clear what we mean by involvement, On

the one hand there has been much talk of 'consultation'; on the other

hand there have been more radical-calls for real participation and
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control in decision making (Drake, 1992; Morris & Lindow, 1993;

Beresford & Campbell, 1994; Priestley, 1996b).

It is impossible to discuss user participation without reference to

power. If providers are committed to increasing user power then they

must contemplate a corresponding reduction of their own power

(Means & Smith, 1994: 71). Thus, Jenny Morris and Vivien Lindow

(1993: 1) argue that...

Community care organisations must treat service users
as their equals and as experts with something unique
and important to say about services and how they are
delivered.

The Department of Health's initial guidance on care management and

assessment (DoH et a!., 1991a: para. 38) suggested that the power

imbalance between professionals and users could be addressed by

sharing information more openly and 'by encouraging users and

carers, or their representatives, to take a full part in decision making'

(para 38). Connelly (1990) provides numerous examples of local

initiatives which seek to involve disabled people both individually and

collectively in this way. However, Means & Smith (1994: 101) argue

that local authorities' preoccupation with empowerment through 'exit' or

'voice' (Hirschman, 1970) can never be a substitute for an approach

based on rights and citizenship. Thus...

Despite the obstacles to achieving a rights based
approach, we have no doubt that such a perspective is
essential for the empowerment of service users... (Means
& Smith, 1994: 101)

Ritchie (1994b) identifies two strands of debate on user power. On the

one hand there is much talk of power through consumer rights and

choice in the market place. However, Ritchie argues that consumerism

has not resulted in any real shift of power to service users. Similarly,

Ramon (1991) points out that 'buying power' does not necessarily

equal 'empowerment'. By contrast... -
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The other strand of user power is genuine involvement in
decision making at an individual and collective level -
from choosing your own home help to lobbying for a
better regional policy on adapted transport. It is this sort
of power that has the potential for transforming the
nature of care in the community. (Ritchie, 1994b: 10)

Both strands are evident within the movement for

independentlintegrated living. While the campaign for direct payments

legislation has focused attention on buying power, disabled people's

organisations in the wider movement have emphasised the need for

greater voice and control in service planning and delivery. Strategies

for involvement have been varied. Some disabled people's

organisations have sought a 'seat at the table' within commissioning

authorities; others have used protest and campaigning to exercise

'voice' from outside; Centres for Independent/Integrated Living have

engaged disabled people directly in the production of their own welfare

and that of others; BCODP has advocated the establishment of a

national representative council within the policy making community.

However, policy makers within local and central government have

often been sceptical about the potential for 'legitimating user views'

and 'securing appropriate representation' (D0H, 1992: para 2.1.7).

The idea that disabled people should be actively involved in provider

organisations was reinforced in 1993 when the United Nations

accepted the right of disabled people and their families to 'participate

in the design and organization' of the services which concern them

(UN, 1993, Rule 3). At a national level, the British Government

announced its intention to establish a 'national users and carers group'

in 1993 based on the conviction that users and carers should be

involved in planning and implementing inspections of local authorities

(DHSS, 1993: 10). Although welcome in principle, these proposals

were greeted with less than enthusiasm by disabled peoples'

organisations. For organisations like DCDP/DCIL true participation

means much more than simple consultation. Rather, it implies the

development of real partnerships in the organisational management of

change. DCIL for its part, has argued that user participation should
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itself be defined as a 'service' and accepted as such in the terms of

contractual agreement with purchasing authorities,

In order to address issues around the quality of service user

involvement in this study we carried out an action research project in

collaboration with the Living Options Partnership Network. A series of

focus groups were held in Derbyshire bringing together service users

and disabled people's organisations with staff from the social services

department and two local NHS trusts. The workshops focused on two

existing examples of user involvement and two new services (the

specific points raised in each of the workshops are detailed in

Appendix D). The aim of the project was to assist the participants in

developing their own approaches to user involvement and also to

come up with more general guidelines for purchasers and providers.

The results of the project were presented in a short report and

disseminated widely amongst disabled peoples' organisations, service

commissioners and providers (see Gibbs & Priestley, 1996; Priestley,

1 996b).

6.4.2. Getting People involved

It was clear from the initial discussions that many people may be

unsure what user involvement is all about. For organisations

committed to developing user participation this means being clear

about the purpose of user involvement from the start. For example,

what happens in a 'consultation' group and what power does it have to

change things? On a more basic level, some of the participants felt

very disempowered by not being listened to in the past. Consequently,

they felt that disabled people would often need time and support

before being expected to participate. To this end it was suggested that

user representatives should be allowed to meet together in safe

settings which are under their control prior to any formal involvement.

Additionally, there may be a tendency for purchasers and providers to

perceive user involvement only in terms of 'consultation' groups. Real

participation means involving as manyusers as possible at all points in

the service. Thus, there is a place for involving people as individuals
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exercising power over the services they receive and for involving

disabled people's organisations in strategic planning and general

service evaluation. As Jenny Morris and Vivien Lindow conclude...

Community care organisations need to be clear when it is
appropriate to encourage participation by an individual
user and when it they need someone who represents
users (Morris & Lindow, 1993: 3)

It was clear from the workshop discussions in Derbyshire that people

may be worried about the commitment required and that they needed

to know what was expected of them. Everyone has other commitments

in their lives and it is unrealistic, for example, to expect service users

to attend every meeting of an ongoing group. It is worth remembering

that disabled people have to give up other things to come to meetings.

While professionals, consultants and speakers are paid to be there,

service users are usually not and providers should always consider

how people can be adequately remunerated for their input.

The workshop participants were able to identity several barriers to

participation which could easily be overcome with forethought. For

example, most people need time to think through the issues and plan

what to say before a meeting so the topic(s) for discussion need to be

set as far ahead as possible. Planning the dates of meetings well in

advance and deciding on the issues to be covered helps increase both

attendance and the effectiveness of contributions. On a practical level,

inadequate access and transport make involvement difficult for many

disabled people (especially in rural areas). For this reason,

organisations committed to participation need to make sure that

appropriate transport is arranged well in advance and that any venue

to be used is fully accessible.

Access to information is a critical factor in this respect (particularly for

visually impaired people, Deaf people and those with learning

difficulties). More generally, Herd & Stalker (1996) note that

knowledge is power and that staff often have more information than

people who use services. Thus...
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Meaningful consultation with disabled people and their
organisations is not possible without accessible
information. The absence of clear information and the
resulting lack of knowledge may prevent the
representatives of disabled people from playing an
effective part in planning services. (p. 4)

Information was promoted as first among the 'seven needs' by the

integrated living movement in Derbyshire. Without it, people cannot

make informed choices or influence the pattern of service provision

effectively. Organisations of disabled people (and CILs in particular)

have a crucial role to play as peer providers of information services.

For example, DCIL pioneered the development of comprehensive

telephone advice while Glasgow CIL have promoted World Wide Web

access to information on independent living and self-managed

personal assistance. Barnes (1996c) reviews his research for BCODP

into two hundred information providers and concludes that there is an

urgent need for more resources to support specific locally based

providers (see also Simpkins, 1993). The shortage of peer support and

information for Black disabled people and other marginalised groups is

particularly important in this respect (Begum, 1992a; Priestley, 1994b;

1 995a).

6.4.3. Reducing Intimidation

It was evident from the workshop sessions that some people will be

more used to groups than others and this can have an adverse effect

on those who are not comfortable in such situations. People are easily

intimidated so it is important to make sure that 'professionals' and

more experienced disabled people do not dominate group meetings.

For example, some of the user participants voiced fears of elitism

amongst experienced user representatives as well as amongst

professionals. Moreover, it takes time and experience to build the

confidence necessary for effective user involvement so it is important

to make sure that people get more support when they first join a group.

Proper training and support systems are required to achieve this and a

period of 'apprenticeship' may be useful for new representatives.
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Many people find formal meetings confusing at first. To make the

process of meetings more accessible, participants need to avoid

jargon and acronyms in agendas, discussions and minutes (for

example, by using people's names rather than professional titles or

initials). Similarly, it is important to avoid formal 'standing orders' and

'motions' unless everyone knows how they work. Rigid bureaucratic

structures limit the scope of user involvement, especially when they

are imposed by professionals in order to maintain professional closure

and power. Ultimately, service users should be able to determine the

form as well as the content of their involvement.

Involvement of service users as 'outsiders' rather than 'insiders'

compounds intimidation and it is common for people to feel isolated

between meetings. Professionals have a whole range of contacts and

networks for support to draw on if they want to talk about how a

meeting went or discuss an issue that was raised. In a participative

organisation there should be appropriate formal and informal support

systems for user representatives too. In this context, the participants

from DCDP stressed that people may be able to draw on collective

resources and personal support by forming or joining organisations

controlled by disabled people. However, as Herd & Stalker, 1996: 10)

point out, such organisations need adequate resources to cover the

costs of administration, training and peer support for involvement.

6.4.4. Getting Results

It was clear from the Derbyshire workshops that people often wonder

what happens to their ideas and whether anyone takes any notice. As

one woman put it, 'I've been involved in lots of these meetings and we

never get to hear what happens as a result of them'. Consequently,

people may be unsure how much power they really have to change

anything. As another user commented, 'There is a definite line beyond

which we are not welcome'. For these reasons the limits of user power

and involvement should always be made clear (see also Herd &

Stalker, 1996: 39). For example, it isimportant to determine whether

user representatives can make decisions about expenditure or
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organisational policy. Can they invite (and exclude) professionals from

meetings? Do they have a power of veto?

Topics for consultation are often limited to what is possible rather than

what is desirable. It is important that users should never be restricted

in the issues they wish to raise. For example, people should be

encouraged to express visionary ideas about equality and integration

and not just about the location of notice boards or the colour of the

wallpaper. Particular note should be made of goals which are not

immediately attainable and efforts made to identify interim targets

towards their achievement. Above all it is important to recognise that

'services' are only one part disabled people's lives. Users should be

encouraged to express views about how (or whether?) a service

impacts on disabling social relations and barriers in the wider world.

Even where consultation is limited to the athevab(e and the pvaiatc

the implementation of user decisions can easily be blocked or ignored

within large bureaucratic organisations. Effective user- involvement

requires a strong political commitment at the 'top' of the provider or

purchaser organisation. This commitment needs to be a contractual

requirement for staff at all levels. For example, Derbyshire County

Council's Code of Good Practice on user involvement recognises that

effective participation entails the transfer of power to users. Thus...

Greater service user involvement will sooner or later
necessitate changes in power and control, and thus may
strike at the heart of the way many agencies are run.
(Derbyshire County Council Social Services Department,
1994:2)

This kind of user power is difficult to measure and we discussed a

number of approaches in the workshops before focusing on one issue

which seemed most relevant - has the purchaser or provider

organisation ever made changes against its wishes because service

users wanted them? Above all, It is important to make sure that there

are real outcomes from user involvement and that everyone knows

what has been done as a result of their input. People worry about
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being exploited and if users have no real power to change anything

then the service provider or purchaser should question whether their

involvement ought to be invited at all.

6.4.5. A User Involvement Checklist

The outcome of the Living Options project was a User Involvement

Checklist (Gibbs & Priestley, 1995; Priestley, 1996b). The approach

which we adopted in developing this simple evaluation tool was to

pose a series of closed questions about user involvement within

organisations. By factoring out the data from the workshops and the

steering group discussions we were able to arrive at a list of ten such

questions. These were then circulated back to all the workshop

participants for comment, validation and amendment. Our final agreed

list looked like this...

1. Does your organisation want to increase user power?
2. Are your staff required to demonstrate a commitment

to user involvement?
3. If you impose limits on user power, do you make

these clear to everyone?
4. Are your environments, processes and information

accessible to disabled people?
5. Do you involve disabled people's organisations as

well as individual users?
6. Do disabled people control your user involvement

process?
7. Do disabled people control your agenda for

consultation issues?
8. Do you provide user representatives with the same

support systems as staff representatives?
9. Do you communicate the outcomes of disabled

people's involvement back to them?
10. Has your organisation ever made changes against its

will because disabled people wanted you to?

(A full copy of the Checklist is included as Appendix J)

Table 6.1: summary of participation items from the focus groups
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We envisaged that simple standards like these could be employed by

disabled people as a quality measure for assessing an organisation's

commitment to user involvement. We also hoped that such a list could

be used by purchasers or providers as a kind of 'charter' for the

participation of disabled people within their organisations. We wanted

to challenge mainstream organisations by giving them aspirational

targets for good practice in user involvement and we recognised that

few (if any) organisations could claim to meet all of the criteria we had

set. However, we also wanted to frame our 'standards' in a practical

way that made them seem achievable. The order of the questions was

intended to reflect a hierarchy of empowerment similar to Hoyes et aL's

(1993) 'ladder of empowerment' (see also Nocon & Qureshi, 1996: 50).

The Checklist approach was initially validated by presenting it to the

European Symposium of Disabled Peoples' International (Gibbs &

Priestley, 1995). Delegates at this meeting recommended its mass

distribution and a copy was included in the conference report (Walker,

1996). It had already been adopted as policy by DCIL's management

committee with recommendations for adoption by the purchasing

authorities in Derbyshire. We were also able to present the checklist

approach to a conference of purchasers and disabled people's

organisations organised by the NHS Management Executive and to

disseminate it via the conference report (Priestley 1996b). Although we

did not pursue a formal pilot of the basic tool ourselves, it has now

been adopted by a number of local authority social services

departments, health authorities and disabled peoples' organisations as

a basis for assuring effective user involvement in purchasing and

providing community care services..

There are profound organisational implications for those adopting such

an approach. Effective user participation means increasing user

power. Yet the language of 'empowerment' which is so current within

social services departments belies its own disabling assumptions.

Those who believe they are in a position to 'empower' others must also

accept that they have power over theth - the power to commission, the

power to purchase, the power to allocate resources, the power to
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withhold any of these things. The power to decide where someone

lives and with whom, what time they will get up, eat and go to bed, who

will see them naked, how far and how often they will travel. These are

very great powers indeed.

The message from the disabled people's movement is that

empowerment is not something which can be 'done to' disabled people

by others. Rather it is something that they must, and do, claim for

themselves through self-organisation, collective self-advocacy, direct

action and self-managed personal support. As one member of

Derbyshire Coalition put it 'The only people that can really effectively

remove the oppression are the oppressed, not the oppressors'

(interview transcript).

6.5. CONCLUSIONS

The discussion in this chapter highlights important quality goals for

enabling support services and some strategies for their

implementation. The analysis of evaluation research with DCIL's

service users supports the findings of similar studies carried out for

disabled people's organisations by emphasising the importance of

flexibility, choice, control and respect in personal support services.

The analysis of strategies for change indicates that, while appropriate

recruitment and training might effectively challenge disabling attitudes

amongst staff, it is also necessary for purchasers and providers to

implement effective quality assurance mechanisms.

Effective QA systems will be led by provider organisations who can

demonstrate a genuine, visionary commitment to the principles of

participation, integration and equality. Such organisations also need to

articulate clearly and concisely specific standards for choice, self-

determination and respect in terms of the service delivery process.

Standards need to be monitored in an unobtrusive way which engages

the full participation of disabled people. Above all, quality service

provision is most likely to be assured within organisations that can

demonstrate participative and accountable organisational structures.

However, effective user involvement requires accessible information,
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venues and transport arrangements. It requires sustained peer

support, training, administrative back-up and payments for user

representatives. It requires effective mechanisms for feedback and

dissemination. Community care organisations committed to user

involvement then need to ensure that such supports are adequately

resourced and that they are directly accountable to disabled people.

The recognition that organisational structures which empower users

have intrinsic value is important when considering the significance of

organisations within the disabled people's movement. Such

organisations provide living models of the way in which disabled

people can be effectively engaged in all aspects of welfare production

- as individual consumers exercising choice through self-assessment

and self-management; as advocates providing peer support and

positive role modelling; as representatives contributing to the strategic

development and evaluation of service design; as participative citizens

seeking to identify and remove disabling barriers in their communities;

as political actors within a wider movement for social change.

Participation is then a fundamental part of the enabling challenge to

discourses of personal tragedy, dependency and 'care'. Kath Gillespie

Sells (1995: 157) quotes Alinsky's (1971) Rules for Radicals...

We learn when we respect the dignity of people, that
they cannot be denied the elementary right to participate
fully in the solutions to their own problems. Self respect
arises only out of people who play an active role in
solving their own crises and who are not helpless,
passive puppet-like recipients of private or public
services. To give people help, while denying them a
significant part in the action, contributes nothing to the
development of the individual. In the deepest sense, it is
not giving but taking - taking their dignity. Denial of
opportunity for participation is the denial of human dignity
and democracy. It will not work.

The argument presented in this chapter suggests that organisations

controlled by disabled people have a unique contribution to make in

the pursuit of service quality. They are well placed to act as providers

of participatory community support services to individuals. They are
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equipped to provide training expertise in the needs-led culture. They

are also established as the accountable representatives of disabled

people's collective needs for inclusive citizenship and social

integration. The challenge for service planners and commissioners will

be how far they are prepared to use their purchasing power te enable

such organisations to fulfil these roles.

The participation of disabled people also poses many challenges to

the established social relations of welfare production. Participative

welfare blurs the traditional boundaries between 'providers' and

'users'. It challenges the hierarchical structures of powerful welfare

bureaucracies and it threatens the ability of vested interest groups

within those organisations to maintain oppressive professional

discourses. In this context it is perhaps significant that our work on

user involvement in Derbyshire was described by one senior public

health consultant as 'neo-Leninist nonsense' simply because it

suggested that the performance of health professionals might be

judged by their patients (quoted in DOlL Director's Annual Report,

September 1996).

In order to complete the analysis of quality issues it is necessary to go

beyond the actual process of service delivery and to consider the

relevance of outcomes. While users may appear to value a particular

'service' it is the outcomes of that service that are the real issue. As

Culyer (1990) points out, demand for a service may often be confused

with demand for the characteristics of that service. For example, it is

not 'personal assistance' or 'payments' that the disabled peoples'

movement has struggled for but the greater 'independence' or

'integration' which such supports might bring. In this sense, quality

issues necessarily extend beyond the socially constructed boundaries

of 'service provision'. Rather, they must also be concerned with

aspects of citizenship and equality in the wider world. Thus, the

following chapter is concerned with the relationships between quality

of service, quality of outcomes and quality of life.
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7. BEYOND SERVICES

Services may be produced in a variety of ways, some of which are

more appealing than others, but unless their inputs and processes

enable people to make real changes in their lives they are of little

value. For this reason, any consideration of service quality issues must

necessarily include a focus on outcomes and on quality of life. Whilst

there are some obvious links between quality of service and quality of

life there can be no obvious causal connection between the two - for

example, a person may get a poor service but experience a better

quality of life due to other contributory factors (and vice versa). Thus,

the proper consideration of outcomes necessarily extends beyond the

socially constructed boundaries of 'service provision' to include issues

of citizenship, inclusion and equality in the wider word. The discussion

in this chapter develops these themes in more detail. Some of this

material was originally developed for a paper in Critical Social Policy

(Priestley, 1 995c)

7.1. OUTCOME-ORIENTED APPROACHES

In advocating the benefits of self-managed support schemes the

disabled people's movement have emphasised the experience of those

disabled people whose personal circumstances enabled them to

exercise control over their own resources (e.g. through access to the

Independent Living Fund). Such experiences demonstrated that

enhanced life choices could be obtained at or below current levels of

expenditure on packages of residential care or statutory service

provision (Oliver & Zarb, 1992; Kent, 1993; Lakey, 1994; Zarb &

Nadash, 1994; Zarb et a!., 1996). However, the cost-effectiveness

argument becomes more complicated when the expense of an

integrated living solution exceeds the cost of more traditional

interventions. In this case it is necessary to demonstrate that

integrated living outcomes are somehow 'worth' the extra outlay.
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7.1.1. What Kind of Outcomes?

The kind of outcomes envisaged in the Griffiths Report were broadly

speaking, those of normalisation - 'enabling the consumer to live as

normal a life as possible' (para. 1.3.2). Similarly, the government's

initial policy guidance (D0H/DSS, 1990, para. 3.24) stressed that

service provision should seek to 'preserve or restore normal living'.

Clearly, there are many deficiencies in an approach based on

'normalisation' (cf. Brown & Smith, 1992) not the least of which is to

determine who's norms should be employed as the 'gold standard'.

Disability itself has often been defined in terms of deviation from

cultural and bodily norms. Conversely, attempts by the disabled

peoples' movement to identify and remove disabling barriers have

necessarily involved redefinitions of those same norms and values.

Within local authorities there has been a tendency to use destinational

outcomes as a proxy for 'normal' or 'independent' )iving (Nocon &

Qureshi, 1996). Thus, particular emphasis is placed on the need to

enable more people to remain in their own homes or 'similar

environments'. By 1993 the government were able to report 'anecdotal

evidence' to suggest that fewer people were being forced into

residential care (DoH, 1993a). In Derbyshire, the local authority were

pleased to note that they had enabled more people to remain at home.

However, the weight of investment continues to be channelled into

residential accommodation (Derbyshire County Council Social

Services Department, 1996 Community Care Plan). Many younger

physically impaired people had in fact been transferred from hospitals

directly into residential institutions under the guise of 'community' care.

As one DCIL manager put it...

Initially it would not occur to most people that in
administrative terms 'community' was meant to mean 'not
a hospital'. So in the record of implementation, a positive
management outcome could conceal what measures of
personal outcomes would have identified for at least
some individuals as plain human rights abuse. (letter,
September 1996)
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Furthermore, in a climate of resource rationing, cost assessments of

'need' continue to be made relative to the price of residential care.

Although Derbyshire have managed to avoid setting an arbitrary cost

ceiling (above which home support is unavailable) they have found it

necessary to establish procedures for reviewing the cost of home

based services 'which are above the relevant weekly nursing home

rate' (Derbyshire County Council Social Services Department, 1996

Community Care Plan). In this way, the normative yardstick of

incarceration continues to dominate local rationing decisions and cost-

benefit analysis.

Domicile is certainly an important outcome and it features high in the

'seven needs' promoted by the integrated living movement (after

'information' and 'counselling'). It was also an important factor for many

of the service user participants in this project. As Terry put it...

I would say that they've kept me from going into care.
They admitted it to me, and actually said at a meeting,
social services said that they would have put me into
care...without knowing I'd got this package coming, I'd
have been in care certainly, without a doubt...I'd have
stagnated...They might as well have put me in care.
(Terry)

However, appropriate housing on its own does not provide an absolute

guarantee of integrated living or improved life quality. Indeed, there is

evidence that community care implementation has consigned many

disabled people to 'remain in their own homes' due to inadequate

support for wider social integration (cf. Morris, 1993a; 1993b). As

Cummings (1988) argues, it is much easier to create a 'normal'

physical environment than to normalise social interactions and, for this

reason, outcome measures need to be much more broadly based.

The agenda for change promoted by the movement for

independent/integrated living sets much store by the notion of self-

determination. Outcome quality within this context has much to do with

maximising choice and control over the pattern of daily living available

to disabled people. However, the notion of 'choice' advocated by
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organisations like DCDP is not an absolute. Rather, it is qualified

relative to certain social norms. Thus...

• ..by full control over our lives we mean the opportunities
to make the same choices, the opportunities to make the
same decisions as would be taken for granted by other
citizens. So, there's always reference to some norm of
civilised or.. .acceptable qualities. (interview transcript)

in this sense, the kind of outcomes envisaged by the integrated living

movement in Derbyshire are really no different to the sort of life

opportunities available to other members of the community. The early

struggles of disabled people in Derbyshire to establish independent

living solutions like the Grove Road project (K. Davis, 1981)

demonstrated real integrated living outcomes for the participants.

However, the simple underlying social objective was 'just to establish

ourselves like any bugger else'. Thus...

..we weren't going beyond what was not normally or
usually accepted as being the way human beings lived
and behaved. And there was a very clear political
element in that. We weren't arguing for improved or re-
organised services in order that we would have a better
life than anybody else...Everybody could probably do
with a better quality of life, you know. And we weren't
wanting to single ourselves out as a group of people
who, having steered public money in a particular
direction, providing different sorts of services, were going
to end up as privileged members of the human race as a
result of that. (interview transcript)

The emphasis for DCDP then was to facilitate, through a restructuring

of public welfare provision, the physical and social integration of

disabled people and their ability to take part in the ordinary life of the

community in the same way as non-disabled people. The decision to

relate political demands for choice and control to some social norm is

a pragmatic rationale. It is also important in establishing claims to

equal citizenship rights for disabled people but it raises some difficult

problems. In general terms, there is a broad agreement between all

the stakeholders that outcome measures are a useful way of looking at
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quality and that quality of life should be an important feature of

outcome measurement. However, there are significant difficulties in

such an approach and it is not entirely clear who should take the lead

role in defining quality of life measures.

7.1.2. User-Defined Outcomes

As the previous chapters show, there may be much disagreement

between disabled people and those who design and manage the

services which they use. Specifically, outcomes defined by

rehabilitation professionals are often framed within a medical rather

than a social model of disability. For example, health service

commissioners may judge the efficacy of a physiotherapy service by

the degree of increased motility in a patient's leg joints and thereby

recommend a programme of regular attendance at a hospital clinic.

The patient on the other hand may be feel happy using a wheelchair

and be much more concerned about integrated living outcomes.

Ironically, the requirement to attend regular daytime sessions at an

out-patients clinic then becomes a barrier to full-time employment or

education for that person.

Effective procedures for self-assessment are, in this sense, central to

establishing a process through which people can articulate the kind of

barriers they experience in their lives and the kinds of supports that

might be necessary to remove those barriers. For this reason, Conroy

& Feinstein (1990) argue that service outcomes should be judged

primarily from the disabled person's viewpoint as consumer. Following

this line of argument, and building on the initial work we had done in

measuring user involvement in the service delivery process, DCIL

argued that the direct experience of service users (and their

representative organisations) should form the primary data for

determining the quality of service outcomes. Thus...

...people's preferred outcomes would lead on service
objectives and by implication content; actual outcomes
monitored by user/consumer organisations would
provide commissioners with measures of provider
performance. (DOlL Director's Annual Report, 1996)
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While it is relatively easy to assert that user-defined outcomes should

take precedence over purchaser-defined outcomes, it is more

problematic to measure them in any standardised or transferable way.

The resolution of this difficulty for DCIL has generally been to adopt

user-defined outcome measures as the prima facie criteria for judging

the success of service interventions. Such self-determined goals may

be quite broad (for example, the degree to which a person considers

the life choices available to them as 'normal') or they may be quite

specific, in terms of a particular aspirational statement. As one DCIL

manager put it...

When somebody says to me, first day out of hospital, I
want to go back to work, the only outcome measure I'm
concerned about for the entire weight of health resources
that are still to be put into that person, social services
resources that are going to be put into that person in
their continuing life, is to what extent does it advance that
primary ambition to return to work. If it does not advance
that primary aim, you're going to have to bloody well
justify it as far as I'm concerned. (interview transcript)

7.1.3. Having Your Choice and Exercising It

A further difficulty in the use of norm-referenced outcome measures

arises from the differential ability of certain groups to exercise choice.

Reflexivity is not a universal privilege and lifestyle choices are limited

for many individuals and groups within a community. In this sense,

dimensions of exclusion associated with income, social class, race,

gender, sexuality or age are as important as disabling barriers.

Differential incorporation and restricted access to employment,

education, health, welfare and leisure facilities are established

features in the structural exclusion of poor people, elders, Black

people, women, children, gay men and lesbians as well as disabled

people. This in itself makes it difficult to delimit the nature and extent

of disabling barriers although there have been some notable attempts

to achieve this in the British context (cf. Barnes, 1991; Zarb, 1995a).
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The use of choice to denote quality (within a particular service or its

wider social context) is also problematic when we consider that choice

may not need to be exercised in order for it to have value, Indeed, it

could be argued that the existence of accessible environments and

services may impact positively on quality of life, even for those who do

not use them. This makes little sense in the context of cost-

effectiveness studies which rely heavily on input and output measures.

For example, it may seem very cost-ineffective to spend scarce

resources on improving wheelchair access to a community facility if

only a few wheelchair users exercise their new found choice to use it.

As one of the research participants noted...

...if you're a landlord and you've been persuaded to
spend a thousand quid on a ramp for the front door and
you know you've got to sell X number of pints of beer to
get that money back and you don't see anybody using a
wheelchair for the next ten years you think what the
bloody hell have I spent that bleedin' money on?
(interview transcript)

The important point is that increased quality in these terms may have

as much to do with the existence of choice as the exercise of it. It is

easy to imagine many scenarios in the field of public sector service

provision where low take up of an enabling support system would be

judged as indicative of its redundancy in quality terms. For example, a

community transport service which allowed greater freedom of

movement for people excluded from mainstream public transport could

be said to increase quality of life in a community by providing the

opportunity to travel. In Derbyshire...

...the first available accessible transport that was
affordable locally made a dramatic change to all our
lives. The quality of everybody's life improved
immediately. The rate of our social contact, our ability to
participate in things, just the knowledge that you could
ring somebody. If you felt like going out somewhere you
could. If you're able to do that the quality of your life has
improved. (interview transcript, my emphasis)
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The fact that large numbers of people do not immediately take up such

an opportunity may have nothing to do with the value of the service

itself. It is likely that disabled people within that community may be

restricted in their use of such a service by other factors. A lack of

money, an absence of social contacts outside the home and a

shortage of accessible destinations would all impact dramatically on

the outcome of transport services although such restrictions have

nothing to do with the 'service' itself. In this sense...

.it's very hard to evaluate the quality of dial-a-ride if the
place that you would get the bus to, like the pub, you
can't get into when you get there. So you don't bother
getting the bus there in the first place. Taking these
things in isolation is quite difficult in a way. (interview
transcript)

However, in an economic climate of resource rationing, it is likely that

low usage figures might indeed lead to the withdrawal of a service like

this. The idea that outcome quality can be latent as well as actual is a

difficult and somewhat abstract concept but it has very real

implications. It also illustrates the impossibility of measuring outcomes

in isolation from the wider social context in which 'services' play only a

small part.

The brief examples reviewed in the first part of this chapter highlight

the significance of outcome measures together with a number of

problems in their use. In particular, they illustrate some of the

analytical tensions between 'choice' and 'normalisation'. Moreover, it is

important to remember that the achievement of integrated living

outcomes for disabled people requires more than just better 'services'

or 'care'. Rather, it is contingent upon the removal of disabling barriers

(physical, institutional and attitudinal) in the wider world. This then

makes it difficult to think about outcome measures within the culturally

and bureaucratically constructed boundaries of 'service provision.
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7.2. SOME EXAMPLES OF SERVICE OUTCOMES

The need for work on outcome measures in this study was highlighted

in early 1996 when a social services report on DCIL's Personal

Support Service was withheld on the grounds that it lacked personal

information about outcomes for users. For the authority, tangible

information about user outcomes would be a determining factor in any

decision to continue funding the service manager's salary. DCIL, for its

part, remained convinced that user perceptions 'could only lend

support to continued funding for the programme' (DCIL Director's

Annual Report, September 1996). For this reason, user outcomes as

well as service processes featured prominently in our collaborative

evaluation of the service. The following discussion draws on data

derived from interviews with people using DC1L's Personal Support

Service in order to illustrate the kind of outcomes that were valued by

them.

7.2.1. Outcomes for Users

All the PSS users were able to identify tangible outcomes resulting

from their experience of self-assessment and self-management. Most

of these were associated with being able to accomplish specific daily

activities and routines which they had previously been unable to do

due to lack of support. For example...

I can go shopping when I want to. I can go out for a day if
I want to, under the restraints that there are. I can go for
lunch, We can go for morning coffee somewhere...there
are lots of appointments, I've been to meetings...and I
could only do that sort of thing because I've got people to
rely on. (Terry)

...it was getting to the stage with my parents where they
would only take me to certain places. Now, with the
support services, the people what I've got don't hesitate
to take me in there. (Joe)

It's given me more independence from me dad, and it's
given him a bit more. He won't admit it but it has....it's
nice to be able to say, if somebody says why don't we go
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so and so, it's nice to say yeah, OK, without having to
ask my dad. (Carol)

In some ways it is easier to identify and record these kind of practical

outcomes in an objective way than the more intangible benefits

associated with cognitive 'well-being'. However, it quickly becomes

clear that the task is not as simple as it might first appear. Any kind of

generalised 'checklist' which sought to encompass the range and

diversity of practical benefits derived from self-managed personal

support would probably be so wide ranging as to render it useless as a

measurement tool (this problem is closely akin to the difficulty of

defining a 'job description' for personal support workers). For this

reason it would probably be impractical, not to say undesirable, to

draw up any definitive list of daily living activities that might constitute

an integrated living outcome measure.

What seems to be important is the degree of choice which people are

able to exercise in determining their pattern of daily living. However,

this sort of choice is often curtailed by disabling barriers in the wider

world. The provision of 'services' is then only one amongst a number of

factors which contribute to integrated living (see Figure 6.1 below).

Figure 6.1: factors contributing to life quality outcomes
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Quality guarantees about getting up or eating when you want to can

easily be accommodated within standards for service flexibility. By

contrast, quality guarantees about choice in employment, education,

personal relationships, social contact or community participation

depend on factors beyond the administrative remit of 'community care'

or 'services'. Yet these are the very things that often matter most to

people. Service providers can and do make aspirational statements

about integrated living outcomes but service provision alone is not a

sufficient condition for their achievement (although for some people it

may be a necessary one).

In addition to the practical benefits of self-management some of the

most clearly articulated outcomes for DCIL's service users were highly

subjective. These cognitive outcome statements generally related to

feelings of increased self-confidence, self-efficacy or self-esteem as

the following comments illustrate...

[The] assistance afforded to me...is enabling me to form
a solid base and give me confidence to actually look to
the future, a thing which I was unable to do before
moving. I had previously spent many long hours sitting
on my own with a blanket over my head, too frightened to
move because I was alone and sometimes afraid to even
pick up the phone to ask for help. This is a situation that I
dread returning to. (Terry, in a letter to his care manager,
March 1994)

.it 's made me completely different. My frame of mind
has altered completely because now I am in control
whenever I want to be. (Richard)

They've allowed me to get back to something
approaching what I was before, albeit for short
periods...l've actually seen it. I've done something for an
hour. I've just reached it. I've reached what I used to
do. ..afterwards, absolutely shattered, but I've done it, and
it's because I've got people there. (Terry)

My parents said it couldn't be done, [my care manager]
said it could, and I'm proving, vith help from the services
now, that it is working. (Joe)
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Such responses support an approach to quality of life based on self-

reported 'well being' (rather than objective measures of 'welfare').

However, there are considerable methodological difficulties involved in

the development of quality measurement tools which emphasise the

cognitive or affective nature of service outcomes for users. In

particular, life satisfaction is a critical factor for individual service users

but it is very difficult to measure reliably.

The problem is partially resolved by trying to gauge satisfaction in

terms of change over time (either by comparing user responses 'before

and after' or simply by asking people how things have changed) but

this approach is also fraught with difficulty. Firstly, changes in

perceived well-being over time could be due to any number of

uncontrolled variables in addition to a particular service intervention

(such as unemployment, childbirth, winning the lottery, having a 'bad

day', etc.). Secondly, there are all sorts of dangers involved in any

evaluative research with disabled people which ventures into an

interpretative psychological paradigm of inquiry (Hunt, 1981).

Nonetheless it is important to accept that experiential factors remain a

key determinant of quality for service users and that any approach to

outcome measurement would need to give due privilege to that

experience.

7.2.2. Outcomes for Other Disabled People

DCIL's approach to integrated living blurs many of the traditional

boundaries between 'providers' and 'users' by acknowledging the

active contribution of disabled people in facilitating positive outcomes

for their peers. In addition, supports which facilitate integrated living

and active citizenship bring disabled people out of isolation and make

their contribution available to the wider community. Consequently, it is

important then to recognise that the benefits or outcomes of support

services may extend beyond the individual who receives a 'package of

care'.
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For example, self-managed personal support enabled Richard to work

as a volunteer at DCIL. Thus, the package supported not only his own

social integration but also that of numerous other disabled people in

the locality. The knock-on benefits to others were undoubtedly a

positive 'outcome' of his support package yet they might easily be

overlooked in a more individualistic or medico-functional approach to

outcome measurement. The following extract illustrates similar

contributions to disabled people in the community made by another of

the interviewees...

This package has allowed me to take part in community
activities. I'm a chairman of an access group, I'm a
secretary for, urn, transport, I'm treasurer for community
action network...I support another access group in
[town].. .and it's purely because I've got the support with
me.. .1 support a lot of other people in the community with
the work I'm doing. It has a knock on effect. And I do an
awful lot of work that I couldn't do without the package.
And I would think I possibly save a lot more for the
services than is spent on me... (Terry)

These two brief examples indicate the potential difficulty in adopting an

individualistic approach to outcome measurement. Integrated living

benefits not only the direct recipients of 'services' but also has knock-

on effects in families and communities. Today's service users become

tomorrow's peer advocates and positive role models. As active

citizens, disabled people bring many more economic and social

benefits to their communities than would be possible within the

confines of residential or 'day care' establishments. Integration also

brings benefits to non-disabled communities impoverished by their

exclusion of difference. Thus, an adequate approach to outcome

measurement needs to recognise not only the quality of life for

individual service users but the added quality of life which integration

brings to the communities in which they live.

7.2.3. Outcomes for the Community

The logic of an approach to qualitymeasurement based on social

integration and equality suggests that service interventions should
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impact not only on the individual service user but also on the

community in which he or she lives. Indeed, the Department of Health

went so far as to argue that 'helping people to belong to and feel part

of their local community is the best form of community care in terms of

both cost and likely therapeutic impact' (D0H et a!., 1991h: para.

4.106). Their guidance stressed that although care management for

individual service users might highlight community needs and

resources it could not in itself be considered as a mechanism for

delivering the necessary development work (op cit., para 4.102).

Moreover, community development work was seen as an essential

counter balance to the individualism of 'needs' assessment. Thus...

It is particularly important to preserve the community
dimension at a time when services are becoming
increasingly specialist in nature, with the attendant
danger of narrowing, or fragmented, focus on individual
needs. The emphasis on targeting those in most need
may also be seen to pose a threat to
preventative/promotional community work. (D0H et a!.,

1991b: para4.100)

Self-managed personal assistance schemes cannot, on their own,

bring about changes in the wider world and organisations like DCIL

have long viewed community development as an essential service

component. Community development workers have been involved in a

variety of interventions to facilitate integrated living outcomes. Some of

these have been prompted by work with individual services users

(such as helping with applications to the Independent Living Fund or

facilitating access to local community facilities). Others interventions

are more general in their scope and impact.

In Derbyshire, DOlL's community development workers help to

disseminate information, provide peer counselling, train volunteers and

support self-help groups. They have also been active in initiating and

supporting a range of autonomous local groups. In addition to the

provision of mutual peer support such groups focus on locally defined

access issues, promote local participation and prcvide a base for

awareness raising in their communities. During 1996-97 DOlL's
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community development workers completed seventeen ILF

applications; assisted more than two hundred and fifty individual

people; supported twenty seven local groups and took part in a further

thirty local projects in partnership with other organisations (DCIL,

Director's Annual Report, September 1996).

Clearly, such a diversity of integrated living support within the

community has a considerable impact in terms of outcomes for local

disabled people. Yet such outcomes are not easily accommodated

within an approach to outcome measurement which focuses on the

individual user of community care services. Furthermore, the removal

of social and physical barriers can have positive outcomes for many

members of the community, not only those with specific impairments.

Such changes are then entirely consistent with an approach based on

'service to the whole community' (Local Government Management

Board, 1991). Indeed, as DCIL has argued...

The outcomes of community development directly benefit
thousands of Derbyshire people; the growth of accessible
transport, awareness of communication impairment such
as acquired deafness, learning difficulties, Access on the
high street, accessible premises for meetings,
involvement of disabled people in public affairs. It may be
a local access group which demands a ramp into the
local post office, or a pedestrian crossing which can be
used safely by blind or partially sighted people - but
behind every local pressure group has been a DCIL
Community Development Worker, and in every planning
victory can be seen DCIL Information and Training.
These are changes which benefit everyone - people with
young children, older people, people who live in isolated
parts of the county. (presentation by DCIL's director to
the social services department, December, 1994).

As the preceding discussion shows, the achievement of integrated

living outcomes for disabled people requires interventions which go far

beyond the administrative and discursive boundaries of 'individual

packages of care'. True participation, integration and equality in the

wider world are likely to be advanced riot only by good quality personal

support services but also by a range of more collective action. In
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particular, the removal of social and physical barriers is unlikely to be

achieved without effective community development work, collective

seif-organisation and political campaigning.

7.3. QUALITY OF LIFE

The degree of increased choice offered by self-managed personal

support amounted to a major change in quality of life for the service

users involved in this study. Indeed, 'quality of life' has become

something of a buzz-word in talking about outcomes for service users

(cf. Bradley & Bersani, eds., 1990). For this reason, process measures

of service quality need to be complemented by an approach which can

accommodate outcomes in terms of life quality. Unfortunately, many of

the existing approaches to quality assurance in purchasing authorities

still focus on process at the expense of outcomes. Indeed, in 1993 the

Commons Committee considering community care (HC 482-I, 1993,

sixth report) noted that...

When we asked witnesses for their suggestions about
ways in which outcomes of community care could be
measured from April onwards, the responses fell
predictably into two distinct categories: those suggested
by managers and professionals, who focused on the
efficiency of procedures and financial systems; and those
suggested by organisations and individuals representing
users and carers, who highlighted the quality of fife
experienced.

Quality of life is then an important outcome measure because, in the

final analysis, it makes little sense to differentiate the quality of a

service from the quality of life which it facilitates. However, quality of

life is hard to measure and extends far beyond the narrow confines of

'care' or 'service provision'.

7.3.1. Definition and Measurement Issues

The literature on quality of life is diverse and wide ranging (see

Rescher, 1972; George & Bearon, 1980; Robertson, 1985; Megone,

1990 for example). Osborne (1992) reviews some of the existing
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approaches and attempts to group them under the headings 'welfare'

and 'well being', noting that the measurement of welfare has

traditionally been associated with objective measurement criteria while

measures of well-being have tended to employ subjective ones.

However, it would be unwise to reduce the complexity of life quality

definitions to a simple dichotomy. Quality of life may be defined in

terms of physical, cognitive, material or social well-being (Blunden,

1988) or equated solely with health status and physical functioning

(Kaplan, 1985; Williams, 1987). It may be related to the experience of

material consumption (Gillingham & Reece, 1979; Ackoff, 1976) or

considered in more existential terms - such as the ability to engage in

rational or virtuous activity (Megone, 1990). It may be measured

across whole communities or as an idiosyncratic property of the

individual (Brown, 1988).

These differing approaches give rise to differing conceptual

frameworks which, in turn, influence the selection of evaluation criteria

and quality measurement tools. Ultimately, the value base used to

define 'quality' shapes the form and content of disability services (cf.

Ritchie, 1994a, 1994b). Indeed, the cultural values used to judge both

disabled people's quality of life and the quality of the services

available to them are derived from, and determined by, a variety of

dominant discourses about the role of disabled people in society as a

whole. Thus, Hirst (1990: 72) asserts that the way in which disability is

depicted has implications for social policy because the value

judgements used in decision making are not only technical but also

political. For this reason the social construction of 'quality' is

inextricably bound up with the social construction of 'disability'. As

Knoll (1990: 235) notes...

...the definition of program standards and quality is a
process that transcends empiricism. This process
ultimately appeals to the fundamental values of a society.

Consequently, such standards are not immutable but dynamic, arising

from an ongoing dialectic in which public opinion, political ideology,
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bureaucratic imperatives, theory, practice, research activity and social

movements all make a contribution. Within the current state of this

dialectic the pursuit of greater quality of life for disabled people often

runs against the general drift of dominant cultural values and

professional discourses.

In line with this analysis, Bradley & Bersani (1990) argue that generally

held values about quality of life for non-disabled people may

sometimes run counter to the values and life expectations imposed on

disabled people as 'service users'. For example, quality of life in a

general sense might be said to include the ability to exercise

preferences for interdependence over independence (French, 1993),

choice over productivity or privacy over integration. Similarly, Ritchie &

Ash (1990: 21) argue of their work on quality that...

Services which seek to promote valued ves for peope
with learning disabilities are working against the grain of
major economic and social trends. They are working,
within resource constraints against long-established
patterns of service designed to achieve the exact
opposite.

The way in which quality of life is defined is then inherently value-led.

The values which underlie its definition are rarely made explicit yet

they have a profound influence on the way in which policy is formed,

implemented and evaluated. This raises questions about the potential

efficacy of any attempt to measure quality of life (Heidegger, 1978). In

particular there are evident measurement difficulties in assessing

many of the loose qualitative concepts which contribute to quality of

life. Conroy & Feinstein (1990: 276) use the following illustration...

Having loving relationships in one's life seems to be one
of the most important aspects of quality of life. How can
one reliably measure the amount of love a person feels,
both from others and towards others? Similar
measurement problems also exist for other important
concepts such as dignity, self-esteem, choice-making,
and happiness.
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Hall (1976) also argues that there may be insuperable problems in

seeking to measure the 'intangible' aspects of life quality. Hall

suggests that measurement difficulties are apparent even where there

is some consensus of definition. Where there is little or no consensus

(for example in the case of 'tolerance' or 'equality') such difficulties are

further compounded.

Numerous approaches to these problems are evident in the literature.

Some are generic approaches to quality of life measurement while

others are specifically targeted at disabled people. As the following

analysis shows, the former have tended to mask the oppression of

disadvantaged groups (including disabled people) by employing

aggregate measures to whole populations while the latter have tended

to contribute to the continued oppression of disabled people by

reinforcing the medicalisation and individualisation of disability.

7.3.2. Generic Approaches

During the past thirty years, social indicators research has dominated

the quality of life literature. Such research is characterised by the

search for aggregate measures of welfare within whole communities or

populations. However, the choice of indicators is as varied as the

number of studies with each author seemingly arriving at a new list

(Flax, 1972; Liu, 1976; Schmalz, 1972; Bloom, 1978). In this context it

is important to recognise that the selection of social indicators is

fundamentally a political choice. Thus, Bauer (1966) argues that social

indicators enable researchers and policy makers to assess where they

stand with respect to certain values and goals. Similarly, Carr-Hill

(1984) notes that social indicators research has not adequately

recognised that different sets of social indicators are suited to different

political ideologies. Thus, Carr-Hill (op cit., p. 174) uses the term social

indicator as 'a measure of the condition or state with respect to a given

social objective'.

The major limitation of social indicators, as employed in the

established literature, is that they ar&essentially aggregate measures

of life quality for whole communities. Thus they present difficulties for
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the researcher who is interested in quality of life for any specific group

that may be alienated and excluded from many of the benefits which

that community has to offer. For example, Knox (1980) argues that

measures of access to employment, public services and amenities

provide important social indicators of life quality within a community.

However, disabled people (along with women, Black people and

elders) are frequently excluded from access to just those facilities

which benefit the non-disabled members of a community (such as

housing, education, transport, employment or leisure facilities).

By contrast with social indicators research the second major approach

to generic quality of life measurement has concentrated on

psychological rather than material factors. For example, writers such

as Marans & Rogers (1975) argue that social indicators like income or

participation levels are inadequate because human meaning is only

attached to objective measures when they are related to subjective

indicators. To use Osborne's (1992) taxonomy (outlined earlier), these

psychological indicators will tend to deal with 'well-being' rather than

'welfare'. Wthn such an apoac\ t¼ vnost ccn cci

measure of subjective well-being has been 'life satisfaction'

(Neugarten et a!., 1961; Knapp, 1976 or Andrews & McKennel, 1980).

Most life satisfaction studies employ large-scale surveys to elicit

responses from statistically significant population samples (cf.

Flanagan, 1978). However, such studies have produced widely varying

views on the criteria which should be used. Hall (1976) reviews the

largest British study, noting that the most frequently mentioned factors

included satisfaction with family and home life, being 'contented' and

having a good 'standard of living'. Hall notes with some concern that

perceptions of social justice, equality and altruism were among the

least mentioned influences on life satisfaction.

Another major difficulty is that correlations between social and

psychological indicators are notoriously low. Individuals experiencing

apparently high levels of welfare often report low levels of well-being

and vice versa. (Schneider, 1976; Perry & Felce, 1995). Indeed, as
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Zautra & Goodhart (1979) note, increased levels of personal welfare

may often lead to increased levels of expectation and thereby produce
decreased subjective judgements of life quality.

Conversely, Zautra & Goodhart (1979) identify a tendency for life

satisfaction responses to be revised upwards by respondents (see

also Mastekaasa & Kaasa, 1987). Thus, Brown et a!. (1988) argue that

very many disabled people express high levels of life satisfaction in

the absence of informed knowledge about the options available. This

effect, they suggest, will be especially marked for people with learning

difficulties who may have been denied major life experiences and life

choices in the past. As one member of the Derbyshire Coalition put it,

'how do you know what good quality is if you've never experienced it?'

(interview transcript).

A third general approach has been the application of ecological theory

to quality of life measurement (cf. Milbrath, 1982). The emphasis here

is on measuring the relationship between the individual and their

environment. From such a perspective life quality is characterised as

the degree of 'fit' between people and their physical, economic or

social environments. Zautra & Goodhart (1979) make use of this model

in their work on mental health, suggesting that particular problems

arise for people who find themselves part of a disabled social

minority...

This produces a condition in which there is a poor 'fit'
between the person and the environment, since the
values, standards, and lifestyles of the dominant culture
make it more difficult for minority persons to meet their
needs. (op cit., p. 4)

Baker & Intagliata (1982) are concerned that quality studies have

tended to concentrate exclusively on either the environment or the

individual's perception of it, rather than on the purposeful interaction

between the two. The important point for them is that people not only

perceive environments; they also act to change them (op cit., p. 74).

Thus, Brown et a!. (1988) argue that the degree of control which
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disabled people are able to exercise over their environment is an

important quality of life indicator. Similarly, Schalock et a!. (1989)

develop an ecological approach which values the degree of control

that a person has over their immediate environment, the level of their

community involvement and their social integration.

Parmenter (1988) sees the state of being disabled as relative to others

within a community and also suggests that we should be primarily

concerned with the processes of interaction between person and

environment. In the context of this study it is important to remember

that social models of disability are fundamentally concerned with the

disabling nature of environments. For this reason ecological theory

offers a useful conceptual framework for considering quality of life

since it emphasises the degree of match (or mismatch) between the

needs of individuals/groups and the socio-material environment within

which they operate. Specifically, quality measures which seek to

identify and remove social or physical barriers to integration and

participation would seem to be consistent with the ecological

'goodness of fit' concept.

7.3.3. Specific Approaches

In addition to generic strategies it is important to consider approaches

to life quality measurement that focus specifically on the lives of

disabled people. As the following analysis shows, this literature

reveals a tendency towards medico-functional rather than socio-

political definitions of disability. Moreover, many such approaches

consider functional impairment de facto and a priori as a reduction in

life quality. In general, this inadequacy arises out of confusions

between 'illness' and 'disability' (cf. Barnes & Mercer, 1996).

Kaplan (1985) notes that health is consistently the most valued quality

of life indicator quoted by respondents in large studies (to the extent

that it is regarded as universal and may even be omifted from some

survey forms). Kaplan then makes the conceptual leap of assuming

that the terms 'health status' and 'quality of life' are equivalent, defining

the latter as 'the impact of disease and disability upon daily
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functioning' (op cit., p. 116). Thus he narrows his definition of life

quality to exclude many issues of great importance to disabled people

(such as appropriate housing, access to employment and recreation,

the physical environment and so on). Similarly, Williams (1987) uses

the term quality of life as synonymous with 'good health' measured by

physical mobility, pain and distress, capacity for self-care and ability to

pursue 'normal social roles' in relation to family, work and leisure (p.
203).

Measures of quality which focus specifically on the lives of disabled

people have thus been dominated by functionalist approaches that are

fundamentally at odds with a social model of disability (Nocon &

Qureshi, 1996: 74). Consequently, the notion of functional

'dependency' has often been regarded as a determinant factor in

attributing reduced quality of life (cf. Brisenden, 1989: 9). Katz (1963)

for example, regards the use of assistance with any function (such as
making one's own breakfast) as a measure of dependency and

therefore reduced life quality. For Katz...

Independence means without supervis\ori, Oirecon, or
active personal assistance...This is based on actual
status and not on ability. A patient who refuses to
perform a function is considered as not performing the
function, even though he is deemed able. (op cit., p. 94)

Within this kind of medical model approach the increased choice and

self-determination afforded by self-assessment and self-management

would not be acknowledged as an increase in life quality. Although

such an approach makes little sense in the context of the movement

for independent/integrated living it forms the basis for many of the

quality measurement systems currently employed within

commissioning health authorities.

The increasing attention to quality of life issues within commissioning

authorities has been driven not so much by concern for the citizenship

of disabled people as by the bureaucratic imperatives to ration scarce

resources. Consequently, the marketisation of welfare has been
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mirrored by an increasing use of econometric approaches to policy

evaluation. In particular there has been a marked trend towards

outcome measurement approaches based on cost-benefit analysis

(Weisbrod, 1961; Klarman, 1965; Warner & Hutton, 1980). Some of

these approaches employ classical cost-benefit analysis which judges

outcomes solely in terms of their monetary benefits (Jones-Lee, 1976)

others involve a cost-utility analysis which may take a slightly broader

view (Culyer, 1990).

There are a number of methodological weaknesses in cost-benefit

analysis as an approach. For example, Drummond (1986) express

concern at the lack of accurate measurement of true costs and

consequences. On a more conceptual level, Shiell et aL (1990)

suggest that all economic measures fail where they do not allow for

human meaning in the experience of life quality. Thus, they argue that

there can be no welfare equivalent of the 'gold standard' for judging

service interventions (op cit., p. 112). In the context of disability policy

the major shortcoming of cost-benefit approaches has been their

reliance on medical and functional definitions of life quality in terms of

'health' (at the expense of social or political indicators). An example

helps to illustrate the point.

Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) have become increasingly

popular as a measurement tool in health policy analysis and have

been widely promoted as a primary tool for resource allocation and

service evaluation (cf. Bush eta!., 1973; Weinstein & Stason, 1977).

The QALY, or 'well year', is an arithmetic measure derived by

considering the life expectancy of an individual adjusted downwards

for the supposed reduction in quality of life arising from ill health or

impairment. For example, a person with an estimated twenty years of

life expectancy whose quality of life is adjudged to be reduced by fifty

per cent would attain a QALY life expectancy score of ten years. If a

service intervention could raise that person's quality of life to say

seventy five per cent then the measure would judge this service as a

gain of five (QALY) years life expectancy.
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There are clearly many technical difficulties in using this kind of

measure (Loomes & McKenzie, 1990; Shiell et a!., 1990; Kind et a!.,

1990). However, on a more fundamental level, functional approaches

such as QALYs implicitly devalue the worth of disabled lives through

the equation of impairment with negative life quality. Thus they are

clearly incompatible with a social model approach to outcome

evaluation. The assumption that disabled people's 'well' life

expectancy is reduce by lack of bodily function is in fact more

compatible with a 'social death' model of disability. The implication of

this kind of measure is that the disabled person who outlives their

QALY life expectancy becomes a kind of 'living dead'. Indeed, there is

increasing concern that the use of such measures in genetic screening

and treatment rationing promotes the practice of eugenic abortion and

euthanasia (Shakespeare, 1995).

The preceding review illustrates the variety of current approaches to

life quality measurement and highlights many difficulties in their

application disability policy evaluation. Aggregate measurements of life

quality for whole communities (such as social indicators research and

large scale psychological studies) have tended to contribute to the

oppression of disabled people by obscuring both their community

presence and their needs. At the same time, life quality measures

targeted specifically at disabled people have sustained that

oppression by medicalising the state of disablement and by valuing

functional outcomes over barrier removal in the wider world. In general

terms such approaches have much more to do with surveillance,

governance and the maintenance of a normalising gaze than with

improving quality of life for disabled people.

7.4. QUALITY AND EQUALITY

The concern for many among the disabled peoples' movement is that

the definition of outcome measures should not be constrained within

the framework of 'community care'. This restrictive definitional focus

limits the consideration of disability issues to administrative and

distributive notions of welfare production and precludes their

consideration within an alternative discourse of social justice (cf.
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Young, 1990; Silvers, 1995). In view of this argument it is important to

reconsider some of the points made at the beginning of this chapter.

7.4.1. Beyond Quality of Life

Assuring service quality alone can never be a sufficient condition for

improving disabled people's quality of life (although it may sometimes

be a necessary one). There is a danger in becoming preoccupied with

the technicalities of quality assurance systems in the delivery process

at the expense of considering life quality issues which are beyond the

reach or scope of 'services' (Oliver, 1991). Specifically, there is a

danger of employing 'quality' as an inadequate conceptual substitute

for the more important goal of 'e-quality' (Priestley, 1995c). Quality of

life is hard to define and any attempt to do so is inherently value-led.

The selection of measurement indicators is not only a technical

process but also a political one. For this reason the ability of particular

groups to define 'quality' and the value base which they use to do it will

also determine the kinds of services which are thought to have 'value'.

This argument is particularly significant when we consider that the

power to define quality measures resides largely with professional

interest groups (rather than with those disabled people who use

services). The tendency of such groups to define quality within the

traditional discourses of tragedy, individualism and otherness then

creates an evaluative framework in which the functional 'benefits' of

care, treatment or rehabilitation are often valued above integrated

living outcomes and barrier removal. Within the market framework of

community care reform such evaluations are inevitably linked to

purchasing decisions which in turn shape the form and content of the

support services available to disabled people.

For Ackoff (1976) there is a fundamental flaw in the preoccupation of

service planners with the measurement and improvement of life

quality. Ackoff argues that the planning problem is not how to improve

other people's quality of life but 'how to enable them to improve their

own quality of life' (op cit., p. 299, original emphasis). Importantly, this

problem does not require measures of quality of life for its solution.
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Thus, Ackoff concludes that 'the key to improved quality of life is not

planning for or measurement of others, but enabling them to plan and

measure for themselves' (op cit., p. 303). This would seem to reach to

the core of the argument presented by organisations within the

movement for independent/integrated living. By creating a framework

of participative support structures, integrated living services provide

new opportunities and spaces for the self-definition of life quality and

outcome measurement. Thus, as O'Brien (1990) argues,...

• . .human services organisations cannot manufacture
better lives. People weave better lives from the resources
afforded by individual effort, personal relationships,
available opportunities, and help from services. (p20)

7.4.2. Services and Civil Rights

As a service user, Kennedy (1990: 40) argues...

I am not asking for a better service because I have a
disability; I am asking for equal service because I am
equally a citizen. Quality assurance to me means that I
will be treated like anybody else. I need no special
treatment. (original emphasis)

In a similar way, the Local Government Management Board (LGMB,

1991) make an explicit link between the notions of quality and equality,

linking recent work on quality assurance by local authorities with

recent advances in equal opportunities. They argue that the two

themes are related through the over-arching concept of 'service to the

whole community'. Thus...

The phrase service to the whole community describes an
approach which integrates quality and equality, a way of
working which sees these two themes as interrelated and
interdependent rather than separate. (LGMB, 1991: 1)

It is inherent within this approach that the service provider (and the

purchasing authority) is required to recognise each person not only as

an individual customer but also as a member of a particular group
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within the community. If applied to the present context, such an

integrated approach to quality and equality would then require

authorities to recognise and respond to disabled people both as

customers with individual needs for services and also as members of

an oppressed group in the community with collective needs for equal

citizenship and civil rights.

The goals and practices of the movement for independent/integrated

living are particularly well suited to this kind of approach. For

organisations like DCDP/DCIL the provision of personal support to

individual disabled people is inextricably bound up with collective

action for integration and participation in the wider world. As Bracking

(1993: 12) argues, the campaign for self-operated personal assistance

schemes must be viewed within the political struggle for civil rights

rather than within the narrow quest for better 'services'. Thus, he is

concerned that...

Local authorities, health authorities and charities tend not
to see independent living as a basic human right as we
do. For them independent living is still a 'welfare' issue.
(ibid.)

Consequently, the movement for independent/integrated living has

sought to define its objectives within the broader panoply of disabled

people's participation and equality within society. From this

perspective the measure of success for policy implementation is

determined by the degree to which it promotes and advances these

broader political aims. Ultimately, enabling outcomes relate not just to

better services but to a better society.

The following extract was supplied by a member of DCDP in response

to questions raised during the fieldwork. It was an attempt to

differentiate between quality as perceived by individual service users

and quality as it relates to the broader aims of the disabled people's

movement...

A 'quality' society would provide the means of
independence and full social participation. Such quality
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would be measured by reference to facts which
demonstrate that disabled people as a distinct social
group had both the rights to, and the means of equal
social participation, e.g., it would count up bits of
legislation; the content of legislation which could take
rights away; the absence of disabled people needing to
resort to law; the effect of legislation measured in
anything from the numbers of accessible buses or
buildings to the number of books in a library accessible
to people with visual impairments to the availability of
supports like technical aids or personal assistance; and
by numbers of disabled people in jobs; the amount of
their income; and the ways in which the choices and
preferences they exercised matched those of the
population at large. (field notes, March 1996)

Reaching any level of social consensus about the validity of such an

approach is problematic since it poses a direct challenge to traditional

discourses about disability and welfare policy. As an approach to

quality it extends far beyond the administrative confines of 'community

care' to include issues of inclusion, citizenship, equality and

participation in the wider world. If outcome measures are considered in

this context then there are enormous implications for the design of

services aimed at achieving them.

7.4.3. Desegregating Services

Disabled peoples' organisations have consistently contrasted

segregated forms of service provision with supports towards the goal

of an inclusive society (cf. Barnes, 1990; 1991; Finkelstein & Stuart,

1996). Such an approach is important because it challenges the

administrative segregation of disability 'services' within a distinct (and

culturally devalued) system of welfare distribution. It is certainly

consistent with the Audit Commission's conclusion that 'support for

individuals should help sustain as normal and independent a life as

possible, using ordinary seriices whenever feasible' (1992b, para. 3,

my emphasis). More specifically, it is entirely consistent with the

United Nations' Standard Rules (UN, 1993: para. 26) which state that...
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Persons with disabilities are members of society and
have the right to remain within their local communities.
They should receive the support they need within the
ordinary structures of education, health, employment and
social services. [my emphasis]

The achievement of such aspirational goals is no small task and

requires a wholesale re-evaluation of traditional ways of thinking about

disability and welfare. Although the community care agenda has

sometimes coincided with disabled people's demands for

decarceration from physical segregation in residential institutions it has

consistently failed to challenge the administrative segregation from

which those same institutions arose (Stone, 1984; Priestley, 1997a).

Thus, as Finkeistein & Stuart (1996) argue, it has also failed to

challenge the central values of a 'disabling culture' which distances

disabled people from non-disabled people (see also Barnes, 1996a).

Sutherland (1981) and Morris (1993a: 45) argue that little progress can

be made until impairment and old age are seen as part of our common

life experience. Similarly, Finkelstein & Stuart (1996) argue that the

hegemonic dominance of individual model thinking has, until recently,

masked the possibility of an integrated approach to service

development. Consequently, they note that the priority for the disabled

people's movement in Britain (and for disability theorists) has been to

promote social model arguments. Only now, they conclude, is it

possible to expand our horizons on the 'untravelled road from fantasy

to reality'. Thus, they begin to envisage a future redefinition of service

provision in which...

...it would no longer make sense to identify disabled
people's needs as special any more than, for example, to
regard a stand-up urinal as a provision for the special
needs of able-bodied men! (Finkeistein & Stuart, 1996:
172)

To reshape the form and content of welfare production towards this

end would require a wholesale redistribution of resources and

responsibilities. It would challenge the power and even the existence
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of whole professions, organisations and government departments. It

would require for example, the abolition of segregated 'special'

education (Barton, 1996); universal access to the built environment

(Walker, 1996); fully accessible public transport systems (Heiser,

1996); an end to discrimination in employment (Gooding, 1996b) and a

complete restructuring of the social security system (Berthoud, 1996).

In fact, it is hard to think of any substantive area of social policy

making which would not be affected by such a far-reaching agenda.

Yet this is the implicit, often explicit, goal of the movement for

independent/integrated living.

7.5. CONCLUSIONS

The disabled peoples' movement has been primarily concerned with

acting to remove disabling barriers to social integration and equal

citizenship. In this sense it is more concerned with outcomes than with

processes; with ends rather than with means. However, in the real

pout/k of policy debate there has been a necessary focus on more

specific campaigns - closing residential institutions, raising benefit

levels, creating more participatory services, accessing direct payments

and promoting anti-discriminatory legislation. The potential danger in

this climate of pragmatism is that we may sometimes lose sight of the.

movement's visionary focus on outcomes - participation, social

integration and equal citizenship.

Both central government and disabled peoples' movement have placed

a rhetorical emphasis on independence, choice and community

integration as outcomes for community support services. Both have

used normative definitions in attempting to define appropriate

outcomes for service users (although there have been difficulties in

deciding whose norms should be applied to the task). There is some

convergence in the assertion that service users themselves should

lead in determining the kind of outcomes to which services ought to be

directed. For their part, the service users who participated in this study

valued both cognitive and practical outcomes. Their experiences

suggested that good quality services were those which facilitated
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greater self-esteem, self-determination, social integration and quality

of life.

Although there are a wide variety of approaches to life quality

measurement it is useful to distinguish between those which deal in

aggregate measures across whole communities and those which focus

specifically on the lives of disabled people. The former have tended to

obscure the marginalisation of disabled people from participation in

their communities (along with other oppressed groups) and the latter

have tended to consolidate oppressive social relations by confusing

disability with illness. On a more positive note, there seems to be some

mileage in thinking about life quality in ecological terms - as a function

of the relationship between person and environment. Ultimately, the

real challenge for support services is not how to measure quality of life

but how to enable people to measure and improve their own life quality

(Ackoff, 1976).

Outcomes cannot be adequately considered without taking into

account issues of equality in the wider world. Indeed, the current

preoccupation with quality measurement in service provision has been

increasingly employed as an inadequate conceptual substitute for the

necessary condition of equality in the wider world (Priestley, 1 995c). In

order to facilitate integrated living outcomes for disabled people it is

necessary to engage directly with social and physical barriers which

extend far beyond the administrative boundaries of 'services'. For this

reason the achievement of real and positive outcomes for service

users will depend not only upon participative delivery structures but

also upon effective community development work, collective self-

advocacy, campaigning and political struggle. As Jenny Morris (1993a:

45) concludes...

The ideology of caring which is at the heart of current
community care policies can only result in
institutionalisation within the community unless politicians
and professionals understand and identify with the
philosophy and the aims of the independent living
movement.
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As this analysis indicates, there are enormous difficulties in

approaching outcome quality measurement within the framework of

community care policy making. The preoccupation with 'care',

individualism and administrative segregation makes it difficult to talk in

the same breath about participation, citizenship or equality issues.

Support services framed within this latter value system do not sit

comfortably within a policy evaluation framework arising from the

former. This is particularly evident when one considers the relationship

between quality measurement and the rationing of scarce resources by

purchasing and commissioning authorities.

The added value of integrated living supports which engage directly

with disabling barriers beyond the 'individual package' may easily be

ignored within individualistic approaches to quality measurement. In

particular, a purchasing framework which cannot accommodate

integrated living outcomes in terms of participatory citizenship and civil

rights is likely to fail in providing the supports necessary for their

achievement. The final chapter in this study considers this problem by

re-examining the central conflict of values in terms of disabling barriers

and strategies for change.
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8. BARRIERS AND STRATEGIES

The preceding chapters illustrate in some detail how value conflicts

over the definition of disability and welfare are played out in the

implementation of community care policies. Although the analysis has

drawn extensively on data from one unique case study of integrated

living in Derbyshire it also highlights some more general issues. In

particular, the experience of the movement for independent/integrated

living shows how definitions of 'need', 'quality' and 'outcomes' can

function ideologically by legitimising disabling relationships of

domination and subordination in the production of welfare. Moreover,

disabling discourses of 'care', individualism and administrative

segregation have obscured disabled people's claims to participation,

social integration and equality in the wider world.

The analysis presented in the preceding chapters highlights a number

of significant barriers to change - the attitudes of individual care

managers and front line staff; the bureaucratic politics of

commissioning authorities; the administrative and legislative

constraints of the contractual framework; the cultural imperialism of

disabling values; the economic imperatives of a welfare state in crisis.

The analysis In this final chapter summarises the range and extent of

such barriers and considers some options and strategies for change.

The discussion draws on three levels of analysis - organisational

change at a local level, policy change at a national level and socio-

economic change in a global context.

8.1. BRIDGING THE IMPLEMENTING GAP

Although there are many fundamental differences between the policy

agenda for community care and the philosophy of integrated living

there are also many areas of rhetorical convergence. For example,

there is much common ground in the advocation of user involvement,

choice, self-determination and independent living outcomes (although

as Pilgrim et a!. (1997) argue shared 'interest' is not the same as
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shared 'interests'). However, as this study shows, the framework for

community care implementation often works against the achievement

of these same policy goals.

There is then much evidence for the existence of a substantial

'implementation gap' between the rhetoric and the reality of community

care. Although many of the barriers to the liberation of disabled people

operate at a structural level (Ryan & Thomas, 1980; Abberley, 1987;

Oliver, 1990) there are some opportunities for bridging this gap at a

local level. Specifically, the existence of discretion and relative

autonomy in community care implementation creates discursive

spaces in which disabled people have been able to challenge

organisational cultures and established ways of working.

8.1.1. Street Level Bureaucracy

Wherever policy implementers have discretion there is scope for poticy

making - even where those actors are individuals and where the

degree of discretion is limited. For example, Smith (1981) observes

how receptionists, filing clerks and typists can influence social work

agency policy at the point of service delivery (see also Winkler, 1981).

However, as Burch & Wood (1989: 177) note, such discretion is

generally more 'rule bound' than that exercised by professionals. In

addition, lay people may be able to exercise considerable discretion at

a local level, especially as elected local councillors. Far from being the

passive recipients of central government policy, it is clear that many

front-line actors have the opportunity to prioritise, negotiate, arbitrate

and obstruct policy implementation decisions in a very real way.

Consequently, the implementation framework for community care

provides a great deal of scope for 'street level bureaucracy' (cf. Lipsky,

1978). The decisions of local planners and assessors can have

dramatic consequences for individual disabled people and for the

pattern of services available within a community. For example, Hardy

et a!. (1990) describe the case of a hospital consultant who would not

allow people with learning difficulties 'into the community' unless he

thought that it would improve their quality of life (which he did not).
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Similarly, one of the participants in this study described his previous

experience of institutionalised residential 'care'...

It [the residential home] was a barrier to us living in a
decent home, but it was there because a handful of
people had made a decision that it would be there. They
were individuals who collectively were expressing certain
attitudes towards people like [us] and giving effect to how
they felt and saw problems through making that decision.
(interview transcript)

It would be naive to reduce the consideration of disabling barriers to a

discussion about individual attitudes amongst planners, purchasers

and providers. However, where discretion and relative autonomy in

policy implementation are combined with disabling value assumptions

there is the potential for individuals and professional groups to shape

the pattern of local service provision in highly oppressive ways. Such

processes are particularly evident in relation to 'care' assessment and

management (Priestley, 1997b). At a very basic level individual

attitudes can and do create real barriers to integrated living for

disabled people and undermine the stated objectives of community
care policy.

Much has been written about the power of the professions as

institutions of social welfare and control (cf. Friedson, 1970; Wilding,

1982) and disabled people have been particularly subjectified by them.

For example, McKnight (1981) illustrates how professionalised

services have both created and maintained disabling social relations

within the welfare production process while Abberley (1995) reviews

the significance of disabling ideologies in the practice of Occupational

Therapy. Professional closure and the growth of institutional welfare

bureaucracies have further reinforced the boundaries between

professionals and their 'clients' (Hugman, 1991). However, there is

also evidence of an emerging counter-tendency in the growth of

'consumerism', self-help and the movement for independent/integrated

living (cf. Zola, 1987).
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Connelly (1990) argues that the traditional relationship between social

services departments and disabled people is indeed beginning to

change as service boundaries and ideas about disability are

increasingly challenged. This analysis is supported by emerging

evidence of change at a local level within some social services

departments. For example, Jones (1996) and Evans (1996) review

developments in Wiltshire from the perspectives of management and

user organisations respectively. Such experiences suggest that it has

been possible to move towards models of choice and control within the

bounded rationality of community care. Integrated living supports

which promote self-management are an important catalyst in this

process. By engaging disabled people directly in the design,

management and delivery of services they promote user-led solutions

and challenge the cultural imagery of disabled people as impotent and

dependent.

More specifically, the movement for independent/integrated living has

enabled disabled people to demonstrate that they can be effectively

engaged not only as the consumers but also as the producers of

welfare. The increasing presence of disabled people in the

management and delivery of services is therefore a significant factor in

effecting change at a micro-institutional level. Herd & Stalker (1996)

make the point that the under-representation of disabled people as

employees within provider organisations is a particularly poor use of

potential resources and expertise. While accepting that the absence of

disabled people in such organisations is not the sole reason for

service failures and deficiencies they suggest that...

Service providing agencies can be strengthened and
their role enhanced within the communities which they
serve if members of those communities - in all their
diversity - can contribute as employees to the work of
such agencies. This is as true for disabled people as it is
for members of any marginalised and under-represented
group of people. (op cit., p. 21)

Similarly, Chinnery (1991) stresses the need for more disabled people

to be employed within the 'caring' professions (particularly at a
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managerial level). However, Sally French (1988, 1994a) invites

caution in this analysis, providing numerous examples of the barriers

which disabled people face in pursuing such a career within

mainstream organisations.

By contrast, those working within organisations controlled by, or

accountable to, disabled people have often been able to make real

advances in an enabling workplace environment. For example, Etienne

d'Abboville (1991) describes how the Spinal Injuries Association was

able to develop approaches to social work within a social model of

disability. From this example, he argues that disabled people's

organisations, and specifically centres like DCIL, are ideally suited to

engage in more participatory forms of service provision than would be

possible within traditional organisations (compare Phelan & Cole,

1991). Thus...

Unless disabled people are themselves involved in the
design and, some would say, the delivery of services, the
fundamental structure of service provision will remain
flawed. (d'Abboville, 1991: 84)

On an individual level, hundreds of local disabled people have become

involved in the production of welfare for others through involvement

with local planning groups, access campaigns, information provision,

home visiting, community education and the arts. This process is

illustrated in the following extract from Derbyshire...

Once awareness is raised and access improved,
disabled people can and do involve themselves in
community activity. People whose only outing was
previously to the Day Centre find themselves booking
transport through DCIL and staffing an information desk.
People who came to DCIL in despair, for counselling, for
vital information, benefits advice etc., train as peer
counsellors and use their own experience to support
others. (DCIL, presentation to Derbyshire Social Services
Department, December 1994)
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This approach to participatory service design suggests a blurring of

the established hierarchy between providers and users. In so doing it

illustrates how user participation can create opportunities for

resistance to the discourse of 'carers' and 'cared for 1 . Moreover, self-

empowerment in an enabling environment of peer support also builds

community and collective identity. Thus, John Evans draws attention to

the way in which...

...disabled people have directly become empowered by
living independently e.g. taking control of their lives,
creating choices, being decisive and assertive,
articulating their needs, being an employer, and being an
advocate just to mention a few. As well as these more
individual qualities there is also empowerment in terms of
raising one's awareness and becoming committed to a
cause and the politicisation that goes with this process.
(presentation to the Association of Metropolitan
Authorities, 16 February)

As Bracking (1993: 11) points out, it is important to remember that the

concept of independent/integrated living evolved from within the

disabled people's movement rather than from within non-disabled

society. Brackng argues that Centres for ndepencentSnegrateO )vng

were particularly important in this process. They have demonstrated

that disabled people can run their own support services and they have

located those individual supports within a broader political movement

for citizenship and equality.

8.1.2. Discretion and the 'Enabling' Authority

As the preceding chapters illustrate, policy continues to 'made' during

the so-called implementation phase (Hupe, 1990). In this sense,

implementation is not a passive process and the simplistic Wilsonian

differentiation between 'policy makers' and 'administrators' is largely

misplaced. Thus, Barrett & Fudge (1981) dispute the way in which 'top-

down' analyses treat implementers as mere agents while marginalising

the study of power, conflict and value systems within and between

organisations (cf. O'Toole, 1986). For similar reasons, Hjern (1982:

307) concludes that...
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To understand how politics and administration are linked
now requires an understanding of more than just how
clause is related to clause. It also takes an
understanding of how organisation is linked to
organ isation.

In Britain central government administers little of its 'own' policy and an

increasing amount of social policy formed at the centre is implemented

by local authorities, arms-length government agencies and quangos.

Although there is much evidence that local government has become

increasingly subordinate to centralised constraint (Widdicombe Report

1986; Crouch & Marquand, 1989; Cochrane; 1991) it is also clear that

relative autonomy in policy implementation has led to a great deal of

'uneven deve'opment' between derent oca1Wies Dumcan & or\n,

1988).

The ability of local authorities to shape policy depends upon the

existence of discretion and relative autonomy. As Hogwood (1987)

points out, 'flexible' or 'permissive' policies are more susceptible to

discretion during implementation than 'mandatory' or 'proscriptive'

ones (see also May, 1991: 55). Hill (1981), amongst others, notes that

social policy in general creates more opportunity for discretion than

that in other areas (such as economic policy). Thus Hill uses the

example of the 'meals of wheels' service to show how permissive

legislation (together with a lack of directive guidance) can often

account for local variations in service provision.

In this context, contemporary community care policy has been highly

permissive and policy making at the centre has consistently sought to

divest responsibility to 'enabling' local authorities (Gyford, 1991). For

example, in response to a Commons Committee report on community

care (HC482-I, 1993) the government were keen to point out that it

would be local authorities rather than central government who would

be held accountable for the implementation of community care

policies. Thus...
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Local authorities have 'eagerly sought' the
responsibilities of community care and...it is they who will
be held accountable by users and carers and their local
community.. .the Secretaries of State for Health and
Social Security have no direct management function'
(DHSS, 1993: 2).

It is local authorities then who must establish local needs and develop

strategic planning objectives for service development. Within those

authorities the framework for care assessment and management

divests further discretion to professional groups and individuat staff

members at the front line. It is worth noting that this discretion is

tempered by the proliferation of directive guidance and regulation from

central government and that the proscriptive nature of purchasing

criteria represents a significant counter-tendency towards centralised

control and surveillance. However, local authorities do retain a

significant degree of autonomy in assessing local needs and in

shaping the pattern of supports which are available to local disabled
people.

The existence of local discretion and relative autonomy provides scope

for both pessimism and optimism. On the one hand local counciilors,

chief executives, service commissioners and care managers may.

impede the enabling potential of community care policy where it

conflicts with established organisational values and interests. On the

other hand, permissive policies open up spaces for the creation of

innovative support structures (within the 'bounded rationality' of

financial and legislative constraint).

Taken in the context of the study as a whole, the analysis presented in

the first part of this chapter suggests that there is some scope to

challenge the ideology of community care at a local level. It also

suggests that disabled people's organisations are uniquely well placed

to take a leading role in this struggle. At an individual level, self-

assessment and self-management provide tangible evidence for care

managers that the discourse of welfare dependency has become

outmoded. At a collective level, the self-organisation of disabled

people provides local politicians and planners with coherent voices for
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change. Where disabled people's organisations have made in-roads

into local authorities they have often been able to influence the

implementation of community care policies in very real ways

(particularly through Disability Equality Training and representation on
planning groups).

As the experience of the movement for independent/integrated living
shows, there are opportunities for effective local action in awareness

raising, attitude change and political dialogue. Such activities can and

do challenge established values and ways of working within local

authorities. However, the opportunities for influence remain contingent

upon a number of factors including the level of local commitment to

user involvement, the political agenda of the local authority and the

level of self-organisation amongst local disabled people. In this

context, it is important to remember that advances towards integrated

living have generally occurred where the demands of disabled people

and their organisations have coincided with local political agendas.

For example, initial demands for self-managed personal assistance

schemes by disabled people in Hampshire clearly struck a chord with

the Conservative authority's interest in consumerism and market

choice. In Derbyshire, the Coalition's agenda for participation and

equality fitted well with the Labour authority's interest in equal

opportunities. Conversely, where the promotion of integrated living

solutions has conflicted with local political agendas there has been

much resistance. Thus, DCDP's attempts to replace existing service

provision with user-led alternatives were perceived as unwelcome

privatisation and an attack on public sector provision and

accountability. In this way, 'enabling' authorities can still choose to be

disabling when it suits them to do so.

As these examples show, the existence of local discretion and

autonomy in community care policy making remains something of a

double-edged sword for the disabled people's movement. On the one

hand, it offers the possibility that effective self-organisation and local

campaigning can lead to positive influence in the implementation
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process. On the other hand, it places the burden of persuasion on

disabled people themselves to prove the case for user-led supports.

Local autonomy has clearly been an important factor in the historical

development of independent/integrated living. However, in the

absence of a mandatory legislative framework community care

continues to operate within a needs-based rather than a rights-based

system of welfare production (Oliver & Barnes, 1991; 1993). This in

turn leaves the definition of local 'needs' vulnerable to relationships of

power between local disabled people and the commissioning
authorities.

Although there may be some scope for challenging disabling attitudes

and practices amongst discretionary actors at a local level,

organisations like DCDP and DCIL have more far-reaching goals. As

one DCIL manager put it...

.what this organisation seeks to do is somehow change
the basis on which all services are provided...and it is a
revolutionary thing to try and do. (interview transcript)

To restructure such a system is no small task. It would require an end

to the physical segregation of institutional care; the removal of

administratively segregated 'special' services into the mainstream and

a redefinition of the relationship between 'providers' and 'users'. In this

sense, the agenda promoted within the movement for

independent/integrated living calls for a much more fundamental

redefinition of the social relations of welfare production. In particular,

the goals of integrated living and equal citizenship are undermined by

the continued administrative segregation of service provision for

disabled people (cf. Stone, 1984; Finkelstein, 1991). It is important to

remember that those same services have increasingly been named by

disabled people amongst the primary barriers to participation,

integration and equality in the wider world (Finkelstein, 1991; Oliver,

1992b; Oliver & Barnes, 1993; Abberley, 1995).
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8.2. THE SCOPE OF LEGISLATIVE CHANGE

The research for this study was carried out between October 1994 and

May 1997 and much water has passed under the bridge during that

time. When I began this study direct payments were not an option for

most service users and there seemed little immediate prospect for anti-

discriminatory legislation. Yet, both these provisions have reached the

statue book (in one form or another). In addition, the election of a

Labour government in May 1997 raises questions about the future

direction of disability policy making. In the light of these developments

it is important to review the potential for policy change at a national

level. The following discussion examines briefly the prospects for

change offered by implementation of the 1996 Community Care (Direct

Payments) Act and 1995 Disability Discrimination Act. More generally,

this analysis suggests that legislative change cannot be a sufficient

condition for ensuring the sort of broader social change promoted by

the movement for independent/integrated living (although it may

sometimes be a necessary one).

8.2.1. Direct Payments

Griffiths (1988, para. 6.8) had specifically ruled out the prospect of

extending local authority powers to make direct cash payments to

individual service users (at that time Section 29 of the 1948 Act,

Schedule 8 of the 1977 Act and Section 45 of the 1968 Act specifically

prohibited English authorities from making payments in lieu of

'services'). Thus, until recently, the only examples of direct payments

were administered by central rather than local government. For

example, Maggie Davis (1993: 17) draws attention to the fact that

patients at St Thomas Hospital had been granted special DHSS

payments (the Domestic Assistance Addition) to employ personal

assistants at home during the 1960s and 1970s. The success of this

scheme she suggests posed a threat to existing institutions and thus

led to its withdrawal in the 1988 social security reforms.

Probably the most significant development was the establishment of

the Independent living Fund in 1988. The ILF was launched jointly by
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the Disability Income Group and the Department of Social Security

with the intention of assisting people of working age with substantial

support needs to remain in their own homes through cash payments

(up to a weekly maximum). In its first year of operation (1988-89) the

Fund paid out one million pounds of the five million pounds available.

By 1992-93 more than a hundred million pounds was being paid out to

twenty one thousand people (see Kestenbaum, 1993b, for a history of
the ILF).

The ILF was closed to new applicants from November 1992 and

replaced by two new funds. The Independent Living (Extension) Fund

was set up to deal with the ILF's existing caseload while the

Independent Living (1993) Fund was intended to take on new

applications. Moving the second reading of the Disablement (Grants)

Bill in February 1993, Nicholas Scott pointed out that the ILF had been

intended as an 'interim' measure pending community care legislation.

However, he also remarked on its success, confirming Government
support for the

...main concepts behind it, which are giving cash to
disabled people and recognising that by doing so we give
them independence and the power to determine how best
to meet their own care needs. (House of Commons
Official Record, 15 February, 1993, c36)

The principle had already been endorsed by the Association of

Directors of Social Services at their Annual General Meeting in 1992

and promoted in their evidence to the Commons Committee the

following year (HC 482-Il, 1993, Q448). The Committee recommended

that central government should review existing research in this area

with a view to making changes (op cit., para. 41). To this end the

Department of Health appointed a Technical Advisory Group and the

Community Care (Direct Payments) Bill was published in November

1995. The legislation came into force the following year, permitting

local authorities to make direct payments to people assessed as

needing community care services (taking into account their financial

circumstances in calculating the amount). It is too early to reliably
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predict the impact of policy implementation in this area and much

research is needed to establish the impact of direct payments policy

amongst a wide range of service users in different local authorities5.

However, it is important to note some initial concerns about the

limitations of direct payments legislation as a means to integrated
living for disabled people.

Firstly, direct payments legislation does not circumvent existing

arrangements for needs assessment. It affects the management of

allocated resources but it does not impact on the criteria used to make

that allocation. Thus, while more easily available direct payments may

facilitate opportunities for increased self-management they will

contribute rather less towards a culture of self-assessment. The

administrative and professional dominance over assessments of

'need', described at some length in this study, remains largely

unchallenged. In a similar way, applications to the remaining ILF funds

are still mediated by local authority assessors thus reinforcing the

principles of administrative dominance and professional power in

determining disabled people's 'care' needs.

Secondly, it is becoming clear that many service users may be very

wary about the prospect of direct payments. Although disabled

people's organisations campaigned strongly for the legislation there

have been differing opinions about the most appropriate arrangements

for administering them. DCIL in particular has remained concerned that

direct payments legislation may obscure important management issues

by focusing attention on the individual as purchaser. Indeed, there is a

danger that, without effective organisational back-up, many individual

disabled people may become even more vulnerable to abuse,

exploitation or inadequate support arrangements in the market place.

Furthermore, there is a perceived danger that direct payments

schemes present an opportunity for...

• . . removing a problem outside mainstream services. They
intend to give you your own money, that's fine. You get

5the Joseph Rowntree Foundation has recently invited tenders for such work.
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on with it but don't bloody complain to us. That's part of
that process. (interview transcript)

In this context it is perhaps significant that, of the Personal Support

Service users involved with this study, only one person wanted to

manage all the financial aspects of her package. Everyone else felt

that they would continue to need the sort of back-up support that

organisations like DCIL provide. The following comments illustrate the

kind of arguments which they put forward...

You've got like another person, another organisation that
you can sort of put the responsibility on, it's not only me,
which it would be if I was paying. I mean at the moment
I'm just directing them in the hours. I've got nothing to do
at all with the money apart from how many hours they do.
I wouldn't want to. (Carol)

I think it's dangerous, I think it's really dangerous to give
a lot of money to people who need community care. You
give anybody a few hundred quid and they'll blow it. You
give people housing benefit in arrears and they spend it.
With a lot, you'd get a lot of trouble. And I think it would
be open to abuse, not by people who are dishonest but
because people wouldn't cope. (Terry)

..I I'd have to have somebody to put the adverts up for
me and like help to do the iriterviewing...l'd have to have
somebody to organise it. handling money. They do good
things like that, like interviewing and seeing that people
are all right in the background. You see I couldn't do all
that.. .1 don't think I'd be able to manage...No, it wouldn't
be for me I tell you. (Liz)

What I would like is to be able to be plugged into DCIL
for...an advocate, I certainly wouldn't change that. And I
think they should be there to support me still, in a crisis.
(Margaret)

If you sever all links with DCIL, you're back to a situation
where you're confronting the County Council without
support. I don't think that's tenable because I've been
through that... (Hugh) 	 -
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Similarly, accumulated experience within the movement for

independent/integrated living shows that personal assistance support

schemes are a necessary pre-requisite for self-assessment and self-

management (Oliver & Zarb, 1992; DIG, 1996; Simpson & Campbell,

1996; Barnes, 1997). Managing one's own package of financial

support can be a liberating experience. However, without adequate

arrangements for information, advocacy, peer support, administrative

back-up and payroll services it can be daunting prospect. This will

especially so for those disabled people who have been denied major

life choices and experiences in the past.

As the examples from Derbyshire show, many people do not have the

time, the confidence or the experience to manage the administrative

and financial side of their support package. Some people need

organisational support in dealing directly with their personal support

staff while others may often feel threatened when dealing with the

purchasing authorities on their own. At this stage such observations

are necessarily based on anecdotal evidence but they do suggest that

there remains an important role for disabled people's organisations,

especially in the areas of advocacy, peer support, campaigning and

community development work.

Direct payments legislation is an important policy development for the

disabled people's movement. It challenges disabling discourses of

'care' and undermines cultural associations between disability and

dependence. However, there are also dangers. Firstly, the new direct

payments legislation is discretionary and there will be no mandatory

obligation on local authorities to make the option available more

widely. Consequently, it is likely that the development of direct

payments schemes in England will mirror the uneven regional

development of past initiatives in independent/integrated living.

Secondly, direct payments (taken as an isolated policy) reinforce the

idea that disability is an individual problem which requires an

individualised response.
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Taken on their own, direct payments cannot provide the means to

participation, integration and equality in the wider world (although they

are a considerable help towards those ends). Direct payments do not,

in themselves, do anything to influence the causes of disability. They

do not for example re-structure the physical environment, the

economic imperatives of the labour market, the education system or

the cultural imperialism of disabling values. However, they do provide

opportunities for more disabled people to gain the independence

necessary to further those tasks. Finally, it is important to reiterate that

the implementation of direct payments legislation is being played out

within a needs-based system of distributive welfare rather than within a

rights-based framework for inclusive citizenship.

8.2.2. Anti-Discriminatory Legislation

The community care white paper recognised that support towards

independent and integrated living should extended beyond the

traditional responsibilities of social services departments to include

accessible employment, education and housing (cf. paras 2.4 and

3.5.1). Thus Leat (1993: 30) concludes that responsible authorities

must recognise that 'independence' for disabled people requires more

than just 'care' services; it also requires access to 'ordinary community.

activities'. Similarly, the Audit Commission (1992b: para. 62) advised

that achievement of community care implementation goals would

require action beyond the narrow scope of social services

departments. In particular they argued that access to the wider

environment would be an essential feature of successful

implementation. Thus...

If community care is to be a reality for physically disabled
people wider initiatives are also required on such aspects
as access to indoor shopping centres, other buildings,
public toilets, transport and the suitability of pavements
and crossings for disabled people. (op cit., para. 22)

With this in mind, they concluded that the implementation of

community care should not be regarded solely as a social services

matter. Instead community care should be seen within local authorities
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as a 'corporate approach' to local need (op cit., para 63). Such an
approach is also consistent with the broader agenda of the disabled

people's movement. In particular, it is reminiscent of Derbyshire

Coalition's attempts to engage in partnership with the local authority as

a whole rather than within the narrow administrative remit of 'social

services' issues. Taken in the bigger picture it suggests an approach

which transcends the socially and bureaucratically constructed

boundaries of 'service' provision altogether in favour of one based on a

social model of disability and barrier removal in the wider world (cf.
Finkelstein & Stuart, 1996).

Within this framework disabled people's organisations have

persistently campaigned for effective anti-discriminatory legislation. It

is not necessary to review this campaign in detail here and it has been

well documented by various authors (cf. Barnes, 1991; Davis, 1994;

Barnes & Oliver, 1995). Suffice to say that numerous attempts to

introduce legislative measures between 1981 and 1995 met with

considerable resistance from central government and were

unsuccessful. However, under sustained pressure the government

introduced its own Bill in 1994 and, after a stormy passage, the

Disability Discrimination Act received Royal Assent on 8 November

1995 (although implementation of its major provisions has been

stagge red).

The Act creates three basic 'rights' for people defined as 'disabled' -

the right not to be discriminated against in employment; the right not to

be discriminated against in the provision of goods, facilities and

services; the right not to be discriminated against in the provision of

premises. However, these are by no means universal rights and there

are numerous exemption clauses (cf. Northern Officers Group, 1996).

Consequently, the new legislation has been widely criticised by

disability rights activists for failing to challenge systematic oppression

in any real or meaningful way (Barnes & Oliver, 1995; Disability Now,
January 1997:1).
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Firstly, the Act defines disabled people in terms of particular

impairments and functional limitations rather than with reference to

categories of exclusion or discrimination. In this sense it differs from

the Race Relations Act or the Sex Discrimination Act which do not

require Black people or women to be defined in biological terms.

Consequently, the new legislation has been criticised for perpetuating

the ideological association between impairment and disability (cf.

Northern Officers Group, 1996; Chadwick, 1996). Although the Act

deals in 'rights' these are individualised rights based on a medical

model of disability rather than collective rights based on a social

model.

Chadwick (1996: 29) argues that the implication of adopting individual

model definitions in the Disability Discrimination Act is to draw a line

under the state's acceptance of financial responsibility. The limits on

this responsibility, Chadwick argues, are to curb discrimination at the

level of individual prejudice and minor environmental barriers while

failing to address the structural features of disabled people's exclusion

from full participation and citizenship. Thus, he argues, the ability to

define disability in terms of 'natural' causes precludes any meaningful

political discussion of large areas of disabled people's lives (op cit. p.
30).

Secondly, the rights to access and inclusion conveyed by the Act are

in no sense absolute. In particular, the provisions for allowing 'justified

discrimination' in the Disability Discrimination Act are far more

extensive than those found in anti-discriminatory legislation relating to

racism or sexism. Where the reason for discrimination is proven to be

substantial and material it can be regarded as justifiable. Where an

employer or service provider can show that 'adjustments' to normal

practice are not 'reasonable' then there are grounds for justifiable

discrimination. Consequently, there has been much concern about the

burden of proof in establishing legal criteria for 'substantial', 'justifIable

reason' and 'reasonable adjustment' (Guardian, 25 November 1994: 8;

Gooding, 1994; 1996a; Northern Officers Group, 1996). At the time of
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writing it remains unclear how far legal precedent and government

Codes of Practice will resolve such ambiguities.

Thirdly, the provisions of the Act are not universal and many

organisations are exempt even from a basic duty to accommodate

disabled people. For example, the police, prison, fire and armed

services are excluded from all provisions of the Act. Similarly, the duty

not to discrimination in employment does not apply to companies with

less than twenty employees (i.e. ninety six per cent of all employers!).

In addition, educational institutions are required only to publish anti-

discriminatory policies on pupil admissions, teaching and facilities.

There is no mechanism for the enforcement of such policies (although

further and higher education colleges need to report on their progress

in implementing them). Consequently, the Act presents few challenges

to the disabling social relations of segregated and 'special' educational
provision (Ford, et a!., 1982; Oliver, 1985; Barnes, 1991; Rieser &

Mason, 1992; Barton, 1996b).

Fourthly, there is no effective agency of enforcement for disability

rights under the Act. Again, this presents a significant contrast with the

legislation on race and gender discrimination where the Commission

for Racial Equality and the Equal Opportunities Commiss(on have a.

rote in pressing cases and enforcing legislative provisions. Instead the

Act establishes a National Disability Council (NDC) with advisory

powers and a monitoring role. As the Northern Officers Group (1996)

point out, what this means is that individual disabled people and their

representative organisations will carry the responsibility for identifying

and bringing cases of discrimination to tribunals and the courts, It is

too early to predict how the new Council will carry out its

responsibilities (the NDC met for the first time in February 1997).

However, without adequate representation from the disabled people's

movement and without enforcing powers it is likely to remain open to

the charge that it is an ineffectual mechanism for advancing citizenship

rights.
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As this brief review shows, there are many deficiencies in the Act as a

piece of civil rights legislation. It reinforces causal associations

between impairment and disability; it conveys 'rights' which are neither

collective, absolute or universal; it lacks the teeth of a proper

enforcement agency. It is certainly a very pale imitation of the Civil

Rights (Disabled Persons) Bill sponsored by Harry Barnes in the same

session of Parliament and forcibly talked out by Conservative MPs. As

Barnes (1991) and Oliver (1990) argue, effective legislation would

have required not only a comprehensive anti-discrimination Act but

also an accompanying freedom of information Act and well funded

organisations of disabled people to ensure pressure for enforcement.

However, despite these limitations, it would be wrong to become too

cynical. Given the sustained and often vociferous government

opposition to demands for anti-discriminatory legislation, the passage

of the Act must also be seen as an important advance for the disabled

people's movement. The Act is a partial achievement from a hard

fought battle but it would not have happened at all without the effective

seif-organisation of disabled people within a politicised movement for

change (Oliver& Campbell, 1996).

While not devaluing the importance of the 1995 Act, Finkeistein &.

Stuart (1996) remain sceptical about the ability of anti-discriminatory

legislation to effect significant change. Using the analogy of British

race relations and the Commission for Racial Equality they argue

that...

The importance of British anti-discriminatory legislation
should not be underestimated. Yet, this legislation has
obviously not removed discrimination from the day-to-day
experience of the ethnic minority population. This
conclusion highlights limits to the gains that are possible
through civil rights legislation. (p. 174)

Similarly, Barnes & Oliver (1995: 114) make similar associations with

other anti-discriminatory legislation. The institutionalised nature of

disability in Britain is, they argue, akin to racism, sexism and

hetereosexism. As such it permeates 'the very fabric of British society'
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and is rooted in 'the very foundation of western culture'. Thus, they

conclude...

Our analysis suggests that the achievement of civil rights
for disabled people will involve political struggtes which
go beyond campaigns for legislation. These will include
consciousness raising, direct action, the strengthening of
democratic and accountable organisations, and the
promotion and control of research. (op cit., p. 115)

Similarly Mike Oliver (1996a) is concerned that the campaign for anti-

discriminatory legislation should be seen as a 'step on the road'

towards inclusion rather than as a solution in itself. While welcoming

recent developments with optimism, Oliver urges realism about the

scale of the barriers still to be overcome. For example, he expresses

concern about the relevance of legislative change at a time when there

is evidence of increasing segregation in education (Norwich, 1994)

and where the abuse of disabled children remains widespread (Cross,

1994). Consequently...

• .as disabled peop'e we need to Tecogr\se that the aw
will not do it for us. Even once we have got legislation we
will still have to do it for ourselves. We will still have to
force the politicians and the lawyers to take our concerns
seriously. We will still have to go out on the streets. The
road to liberation is one which we can only take for
ourselves. (Oliver, 1996a: 25)

Steve Jones (1994) takes a more radical Marxist stance, arguing that

all demands for legislative 'civil-rights' should be seen as a liberal

bourgeois approach to 'equality'. The legislative loop-holes of

'reasonable accommodation' and the liberal incorporation of disabled

people's 'representatives' in an ineffectual consultative council lead

Jones to argue that the campaign for anti-discriminatory legislation can

only legitimise existing alienation and exploitation under capitalist

class rule. For Jones then...

Real practical emancipation cannot evolve from the
idealist political sphere or legal reforms - it can only
come from a united working-class expropriating the
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owners of capital and forcing a change in the social
relations of production.

To summarise, there have been some important policy developments

in recent years which will undoubtedly impact on the further

implementation of community care policy and integrated living projects.

The advent of direct payments and anti-discriminatory legislation show

that advances can be made. In particular they provide some optimism

for those who believe that targeted political campaigns by social

movements can influence the pattern of social policy making in Britain.

However, they provide rather less optimism about the impact of

legislative reform as a mechanism for achieving participation,

integration and equality in the wider world. It is important to be realistic

about the scope of the gains which have been made and to remember

just how difficult they were to achieve. In particular, it is important to

recognise that even these limited developments would not have come

about without the effective and sustained seif-organisation of disabled

people within a cohesive social movement for change.

8.3. SOCIAL CHANGE

So far I have considered the prospects for change at the micro-level of

service provision and at the level of national policy developments. The.

final part of this chapter extends this analysis to the consideration of

disabling barriers and social change in more general terms. This

argument is necessarily speculative and cuts across some of the really

'big issues' in contemporary social science. For example, in order to

envisage a society in which disabled people might be tru'y integrated

with full equality it is necessary to re-think concepts like citizenship,

culture, political economy, globalisation and social movements.

8.3.1. Citizenship, Commodification and Welfare

In developing its Standard Rules the United Nations (1993) made a

clear link between the equalisation of opportunities for disabled people

and their participatory citizenship within member states. For example,

the preamble, emphasises the need for disabled people to become
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'active partners with States in the planning and implementation of all

measures affecting their civil, political, economic, social and cultural
rights'. Thus...

The purpose of the Rules is to ensure that girls, boys,
women and men with disabilities, as members of their
societies, may exercise the same rights and obligations
as others. In all societies of the world there are still
obstacles preventing persons with disabilities from
exercising their rights and freedoms and making it
difficult for them to participate fully in the activities of their
societies. (ibid.)

Yet there is considerable evidence that disabled people have been

systematically denied such citizenship rights in Brtan (ef. Barnes,

1991; Oliver, 1992b). Political rights have been denied through

unequal access to the political process, to suffrage and to the ballot

box. Social rights (Marshall, 1952) have been denied through

differential levels of poverty (Disability Alliance, 1987; Martin & White,

1988; Thomson et a!., 1990; Berthoud, 1996), inadequate
environmental access (Finkeistein, 1975a; Walker, 1996; Heiser,

1996) and basic lifestyle choice (Hunt, 1981; Barnes, 1990; Morris,

1991a). Moreover, Oliver & Barnes (1993) argue that this kind of

institutional discrimination has been specifically compounded by the•

development of social policy and the British welfare state. As Oliver

(1992: 30) puts it...

...not only has state welfare not ensured the citizenship
rights of disabled people, through some of its provisions
and practices it has infringed and even taken away some
of these rights

In particular, the tentative citizenship rights incorporated in post-war

'egislation, such as the 1944 Disabled Persons (Employment) Act,

have been progressively undermined by moves towards a needs-

based system of welfare. This process, according to Oliver & Barnes

(1993: 269), has been masked by the rhetoric of recent community

care policy making. As shown in this study, community care has

consistently reinforced ideological associations between impairment,
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'needs' and 'care' rather than between disability, exclusion and rights.

Similarly, Adele Jones (1992: 38) concludes that

...the focus on 'needs' rather than 'human rights' is in
direct conflict with the concept of empowerment. The
concept of need is an approach that runs through all the
legislation and is one which promotes pathology,
inadequacy and inability as the basis for determining who
has what services.

Against this background, the movement for independent/integrated

living has made an important contribution towards redefining the social

relations of welfare production. In particular, it has fostered the

development of a participative disability culture which challenges

traditional discourses of dependency and passivity. However, within

the prevailing climate of commodification and marketisation, the

participation of disabled people has consistently been constructed by

policy makers simply as consumerism (rather than as liberation or

citizenship). For example, while recognising that community care had

recast the service user as 'consumer', one member of the Derbyshire

Coalition noted that there remained...

...no recognition either in custom, practice or, until very
recently in any other way, [of the] service receiving
citizen as being an equal participant and a valued and
respected, power sharing element in the process of the
state providing support... (interview transcript)

This argument could of course be equally applied to the relationship

between other differentially incorporated citizens and the welfare state

(e.g. Black people, women, elders, children, lesbians and gay men). In

Derbyshire, the equation between participatory service delivery and

participatory citizenship is clearly articulated in the Coalition's

commitment to...

...promote a form of service that would underpin active,
participatory citizenship rather than passive containment
or custodianship and elevate the former as being the
preferred policy objective of central/local government.
(field notes, DCDP, March 1996)
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In this context it is important to remember that government has a

relationship with service users not only as 'customers' or 'consumers'

but also as citizens (Priestley, 1995c) and that consumerism cannot

therefore be a sufficient guarantee of the public interest. As Stewart &

Ranson (1988:15) argue...

The public are not merely clients or customers of the
public sector organisation. They are themselves a part of
that organisation as citizens. Citizenship can be a basic
value in the public domain. In building citizenship
management has to encompass a set of relationships for
which the private sector model allows no place.

Thomson (1992) sees individual client contracts as a useful means of

bolstering active citizenship. However, Lipsky & Smith (1989) suggest

that because service contracting fundamentally alters the politics of

welfare delivery it raises concerns about equity and citizenship. As the

analysis presented in this study shows there is reason to believe that

the marketisation of community care services may actually be further

undermining the citizenship of its disabled 'consumers'. Indeed, there

has been growing concern in the United States that increased

contracting out of public services is impacting negatively on citizens'

rights and that privatisation and civil liberties 'may prove to be mutually

exclusive goals' (Sullivan, 1987: 466). For the Coalition in

Derbyshire...

The future for disabled people under a 'mixed economy
of care' amounts to little more than a reversion to the old
idea of disabled people as being tragic cases rather than
equal citizens, backwards into dependency in the
interests of private profit. (Info: the Voice of Disabled
People in Derbyshire, June 1992:1)

More generally, Plant (1992) argues that the very notion of 'welfare

rights' is based on an assumption that the laissez faire market needs to

be controlled and moderated by the broader obligations and rights

associated with citizenship (for example, the obligation to pay tax and
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the right to receive a minimum level of economic and social status).

For Plant this...

...implies some limit to commodification and
commercialisation, in the sense that the basic welfare
goods to which individuals have rights are not ultimately
to be subject to the market mechanism, since the market
cannot guarantee the provision of these goods, as of
right, on a fair basis to all citizens. (op cit., p. 16)

Iris Young (1990), develops this line of argument in order to illustrate

how the discourse of oppression in which new social movements

engage often runs counter to many of the core assumptions of

Western capitalist societies. In this way she argues that the discourse

of collective social justice and citizenship conflicts with the distributive

paradigm of welfare capitalism. Thus...

Entering the political discourse in which oppression is a
central category involves adopting a general mode of
analyzing and evaluating social structures and practices
which is incommensurate viith the language of liberal
individualism... (op cit., p.39)

Thus, the neo-liberal marketisation of community care policy making

has centred on the extension of negative civil and political rights (such

as individual choice) wh]e opposing many of the posive social and

economic rights necessary in order to exercse tnern. It is no
coincidence that the initial marketifsaf on of community care occurred
alongside strident polTcal resstance to both anf-dscrimnatoiy
legslation and the provson of d red payments th whch dsab ed
people might have been ab e to exerc as cho ce n the market. While
the disabled peoples' movement has been partially successful n

securing negative rights 1 has as yet, made rather less progress n
obtaining the posTve rights necessary to exero as act vs and inc us vs
cifzenshp.
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8.3.2. From Costs to Causes

One of the most commonly identified barriers to integrated living

outcomes is the presumed cost of implementation. For example, Ann

Kestenbaum (1996) welcomes the enabling, need-led rhetoric of

community care policy making but argues that economic constraints

present significant barriers to the implementation of independent living
solutions. Thus...

In principle, a social policy that aims to keep people out
of institutions should mean that their individual needs for
Independent Living are addressed more appropriately.
However, if the overriding considerations in implementing
the policy are the reduction of welfare spending and the
shifting of financial and moral responsibilities to
families...then the possibilities opened up by community
care for Independent Living in its full sense are likely to
be very limited. (op cit., p. 4)

Jenny Morris (1993b) questions whether overall levels of resourcing

are the real issue and asks whether we should instead focus on the

way in which existing resources are tied up in particular modes of

service provision. Morris maintains an agnostic approach to this

question but argues that significant change could be effected without
raising overall welfare spending (by re-channelling the weight of

investment from traditional modes of 'care' and 'rehabilitation' towards

independent living schemes). For Morris then...

...it is not certain that the redistribution of resources
which would be necessary would also need to be
accompanied by an increase in the total amount of
resources. Instead it may be that a fundamental shift in
the use of existing resources would go a long way to
achieving independent living for disabled people. (ibid.,
p. 178)

Morris' analysis draws on other studies of independent living which

suggest that the self-management of personal assistance may often be

a cheaper option than traditional models of service provision (cf. Zarb

& Nadash, 1994; Zarb eta!., 1996). Similarly, the attempt by disabled
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people's organisations in Derbyshire to redirect public resources away

from institutionalised services and towards innovative patterns of

support emphasises redistribution rather than overall resource issues.

However, there is an important distinction between the proven cost-

effectiveness of self-managed personal assistance schemes on the

one hand and the broader socio-economic challenges posed by the

disabled people's movement on the other.

It would be wrong to over-emphasise differences of approach within

the movement for independent/integrated living. To do so would be

counter-productive and largely misplaced. The point is simply this. The

development of effective self-managed personal assistance schemes
has been possible within existing policy frameworks and within

available 'service' budgets (albeit as a result of hard-won local battles

by individual disabled people). However, the goals of integrated living

(participation, integration and true equality) require more than just

participative services. They also require barrier removal in the wider

social world - in the built environment, in employment, in education.

Cost-benefit analysis is not an easy (or an appropriate) model to apply

to agendas for radical social change and it is hard to estimate the

likely costs of such wide ranging social changes. There would be gains

as well as losses. As one DCIL manager pointed out...

...people who currently are eking out their existence in
nursing homes could, in a different model of care, a
different model of support, be employed. They could
actually be earning and paying taxes and actually cost
people, the exchequer and themselves [less]... (interview
transcript)

In addition, the creation of universally accessible environments would

bring benefits to many non-disabled people (Walker, 1996). However,

on balance it is probably fair to say that the long term goals of the

movement for integrated living could not be met simply by

redistributing existing 'service' budgets. Rather, they would require a

more wholesale redistribution of resources which would directly

challenge the economic imperatives of production and reproduction
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within a capitalist economy. In order to understand the implications of

this broader agenda for social change it is necessary to reconsider the

relationship between disabling values, social policy and political

economy.

George & Wilding (1976: 129) argue that welfare polices are

necessarily weakened when they are 'grafted on to an economic

system intrinsically hostile to the welfare ethic'. Consequently, they

see...

• ..the conflict between the values of capitalism and the
ethic of welfare as the underlying reason for the failure of
social policies to achieve agreed aims. (ibid.)

George & Wilding's emphasis on conflicting 'values' and 'ethics'

provides a graphic image of the kind of ideological tensions illustrated

throughout this study. It also accords with the way in which disabled

people's demands for participation, integration and equality challenge

the cultural imperialism of disabling values. As Finkeistein & Stuart

(1995) point out...

Lasting change requires more than merely winning the
battle for civil rights for disabled people. It requires more
than just the support of a benign government. It requires
more than a disability commission with a key 'police' role
over the delivery of services and responsibility for the
representation of impairment in popular culture and the
media. The engine of change requires the sum of these
things but more. It requires all these things within a
context of a fundamental transformation of the restricted
cultural view of disability in the United Kingdom.
(Finkelstein & Stuart, 1996: 175)

However, the causes of disability cannot be reduced simply to debates

about 'values' or 'culture', although these are important (Ingstad &

Reynolds-Whyte, 1995; Barnes, 1996a). Analyses which are

conducted within an idealist discourse of 'culture' often fail to provide a

sufficient level of explanation for the disadvantage experienced by

disabled people. It is important therefore to remember that disabling
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cultural values also reflect material relations of power. This is not a

new debate and the implications have been explored at some length

by social model writers such as Vic Finkelstein (1980), Paul Abberley

(1987), Mike Oliver (1990), Tom Shakespeare (1994) and Cohn
Barnes (1996a).

Cultural values play a central role in legitimising disabling social

relations but we have to ask where such values come from, why

certain values remain dominant over others and whose interests are

threatened when dominant values are challenged (Abrams, 1982). The

answers to these questions are more likely to be found by talking

about 'ideology' than by talking about 'culture' (Abberley, 1987). For

these reasons an adequate theory of disability needs to accommodate

not only the relationship between individual and society, it also needs

to accommodate both idealist and materialist levels of explanation

(Priestley, 1988, forthcoming).

The recognition that policy values can be considered in ideological

terms as legitimising disabling social relations reinforces the view that

welfare policies can often be considered as examples of social control

(Janowitz, 1976; Higgins, 1980). For example, tVarxisl and neo-Marxist

commentators have often portrayed social policy implementation as

providing the minimum sufficient conditions for reproducing the 'abour

force while maintaining order and state legitimation (O'Connor, 1973;

Mishra, 1977; 1984). The implication for Hugman (1991: 21) is that...

The growth of the welfare state has exacerbated the
contradictions between the economic and ideological
aspects of society, so that to resolve the ensuing crisis
the long-term interests of capital are placed before those
of welfare.

It is clearly beyond the scope of this study to examine theories of crisis

in the capitalist state in any real detail. Suffice to say that numerous

authors have pointed to the inherent contradictions between capital

accumulation and the expansion of state welfare spending (cf.

Habermas, 1976; Gough, 1979; Offe, 1984). Within this dialectic the
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demands of the disabled people's movement are doubly significant.

Including disabled people on equal terms challenges the social

relations of both production and reproduction. The prospect of full

inclusion in employment challenges the economic imperatives of

capital accumulation (particularly within Fordist modes of production):

The removal of barriers to inclusion in mainstream education, leisure

and welfare demands additional resources and undermines the

legitimacy of the welfare state.

In this sense some of the analogies between disability, race and

gender begin to break down. As with disability, the cultural imperialism

of racist and sexist values has served to legitimise historic

relationships of domination and subordination (Lugones & Spelman,

1983; Fraser, 1987; Young, 1990). The representation of Black people

and women as biologically inferior or 'other' has been an important

factor in maintaining the cultural legitimacy of Britain's patriarchal and

imperialist legacy. The social relations of power arising from this

legacy have in turn enabled the labour of Black people and women to

be additionally exploited in the British labour market (including unpaid

'caring' labour).

By contrast, the cultural construction of disabled people (in terms of

tragedy, the impaired body and otherness) has been exploited

ideologically to exclude them from the processes of production and

reproduction altogether. Indeed, there is considerable evidence that

the historic segregation of disabled people through 'service provision'

has been premised upon the maintenance of an administrative

disability category which defines those 'unable to work' in order to

control labour force participation (Stone, 1984; Finkelstein, 1991;

Priestley, 1 997a).

f such arguments are correctly premised then there are fundamental

implications for the possibility of social change. In order to dismantle

the administrative segregation of disabled people and the disabling

cultural values which underpin it, it would be necessary to dismantle

some of the most fundamental mechanisms of structural state control.
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Consequently, any attempt by the disabled people's movement to

reclaim and redefine popular discourses of disability and welfare also

challenges the social relations of production and reproduction within a

capitalist economy. All this takes us a very long way from a study of

'community care'. However, if we are to accept the agenda of the

movement for integrated living, that is probably where we ought to be.
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CONCLUSION

The content of this study arose from some very specific concerns

expressed by disabled people involved with the Derbyshire Coalition of

Disabled People and the Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living in

late 1993 and early 1994. At that time they were becoming increasingly

concerned that implementation of the 1990 NHS and Community Care

Act might undermine their ability to provide support to disabled people

within an integrated living approach. In particular, they were aware of a

significant conflict of values over the definition of quality standards for

the contracted services which they sought to provide under the new

purchasing arrangements. This conflict was all the more significant

because, taken at face value, the philosophy of integrated living

seemed to exemplify all the key rhetorical goals of community care.

The evidence which I have presented in this study suggests that

supports towards integrated living are indeed thTeaemed b'y the

implementation of community care policy. More generally, community

care policy making in the 1990s has continued to reproduce disabling

cultural values and social relations in the wider world. Despite the

rhetoric of 'choice' and 'independence', the reality has all too often

undermined those ends.

Firstly, the preoccupation with 'care' has reinforced the association

between disability and personal tragedy (rather than structural

exclusion). The analysis of policy documentation showed in some

detail how the discourse of care has been primarily concerned with

defining those who should be cared for, those who should do the

caring and the way in which this relationship should be organised.

Thus, there has been a consistent failure to challenge the structured

dependency of disabled people which gives rise to this 'need' for care

in the first place. The emergence of the disabled peoples' movement

has offered much resistance to such perceptions by generating a

culture of participation. In particular, centres for

independent/integrated living have demonstrated how disabled people

can be actively engaged in the management and delivery of new forms
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of participative welfare. However, the experience of disabled people

who use self-managed support schemes suggests that resource

allocation through care assessment and management continues to

constrain the options for 'choice' and 'independence' within narrow

definitions of personal care and limited domestic assistance.

Secondly, the preoccupation with individual 'packages of care' has

reinforced the currency of individual models of disability which locate

the problem within the body (rather than within the systems and

structures of a disabling society). The rhetoric of community care

policy making, as evidenced in the primary legislation and subsequent

guidance, is restricted to the assessment of individua( needs, the

purchasing of individualised packages and the provision of

individualised services. Conversely, the development of the disabled

peoples' movement has promoted social models of disability which

emphasise the commonality of disabled people's oppression and which

call for policy responses based on their collective needs. As this study

shows, the movement for independent/integrated living has developed

a variety of responses within this philosophy. However, the analysis of

marketisation suggests that current purchasing arrangements favour

individualised forms of 'independent living' over those which seek to

address collective needs through 'integrated living'. As the case study.

illustrates, marketisation (within a climate of resource rationing)

creates pressure towards discrete, individualised, personal support

services and away from collective advocacy, community development

and campaigning.

Thirdly, the maintenance of disabled people within a separate

administrative category of welfare production reinforces the cultural

construction of disability as otherness. Historically, the segregation of

disabled people from the 'community' has been produced by structural

changes in the labour market and by the specific development of the

British welfare state. The disabled peoples' movement has challenged

this tradition of segregative welfare production on many fronts -

especially through critiques of residential institutions and the

promotion of integrated living alternatives. Similarly, the rhetorical
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agenda for community care policy making has promoted the production

of welfare within non-institutional settings. However, the experience of

service users in Derbyshire suggests that the purchasing framework

for resource allocation still fails to provide the resources for effective

community participation. Until social needs are accorded the same

resource priority as physical and domestic needs many disabled

people will remain confined within their homes and denied the

opportunity to contribute to the lives of their communities. Even with

such resources, the goal of community integration can never become a

reality unless we also pay attention to the removal of disabling barriers

in the wider world.

For the primary research participants, these contradictions were

exemplified in the definition of quality standards for community care

purchasing and evaluation. As this study shows, the standards

generated by government departments and local authorities have been

dominated by a concern with the process of individualised care

production. They are framed within an individual model of disability

and are restricted to the consideration of discrete services. This

agenda for policy evaluation assumes that disabled people are

dependent upon 'care', that disabled people's needs are individual and

predominantly physical, and that disabled people are 'users' rather

than equal citizens. By contrast, the agenda of integrated living

suggests that welfare interventions should be evaluated against

measures of social participation, social integration and true equality. A

social model approach to quality measurement suggests that the focus

should be on outcomes and that the emphasis should be on removing

disabling barriers. Moreover, it requires that we shift our gaze beyond

the restricted horizons of 'service provision' and search instead for

tangible measures of inclusion in society. From this perspective, it is

impossible to separate issues of quality from issues of 0-quality in the

wider social world (Priestley, 1995c).

Definitions of 'quality' derived from individual models of disability will

always be at variance with those derived from social models and it is

therefore no surprise that disabled people's organisations have found
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themselves at odds with the kind of values embodied in community

care implementation. However, as this study shows, the individual

model definitions used by policy makers are not simply the intellectual

product of civil servants or politicians within government departments.

They are inextricably bound up with cultural values about the role of

disabled people in society and with the social relations of welfare

production in a capitalist economy. They may be bureaucratically

defined but they are also culturally embedded and structurally

produced. Seen in this broader context, it is no coincidence that British

disability policy has tended to favour charity over civil rights,

administrative hegemony over user power, familism over community

and individualised services over equal citizenship.

I have used this study to explore these conflicts and to assist DCIL in

developing their own strategies for negotiating a changing policy

environment. Using a grounded theory approach and co-participatory

methods I have analysed in some detail the competing welfare

ideologies of community care and integrated living. By placing my

research skills 'at the disposal' of the primary research participants it

was possible for them to define the research agenda and to shape the

specific research questions, in retrospect I would not lay any great

claim to having produced a piece of truly 'emancipatory' research..

However, the fact that it was possible to generate so much data and

analysis from such open-ended beginnings is in itself a testament to

the potential for working in this way. It does at least prove that a

committed researcher (working within an accountable institution) can

produce academically credible work in partnership with disabled

peop'e's organisations.

Those organisations face an unenviable task - how to fit the 'square

peg' of inclusive citizenship into the 'round hole' of community care

'services'. These kind of tensions were central to the experiences of

the research participants in Derbyshire. They also tell us something

about strategies for change. At a ocaI leVel, disabled people will need

effective forms of self-organisation and self-empowerment. They will

need to engage directly with established political bureaucracies and to
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challenge powerful professional interest groups. They will need to

build strong collaborative partnerships and present a united voice. In a

climate of intense resource rationing new funds are unlikely to be won.

The campaign for local change will need to focus on demands for a

transfer of existing resources from traditional dependency-creating

services (in both the public and voluntary sector) towards the removal

of disabling barriers and the creation of innovative support structures

in which disabled people exercise participation and control.

This focus on participation, social integration and equality requires

change in many contexts and at many levels. As the case study shows,

it is possible to change services at a local level (although there may be

many battles in 'winning the hearts and minds' of discretionary local

actors). However, the goals of integrated living also require more far

reaching changes. Recent developments on civil rights and direct

payments suggest that, while some change is possible at a national

level, legislation is unlikely to provide a long term solution. Rather, the

integrated living agenda suggests that a more fundamental redefinition

of the social relations of production and reproduction is required.

Ultimately, the liberation of disabled people requires us to question

both the economic imperatives of capital accumu'ation and the

legitimacy of a welfare state in crisis.

In order to understand the dynamics of this debate, and to develop

strategies for change, we need to understand the relationship between

disabling values and disabling structures. Welfare policies do not

emerge or compete in a simple pluralistic way and the relative

influence of competing values is contingent upon the distribution of

power within a given society at a given time. It would therefore be

naive to consider contemporary policy debates about disability as a

simple conflict of 'values'. We have to ask where such values come

from and why some values acquire dominance over others, Indeed,

where there are underlying structural causes at work in the creation of

disabling barriers these cari cnly be explained with reference to

material relations of power. Yet this kind of analysis leaves the

disabled people's movement with a paradox.
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On the one hand, the identity of the disabled peoples' movement is

grounded in a sense of commonality derived from social models of

disability, which demonstrate how socio-economic forces structure the

experience of people with impairments within a capitalist society. On

the other hand, the very existence of the movement is premised upon

experiences of self-empowerment and a belief in the potency of

collective action as a catalyst for change within that same structure.

Clearly then, the story of independent living has much to convey about

the relative significance of structure and agency in a changing welfare

state.

If we believe that policy is shaped by the values of politicians and

street level bureaucrats within welfare institutions, then our strategies

for change will be directed towards winning the 'hearts and minds' of

those institutions. Conversely, if we believe that both the values and

the institutions themselves have been produced by material relations

of production and reproduction, then there may seem little point in

engaging directly with either. There is, of course, a reductionist

tendency in both these positions. It would be more accurate to

suggest, as Juckes & Barresi (1993: 211) do, that it is the combination

of subjective interpretation and objective social positioning which

provides a basis for conscious political action (this action and the

interpretation are then fed back into society through culture). As the

seif-organisation of disabled people shows, people with grievances

have a great capacity to think and act subjectively, although the stance

from which they do so is inevitably 'positioned' by their objective

location within the social relations of production and reproduction.

The self-organisation of disabled people has continued to open up

spaces in which new narratives of disability have been forged and in

which collective identities have been strengthened. As Giddens (1991:

54) accepts, this kind of identity, or reflexivity, is contingent upon 'the

capacity to keep a particular narrative going'. That the disabled

peoples' movement has not only been able to keep enabling narratives

'going' under such adverse circumstances but also to widen their
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political currency is testament to its counter-hegemonic potential

(Oliver, 1990; Morrison & Finkelstein, 1993; Campbell & Oliver, 1996).

Disabled people's organisations in Britain have made many advances:

the birth of integrated living projects; the acceptance of a 'needs-led'

agenda for community care; the partial implementation of direct

payments and anti-discriminatory legislation; the incorporation of

social model thinking into the mainstream of European Union and

United Nations policy making. These are no small achievements and

they have all been contingent upon the effective seif-organisation of

disabled people locally, nationally and globally. As Oliver (1990: 112)

concludes...

..disabled people cannot look to either the welfare state
or traditional political activities to effect considerable
material and social improvements in the quality of their
lives. The only hope, therefore, is that the disability
movement will continue to grow in strength and
consequently have a substantial impact on the politics of
welfare provision.

Yet there are many barriers to these processes. Street level

bureaucracy, bureaucratic politics and marketisation all impact to the

detriment of disabled people's seif-organisation. In more general

terms, British disability policy making is not played out on a level field

and the policy community is weighted against the disabled peoples'

movement. Moreover, there is much evidence that the structured

dependency inherent in British disability policy making has been

socially produced by the developmental processes of a capitalist

economy operating within a patriarchal and imperialist legacy

(Townsend, 1981; Fjnkelstein, 1981; Williams, 1989; Oliver, 1990).

However, it is important to avoid too deterministic an analysis.

Widespread commodification and consumerism have exerted a

significant counter force to the hierarchical constraints inherent in

Fordist modes of production and welfare. The breakdown of rationalist

bureaucracies, traditional forms of social stratification and national

boundaries opens up possibilities for new forms of social organisation
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and political alignment. In particular, the emergence of new social

movements indicates the existence of significant counter-cultures

which challenge disabling social relations throughout the world. There

is a sense then in which the post-modern (or late modern) condition

requires a new response. As old forms of commonality and collective

action have crumbled in the face of 'identity politics', so new

boundaries of stratification and division have been drawn. Yet,

increasingly we are also beginning to recognise the poverty of a

politics based solely on difference.

The search is on for new forms of solidarity and communalism, for new

forms of collective welfare production and for a new politics which

celebrates difference while rejecting the differential incorporation

which that difference so often reflects. Thus, Leonard (1997) sees the

major social movements of our time as characterised by a

convergence of interests, in that they share both a 'respect for diversity

and a commitment to fight poverty and expoitation'. Wthn this

'confederation of diversities' (ibid.) the disabted peop'es' mo cect s

an indispensable ally. More than any other contemporary movement, it

embodies both the celebration of difference and the common goal of

social and economic inclusion.

To envisage a society which includes disabled people on equal terms

with full participation is to envisage a society which has redefined its

relationship to welfare, work and citizenship in ways which would

benefit all other marginalised and oppressed groups. The achievement

of this enabling society requires not only enhanced 'services' but also

enhanced civil rights and citizenship. Such a restructuring would

require major changes in the social relations of welfare production. It

would threaten powerful interest groups and it would challenge the

legitimacy of a welfare state in crisis. Ultimately, the achievement of

participation and equality for disabled people would challenge the

economic imperatives of capital accumulation. In this sense, the

political agenda of integrated living reaches to the root causes of

disability itself.
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In the campaign for change we would rather not be starting from here.

Yet, there is some guarded optimism that now may be a good time to

act. Current debates about the future of welfare production and

citizenship provide opportunities for the disabled peoples' movement

to seek new alliances. Policy making communities in the 1990s are

avidly engaged in wide-ranging debates about the whole future of

welfare production, about citizenship and about constitutional change.

There has been much talk about communitarian politics, about a Bill of

Rights and about electoral reform. The involvement of disabled

people's organisations with Charter88 and the emerging links between

BCODP and Liberty bring such debates directly into the movement.

The election of a Labour government in May 1997 heightens the

significance of these debates. It is too early to predict the scope for

detailed policy change. However, it is perhaps significant that

government accountability to disabled people has already been

transferred from 'socia' securtV' to 'empto\Jrfleflt' ard that there are

promises to bolster anti-discriminatory legislation (although no specific

plans emerged in the first Queen's speech).

The barriers to integrated living are many and varied. They range from

the individual attitudes of front line staff to the bureaucratic politics of

purchasing authorities; from the detail of legislative constraint to the•

macro soda-economic environment of welfare capitalism in a

globalising economy. However, there is some scope for change,

although we should be pragmatic about the prospects for improvement

in the short to medium term. There are many battles to be won and the

sheer scale of those which remain requires the maintenance of a

visionary agenda for the liberation of disabled people. As the example

of disabled people's organisations in Derbyshire shows, acting locally

and thinking globally has proved to be good maxim for action.
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APPENDIX A: initial letter to Derbyshire Coalition

Leeds, December 1993

Dear Ken

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Cohn !3arnes who
supervised my recent MA dissertation in the hope that you may
be able to assist me.

I was able to use my MA course work to conduct a research and
development project with an emergent organisation of disabled
people in Leeds. The research method was constructed within a
social model of disability and within an "emancipatory"
approach. The members of the group were thus in control of the
direction an conduct of the research and the dissemination of
its results. Much was learned from the study - not only about
ways to empower the group but also about the conduct of
disability research.

As a non-disabled person, there are many obstacles to doing
disability research, not the least of which is whether I should
be doing it at all! Seven years of struggling to work within an
organisation "for' disabled people has left me with a
passionate conviction in the social model of disability and a
belief in the need for organisations "of" disabled people to
control services. Consequently, I have been looking for ways to
use my academic skills to further these causes.

I am now beginning part-time research with Cohn in the
Disability Research Unit towards a PhD. It is my intention to
give up my job next year in order to pursue this on a full-time
basis. In embarking on further disability research I am seeking
to examine whether the emancipatory method used in my small-
scale study would be applicable to a larger scale project. I
would therefore hope in some way to be placing my research
skills "at the disposal" of disabled people's organisations.

In my discussions with Cohn it was suggested that I might be
able to use this opportunity to promote the role of Centres for
Independent/Integrated Living and your name was raised as a
possible first contact. To this end, I would be grateful it you
could let me know whether I might visit you to talk over some
of these problems and to consider whether I can be of any
assistance to the movement.

Thanks for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

Best Wishes

Mark Priestley.
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APPENDIX B: commissioning contract with DCDP

Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People
117 High Street, Clay Cross, Chesterfield S45 9DZ
Telephone/Fax:	 Chesterfield (0246) 865305
Minicom	 Chesterfield (0246) 866362

FULL PARTICIPATION & EQUALITY

PROPOSAL TO COMMISSION RESEARCH

As agreed in discussions, the following is a proposal to commission research,
to be undertaken by yourself, which will assist Derbyshire Coalition of
Disabled People (DCDP) in developing understanding and policy on quality
measures of outcomes for users in services to disabled people. Findings are
expected to contribute to developing a national pilot for services under
Community Care provisions, but incorporating independent integrated living
objectives set by disabled people.

The research will form part of your project entitled 'Disability, values and
Quality: the role of Disabled People's Organisations'. It will be conducted
along lines described in your proposal prepared in consultation with DCDP and
now accepted by the Economic & Social Research Council, and will be expected to
contribute towards your requirements to qualify for the degree of PhD.

Work outline

Work in Derbyshire will include:
1. A pilot study to establish an appropriate interview format, done by meeting
members of DCDP and/or users of Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living (DCIL).
2. A main study by interview, also with people identified by these
organisations, and other local organisations of disabled people as appropriate.
3. Contribution to facilitating a series of workshops on quality measures,
planned through DCIL as part of a Living Options Partnership Network project.
4. A report and/or presentation to DCDP at the end of the study.

Liaison

Contacts in Derbj shire will be:
Ken Davis, DCDP (reporting to DCDP Council);
David Gibbs, Research Manager, DCIL (reporting to DCIL Management
Committee).

These contacts will act as a local advisory group for the research, along with
any other input agreed to be appropriate, and will assist you in finding local
individual contributors to the research.

The group will meet with you at key stages of the research, and the contacts
will also be available for informal discussion as required.

Duration

The work with disabled people's organisations in Derbyshire will be from
October'94 to October'95, subject to variation if required by circumstances
arising in the course of the work.

Financial considerations

It is understood that funding for the research is an ESRC research studentship,
meeting your own costs including those of _meeting individuals in Derbyshire.

For item 3 in the work outline above, it is expected that expenses will be met
from a Living Options budget to support Network projects.

Signed in agreement to the above:

David Gibbs, for Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People 14 August 1994

Mark Priestley
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APPENDIX C: outline chronology of the fieldwork

Date: Activity:

8 December 1993 Initial letter to DCDP.

14 December 1993 Exploratory meeting with representatives of
DCDP/DCIL to discuss involvement.

1 May 1994 Submission of funding proposal to ESRC.
17 August 1994 Meeting with DCIL Research Manager to discuss

proposal and logistical arrangements.
28 August 1994 Confirmation of ESRC funding.

30 September 1994 'Commissioning document' outlining research
commitment to DCDP.

1 October 1994 Initial registration for PhD.

10 November 1994 Initia' meeting of the Living Options project core
group.

24 November 1994 First focus group meeting.
18 December 1994 Second focus group meeting.

24 January 1995 Living Options Seminar in Derby on 'User
Involvement in Evaluation'.

25 January 1995 Third focus group meeting.

8 February 1995 Fourth focus group meeting.

30 March 1995 Meeting with DCIL research manager to discuss
outcomes for the Focus Group project and
direction of future research.

31 March 1995 Progress report of Focus Group presented to
DCIL's General Council. 'Checklist' formally
adopted as a basis for promoting user
involvement in all disability services. Report
circulated to senior managers in all the
participating agencies.

9 June 1995 Final meeting of the Living Options project core
group to discuss outcomes and plan further
dissemination.

1 September 1995 Data collection visit to DCIL (textual analysis of
'Liaison Group' minutes).

28 September 1995 Data collection Visit to DCIL (textual analysis of
Management Committee minutes and reports).

29 September 1995 Attended DCIL 10th Anniversary celebrations.
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10 October 1995 Data collection visit to DCIL (textual analysis of
Management Committee reports, service level
agreement and PSS contract).

10 October 1995 Meeting with PSS service manager to discuss
research involvement with service users.

14 October 1995 Joint presentation with DCIL to DPI European
Symposium (dissemination of Living Options
project outcomes).

Interview with DOlL's director (validation and
development of textual analysis)

Wrote to PSS service manager about protocol for
contacting service users.

Wrote to local authority manager to request
interview and/or information on purchasing policy.

15 February 1996 Wrote to DCDP representatives to request
interview on Coalition perspectives.

14 March 1996 Interview with two of DCDP's founding members.
11 April 1996 Meeting at DCIL to discuss proposed conference

on 'Social Models as a Basis for Commissioning'.

3 June 1996 Request from DCIL for 'independent appraisal' of
user views on the PSS.

8 July 1996 Service user participants contacted by DCIL.
15 July 1996 Submitted suggested notes and questions for the

service user interviews for comment.

23 July 1996 Presentation to NHS Executive Seminar in Derby
hosted by DCIL (further dissemination of work on
user involvement).

25 July 1996

25 July 1996

6 August 1996

Agreement on revised notes, questions
covering letter for service user participants.

Initial letters and information sent to
participants.

Interviews with two service users
7 August 1996 Interview with service user
8 August 1996 Interview with service user

9 August 1996 Interviews with three service users
9 August 1996 De-briefing meeting at DCIL to discusss user

interviews

9 August 1996 Further documentary data collecion at DOlL
13 August 1996 Letter of thanks sent to user interviewees

18 September 1996 Draft report and letter sent to user interviewees
and those who were nct interviewed for comment.

25 September 1996 Report and summary sent to DCIL.
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28 September 1996 Report presented to DCIL's AGM.

3 December 1996 Sent thesis outline to DCILJDCDP for comment.

18 February 1997 Meeting at DCIL to discuss protocol for thesis
content and further dissemination.
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APPENDIX D: proposal for the 'Living Options' project

Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living
LONG CLOSE
RIPLEY
DERBYSHIRE
DE5 3HY

Mark Priestley
10 Christ Church Mount
Armley
LEEDS
LS12 3NH

26th August 1994

Dear Mark

A further thought after our meeting the other day.

I mentioned the joint focus group on 'value measurement' (or whatever we decide
to call it) which DCIL will host during the autumn - copy of the proposal
enclosed, as I can't remember if you've seen it.

This is a project within the Living Options Partnership Network, and as such has
access to a small supporting budget. It might be appropriate for you to participate
as part of the project 'commissioned' from you. I believe the budget would meet
travel, and even a fee as an independent facilitator if this seemed a useful way to
go.

The group isn't fully assembled yet, but I would anticipate about four half-day
workshops during October-November. Format too remains to be decided, but a
possibility would be for each agency - Health, Social Services, DCDP - to
identify a specific issue or service of particular interest to them in terms of
monitoring and evaluation, and for these to be looked at by the group as a whole
in successive workshops.

How do you feel about this? I'm away now to breath some sea air, back on
September 13th, but if you need to talk earlier a message can be got to me next
week.

best wishes

David Gibbs
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REPORT TO GENERAL COUNCIL, 29TH JULY 1994

LIVING OPTIONS PARTNERSHIP NETWORK, DERBYSHIRE

PROPOSAL FOR A JOINT FOCUS GROUP ON GOOD PRACTICE IN
MONITORING

Purpose of the report

(i) To report progress since a DCIL proposal to join the Living Options Partnership
Network was accepted at the end of '93 (MC 171/93, GC 06/94),
(ii) To suggest an appropriate local contribution to the Network,
(iii) To seek approval to implement the proposal.

Information and analysis

BACKGROUND

The Living Options partnership is funded by the Department of Health to promote
partnership between disabled people and service agencies. It provides access to
training, small grants, consultancy, conferences and publicity.

The purpose of DCIL joining the Living Options Partnership Network was to open a
new opportunity to share experiences with 26 other Living Options areas in England &
Wales.

When Living Options was set up as a series of projects from '85, the principles
adopted were similar to those of developments initiated by disabled people in
Derbyshire and elsewhere in the country.

Our local experience of partnership working between disabled people and service
authorities has been well established by:

* The Disability Project from 1985 onwards, in which some new working
practices in the Social Services Department ran parallel with the setting up of
DCIL;

* The Joint Strategies for Services for Younger Physically Disabled People,
drafted by Joint PlannIng Groups and adopted in both north and south in '87.

* The management structure of DCIIL itself.

As a permanent expression of this partnership working, DCIL General Council is an
appropriate forum for local Living Options development proposals.
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2. THE PRESENT CONTEXT

The context of such partnership initiatives has been influenced, as has much else, by
changing relationships between central and local government and the voluntary sector
and particularly by the NHS and Community Care Act.

In response to these changes, the Living Options Partnership Network was set up from
'93 as a new scheme to promote good practice in developing the role of disabled people
in planning, implementing and evaluating community care services. The project lasts
until March'95.

To make best use of this networking opportunity locally, thought was given to meeting
three requirements:

(i) A useful contribution to the network. In the last two years there has been a huge
informal traffic of enquiries between statutory and voluntary agencies, seeking
examples of good practice in setting up local schemes for personal assistance, user
participation, monitoring etc etc. Local projects to develop guidelines on specific topics
would be widely valued.

(ii) A useful development focus in the context of Derbyshire. There has been a wide
range of local consultation exercises, forums, and seconded development posts, to meet
requirements for implementing 'community care'. Inevitably problem areas have been
revealed where a concentrated joint focus would be useful.

(iii) A focus which is independent of fonnal implementation structures. There are some
marked differences between local! user perceptions of needs, and priorities laid down
by 'community care' policy nationally. Requirements for implementing the latter have
dominated at the expense of the former, with the effect of side-lining much progressive
joint work done in this County since the early '80s.
(To illustrate the difference: monitoring of community care is expressed as
'placements', but more than 90% of these are institutional; only the remainder relate
to the ordinary understanding of what 'community' means, and only a fraction of
these equate to integrated living goals that people set for themselves.)

3. RESEARCH

Some knowledge of the effects 'community care' and internal markets generally are
having on the development of partnership working has been gained from:

(i) Input from '92 on an advisory group for a Rowntree funded Manchester
University project, 'Involving Disabled People in Community Care Planning',
report published this year.

(ii) Consultation/training put on for Living Options Wirral in January, to
facilitate establishment of an independent living scheme.
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(iii) Attendance at a Living Options Network conference, 'Promoting User
Involvement: Ideas into Action' in April.

(iv) Various local workshops and seminars. For example, the issue of service
user involvement in joint Health and Social Services service development
was taken up by a consultation project this year. Using a staff secondment to
the Joint Consultative Committee, this led to a 'Working
Together'.conference on 15th June 1994, and the drafting of a code of good
practice for staff.

Some of the impressions gained only add to existing views on the effects of heavily
interventionist national policy:

* Early progress in the development of partnership working has been swept aside by
policies to introduce internal 'markets' into public services.

* New planning structures exist more to implement national policies than to decide
local priorities, and the input to their agendas from service users and their
organisations has been channelled or marginalised.

* Nominal encouragement is still being given to partnerships, user participation,
'empowerment' etc; but the setting in which these can be developed is defined with a
rigidity which drastically limits their outcomes.

* Fragmentation of services under management structures with greatly reduced local
accountability is creating a hostile environment for upholding effective service user
roles.

But none of this prevents prepatory work on guidleines for local good practice which
could be adopted when circumstances allow. By building on joint working and
networks locally and nationally, independent perspectives for addressing key issues can
be developed, and continuity with established experience retained.

Pronosed Forum on Monitoring

In view of the above developments, the following are suggested:

(i) An urgent need exists to recover independent local perspectives on long-term

development needs.
(ii) The most useful stage to focus on is that of monitoring, since this is where

ordinary ideas of quality in services can be asserted over 'outcome measures'.

(iii) A good practical format might be a series of workshops along the lines of
those held at DCIL in '92 on equal opportunities in employment.
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(iv) The object would be a set of jointly agreed guidelines on the appropriate
quality measures to be applied in service evaluation.

(v) Health and Social Services representatives on General Council might be asked
to locate appropriate personnel with an interest in taking part in the group,
along with service user representatives.

Personnel implications

Time required will be for about four half-day workshops, probably within the period
September-November'94, plus convening and report preparation by DCIL Research
Manager with clerical back-up.

Service user participation is expected principally to be by DCIL volunteers and DCDP
members.

Financial implications

Need for additional resources is not anticipated. Cover of travel/subsistence to be on an
own-agency basis, except that DCIL will meet travel of all user participants within
existing arrangements for volunteer activities.

Equal Opportunities implications

An Equal Opportunities Statement is in force governing all activities undertaken by
DCIL. Disability issues are not regarded as in any way secondary to other equal
opportunities issues. Proportionality will be addressed to the same degree as disability
issues are in other forums.

Officer recommendation

General Council consider each of the five parts of the proposal, and either

1. approve whole or in part or with amendments;
2. approve in principle and remit to Management Committee for

implementation.

D G Gibbs, 19th July 1994
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APPENDIX E: summary of focus group discussions

Summary of Points from the First Workshop
Issue:	 Response:
people may be unsure what the group is all be clear about the group's purpose; what
about sort of group is it? what happens in the

________________________________________ group? how does it work?
people may be worried about the be clear about the level of commitment;
commitment required don't require people to attend every
______________________________________ meeting
people have other commitments in their plan the dates of future meetings well in
lives	 advance
people need time to think through the set the topic(s) for discussion as far ahead
issues and time to plan what to say as possible and make sure everyone has

________________________________________ time to think about them before the meeting
some people will be more used to groups make sure people get more support when
than others	 they first join a group
people may have personal concerns which make sure people know that the group is
are more important to them than general looking at the whole service but also make
points about the service; people can lose sure they know where to go to get their
interest when the topic isn't relevant to personal problem heard
them______________________________________
people are easily intimidated and often shy make sure that "professionals" and

"professional disabled people" do not
______________________________________ dominate the meetings
people often find it difficult to get to make sure that appropriate transport is
meetings arranged well in advance and that the
________________________________________ venue is accessible
people may find meetings confusing	 avoid jargon and acronyms in agendas,

discussions and minutes; avoid formal
standing orders and motions unless

______________________________________ everyone knows how they work
people have to give up other things to recognise that professionals, consultants
come to meetings and speakers are paid to be there and

________________________________________ consider whether users should also be
people can be isolated between meetings	 make sure there are appropriate support

__________________________________________ systems (formal or informal)
people wonder what happens to their ideas make sure there are real results from the
and whether anyone takes any notice group and make sure that everyone knows

____________________________________ what has been done about it

people worry about being exploited

	

	 if the group has no real power to change
anything ask whether it should be running

____________________________________ at all
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Summary of Points Made at the Second Workshop
Issue:	 Response:
user groups will tend to become more measures of effectiveness should allow a
cohesive about general issues as they relatively long time frame for increasing
develop over time user power; cohesion can be a quality
________________________________________ measure for effective involvement
rigid structures may limit the scope of user users should determine the form as well as
involvement	 the content of their involvement; ask

whether user involvement structures have
______________________________________ been designed by providers or by users?
people may be unclear about how much the limits of user power should be made
power they have to change things 	 clear - for example, can users make

decisions about expenditure and policy?;
can they invite (and exclude) professionals
from meetings?; do users have a power of

________________________________________ veto?
user power is difficult to measure has the service provider ever implemented

changes against its wishes because service
users wanted it? how high in the
organisation's "pyramid" of power does user

______________________________________ involvement extend?
topics for consultation can be limited to users should not be restricted in the scope
what is possible rather than what is and depth of the topics and issues they
desirable	 wish to discuss
it is easier to measure progress towards particular note should be made of goals
smaller goals than larger ones 	 which are not immediately attainable and

effort made to identify interim targets
________________________________________ towards their achievement
implementation of user decisions can easily political commitment to user involvement
be blocked in large organisations; people's should be evident at the "top" of the
views are frequently ignored	 provider organisation; this commitment

should be a contractual requirement of staff
________________________________________ at all levels
it takes time and experience to build training and support systems are required
people's confidence for involvement; to 	 empower	 users	 for	 effective
inexperienced users are easily dominated 	 involvement; a period of "apprenticeship"

________________________________________ will be useful to new representatives
people's expectations of services and quality measurements should not be
opportunities may be very low at first 	 dependent on user satisfaction ratings
there is a danger of perceived elitism as many users as possible should be
amongst experienced user representatives 	 involved; involvement systems should seek

to empower users at all points in the service
not just as representatives of groups but

_______________________________________ also as individuals
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Summary of Points Made at the Third Workshop
Issue:	 Response:
people often feel very disempowered people should be given time and support

before being expected to participate in
service evaluation; people should be helped
to meet together in safe settings which are

______________________________________ under their control
services are only one part of people's lives 	 evaluation should take into account all

______________________________________ aspects of people's lives in the wider world
service purchasers' concerns may not be disabled people and their organisations
the same as those of disabled people 	 should be involved in designing contracts

________________________________________ for services
people's lives are more important than the service evaluation should consider real
amount of service "outputs"	 outcomes in people's lives
purchasers, providers and users may not it makes sense to involve all the
agree on what makes a good service 	 stakeholders in evaluating a service; it may

be helpful to involve an independent
______________________________________ mediator in bringing everyone together
it is difficult to define broad quality issues	 every attempt should be made to develop

quality standards which reflect disabled
________________________________________ people's views on the services they want
people find it hard to get together	 meetings should take account of people's

____________________________________ other commitments and travel needs
people may have very different views about disagreements should never be seen as a
a particular service 	 sign of weakness; people should be allowed

to express their views and also encouraged
________________________________________ to listen to the views of others
involving users does not always mean that users of a service should either control the
they have any power	 evaluation or be equal partners in it rather
________________________________________ than just being asked for their views
evaluation needs to have a purpose and a there is no point in evaluating a service
result	 unless all the stakeholders are committed to

changing that service for the benefit of its
____________________________________________ users
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Summary of Points Made at the Fourth Workshop
Issue:	 Response:
individual users will often focus on personal collective experiences and needs shoul dbe
issues	 sought from user representatives
it is hard to get together a group of users use should be made of groups with wider
from a single service	 frames of reference
using specific questionnaires can restrict evaluation should look more widely than
people's opportunity to be critical 	 specific existing services
it is often hard to quantify service demand	 there is no quick way to accumulate

accurate figures and service development
______________________________________ should not be delayed by this process
choice is often limited by lack of every effort should be made to increase the
information	 information available
choice is limited by budgets and by people shout be able to define needs
economies of scale	 beyond existing service provision
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APPENDIX F: brief vignettes of user participants

Joe had previously derived all his support from his parents. He felt
constrained by not being able to make decisions or speak for himself
and, as his father approached retirement age, it became clear that
change was needed. Despite a brief spell of support from the home
help service, his parents felt that he would not be able to live on his
own and began to suggest that a nursing home would be the only
option. Joe had spoken to a social worker who arranged for him to
attend a nearby resource centre run by the Cheshire Foundation. After
spending a short time in the 'independent living unit' there, Joe began
attending one day a week but after a few months, when his father fell
ill, he was persuaded to come full time. Eventually, Joe was able to
move into a shared tenancy with his partner although as time went on
strains in their relationship prompted him to think about looking for
other accommodation in which he could support himself.

For many years Richard had received most of his support from his
wife. However, their subsequent divorce created an urgent need to
develop a new way of managing his own affairs. Seeking to organise
an alternative support system, he began using staff from a private
agency while simultaneously talking to DCIL about the possibility of
alternative arrangements. Richard experienced enormous difficulties
with the agency due to the high turnover of staff and felt that he was
losing more and more control over his life.

Hugh and Margaret had supported each other for many years with
additional domestic help which they arranged privately. Because of
changes in Hugh's employment they had moved from a nearby county
where they had recently established a package of support under their
own control. On arriving in Derbyshire they hoped to negotiate a
similar package but experienced great difficulty in obtaining what they
wanted through the statutory agencies. They felt that the social
services department did not know how to cope with their individual
needs and were worried for the future stability of their support.

Terry had been living with his ex-wife in the absence of any alternative
support and needed to move as a matter of urgency. In the absence of
any family support, Terry drew much help from friends and neighbours.
He had had some private nursing care but was unhappy about the staff
provided and about the way in which the service was organised.
Initially he had been offered a place in a residential home for elderly
people (he was forty two years old at the time). Although Terry did not
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feel able to look after himself he was keen to take the first suitable
house that came up and eventually, with assistance from social
services, he moved into a bungalow and set about constructing a
package of support that could be put in place as quickly as possible.

Carol had always lived with her parents and derived most of her
support from them until the death of her mother. Her father became
increasingly unable to provide all the support she needed and she
began to use the home help service. However there were problems,
particularly in getting the help that she wanted at the times she wanted
it. She was also worried about confidentiality. Increasingly, she felt
constrained by the home help management regime which did not
easily accommodate the demands of her varied employment and daily
living routine.

Liz lived on her own and had drawn combined support from social
services and a neighbour in managing her own affairs. Social services
cut backs meant that she was not able to get help with many basic
tasks and she was becoming concerned about making increasing
demands on her neighbour as he was getting older. Liz had
experienced problems with the home help service who were not able to
provide the kind of support she needed at the times she wanted.
Despite her increasing needs she was unable to obtain any extra help
from social services.

Dorothy had been drawing on a package of twenty four hour support
put together and paid for by her son since she had became unable to
manage by herself. This support involved assistance from private
agencies and from the home help service. However, when her son
retired he was unable to continue funding this level of support and
turned to social services for financial assistance.
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APPENDIX G: information sent to user interviewees

name>>
"addressl
<<address2>
"town
ccpostcode

25 July, 1996

Dear "name>>

Recently, Ken Smith from the Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living
(DCIL) wrote to you about a research project to check on the quality of
the Personal Support Service that you use. As he mentioned, the
research is in two parts.

The first part is being done by social services and you may have talked
to someone from there about this already. My job is to do the second
part as an 'independenV person. This means that I am not employed by
either DCIL or the local council.

If you are agreeable, I would like to meet with you and listen to your
views about the services you use (this would not normally take longer
than an hour or so). To make the process easier I have included some
notes about what you should expect from me and a list of questions
which you might like to think about before we meet. If possible, I would
like to use a tape recorder to keep track of what you want to say (no-
one will listen to the tape except me).

I would be grateful if you could choose a time that suits you on any day
between 1st August and 9th August and then contact Ken Smith or
Dave Gibbs at DCIL to let them know when and where you would like
me to come. If you would rather contact me directly then my phone
number is 01132636962.

Thank you again for your help and I look forward to meeting you soon.

Yours sincerely

Mark Priestley.
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HOW TO HANDLE RESEARCHERS
A Survival Guide

The purpose of meeting with a researcher is so that you can
help them to understand your point of view. Usually, the
researcher will want to talk to several people about the same
things. They may want to ask everyone the same questions
but it is up to you what you tell them. A good researcher will
be interested in hearing about your experiences and your
opinions. Most research is done for a reason. Make sure you
know what the point of the research is before you agree to
take part.

MEETING THE RESEARCHER:

There are three things to think about:

1. what happens before the meeting?
2. what happens during the meeting?
3. what happens after the meeting?

BEFORE THE MEETING you should get...

• an explanation of the purpose of the research
• a copy of the questions (so you can think about what you

want to say)
• a choice of time and place for the meeting to suit you
• a chance to invite another person to be at the meeting with

you (a friend, relative or advocate)
• a choice about how your views are recorded (usually a

tape recorder or note-taking)

DURING THE MEETING you should get...

• an opportunity to choose what you want to talk about
• an opportunity to talk freely
• a chance to ask the interviewer some questions of your

own
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SOME TIME AFTER THE MEETING you should get...

• a copy of any notes that were made
• a chance to change your mind about what you said during

the meeting
• an explanation about what happens next
• a copy of any report that is written as a result of the

research

GETTING SUPPORT:

If at any time you don't understand or like what is happening
then you should ask the researcher for an explanation. If you
would rather talk to somebody else then you should contact
Ken Smith or Dave Gibbs at the Derbyshire Centre for
Integrated Living.

Telephone:	 01773 740246
Minicom:	 01773 748452
Facsimile:	 01773 570185
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SOME QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

The purpose of this research is to ask you about the quality of the
Personal Support service which you use (provided by the Derbyshire
Centre for Integrated Living). The following questions may help you to
think about this before we meet. You don't have to answer every
question and you can decide what you want to tell me. No-one else will
know what you have said unless you want them to.

HOW DOES THE SERVICE COMPARE WITH OTHER SERVICES?
Is the Personal Support Service better or worse than other services
you have used (such as home help, social work, occupational therapy,
day centres, hospitals, residential homes and so on)? What makes a
good service?

HOW MUCH CHOICE DO YOU GET ABOUT PERSONAL
ASSISTANCE?
Did you choose your own personal assistants? Can you choose what
time they come and what they do while they are with you? What sort of
help do you get? Are there ever times when you don't get the sort of
help you need?

WHAT OTHER SUPPORT DO YOU GET FROM THE SERVICE?
How useful is 'peer support' (having another disabled person to help
you plan what you need)? How useful have the community workers
been? (they may have helped to make changes in the area where you
live or they may have helped you with an Independent Living Fund
application).

WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS THE SERVICE MADE TO YOU?
Are there things that you do now which you didn't have the choice to
do before you had the Personal Support Service? Is there anything
that you would like to do that the service can't help you with?

IN AN IDEAL WORLD?
If you could have some or all of the money that is spent on the service
what would you do with it? What would you change to make life
easier? Perhaps you might spend it on driving lessons or better public
transport. You might buy a piece of equipment or move house. Imagine
that the choice was yours.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO ASK ME?
Would you like to know more about me and the work I do? Is there
anything that I have forgotten to ask that you would like to tell me
about? Is there any other information I can help you with?
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From the School of Sociology and Social Policy
University of Leeds
Leeds LS29JT

<<flame>>
<<addressl>>
<<town>>
<<postcode>>

13 August, 1996

Dear <<name>>

thank you for sparing the time to meet with me last week and sharing some of
your experiences about using personal support services from DCIL. As you can
imagine, it would be simply impossible to gain any real insight into the the way
in which services work without talking to some of the people who use them
and I am very grateful for your assistance.

I met with seven people who use the same service as you. Naturally everyone
uses the service in their own way and everyone has different problems. There
seems to be a general feeling that DCIL's personal support service is preferable
to many other services that people have used in the past. Several people also
raised some difficulties about managing the service.

On Friday, I had a brief meeting with Dave Gibbs at DCIL in which I passed on
to him some of the general points that came up from the interviews (without
mentioning any names!). I shall be on holiday now for two weeks but when I
return I will look at what everyone has said in more detail and begin writing up
a short report. I will then be in touch again to let you know what I would like
to include.

Thank you again for your help.

Best Wishes

Mark Priestley
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From the School of Sociology and Social Policy 	 University of Leeds
Leeds LS2 9JT

<<name)>
<<addressl>>
<<address2>>
<<town>>
<<postcode>>

18 September, 1996

Dear <<name>>

thank you again for meeting with me during August in order to discuss your
experience of using DCIL's Personal Support Service. In my last letter I
promised that I would get back to you when the project was a little more
advanced.

As you know, our discussions were tape recorded and I have spent the past
two weeks listening to the tapes, transcribing and analysing what people said. I
am now at the stage of putting together a short report to summarise the main
points that were made. Obviously, I cannot include everything so I have tried
to emphasise feelings that were shared by several people. However, I have also
included specific examples where people had differing ideas.

I enclose a copy of the draft report and, if you have the time, I would
appreciate any comments or suggestions.
I have done my best to make sure that none of the comments can be traced to
anyone in particular. This means that I have deleted any reference to names or
places. In particular, I have highlighted comments which came from you
personally so that you can look at them and decide whether they should be
included or not. It is, in a sense, 'your' report so I would not want to submit it
in a form that is unacceptable to everyone concerned.

The final stage will be to revise the report and submit it to DCIL so that they
can use it in developing the service. The one page summary at the back is
intended for DCIL's management committee which also includes
representatives of the County Council and the Health Authorities.

I look forward to hearing from you again. Best Wishes

Mark Priestley (tel: 0113 2636962)
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From the School of Sociology and Social Policy 	 University of Leeds
Leeds LS2 9ff

<<name>>
<<addressl>>
<address2>>
(<town>>
<<postcode>>

18 September, 1996

Dear <<name>>

Some time ago you may remember that I wrote to you about a research project
concerning the Personal Support Service provided by Derbyshire Centre for
Integrated Living. At that time you did not feel that you had anything you
wanted to say. Now that the project is nearing completion I thought that you
might like to know what has happened.

Altogether, I met with seven people in order to hear their views on the quality
of support they receive from DCIL. All the meetings were tape recorded and I
have been looking at the results in some detail. I am now preparing a short
report for DCJIL in order to summarise what people have said.

I enclose a copy of the draft report and a summary of the main points in case
there is anything you would like to add to it. Please feel free to telephone me or
write with any suggesfions or comments.

Best Wishes

Mark Priestley (tel: 0113 2636962)
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APPENDIX H: final data coding scheme used in NUD-IST

Q.S.R. NUD.IST Power version, revision 3.0.4 GUI.
Licensee: Mark Priestley.

PROJECT: DCIL2, User Mark Priestley, 12:35 pm, 23 Jan, 1997.

* ** * ********** ********** **************************** ***** ** *** *

(1)	 /basedata
*** Definition:
subtree for base data
***************************************************************

1 1)	 /basedata/female
*** Definition:
everything said by female interviewees
***************************************************************

1 2)	 /basedata/male
*** Definition:
everything said by male interviewees
***************************************************************

(1 3)	 /basedata/Mark
*** Definition:
everything said by the researcher during interviews
***************************************************************

(1 3 98)	 /basedata/Mark/research
Definition:

research questions raised by participants
* ** **** * *************** ** ***** *** ********** ********* **** ** * ****

(1 4)	 /basedata/stakeholders
*** Definition:
subtree for data sources
***************************************************************

(1 4 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/government
** Definition:

source data from central government
***************************************************************

(1 4 1 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/government/com
care policy
*** Definition:
factual data on central government policy
* ** * * *** ***** * **************** ********* * ************ * ****** *** *

(1 4 2)	 /basedata/stakeholders/purchasers
*** Definition:
source data from purchasers
***************************************************************

(1 4 3)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCIL
*** Definition:
source data from DCIL
***************************************************************

(1 4 3 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCIL/funding
*** Definition:
factual data on DCIL funding
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(1 4 3 2)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCIL/structure
*** Definition:
factual data on DCILs organisational structure

(1 4 4)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCDP
*** Definition:
source data from DCDP

(1 4 4 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCDP/roles
*** Definition:
data on DCDP's role and functions
***************************************************************

(1 4 4 2)	 /basedata/stakeholders/DCDP/history
*** Definition:
factual data on history of DCDP

(1 4 5)	 /basedata/stakeholders/users
Definition:

source data from service users
***************************************************************

(1 4 5 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/users/background
*** Definition:
background information from interviewees

(1 4 6)	 /basedata/stakeholders/other
*** Definition:
data from other sources.

(1 4 6 1)	 /basedata/stakeholders/other/UN policy
*** Definition:
factual data on UN policy

(1 5)	 /basedata/new docs
*** Definition:
documents awaiting coding
***************************************************************

(2)	 /values
*** Definition:
comments about the role of values
***************************************************************

(2 1)	 /values/general
*** Definition:
values about disability in general
****	 * **** ************ *** * *** ** ****** ** * *** **** ***** *********

(2 3)	 /values/care
*** Definition:
values about 'care' and 'dependency'
***************************************************************

(2 4)	 /values/participation
*** Definition:
views about user participation and involvement
***************************************************************
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(2 5)	 /values/choice & control
*** Definition:
views about choice and control

(2 6)	 /values/barrier removal
*** Definition:
views about barrier removal

(2 7)	 /values/integrated
*** Definition:
views about segregation and integration

(3)	 /service provision
*** Definition:
views on different modes of service provision

(3 1)	 /service provision/DCIL
*** Definition:
views about DCIL as a service provider

(3 1 1)	 /service provision/DCIL/pss
*** Definition:
factual data on DCILs Personal Support Services

(3 1 1 1)	 /service provision/DCIL/pss/SASM
*** Definition:
views on self assessment and self management

(3 1 1 2)	 /service provision/DCIL/pss/tasks
*** Definition:
data on self management of tasks by service users
* ** **** * ****** ***** * * ***** ******** * *********************** *****

(3 1 1 3)	 /service provision/DCIL/pss/PA5
*** Definition:
relationships with personal assistants
***************************************************************

(3 1 2)	 /service provision/DCIL/advocacy & peer
support
*** Definition:
comments on peer support

(3 1 3)	 /service provision/DCIL/community
workers
*** Definition:
comments on community workers
***************************************************************

(3 1 4)	 /service provision/DCIL/other
*** Definition:
factual data about DCIL's other services
*** ***** ***** ********** * ***** ************ **** * ******* * *** *** ***

(3 2)	 fservice provision/LA
*** Definition:
views on local authorities as service provider
***************************************************************
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(3 2 1)	 /service provision/LA/home help
*** Definition:
comments on home help services
***************************************************************

(3 2 3)	 /service provision/LA/care assessment &
management
*** Definition:
comments on care assessment and care management
***************************************************************

(3 3)	 /service provision/unpaid carers
*** Definition:
views on unpaid carers as service providers

(3 4)	 /service provision/private agencies
*** Definition:
views on private sector as service providers
* ** * * ******* ********** ***** ** 	 ** ***** ** ************** *******

(4)	 /contracting
*** Definition:
approaches to and information on contracting
***************************************************************

(4 1)	 /contracting/process
*** Definition:
subtree on DCIL's experience of contract tendering
***************************************************************

(4 1 1)	 /contracting/process/pss
*** Definition:
DCIL's experience of tendering for the PSS contract
***************************************************************

(4 1 2)	 /contracting/process/general
*** Definition:
DCILs experience of tendering for the General Service Level
Agreement
* ** ** **** *** * * **** * * *** *** *********** ******* *******************

(4 2)	 /contracting/agreements
*** Definition:
subtree on DCIL's contracts

(4 2 1)	 /contracting/agreements/pss
*** Definition:
wording of DCIL's contract for PSS
***************************************************************

(4 2 2)	 /contracting/agreements/general
*** Definition:
wording of DCIL's Service Level Agreement
***************************************************************

(4 3)	 /contracting/impact
*** Definition:
data on the impact of contracting
** ** ** ** ** * **** * * ******** * ************** ***** ****** *********** *

(4 3 1)	 /contracting/impact/mission
*** Definition:
impact of contracting on organisational mission
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********	 ****** * *** *** ****** **** ***** * *** * ** **

(4 3 2)	 /contracting/impact/fragment
*** Definition:
impact of contracting on organisational structure
***************************************************************

(4 3 3)	 /contracting/impact/services
*** Definition:
impact of contracting on service provision
* ************** **** ********* ******************************* * ** *

(4 3 4)	 /contracting/impact/survive
*** Definition:
implications of contracting for organisational survival
**************************************************************

(5)	 /quality
*** Definition:
general information and views on quality measurment
***************************************************************

(5 1)	 /quality/input
Definition:

input measures of quality
***************************************************************

(5 2)	 /quality/process
*** Definition:
process measures of quality
***************************************************************

(5 3)	 /quality/output
*** Definition:
output measures of quality
* **** *************************** ****** ***** **************** * ** *

(5 4)	 /quality/satisfaction
*** Definition:
satisfaction as a quality measure
** ** ******************** ********************* ** * ********** * *** *

(5 5)	 /guality/outcome
*** Definition:
outcome measures of quality
** ** *** ****** ******** ************************** *** ******** * * * **

(6)	 /change
*** Definition:
data on the scope for change
*** *** ***** * ******************* **** ** **** *** ******** * * **** *** **

(6 1)	 /change/local
*** Definition:
views on the possibility for local change
* ** ** ***** ************ **************** ***** ********* ****** *** * *

(6 2)	 /change/national
*** Definition:
views on the possibility for national change
***************************************************************

(6 2 5)	 /change/national/direct payments
*** Definition:
data about direct payments
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APPENDIX I: a brief chronology of community care

Date:
1956

1957

1959
1963

1967

1968

1970

1971

1973
1975

1976

1977

1978

1978
1980
1980

Policy Development:
Guillebaud Report, Committee
of Enquiry into the cost of the
National Health Sen,ice
Report of the Royal
Commission on Mental Illness
and Mental Deficiency
Mental Health Act
Health and Welfare: the
development of Community
Care
publication of Robb's Sans
Eveiything
Seebohm Report, Report of the
Committee on Allied and
Personal Social Seivices
Chronically Sick and Disabled
Persons Act
Better Seivices for the Mentally
Handicapped
NHS Reorganisation Act
Better Services for the Mentally
Ill
joint financing arrangements
between health and local
authorities
The Way Forward

Wolfenden Report, The Future
of Voluntary Organisations
A Happier Old Age
An Ordinary Life
Patrick Jenkins speech to
ADSS conference (19 Sep)

Additional Notes:
widespread concern about
rising costs and future
projections

concern over ill treatment in
institutions

concept of Community Care
extended to include hospital,
hostel, residential and day care
services
reference to 'welfare pluralism'

normal isation
social services characterised
as residual provider behind
voluntary sector

1981 Report of a Study on
Community Care

1981	 Care in the Community	 envisaged increasing care 'by'
the community
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1982
1983

1984

1988	 publication of Griffiths Report,
Community Care: an agenda
for action

1988 Local Government Act

1989 July statement by Kenneth
Clarke on Griffiths Report

1989	 Working for Patients
1989 Caring for People

Mark Priestley - University of Leeds PhD thesis, June 1997

1981
1981

Working Together
Growing Older

Barclay Report
Care in the Community and
Joint Finance DH circular (83)6
Norman Fowler's Buxton
speech (September)

ACC, NCVO&AMA
increase in residents of private
homes after social security
changes

role of the state is 'to back up'
the voluntary and private
sectors by 'enabling'

1985 Scott-Whyte Report,
Supplementary Benefit and
Residential Care

1985 Social Services Committee,
Community Care

1985 Progress in Partnership

1986

1986

1986

1987

1987
1987

1990

Disabled Persons (Services,
Consultation and
Representation) Act
Making a Reality of Community
Care
commissioning of Griffiths
Report
Firth Report, Public Support for
Residential Care
Community Care Development
Malcolm Rifkind's speech to UK
Social Services Conference
(September)

NHS and Community Care Act

joint planning aims of health
and local authorities
right to assessment for
services under the 1970 Act

National Audit Office
plurality of welfare provision
encourages choice,
responsiveness and communiyt
involvement
lack of co-ordination; choice an
efficiency to be promoted in a
mixed economy of care;
resource concerns
service contracts must be
assessed against commercial
considerations only

SSDs to retain 'lead role' in
planning, assessment,
purchasing and monitoring
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1990

1991

1991

1991

1991

1991
1991

1992

1992
1992

1992

1992

1992

1993

Community Care in the Next
Decade and Beyond: policy
guidance
1 April, planned
implementation date for 1990
Act
Care Management and
Assessment: summaiy of
practice guidance
Purchase of Setvice: practice
guidance and practical material
for SSDs and other agencies
Purchaser, Commissioner and
Provider Roles
Purchase of Service
Local Government review: the
internal management of local
authorities in England
first Community Care Plans
required by 1 April
Competing for Quality
Managing the Cascade of
Change
Implementing Caring for
People, EL(92)1 3/C 1(92)10
Implementing Caring for
People, EL(92)65/CI(92)30
Implementation of Caring for
People: Corporate Contracts,
letter from Andrew Foster to
regional general managers (7
Feb)
1 April, delayed implementation
of 1990 Act
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APPENDIX J: the 'User Involvement Checklist'

Measuring the Quality of User Involvement: a checklist for
purchasers and providers

The User Involvement Checklist was derived from a project carried out by the
Derbyshire Centre for Integrated Living (DCIL), the Living Options Partnership
Network and Leeds University's Disability Research Unit. A series of workshops were
held in Derbyshire bringing together service users, disabled people's organisations,
social services and local NHS trust staff. The project drew on the experiences of
existing user involvement schemes in order to plan more effective systems. It is
envisaged that the Checklist could be used by disabled people as a quality measure
for assessing an organisation's commitment to user involvement and by purchasers
or providers as a "charter" for the participation of disabled people.

Using the Checklist:

The evaluation is broken down into ten simple questions to be asked of a purchaser
or provider organisation. Proof of compliance with any item is assigned a score of
10%. The scores are added to produce a total quality score in percentage terms.
Thus, the Checklist provides a straightforward means of comparing the quality of
user involvement in different organisations. The scoring is intentionally arbitrary and
simplistic. All the items are considered to be desirable but different users may
choose to ascribe preferential ratings to certain items. For example, item 1 could be
regarded as essential and a negative response might suggest that there is little point
in "rating" the organisation at all.
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EVALUATING USER INVOLVEMENT:
A Checklist for Purchasers and Providers

Name of Organisation:

What is the role of your organisation?	 Purchaser 0	 Provider 0
Is your organisation controlled by disabled people? 	 Yes El	 No 0

1. Does your organisation want to increase user power?

	

_________________________________________ •'J 10%	 ____________

2. Are your staff required to demonstrate a
commitment to user involvement? 	 I 10%	 _____________

3. If you impose limits on user power, do you make
these clear to everyone?	 I 10%	 ______________

4. Are your environments, processes and information
accessible to disabled people? 	 J 10%	 _____________

5. Do you involve disabled people's organisations as
well as individual users?	 I 10%	 ______________

6. Do disabled people control your user involvement
process?	 I 10%	 _____________

7. Do disabled people control your agenda for
consultation issues?	 1 10%	 ______________

8. Do you provide user representatives with the same
support systems as staff representatives? 	 I 10%

9. Do you communicate the outcomes of disabled
people's involvement back to them? 	 J 10%	 _______________

10. Has your organisation ever made changes against
its will because disabled people wanted you to? 	 'J 10%	 ______________

TOTAL:	 100%	 ?

©Mark Priestley (1995) - The User Involvement Checklist may be freely copied
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APPENDIX K: briefing paper on PSS quality project

PERCEPTIONS OF QUALITY: USER VIEWS ON OCIL'S PERSONAL
SUPPORT SERVICE
(SUMMARY BRIEFING PAPER - SEPTEMBER 1996)

This paper summarises the main points from an independent review of
service user views on the quality of support provided by DCIL to users
of its Personal Support Service. The research was conducted by the
Disability Research Unit at the University of Leeds. Copies of the full
(12 page) report are available from DCIL on request.

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS FROM THE REPORT:

1. Comparisons with other services suggest that people want...
•	 choice and flexibility in the hours of personal assistance
•	 control over the range of tasks performed by staff
•	 a small number of regular staff dedicated to a personal service
•	 privacy and respect from the provider organisation

2. There was a high level of satisfaction with the Personal
Support Service because...
the way in which it was provided gave people more choice,
participation and respect than mainstream services
it had positive outcomes in enabling people to live more
independent lives

3. Overall, self management provided a high level of flexibility,
choice and control. However, this was limited because...

•	 some people need more support to develop confidence in
managing staff

•	 there were often insufficient hours in the assessed package to
facilitate the social aspects of independent living

•	 there was sometimes a lack of suitable job applicants
•	 some personal assistants were unable or unwilling to fulfil all the

job requirements

4. Although satisfaction with the service as a whole was high,
users have sometimes not been able to get answers to
specific queries about the day to day management of their
support package...

•	 people need to know who to turn to for advice about management
issues
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people want clear and accurate information about the service

5. In general, the support provided by DCIL in addition to the
basic package was valued by service users for the following
reasons...

•	 people want to draw on support from another disabled person who
had experience of using services

•	 advocates provide essential support in dealing with the
purchasing authorities

•	 development work is essential for some people in order to achieve
integrated living in their communities

6. DCIL was highly valued as a service provider because it had a
different set of values to other organisations. However, two
areas of concern were raised...
DCIL is perceived by some users as lacking strong management
skills in the operational administration of its services
some people feel that the political relationship between DOlL and
social services interferes with their package of support

7. Comments on direct payments suggest that support from
DCIL is likely to remain an essential feature of self
management for most people because

•	 many people do not have the time or the confidence to manage
the administrative and financial side of their support package

•	 some people need support in dealing directly with their staff
•	 people often feel threatened when dealing with the purchasing

authorities on their own

Mark Priestley, September 1996 (Disability Research Unit, University
of Leeds)
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